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THE RADIO LURE.
HUSH ! HUSH !

" A SHY LITTLE VOICE."
THE SHORT-WAVE

CLUB, RADIO NOTES & NEWS

More Research Needed.

IN my present frame of mind the apparent
inability of radio waves to annihilate

Vicars are evidently still innovators. Ah,

the old churchyard and that " ivy
mantled tower " which inspired the poet
well !

Nature. Possibly Nature has more use for -

green fly than for roses; what would the
ladybirds do without their little friends ?

Gray to write that Elegy which soothed the
mind of Wolfe iu the shadows of the Heights
of Abraham will resound to canned musicand that's that !

However, I live in hopes of reading, (a) that a
German scientist has killed a green fly with

Returning the. Compliment.

green fly strikes me as a defect of

A TRIBUTE TO L. G. M.
"SOME" ORDER.

was old when William the Conq. was a bit
of a boy.
And now the Grecian Islands are to be
linked with Athens for high-speed telegraphy

and duplex telephony, and I suppose it is
just posSible that the radio engineers,
looking for a good earth, will disturb the
bones of men whose names are still household

an invisible ray which couldn't hurt a rose I LIKE that story about the nightingale
down in Surrey. They say that it sings
if it tried, or (b) that according to a popular
regularly outside the farmhouse window.
American " scientific." magazine a method
of turning green flies
red and harmless was
A PILOT -LESS PLANE

words after thousands of. years.
Quaint thought for the week : I wonder

what Homer and the rest of those literary
chaps would have done if they had had a
rapacious radio editor

on their track every
week for notes and

devised in Chicago by
a policeman.

news ?

New Use for Radio

Conscience in the

Telephone.

the

Cotswolds.

DiTRING my little
jaunt amongst the

ALTHOUGH
new White Star

and pleasant folk of

Belfast, her trial trip

peaceful fields

nic "

liner " Britanwas built at

was made on the
Clyde 150 miles from
the Belfast shipyards,

those hills which keep
old Father Thames

I was interested to see how
thoroughly the radio
a -running,

In order to keep her

constant touch
with her builders

in

habit had invaded
even the tiniest hamOne cottager,
lets,

during her rush over
the measured mile,

garden was
twelve yards

she was equipped

wire aerial whose wires
were separated by
spreaders which looked

4, 500 watts. A similar
set was installed in
the offices of Messrs.

whose

about

with a wireless telephone set, type Y.C,

long, sported a two -

Harland & Wolff at

to me to be quite eight
Feet long.

Belfast. Thus the ex-

But what

perts aboard the vessel

amused me most of
all was the fact that

this

were able -to report

conscientious

fellow had strung on
This radio -controlled plane, flying without a pilot, is directed from the tower shown to the lett of
his aerial a consider.
the picture. The French President watched it fly aver Paris.
able number of corks
-doubtless to protect
but only if the farmer first switches on a
pigeons. I saw one pigeon in ten days'
musical programme from the loud speaker.

walking !

Another Knell.

SO Stoke Poges Church is fitted with a
radio -gramophone. This is typical of
the acts with which the modern spirit
e
is administering the coupe de grace to the
old romance, In one of his novels Hardy
describes the consternation of a village
church choir when it was known that the
vicar intended to replace their instruments

-serpent, bassoon, etc.-by an orean.

Is this a case of a shy singer waiting to
be coaxed, or a canny nightingale with a
well -thought-out idea of tit -for -tat ?
History Books and Radio.

THIS new Rome station that we hear

(and what a kick it's got to be sure !)
is not the only one to be placed on a

site where history began. There is a
powerful station at Carthage. Carthage,
mark you, near the ruins of the city that

immediately to headquarters everything of

importance which
occurred during the
trip.

"A Shy Little. Voice."

AFEW weeks ago " Philemon " in his
" For the Listener " notes mentioned
a shy little voice which announces
the names of the short piano pieces ; he
asked whose is the voice. Now that is, of
course, only his little joke, for he is not half
so wise as he wishes if he has not long since

met the owner of that voice, which, I
confess, has charmed me for some years.
(Continued on next page.)
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued frees previous page.)

Bless me ! We all know our "Auntie
Sophie's " voice. And is she not Miss Cecil
Dixon, that finished pianiste ?
A Yorkshire Query.

V ORKSHIREMEN have the reputation
of being

-1

sometinies

the other day, and the Writer backed it up
with some pretty sound arguments.
He suggested that the B.B.C. should ask
the editors, of the leading London and provincial newspapers to take- a turn, at the

holiday stunt it is you are engaged on ;

liked the change.

As it shouldn't cost anything to try I hope the B.B.C. will take the

are. They've finally fixed up about the

hint.

September 19th to 27th.
And though you try to kid yourself that

bulletins, and let listeners say how they

The Radio Lure.

" near " and

" careful," so I was not surprised to

get a letter from a chap the other day
asking me if he woukl be able to hear

Moorside Edge on a crystal, " BOTH programmes ? " What did surprise me, however, was to find that according to the map
he is going to, be only abmit six miles away
from, the new North Regional ! Six miles
and more power than London ! And 500 -ft.
masts, instead- of -about 200, as we in. the
South are compelled to put up with !
Yes, sir ! You will hear Moorside Edge.
Why Have You No Radio?
SG. BROWN'S have been making some.

very acute researches into the state of

SMASH and grab raiders threw a brick
"

I supposessfor chaps who would do a thing
like that wouldn't be likely to read " P.W.,"
would they ? Pity, too, for say what you

like they were keen, and they can't really
enjoy that set now, can they ?

ullttimeteratintusumuteutillusumititilitatuilmilleiles

SHORT WAVES.

B.B.C. there are 10,811,077 families, but
only 2,947,098 licences, so that there are
7,863,979 families who don't listen -in and

newspaper.

Reading down the list, we certainly agree.
A strong man would never stand for it I

are potential buyers. A jolly little sum,
but although the arithmetic is right the

B.B.C. " MURDER." usters having

killing time.-" Daily Mirror."

logic is wrong. Some of the families are
" pirates," some are too poor to indulge in
radio, some are stamp -collectors, and some

start a motor which opens the garage doors
without the motorist leaving his seat, " we
read in " Answers."
That, of course, is a desilai al7intale after
one of those " Re -union " dinners.

jammed " by trams; bacon -cutters,

and the like.

ODE TO THE B.B.C.
You've given us the best from the confines of
the earth,
You've brought to us the :tars of me:ody and
mirth ;
We're really very thankful foe all the jolly fun, g
But we wish you'd get a gadget for tuning -in =
the sun.

The Short -Wave Club.

'KA R. F. EASTER, of Cincinnati, U.S.A.,
Iv]. has kindly sent me a copy of a little

10 cents 12 -page magazine which is the
official organ of the International Short Wave Club. This little publication is full

" Evening News." E
" Nearly all the disturbances which you
hear on the wireless are not `static' at all.
They are the crinkling of the paper held by

of the kind of material with which our

own W. L. S. deals so ably. The address
of the club . is, Klondyke, Ohio, U.S.A.
Mr. Easter tells me that this club is doing
some useful work and inter alia has induced

life, and a long mailing list to the I.S.W.
Club !

Hudson Bay Radio.

THE Canadian Government has informed
the Imperial Shipping Committee that
it has established an inter -communicating chain of four direction -finding wireless
station.sm the Hudson Bay route. Fully

manned day and night, they give wireless
bearings, weather forecasts, and navigation

warnings to ships, free of charge.
Must be a cold sort of radio you get'rs a

Hudson Bay D.F. Operator, but I'll bet

those lads enjoy it. And if this meets the
eye of one of them, well " Bung Ho," says
Ariel to him !

f`

What Is Wrong With the News Bulletins ?
TOO,muoir dull and unimportant foreign
news."

" Too much dull home news."
"Too little human interest news."
That is a criticism I saw in " Everyman"

a

" Wireless waves transmitted from a newsy designed apparatus fitted to a motor -car will E

have given up radio out of disgust from

Es

but alas ! holidays don't last for ever.

And while the world and his wife save
been listening to the band on the pier, the
Radio Manufacturers of Ct. Britain have
been up and doing, like the noble lads they

next Radio Exhibition. Olympia again,

it's of no interest to you, you'll be right
there with the rest of them. Keen PA
mustard you'll be. And so, as a matter of

fact, shall I !

Watch for This Short -Waver.

ANY of you fellows that make a habit of

hanging about on 21, 41.5, and 84

metres, might keep a look -out for a
little stranger calling himself Z T 2 A. This
station belongs to Mr. D. C. Shanks, who
hangs out a very pretty aerial at Humansdorp, South Africa (P.O. Box 43).
,

Mr. Shanks would be awfully glad to
hear from any " F'.W." chaps who can

report upon the kind of kick that Z T 2 A
comes in with.
Miss Amy Johnson.

" Wireless for the Weak. The following is
a list of the main items to be broadcast during
the next seven days," we read in a Provincial

they say that in the area covered by the

announce in English in addition to Spanish,
and to put on special programmes in return
for reports on reception. Good luck, long -

says the

I like keenness in radio matters as well
as anybodY, but this brickbat business and
running away isn't good enough, is it ?
And it's useless me grumbling about it,

For instance,

some of the South American stations to

Burnt Oak, and escaped with a

report in the " Press.

would appear that the greater part of the

being

through the window of Mr. Lett,

wireless set and accessories,'

the market, with the result that it

population doesn't listen -in.

lb

the people talking in front of the microphone,"
we read.
Well, even paper must have its way of showing indignation at some of the really dull talks
broadcast these days.

BEFORE some enterprising girlie flies to
the moon and back, there is one little

item about- Miss Amy Johnson that

I should like to unload on you.

You

probably heard her recent breezy broad-

cast from Australia, but did you know that
the B.B.C. had booked her for a talk in the
" My Day's Work " series, way back in
February last ?

Unfortunately she was ill a few (lays

before she was due to speak, so she wrote to
the B.B.C. apologising, and said she hoped
she would be allowed to speak again sometime. But neither the B.B.C. nor Amy
herself had any idea of the flutter she would
cause over the world before she confronted
the mike !

A Tribute to " L. G. M."
RECENTLY I had the sad

task

of

chronicling the death of Leslie G.
Mainland-" Uncle Leslie "-and I

remarked on the affection with which he was

held by all the kiddies.

A fellow I know who went to " L G. M.'s "

funeral tells me that he saw there a wreath

IF you happened to be not only poor, but

that unexpectedly dimmed his eyes for a
moment. It was nestling among all the
big ones from all sorts of famous people.

get you one ! "-you'd think the world

Just " The Little Listeners Next Door."
What better tribute could " L. G. M."

such a. bad place, either.
About three years ago some good folk in
Manchester and Salford got together to do.

connection with the British Wireless
1N for the Blind " Fund it is of interest to

1111111111I11111111-11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIS

Three Years' Good Work.

bed -ridden, and somebody came along
and said : " Like a wireless set ? 1'11

wasn't such a bad place after all. It isn't

just that service for poor invalids, and in

those three years they've installed and
maintained nearly 250 sets.

They'd like

to go ahead still further, but there's a

shortage of coin of the realm, so if you have
any to spare of those little Jimmy o' Goblin

things-or even a bob l-there's a chance

for you to
The address is Councillor
T. Ackrayd, 17, Berkeley Avenue, Levenshulme, Manchester.

Hush ! Hush

T HATE to mention it while you are
1 dabbling your toes in wet sand at
Frinton, or bathing at Brighton, or
keeping cool at Blackpool, or whatever

And who do you think it was from ?
himself have desired ?

" Some " Order.

note that a contract for the supply of

six thousand receivers has been received by
Messrs. Burne-Jones & Co., Ltd., of Borough
High Street, S.E. Very nice to be.going on
with, eh ? The real. point of interest about

this-they will correct me if I am wrongis that this firm began " in a small way,"
not so very long ago, as makers of choice
components, I believe. Well, they have

quickly established a name for the reliability and general excellence of their
products. One of their Directors was a

prominent amateur transmitter as early as
1922-he may still be-and I often used to
listen to his tests,

ARIEL.
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TRANSIENTS AND
THE TRANSFORMER
, CAPT. P, P. ECKERSLEY
IMADE a statement in my
1 last article that I believed
that quality could be

improved by a different atti-

tude towards acoustics, by the
use of better microphones

(which at present, all points
considered, do not exist),
and the elimination of all transformers.
Now let me explain my point of view
about transformers. In the very old days

transformers had shocking frequency characteristics. I therefore sang the praises of
resistance capacity.
Transformers were, however, soon improved, and I was then at pains to point out

that transformers had so progressed that
one could not level at them the criticism
that they reproduced only a few of the
wanted frequencies. But one's understand.
ing of the problem expands, and a year or
so ago I began to be seriously concerned

Our Radio Consultant -in -Chief goes

further into the important subject

of quality transmission and reception.

tions probably greater than those pro-

duced by a well -designed transformer ;
(3) because the transformer is very practical
and efficient.
Short Waves to the Rescue ?

mixture of all sorts of frequencies having

angle of the achievement of perfection, and
I said I believed the B.B.C. must scrap their
transformers, whereafter we people on the
reception side can set about our problems
once more.
The B.B.C. must set the pace ; their

all sorts of different phas'es.

A pistol shot, an explosive voice sound,
or, in general, all impulsive noises, can be

eventually analysed into the sum of a
number of harmonic disturbances of different amplitudes and different relative phases.
The Electrical Copy.

Now, the question of the shape .of the
electrical copy compared to the shape of
the original disturbance is extremely important. If by changing relative amplitude
and phase of the componentirequencies the
reproducer distorts the shape of
the transient, poor quality results.

Now, circuits which do very

nicely when analysed as regards
their behaviour to steady
sinusoidal disturbances may so

other eye and talks of ultra short waves

doing the strangest things ; as, for instance,
waves of a few metres giving perfect results

(and no transient distortion !) up to the
limits of distance as between studio and
local transmitter,

about another aspect of the matter-the

reproduction of transients.
If you clap your hands the characteristic
disturbance can be understood to contain a

we might say lines are a practical necessity,
However, I meet Rumour, who winks her

But I was discussing quality from the

transmissions should be better than our

reception, partly because they have unified
control, partly because they have economic
problems like we have.
But, and still indicating a future, there is
no use scrapping transformers without
-having in mind the eventual scrapping of
the lines connecting studio and transmitter.
Here we ate up against a serious problem ;
transformers are a practical convenience ;

A WELL -APPRECIATED GIFT.

e.g. the fifteen miles
between Brookmans Park and Savoy Hill.
Who may not live to see such a wireless
link consummated ? Then gcod-bye to
lines, transformers, and transient distortion.
It's all a question of a sense of proportion.
Over -caution says that it won't scrap lines
because transformers give distortion, and
won't scrap transformers because lines give

distortion. My attitude is get on and tryget on, get on ! How I hate the phrase
" You see, there are a tremendous lot of
difficulties " ! Of course there are, with so
many people making them !

Seriously, I do believe that this problem
wants most serious consideration. I under-

stand it is getting it, and as long as that
results in something we shall be satisfied.

And Then-the Receiver.
And so with lovely music rooms, musicians
to choose the privileged acoustic position for

the microphone, with that microphone so
small as not to disturb the sound field, so

perfect as to give the wanted response, with
no transformers or lines to give
transient distortion, we may
come nearer perfection in music
transmission.

Then we have the receiver

problem to tackle. Here eventually, and looking at the problem

mangle phases of a composite'
disturbance as to give transient
distortion.
Theoretically, the transformer
is likely to do this more than a

in the same way, the receiver,
aiming at being a musical instrument and not a noise selector,

will foreswear the transformer,
the time constant in resistance
capacity, and it will be perfect
enough to claim the perfect loud
speaker also free from transient
distortion.

well -designed resistance -capacity
circuit, and so I say trans-

formers are liable to give trans-

ient distortion more than the

R.C. coupled type of connection.

Don't leap to the conclusion,
however, that you must scrap
your transformers ; that would

To -day there are so many practicalities to consider, chief among
them the partly inevitable

failures of transmission, that it
is useless fussing over acute

be out of all proportion. Why ?

(1) Because the B.B.C. use them,

lots of them, and they use long
lines, and it's no good your
being more perfect than the
B.B.C.; (2) because your loud
speaker gives transient distor-

academic problems ; we must
just balance practicality against
perfection.
Old Merchant Service sailors listening with one of the radio receivers recently
installed at the Royal Alf ird Institution at Belvedere by the Marconi people.

But there is to -morrow and the

day after, so let us get cm!
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An interesting account of the vast and complicated
organisation that is necessitated by International
broadcasts.
By OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

IHAVE spent the last few months in

1 various parts of Europe, interviewing

the directors and chief engineers of most

and condensers or resistances and chokes

going via Frankfurt and the other via

be carried, but distorted to suit the line

and the other had a cut-off at this point,
but worked well up to 5,000 cycles or

of the big Continental broadcasters.

the line so that the full frequency range can

One thing I always made a point of asking,
when the strict business of seeing the station

and then brought back to the proper level.

was over, is " What do you think of the
B.B.C. 1" A surprising thing is that often
the officials knew more about the-B.B.C.
than I did, having been out of touch with
England for sonic time, and being too busy
to read English papers !
The First Step.

Now that there are International Broad-

After seven or eight weeks' hard work, the
cross -Channel line was deemed satisfactory,

and the next problem was to arrange for a
further extension to the London -Cologne
(via Brussels) existing cable.
One of the difficulties, though, was the
problem of programmes and copyright. It
wasn't much good going ahead with an S.B.
line costing thousands of pounds if the use

cast phone lines between Stuttgart, Munich,

of it would be restricted by international

Continent is not only in constant line touch
with Savoy Hill, but can " pinch" the B.B.C.
programmes whenever arrangements can be

meeting was at the B.B.C.'s invitation),

Berlin, Nurnberg, Kiel and Emden, the

mc,de.

international lines have been
spreading all the time I have been abroad,
and just recently I had the opportunity of a
long chat with a Reichs-Rundfunk technical
These

man in Cologne about the way in which
international " S.B.'s " are carried out.
Quite often the Berlin transmitter made

copyright, so within three weeks a meeting
was held in Brussels.
Hero gathered B.B.C. officials (the

broadcasting and Post Office authorities of
the Reich-Rundfunk of Germany, and
radio and technical authorities from Belgium.

Unlike most international ." conventions,"
something really did materialise from this
Brussels October meeting, for most of the
questions of finance, copyright, programme -

exchange and so on were setttled.

communication.

The

Hanover. One would not take frequencies
higher than about 300 cycles per second,
thereabouts.
By an ingenious method, the invention of
a German Post Office official, Dr. Fiedler,
both lines can be used at once, one carrying
the higher frequencies, and the other taking

the other side of the frequency scale.

New Lines Being Laid.
This is much more difficult than it sounds,

because the time-lags of both lines have to
be balanced, but it has been done. It is an
expensive method, for two lines have to be
used, but it is more reliable than a radio link.
None of these lines is the property of the

broadcasting authorities in any country, of

course, but they are owned by the Post

Office or the cable companies. These bodies

must make a handsome profit out of these

international S.B.'s, but they are paying
some of it back, I understand (at least, in
Germany) by putting some of their best
technical men on to the job of improving
the, lines.

radio relays of the old 2 L 0, but while the
radio link is reliable for a hundred miles or
so, it cannot be relied upon for long cross Channel

There were two lines, not direct, but one

(according to whether the tone is to be
raised or lowered)-is used at each end of

THE NEW NETWORK:

New lines are being put down, but the
network will not be finished for another
three years.

B.B.C.

realised this, and perhaps you remember
the Menin Gate relay, which was only a
partial success, some years ago.
All these troubles showed that good lines

I WORKSHOP HINTS

between England and the Continent, and
between the chief European stations, were

*

a vital need.

The first step was to get the London Brussels line (running on the bed of the

Channel) quite right.
From last August till last September the
Rundfunk engineers and the B.B.C. carried
out tests on several evenings a week. These
relays were not broadcast, but were put on
" closed " circuit, with amplifiers, tone changers and phones.

0 PAR'S

line itself, the problem was to make it
adaptable to the frequency range needed for
broadcasting, which is about twice as great
as that needed for ordinary telephone work.
While a cable will not always accommodate " the frequency band as it is, it may be
able to accommodate frequencies much
higher (usually) or much lower than needed.
So a tone -changer --a bank of resistances

Soldering is often simplified by filing the
copper bit into a long wedge-shaped paint.
*

*

*

One of the best rough and ready rules for
soldering iron temperature is to let the iron
heat until it " burns " with a green flame.
*

YAP:,

Here you see routes followed by some of the
cables that are being used for International S.B.'s.

*

*

If you try holding the hot soldering iron
about four inches from your cheek you will
soon be able to estimate exactly when it is
hot enough to work with.

Deliberate Distortion.

As not very much could be done to the

7IC

After this, the technical men could go
ahead and make the whole line network
suitable for broadcasting; but they met
troubles in a big crop. For one thing, there

When filing a point to clean it for soldering,
remember that immediately it is clean it should
be coated with flux to prevent oxidisation.

as no directline between Cologne and Berlin,

A pair of cardboard " jaws " fitted over your

and it was essential to connect Berlin, of
course; the line had been tested as O.K.
as far as Cologne, and the problem was to
find a wide -frequency cable to cover the
rest of the distance.

*

*

*

vice will prevent it from scratching a panel
placed in It.

*

*

*

A little oil at the bottom of a cigarette tin
Is one way of keeping little used drills from rust
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UE I

Listeners who use high -frequency
amplifying stages will be interested
in this account of early difficulties
and modern methods.
By P. R. BIRD.

LOOKING over the records of the
" P.W." Technical Queries Department for three or four years discloses
some very interestingff facts about high P.W." readers have
frequency coupling.
.

never failed to pay adequate attention
to this important branch of our hobby
but the queries raised about it to -day are
strangely different from those raised about
two years ago.

Nowadays the average manufacturers' choke is good, so that trouble

unit having a tuned secondary is usually

trouble.

Half the primary feeds the
plate of the valve, and the other half or
employed.

under this head occurs only very infrequently.

neutralising winding, in conjunction with

Until recently the two main troubles
that readers complained of when using

its neutralising condenser, ensures stability.
High magnification and great selectivity

S.G. valves were non -selectivity and H.T.
consumption. The non -selectivity has been
attacked in several ways, and the Research
Department's recent investigations into
selector aerial systems and' band-pass

are obtainable with such an arrangement,
and, once adjusted correctly, there is
nothing to go wrong with it.

Nat only is the number now smaller,
but the whole tone of the queries has

filters have provided plenty of interest in
this direction.
As regards selectivity,
various X coil arrangements like that in
the new " Magic " Four have cleared. the

altered. It used to be mostly S 0 S's.

" I cannot hold the H.F. valve down,

and if you cannot help me I shall go mad " ;

or "The

set is' all
right, except f o r
the H.F.

v alve,

which whistles and
howls
its
head
off

every time
I look at
it."

They
were
the
kind

of

queries

which carries a heavy
H.F. responsibility is the H.F.choke.
This one is a Lewcos product.
A component

which used
to arrive
but nowadays are
almost un-

A small but vital H.F. coupling component is the
fixed grid condenser. This is one of the Ediswan
interchangeable type.

requirements

S.G.'s and the Tuned Anode.

The tuned anode circuit, with its enormous impedance at resonance, is particularly suitable for S.G. coupling, and
though selectivity with this class of circuit
is apt to be slightly inferior to that obtain-

has been

districts it has proved satisfactory.

are the newer
designs in-

effected b y
means of grid

bias on the

H.F. valve,
and not only

able with a well -neutralised stage, in many

It was at first thought that the intro-

give rise to trouble, but this variation,
too, has been particularly well handled

already been given as to how the method may

" P. W. "

be applied to existing sets. Incidentally, the

surprisingly Jew
failures
have

so that those who are running an S.G. valve
without grid bias should consider seriously.
Even wave -change - switching -on high frequency stages is now being carried

by

provision of grid bias helps selectivity as well,

readers, and

to the
Query Department for treatcome

that H.F. coupling has passed from the

" hold -it -down " stage into the well-behaved
and normal circuit class. There is just as
much interest in long-distance listening and
more high -frequency amplifying being done
to -day than at any time, but the modern pre -

out in a manner that a year or two ago

ment. Inciden-

was impracticable. Dual coils have helped

did were mostly
due to poor
H.F. chokes.

circuits with simplified switching.

here, and so have some of the " P.W."

tally, those that

In this connection one special point
calls for comment. Now that H.F. stages
are expected to -function on two wavebands, proper screening must be taken
seriously, and it must be realised that the
spacing of -the high -frequency end of the

Whatev er

The ubiquitous plug-in coil

is

invaluable for H.F. coupling
purposes. This specimen is a

" Brownie."

The Watmel D X.2. H.T. Choke.

corp orating
this where necessary, but particulars have

duction of shunt -fed H.F. circuits might

is

type is the split primary, for which a coil

"on
their feet."
Economy
in
battery
hardly

successful results are mere child's play.

The reaof

The most popular circuit of the neutralised

ions are

obtainable, and with a valve of this type

son,

detector valve is as stable and decorous
as the power valve. The neutralised stage
and the S.G.valve have, between them,
saved the H.F. situation.

before the regional stat-

The screened -grid valve is, if anything,
still simpler. Enormous amplification is

known !
course,

way for regional -scheme requirements

form of coupling you use, the
H.F. choke must
be a -n H.F.
choke, or you

are

in

for

set, and the particular types of components
-

Used there, are invariably the result of
careful consideration.
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

HAIL !

TEE

*

DICK SHEPPARD

RELAY-HOUSEWIVES' TALKS
OFF IN AUGUST-MIDLAND'S
ENTERPRISE AGAIN.

-

Housewives' Talks off in August.

Neils Wilheim Gade will be heard. The
work consists of five separate numbers
under the title of " A Day in the Country. '
Another work is also to be given its first
performance at the Midland Regional

be suspended during the month of
August, partly owing to the fact that so

namely, Cyril Christopher's Symphony in
C minor. Mr. Christopher is a well-known

comedian and mimic whose humour is said
to be very mirth -provoking.

to

many people are on holiday at that time,
and partly to enable a fresh start to be made

in September with several new series of

*

" SHEPPARD is to broadcast
This is good news for
thousands of listeners who have
not heard the famous preacher's voice
"

.1-./

selves, and Skeets Martin, a burlesque

The morning talks for housewives are

WARWICKSHIRE

PAGEANT -A BLACKPOOL
4
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again !

since he left the Church of St. Martin -in the -Fields to seek the sun in Italy, a sink
man, whose friends were despairing his life.

To -day the Rev. H. R. L. Sheppard,

Dean of Canterbury, is much better, and he
is sure of a magnificent welcome when he
preaches from his old pulpit at the church

in Trafalgar Square on Sunday evening,
July 13th,

talks, which it is hoped will make an even
wider appeal to listeners than those given
hitherto.
Among the new subjects for the Autumn

will be talks on Industrial Welfare and
Child Welfare.

By the way, does anybody

listen to these talks? Savoy Hill has no
definite evidence about it.
Midlands' Enterprise Again.

Birmingham is to keep up its reputation
for the regular inclusion of a first broadcast

performance in its programmes when, on
Tuesday, July 15th, an orchestral suite by

Station on Sunday evening. July 13th,

musician and will conduct this work himself.
Here and There in the Programmes.

Banjahra, the Indian bass singer who
specialises in Negro songs of all kinds and
understudied Paul Robeson during the run

of the " Show Boat " at Drury Lane, will
be heard by Northern listeners in the course

of an orchestral programme on Monday,
July 14th. Among his songs will be " Poor
Old Joe " and " 01' Man River."
The Band of the Queen's Own Cameron
Highlanders, conducted by C. W. Criggs,

will be heard by Northern listeners on

Wednesday afternoon, July 16th, when a
special programnie is being relayed from
Morecambe.

ALL -THE -TIME RADIO.

The Warwickshire Pageant.

A big event in the Midlands, the great
Warwickshire Pageant, in which over 2,000

performers are to takd' part, and which is

to be given in the grounds of Warwick
Castle, should provide a particularly in-

broadcast from the Midland
Regional transmitter on Wednesday afternoon, July 16th.
The Countess of Warwick, whose interest
in historical subjects is so well, known, is
teresting

taking an active part, and Lady Bird as
Mistress of the Robes will be responsible
for the costumes which Miss Gwen Lally,
the producer, insists shall be historically
correct in every detail.

The Pageant has been written by Mr.
Crompton Rhodes, who for many years
has been dramatic critic of the " Birming-

ham Post," and whose knowledge

of

dramatic and historical research is unsurpassed by anyone in the Midlands.
The Prologue has been written by

Mr. John Drinkwater, who is a Birmingham
man, and this will be spoken by Miss Sybil

Thorndyke and her husband, Mr. Lewis
Casson. Lady Cynthia Asquith and Mr.
Geoffrey Winn are also taking part in some

of the scenes, which go back to the days

--*
-----FOR THE LISTENER.

This is Capt. Leonard Plugge, listening when motoring. He is such a great believer in plenty of
programmes that he has recently arranged for broadcasts to British listeners from high -power

stations on the Continent.

* 4444 --

of the early Britons and pass on to the

arrival of St. Augustine with his Gospel of
Christianity, and also include episodes
dealing with Shakespeare, Queen Elizabeth,

A Specially Contributed Criticism of Current Broadcasting Events.
By " PHILEMON."
Who will long be remembered for those wise and witty broadcasts
entitled " From My Window."

the Battle of Edge Hill, and many other
interesting events associated with Warwickshire and the Midlands.

A good deal of the Pageant is in dumb show, and on this there is to be a running
commentary, but it' is also hoped to broadcast a few explanatory speeches and bits

from such scenes as are suitable for the
microphone.

*4444444444

present at Nottingham and Hoylake. An

Leslie Mainland.

TIE made a secure niche for himself in
11. the programmes. I never missed a

eye -witness account is not quite so exciting
as a

" running commentary," but Mr.

was

Darwin and Mr. Foster do their jobs well.

He had that gentle humour which is

men to cheer the foreigner who snatches

Children's Hour when he
talking about animals and the Zoo.

characteristic of students of animal life,
Another relay from Blackpool is in the and his talks were always delightful. Ile

A Blackpool Relay.

Thank heaven we are good enough sports-

the prizes from us.

Northern listeners on
Tuesday, July 15th, when the same artistes
who took part in a former programme from

will be missed by many besides the children.

Mismanagement.

Sport.

heard.

unorganised national festival of sport.
It has become even more national since the
B.B.C. started the commentaries.

the other evening, which caused me personally much disappointment. A broadcast of Act 2 of Gounod's " Romeo and

programmes for

this well-known Northern resort will be

They are Mr. R. H. Dixon, who is giving
selections on the great organ at the Palace
Ballroom, Will Hurst and his Syncopators,
most of whose music is composed by them-

About this time each year we hold our

The nation will be present, on- and off,

at Wimbledon and Henley, as it

was

There was an odd bit of mismanagement

Juliet " from Covent Garden was to be
followed by a recital by Hubert Eisdell
and Lauri Kennedy.
(Continued on page 476.)
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BUILDING
BAFFLE BO

A plain baffle board, while being quite effective from the point of view of
reproduction, is rather ugly to have in a living -room. Yon will find it easy
to make your loud speaker quite elegant by following the hints given here.
By H. BEAMFORD.
The question of thickness is
THERE are one or two details often
overlooked in the construction of
of primary importance, and is
baffle -boards, and these I intend to governed by the size of the baffle board and the type or design of the
deal with here.
fretting. If the pattern is very
The first detail is wood. Naturally the
baffle is fretted, and therefore the wood used

should be of a nature which will not warp.
For this reason plywood should be used,
which is also stronger, when fretted to
conform to a frail design, than any ordinary
wood would be, and is also less likely to
" boom."

open, thicker wood should be used

than if the pattern is fairly sub-

stantial.
The baffle -board should merely be sub-

stantial enough to ensure against buzz or
bootniness, which would result if it were too
flimsy.

Ample Choice of Wood.

With plywood we have ample choice, as
there is alder, birch, aslhoak, oak, gaboon
mahogany, Honduras mahogany, and black
walnut, for example. We will deal with
these in order.

Alder is cheapest, but of inferior quality
and somewhat soft, so that for good work it

STARTING HOLES.

In the cutting of the frets on a baffle board there are one or two little points
which, if attended to, will improve the
appearance of the work. This in brief is

sharpness at all corners and gracefulness of
all curves. The common fault is blunt
corner cuts and jagged edges, which quite
spoil appearance.
Cutting the Fret.
To cut the frets of a baffle, if we set about

it the right way, does not require great
skill, nor yet special tools. A fretsaw is
best, as it will make a fine cut, but even
this must be used with thought. If a fret saw is not available, than a small keyhole

,4/.c/8

Saw cuts should always be made towards sharp
corners, as even a fretsaw will give a rounded
effect which looks " amateurish."

is not very suitable. Birch is a white wood
of good surface, hard, and quite suitable,
while at the same time it is not expensive.
Ash oak is also quite good, is well -grained

and hard, and in consideration of cost is
most to be recommended for general
utility and artistic appearance.
More Expensive Types.

Oak is more expensive, as this is figured

and beautifully marked, but is naturally
more suited to work which is not to be
fretted, as the fretting spoils the effect of
Mahogany is ideal for those
who favour this shade, but is more fragile
the figuring.

and not so strong for the purpose, and

will easily chip on the face. The gaboon
mahogany is light in colour, while the
Honduras mahogany' is the familiar dark,
natural mahogany which is so much
favoured, but this is the more expensive of
the two. Black walnut is much the same as
mahogany. in texture and grain, which in
both these woods is fine and not conspicu-

ously marked, but the walnut is very rich in
colour and the more expensive in price.

Here consideration
must be given to the general effect, and the

finish of the cabinet, and that which suits
most purposes is old gold or gilded gauze.
As an alternative silk may be used, which is

obtainable in numerous shades of delicate
texture and colouring. This should be well

stretched, and glued at the back of the
board round the edges.

Those who like effect might think it a

good idea to have a small pilot lamp also at

set about the work, by giving an example of

is used in a darkened room, and here a

with a key -hole saw. The same remarks
will, however, apply to
the use of the fret- saw,

with the exception that the
driling will be with a fine

Fla /

The finishing touch is the lining at the

back of the board.

the back of the board, which can give an

a cut out, assuming that it is to be done
5/MPLE" DES/GA,

Finishing Off.

saw will suit.

In Fig. I I have shown how one should

[AWL&

better. Elaborate designs are all very well,
but have little more effect than the simplest.
Note the designs of commercial instruments
of the super type and you will perceive that
the fretting is very simple indeed, and the
effect most artistic and pleasing.

artistic lighting effect when the installation

church spire, with moonlit effect from the
lamp, is just the scheme for design.

BEAUTIFYING THE SPEAKER.

drill instead of with a bit.
The positions of the holes,

one in the rounded corner
and one in the centre of the
curve, are arranged because

with the saw we can start

by cutting from the rounded

corner to one of the sharp
corners, and go back to the
starting point and cut to the
other corner.

Then we start afresh from
the second hole and repeat

the process, and the result is
perfectly sharp corner cuts
where we need them. If, on
the other hand. we try to turn
the corner with the saw, even
the fretsaw, it will as a result
be slightly rounded where the
turn is made, and 'the result

Designs for loudspeaker frets should be kept quite simple. Here
are a few suggested designs, and. you will find it easy to make up
others for yourself.

quite spoils the appearance
when finished, giving that amateur
touch which looks sodrad
The Best Design.

The question of, design is a comparatively
There, aro innumerable
simple matter.
designs to choose from, but if we make our

own it should be simple. The simpler the

The ordinary neutralising condenser giver

quite a strong eoupling between two capacity coupled circuits.
*

*

*

If when tuning to a desired programme your

condenser has' to be placed " all in " or " all
out your coil is either too large or too smal
to tune to the particular station.
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shortly be disbanded, a new orchestra
will be created to serve the North. Sir
John Reith has given his assurance that

-4-4.4-4

MR. WHITLEY PRESIDES

6

when Moorside EdgeTtlie Northern Regional

station at Sladthwaite, near Huddersfield,

By THE EDITOR.
How the new Chairman of the B.B.C. is settling down to his task and
some of the problems with which he will have to deal.

*

is ready for broadcasting, one specific

wave -length will be devoted to local music

and other programme items of particular
interest to Northern listeners.

4. 4-4 4-4 ...... 4.1 44-4-4
BY the time this issue of " P.W." is on

ing and dismissing staff members on the

sale, Mr. Whitley, the new Chairman
of the B.B.C., will have presided
at the first meeting of the Board of Governors to be held since his appointment was
confirmed by the Prime Minister

Governors, and not on Sir John Reith.

Philip Snowden we have one of the most
energetic and conscientious Governor& of
the B.B.C., fOr Mrs. Snowden, as we have

administration.

It. is a Well-known fact that in Mrs.

pointed out before, holds strictly to the
view that for the salary of £700 a year

Nevertheless, Sir John feels that he cannot
be responsible for the proper conduct

of his staff end the administration of his
machine at Savoy Hill unless he has sole
control of the staff and the methods of

Presenting a Petition.

Sir John gave this assurance to Mr A. M.

Low, who recently presented Sir John
with a Petition containing over 21,000

signature on behalf of the Wireless League.

The Wireless League wanted a statement
about the failure of the Northern Wireless
Orchestra. They got it. According to

Mr. Low, the B.B.C. have promised to
give every possible consideration -to the

NIGHTINGALE BROADCASTS

demands of the Northern listeners for their
local -colour programme items.

Incidentally, a good deal of progress

which she .receives, it is V her duty. to work

has been made with the building of the new
North Regional transmitter, and it is quite

for BritiSh bioadcasting.
HoweVer, some of her views are not in

possible the station will be ready sooner
than was anticipated.

accordance with those held by Sir John
Reith, the DirectOr-General, who maintains

* 4.44 4-4 14-444

that- his - administrative machine should
not be interfered with in any shape or form
whatSoever by the Governors: - He bases

AN EARTHING STRIP. t

..... *

his arguments primarily on the old adage
that Too many cooks spoil the broth,"

THE following little arrangement will
probably appeal to many home constructors. It is an earthing strip
which runs round the top edge of the baseboard, and has various uses.
The construction is very simple, and was
used on the writer's set in conjunction with
a metal panel. A sheet of tin or copper is

and as a result of this difference of opinion,

it is well-known that Sir John Reith and
Mrs Snowden sometimes clash:
His First Board Meeting.

Consequently, it was anticipated in some

of the newspapers that at the first Board
Meeting presided over by Mr. Whitley,
that gentleman would have need of all
his urbanity and experience as Speaker
of the House of Commons in the exercise

cut into strips about in. wide and is
fixed with screws, to the three edges of

the baseboard, the ends coming into contact
with the metal panel, being soldered thereto.
The overlap at the, corners should also be

of his function as chairman.

However, we are given to understand
on very reliable authority that the first

Board Meeting passed off very satisfactorily and, in fact, toujeurs la politesse
was the order of the day.
Mr. Whitley is now conducting an
intensive study of the conditions at Savoy

Hill, but it may be some weeks before
he will be able to pronounce a verdict
on the situation there. He will certainly

not find tha B.B.C.'s Royal Charter very
helpful, for in it there are no references
to the problems of administration. In
fact, a renewal of the study of the Charter
these days is rather interesting, for it
becomes clearer and clearer that the
Charter aims-despite some of its obscu-

rantism-at throwing the onus

of the

conduct of the B.B.C. upon the Governors.
Staff Control.

In this Charter, Sir John Reith is named
only as the Chief Executive Officer of the

Corporation, and there is a good deal of
obscurity as to the dividing line between
policy and administratiOn. Some critics
have pointed out that, in connection w;th
the B.B.C., it is almost impossible to
separate administration from policy, and

'consequently one of the main issues which

-help to constitute the bone of contention
between Mrs. Snowden and the Director -

General is that of the question of staffs and
programmes.

As the " Evening Standard " pointed
out the other day, there is a clause in the
Charter which bestows the right of appoint-

Attaching the microphone to a tree in a thicket near
Reading for a Nightingale broadcast. Sometimes the
obstinate bird moves from one spot to another, making
things very difficult for the engineers.

The Charter makes no reference to programmes, and so it is impossible to make
up one's mind as to whether the Governors
have the right to choose -an entertainment
programme policy, or whether this is at the
discretion of

Sir

John Reith

himself.

Certainly it seems that Sir John has the

final word about programme policy. The
best example of this belief is the Sunday
programmes.

Many

efforts

have

been

made, and many criticisms fired off in an

effort to obtain a lighter fare for the
Sunday programme.

But Sir John Reith holds a rather
puritanical view about Sunday programmes
and, until the situation is clarified, as we

hope it' will be when Mr. Whitley has

concluded his study of Savoy Hill methods,

there is not much likelihood of any improvement in Sunday broadcasting fare.
Programme Policy.
If, however, the

Board of Governors

maintain that they have the right to

control the policy of programmes, then
we think listeners may anticipate in the
near future some improvement at any
rate in the Sunday progrannnes.
We understand that, although the
present Northern Wireless Orchestra will

soldered, and a good connection made to
the earth terminal of the set. The advantages of this arrangement are that the set
looks neat, and also there are fewer long
leads which (even if they may be at earth
potential) do not add to the appearance of
the works. Any lead to earth can be taken
to its nearest point on the earthing strip.

RADIO REMINDERS.

;

++

Asbestos tiles, as used for roofing, make
excellent rests for soldering irons.
*

*

*

A milliammeter in the plate circuit of your
last valve is an invaluable aid to quality
reception.
*

*

*

If you keep your L.T. tattery inside the set's
cabinet, see that flex leads do not touch it, as
its acid will play havoc with the insulation.
*

*

Don't buy an H.T. or grid -bias battery until
you are ready to use it, as it will deteriorate
with time rs well as with use.
*

*

*

Keep your batteries out of the way of window, or covered well, as sunlight directly on
them is harmful.
*

*

*

When holding a threaded metal rod in a vice,
remember that stiff brown paper wrapped round
it will protect the thread from injury.
*

*

*

When laying aside a spare variable condenser

don't forget that to wrap it in clean paper will
save endless trouble in removing dust from the
vanes.
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ISYOUR SET SELECTIVE'
Does your set achieve its selectivity at the expense of its sensitivity?
That is the theme of this practical article which also points the way
to a more satisfactory solution of the problem.
By G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E.
THE regional stations have taught
Londoners, at least, to appreciate the
meaning of selectivity. And when
powerful twin stations start operations in
other parts of the country still more

listeners are going to find that they will
have to revise all their ideas regarding
selectivity.
Selectivity is a quality that every modern
set possesses in some degree. The trouble

controls or some system of
ganging-which, even if it
can be mechanically simplified, cannot be cheapened
down to single -circuit costs.

I would rather have a set

of a simple character having
a moderate degree of select-

ivity used so- that I could
drag one hundred per cent

is that sometimes the degree is not high -of its selectivity- out of it,
enough. Now let us set some sort of than a super -selective set reduced to

connection
resistance.

reduced to mediocre leverS, and many quite

not to a tank, takes a lot of beating, providing the lead to it from the set is short

incorrectly. Who wouldn't ?
And yet many super -selective sets are
One of the most
compact H.F.

chokes on the
market is the
Magnum type
seen here.

of only an ohm or two of
If you can make it but a

moderate selectivity through- being worked

respectably selective sets to very inferior

grades, by their being used in a not -quite right way.

fraction of an ohm, so much the better.
A water pipe, if it goes to the main and
(six feet or under) and thick (aerial wire is

The Common-sense View

The aerial and earth have quite a lot to

answer for. I am not a believer in this

insidious shorten -your -aerial cult that is

This Wearite
all -wave tuner

arbitrary standard, then we shall know

unit has a
rotary reaction
coil and a

where we are.
This is rather hard, because there are so
many varying conditions in this radio

tapped aerial
coupling sys-

tem

However, I should say that a
set that will tune out its most powerful
business.

which

helps to promote selectivity

station in a ten -degree movement of one

The coils in your

or other of its dials can be reckoned as

set have much
to do with its

being fairly good.

selectivity. The
plug - in specimen seen here is

On the other hand, if a station spreads

over sixty or seventy degrees the set would,
in my opinion, be very poor.

one of the Lissen range, well
known for their

Start Early !

efficiency

robustness.

I am a great believer in " front -door "

and

selectivity. That is to say, I think every
effort should be made to prevent unwanted
stations from getting as far as the first valve.
There are people who reckon -.it essential
to have so many valves complete with their
individual tuning circuits in order to
achieve passable selectivity. On the other

O.K.) and is soldered or clipped so that a
permanent good contact results.
Next to low resistance, comes capacity.
And of this quality also the aerial system
should possess the smallest possible quantity. You reduce the self -capacity of an
aerial by keeping it well away from

all objects and raising it as high as you
can.

This brings to me a most interesting point

being so earnestly sponsored by the B.B.C.

Not that I blame the B.B.C. for their part
in it, because, after all, the B.B.C. has no
interest at all in distant listening-except
World Radio !
Nevertheless, no one in their right senses

would champion the cause of the very
long, multi -wire aerial. Sixty or seventy

and one that I have never seen mentioned
in print. It. is possible for metal objects
such as drain pipes and metal gutterings
and fireplaces and bedsteads, and so on,
to have electrical characteristics that force

them to tune -in broadcasting stations
and re -radiate the signals into your
aerial.

feet, single, is as much as any one should
need. But as much of that as is possible
should be vertical.

A single wire sixty feet long erected

vertically is vastly superior to a hundred
The Colvern range of coils and accessories includes

many interesting examples of moulded formers

feet length,
horizontal.

having a large percentage

hand, there are folk who want a plurality

I am not going to waste space telling you
all the other things that a good aerial should
possess, but I must urge you not to forget

whether each has its valve stage.

very important bearing on this business of

produced for a variety of special purposes.

of tuning circuits, but don't care much
Tuning circuits are all very well, but a
bunch of tuning circuits means a bunch of

that earth. The earth connection has, a
selectivity.

What you want to aim at is an earth

The Graham-

Farish vari-

able condenser is an

extremely
compact component.
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SHORT -WAVE NOTES.

1

f

An exceptionally bad year for Short-wave work-Are conditions to become
worse ?-The eleven -year Sun -spot " cycle-Short-waves and X's-The
Pentode in America.
By W. L. S.

THE apparently everlasting spell of bad
conditions this year makes me wonder

how much there is in the statement
in a recent " QST " editorial concerning

on, which there are no active stations.
Perhaps it just happens that when we, in
the British Isles, are favourably placed
for receiving these particular areas, we

is on at various other times. I believe he

has 25 kw. in the aerial, which would
account for the enormous strength with

which he came over one day recently.
Letters from the Dominions indicate that
Zeesen is the star short -waver from Europe
nowadays. He is enormously strong even
at this distance on occasions, but he apparently works a loud -speaker nicely in South
Africa with a detector and 2 L.F. Next
to him in the lists comes Huizen.
Sadly enough, 5 S W is not even -mentioned at all in most of the lists !
The Pentode in America.

says that this is the only cycle that Dr. Hoyt
Taylor and the N K F people Have not yet

Antipodes.

I hear from a reader in the States that
the arrival of the pentode over there,

trumpets in the American technical and

Certain it is, however, that sun -spots run

Looked at from this angle, there are no
such things as " good " or " bad " conaitions--it is merely a question of the " transmitter -population" of those particular parts
of the world from which it would be possible
for siae'nals to reach this country. Inciden-

the " eleven -year sun -spot " cycle.

" QST "

plotted, owing to lack of data in 1922.

in a kind of cycle of eleven years.

A

minimum occurred in 1922 and another is,
of course, due in 1933. The exact reason
why sun -spots should affect our short-wave

conditions is not known, but it is almost
certainly due to a change in the average

height of the Heaviside layer, and it seems
probable that the sun would exert a greater
" pull " on the layer when sun -spots were
at a minimum, thus giving a greater average
height and therefore a greater skip distance.
Getting Worse ?

cannot receive the United States or the

tally there must be some places on the
globe where conditions are always " good "
for worn?, active continent.
Short -Waves and X's.

Several readers have lately called my

attention to the fact that when atmo-

spherics are severe on the broadcast band
(as they have been of late !) they are quite
negligible on the short waves. I have

recently heralded with many flourishes of
semi -technical journals, has not caused a

stir among the short-wave enthusiasts.

The result is the same as in this countryone gets all the amplification that the
average eardrum can stand with a triode !
For loud -speaker work, though, I should

have thought the pentode would have
become quite popular.

Incidentally a Canadian reader says he
uses British valves and finds them more
efficient than the average American " toob,"

but rather apt to bring up the background
noises.

The reception competition does not seem

The sun -spot " maximum " should appa-

rently have been in the winter of 1927,
and this certainly was an extraordinarily

A WELL-KNOWN SHORT-WAVE BROADCASTER.

good period for D X work, judging by my
own log, and many others.

If these people are right, we are faced
with the rather cheerless thought that

throughout this year and next the conditions

will get steadily worse. It may be that
they are all wrong after all, and I, for one,
sincerely hope so.-

Personally, from my own findings, I
think these blank periods are much more
largely due to local weather conditions than
is generally imagined. For instance, every

time this year that there has been an anticyclone over the States and also over this
country, receiving conditions between the

two appear to have been quite good.

(Incidentally it goes without saying that
this has not happened very often !) Some
tests I have been trying to carry out with
New Zealand this year have been an utter
and complete washout, although in previous

years it has been child's -play to hook up
with the Antipodes during the spring.
South Americans Good.

Even now there appear to be periods
when the South American stations (I am

speaking only of amateurs, of course) come

over just as well as they have ever been
known to do. In fact, I might say truthfully that the " bad " period of this year

has been the best period for South Americans between 2200 and 2300 B S T that I
have ever known.
This, surely, points to the fact that what
we call " bad conditions " are not due to
any freak of the ether, but to an unfavourable position of the reflecting layer which
precludes the reception of signals from
certain parts of the world.

It is an interesting thought that, with

'the exception of South America, these last
few months might possibly be looked upon
as extraordinarily good from the point of
view of reception of some remote parts of
the globe (possibly the great water areas)

This is a view of the control desk of the short-wave station near Rome, which operates on 80 metre.

confirmed this myself times without number
and quite fail to find a reason for it.

Even with quite a local storm, when the
261 -metre transmitter at eleven miles or
so has only been readable with difficulty,

the background on 20 metres has been

almost quiet. Surely the atmospherics
produced by discharges within a few miles
must take the form of shock excitation-and

to be very popular, and Mr. G. C. Allen

holds the title at the moment. No one
else has registered anything within a mile
of his score of 92 countries. I shall begin

to doubt the exploits of some of these people

who claim to receive everything going
unless I have some more letters on this
subject.

in this case how can one possibly fail to

* -4.---- -

The converse also seems to be true ;
when S W stations are blotted out by

IREMEMBER THAT -1

hear them on 20 or even 10 metres ?

continuous crashes the broadcast band is
fairly free of trouble. This, I suppose, is
due actually to distant discharges in some
part of the world like the Sahara (where I
believe there is nearly always a thunderstorm in some part or other) which simply

-------10-

For quality reproduction from a pentode

the output impedance must be a high one.
*

*

do not carry on the longer wave -lengths.

The colour of accumulator plates is a good
guide to theircondition.

Have You Heard Him ?

In a fully -charged L.T .B. the positive plates
should be of a deep chocolate -brown colour.

A short-wave broadcaster that does not

to attract much attention from
listeners in this country is P L E, Bandoeng,
Java, on 15.93 metres. He transmits
regularly only on Tuesday afternoons, but
seem

The loud speaker is one of the most Inefficient

of our instruments, for less than five per cent
of the power put into it reappears as sound energy.
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A challenging article
that brings forward a
strikingly new viewpoint of broadcast

VICTOR KING.

The Famous Radio
Set Designer.

reception.

developing a taste for
the loud -speaker versions thereof. A very
different matter.

AVE have heard a

lot about what

broadcasting is
going to do in the way
of education. Even
the B.B.C. people have

And if the Beethovens, Puccinis and

Debussys of the future

been at pains to state

are children listeners
who are " learning to
appreciate " the great
composers through the medium of broadcasting, music as a whole has a somewhat

a case for radio in this
way!
But there is one very big point that seems
to have been overlooked. I hinted at it

in an article I wrote for " P.W." a month

or two back under the title of " Your Loud
Speaker."

It is this : Radio is teaching the nation
things that the B.B.C. folk would do well
to pause and seriously consider. Through
broadcasting, millions of people are learning

to invest prominent artistes with loudspeaker voices and to acquire a taste for
classical music in a loud -speaker guise.

Now, the best of loud -speaker outfits is
far from being perfect. The average loudspeaker outfit may be pleasing enough to
listen to, but it doesn't give you a true idea
of what is actually happening at the " other
end of the ether."
An Unfortunate Majority.

It is " P.W.'s " task to show amateurs
how they can get results above the average,

but if every " P.W." reader were able to

move up into the moving -coil class instanta;
they and their families, great though is their
number, would represent but five or ten per
cent. of the mighty listening public.

There would still be many millions of
listeners harkening to the B.B.C. through
badly distorting media. And it is with this
huge majority that we would still have to
deal.

But let us get back to the present, remembering that the vast
circle of listeners pictured above
is

probably larger than it is

wonderful device ; it is miles ahead of the

radio outfit of five years back-but the
average set cannot give you anything approaching' realism.

It must lop off both

peculiar outlook, hasn't it ?
Two thousand and thirty A.D. might well
hear a series of " classics " built on " falling
characteristic " lines. No bass and little
treble, performed by ore hestras composed
of harmonic -less instruments such as ther-

high and low -frequency characteristics of
speech and music and add a little foreign
stuff of its own.
The Radio " Keyhole."

mionie valve oscillators, tuning forks and

It is no good blinking at that fact. The
reason why so many people buy " P.W."

one flute -like level.

every week is, among others, because they
sensibly realise the limitations of their out-

fits and are on the constant look -out for
ways and means of getting a bit nearer
to perfect results.
But if,- radio. can alter the characters of
voices, What can it do to music ?
The average orchestra ranges over a vast

field of frequencies that can only in part
get through a radio set. Some frequencies
don't even leave the broadcasting station !

Nothing much above 4,000 and below 150

can pass the " keyhole " of broadcasting in
anything but a ghostly form of the original.
But it is said listeners are developing a
taste for symphony concerts and the like.

Of course, what is meant is that they are

GETTING DOWN TO IT !

quartz crystals !

Obviously there would be no gain in

having

me to slip in a few words of suggestion
before my space is filled.

Captain Eckersley's Advice.

But at least, I have advised the B.B.C. to
give pause and consider the points I have
brought forward, and that before they enter
into any more grand -sounding and costly
but rather fatuous musical engagements.
Unless they do so they are bound to fail
in those very ideals they make such a song
about, and which sco many of us have but
little time for.
As Capt. Eckersley, with his eminently
sane judgment, so often says, there must
be a closer link between the programme and
technical people if broadcasting
is to develop along proper lines.

into two main sections-viz.,
those who matter, and necessary

but rather annoying
" mechanics " !
Remember the Receiver.

The truth is, of course, that
the engineers have given the
B.B.C. a better broadcasting

" Loud Speaker " Voices.

service than it deserves.

Will they, automatically de-

The B.B.C. can do little to
bring about a receiver -design

" loud -speaker " voices

through the universal urge to

millennium, but its programme
arrangers can frame their programmes with the average set's
limitations well in mind.

emulate the mannerisms of the

Or will they come to

think of our leaders of art,
science, thought, and wisdom as

Talks should be narrowed

a godlike race apart-of stentors
with constricted throats and
metallic vocal cords ?
consideration.

The modern radio set is a

I have the suspicion that the

B.B.C. considers itself divided

eliminates bass.

These are questiont I would
urge the B.B.C. to give serious

and

Well, so far, I fear I have had little to

artists, divines and other great
personalities through apparatus
that cuts off harmonics and

great ?

" wood -wind '

say of a constructive character, so it behoves

pleasant to imagine.
They hear the voices of many
of the world's leading scientists,

velop

" brass,"

" string " if all were strained down to the

Rapid progress is now being made at Moorside Edge in the building of
the new North Regional station. Here you see the 600 -ton concrete bed
for the engine -room.

down to the few who definitely
have voices suited to the peculiarities of broadcast reception,
and orchestras should be built
up with the same sort of limitations in view.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

ested and
Found-?
transformer, resistance -capacity,
and choke -capacity. There are

other schemes, and among the
latest and, by the way, one
having distinct possibilities, is

something in the nature of a
" pot pourri," due to Messrs.
Wright & Weaire, Ltd.

The scheme is embodied in

the new Wearite Low -Frequency
POLAR PRE-SET CONDENSER.
TE word "Polar," which is, of course, the

Coupling Unit.

This is a compact device

trade name of Messrs. Wingrove &
Rogers, is always associated in my mind

of about the size of an L.F. transformer,
and it has four terminals on it which
take the connections usual to such a com-

that no " P.W." reader has ever seen a

Additionally, there is a small switch.

with mechanical smoothness, and I am sure

ponent in a circuit.

Polar variable condenser that has not had
an exquisitely smooth movement.
So smooth indeed are the slow-motion
adjustments of some Polars that their
knobs feel as free as though they were not

The unit comprises a resistance, condenser
and tapped choke. The energy is fed from
the resistance -capacity shunt through to the
choke, which acts as an auto -transformer.

doing any work at all.

The switch enables a choice to be made
between two step-up ratios, 1 to 3, and
1 to P5.
By the use of a high -permeability core
the effective primary inductance of the autotransfornier is some 50 henries.

It was interesting, on test, to note how

effectively the switch operates as a control
of volume, although its function is primarily
tone control. The Wearite unit enables as
much amplification to be obtained as with
an L.F. transformer, but its frequency
characteristics appear to be exceptionally
good.

A very strong point in favour of the device

is that it seems to make for very stable
The

Polar " Compression Type Variable
Condenser.

The same high standard of mechanical
perfection has been reached by the Polar

people even in their new Pre-set condenser,

the little adjustment screw of which runs
down

most

silkily. The

condenser

is

built into a brown bakelite moulding, and
either the 41101 mfd. or .0003 mfd. maximum
Can be obtained at 2s.
IMPERIAL SCREW SWITCH.

1 have had some good words to say about

the products of Mr. Lyons, of 39, Charles
Street, London, E.C.I, for he has produced
some good stuff, notably a crystal detector ;
but his- Imperial Screw Switch has, as its
name suggests, a screw action, and this, I am
afraid, does not strongly appeal to me.

The action is quite efficient, indeed the
switching from the electrical point of view
is perfect, but I must say I like that
definite click that accompanies the switch-

ing on or
types.

off

of most ordinary switch

With a screw switch I go on turning
until I can turn no more and leave it at

1 hat, feeling vaguely dissatisfied. However,

that is a. personal opinion, and maybe, the
principle is one that appeals to many others.
NEW L.F. COUPLING UNIT.

The average constructor probably knows
of only three methods of L.F. coupling, viz.

is that they never have outstanding peaks.
You find this with even the cheapest of

Amplions, there is nothing in the repro-

duction to antagonise the ear of the ordinary
man in the street.

There is a fall off towards the base, and
towards the higher notes as in the best loud
speaker in the world, but there is no harshness and no stridencies to impinge on your
aural nerves.
Of course, in the case of a senior Amplion
such as the A.B. 41, there is in addition more

WHEN YOU ARE BUYING(21) A BATTERY CHARGER.
A Trickle Charger is a charger that

charges at a very low rate.-generally
about a quarter of an ampere. It is no

= cheaper to charge slowly, although the

necessary apparatus may be simpler.
The advantage of trickle, or slow
- charging, is that the accumulator can
be kept up to scratch all the time and
the charging reduced to an alternative
switching instead of being a spasmodic

operation.

It is much cheaper to charge small
batteries from A.C. mains than from

D.C. mains. These latter are expensive

from a charging point of view ; more

probably, than ordinary
charging at a garage, etc.
An A.C. mains charger needs a
rectifier ; a D.C. one does not.
A charger, like an H.T. unit, needs to
be built in accordance with certain power
expensive,

requirements, and if it is not, it may be
quite unsafe to handle.

FAMIIIIininnImuniniMininiumnifimunninninnitinn

bass and more high notes, so that the effect
becomes very pleasing indeed even to the
expert ear.

This A.B. 41 will, I predict, cause no
falling off in the curve of Amplion prosperity, but will probably assist in giving it
a rising characteristic !

working, particularly when used in the first
position of a two -stage amplifier.
High magnification -is possible with a

smaller tendency to " spill over " than is
usual, and in view of its construction it is
obvious that this should be the case.
" Detector and Two L.F." people particularly, should be attracted by this Wearite
production.

NEW AMPLION LOUD SPEAKER.

It is quite apparent that the Amplion
people are never going to stand still and
rely for their future prosperity on the
reputation of their past products. Fine as
is the range of Amplion loud speakers, it is
constantly being expanded and improved
upon. No doubt, readers will have noticed

that by the reports that have appeared in
these pages.
The latest Amplion is the Senior Balanced

Armature Cabinet model, which is known

as A.B. 41. It

is

available in oak at

£5 15s. Od., and in mahogany at six guineas.

It is a development of the Standard
Balanced Armature Loud Speaker, type
A.B. 6 ;

that is to say, in design it is

similar, but is a better and more powerful

model.
It is a large, fine-looking instrument,

and of course, the woodwork and general
finish- are of high grade qualities.

I am sure that the real secret of the

success of Ainplion loudspeakers in general,

The Amplion A.B 41
Loudspeaker.

I must not forget to mention the
Amplion A.B. 45 loudspeaker. This A.B.45
embodies exactly the same type of unit and
cone as the A.B. 41, but has a larger

cabinet and a baffle or " sound board " fills
up the space.
Thus the bass comes through with even
more robustness. The A.B.45 costs £6 15e.
in oak and £7 7s. in mahogany.

Popular

Wireless,

July 5th, 1930.

WHAT, I wonder, does the- reader of
" P.W." really want to know about.
the -coils and condensers in his set ?
Does he want technical explanations about

the theory of their working ? Hints on
how to pick good ones when he goes out
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find many things to
interest you in this talk about some
of the most vital components in
your set, for it brings up points which are rarely heard of by the
You will

voltages.

to buy them ?
I doubt it, for I think he usually knows
as much as he feels is necessary about the

home constructor.
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

Consequently it is possible to use sheets
only a few thousandths of an inch thick,
and that means that a condenser of the
desired capacity can be made up in a very

coupled with his observation of the makes
used in our designs, is a pretty good guide
in the second one.

combination of electrical and mechanical
advantages possessed by this- mineral. In
the first place, even a very thin sheet of it

Among the practical advantages of mica
is the fact that it can be split into extremely
even sheets and graded into qualities
possessing almost identical electrical pro-

first point, and his own common sense,

I rather fancy the reader will be better
pleased if I do not attempt to deal with
any of these questions in a formal sort
of way, but instead devote my space to a
general talk about all sorts of interesting
and useful things which I do not think

small space.

perties, from which it follows that the
manufacturer can easily turn out condensers

in large numbers which will be very close
to the intended capacities, and there will
be few " rejects " when they undergo their
tests.

are so well known.

In doing so I may occasionally stray
into such matters as I mentioned above,

What a Contrasti
Here we find one of the factors which
helped the makers to get !fixed condensers
down to their preient low prices, prices.

which I imagine are not generally under-

thought fantastic a few years ago.

Why Mica Is Used.

I would add, which would have been

but it will only be to clear up special points

I wonder ,how many of my readers

stood.
Let us make a start with fixed condensers

realise wharthe prices of such components
used to be in the early days before modern

of the sort commonly found in receiving
sets, that is, with capacities ranging from

,

gives an extraordinarily excellent degte
of insulation, with very little leakage and
other losses, and will resist quite high

methods of accurate quantity production
came in ?
This will give you an idea : the first fixed

.0001 mfd. to about *01 mfd. We all know
. that such a condenser usually consists of a

little moulded container 'with a couple of
terminals on top, with inside a set of metal
foil (generally copper) plates interleaved
With thin sheets of mica. Here is a point,
though : do you know why mica is used
for the interleaving (called the "dielectric "
by the learned) ?

Well, the reason is to be found in a

condenser I bought after the war had a
capacity of 0003 mfd., and it cost me 7/6 !
Mention of that condenser reminds me

that I am sometimes asked why it is that
The Varley wave -change coil has an ingenious
switching arrangement which enables the con-

trols of a series of coils to be ganged and operated
from a single knob.

detector grid condensers are so universally
of .0003 mfd. Perhaps this little point

calls for a word or two, for there seems
(Continued on next page.)

-OW

An interesting group of standard tuning components. To the left is a Formo variable condenser, next an Igranic plug-in coil, them a Gecophone slow-motion
condenser, and finally (on the right) a Lamplugh tuner unit with variable magnetic reaction.
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Some Interesting Facts and Fig
The reasons, then,
why a 0003 is practically always specified

arc that it is a good
average

value

for"

almost any valve,
alterations

to be an impression in some quarters
that there is something magical abOut
this particular figure, and that nothing
else will serve. The fact of the matter

a particular valve is

The earlier method of producing paper
dielectric condensers, by the way, was to

standardised so long

it adhered firmly. This method had obvious
practical advantages, but of fate it seems to

exactly suited, and
that designers know
that this size has been

use paper on which a thin film of metal
had been deposited in such a fashien that

that it is easily obtain.
able everywhere.
Now their are some
point
interesting

be going out of favour with the manu-

about the larger type of fixed condenser
commonly called a " Mansbridge," after
the inventor

of the pro-

cess

average figure somewhere about the middle
of the range of suitable values.

were origi-

about this capacity, for it is merely an

which

condensers
of much
larger caps
city, of the
order of

factory results with a '0002 riff& grid condenser, or one of .0005, and the difference
in the performance of the set would quite

likely be very slight indeed. This is a
point worth remembering if ever you are
stuck for a 0003 and want to try some-

whole micro -

farads instead of

thing out in a hurry.

fractions as
in the ease of

The Effect on Reaction.

As a rule there is little change
in the actual strength of signals obtainable,
to observe.

by

they

nally made.
These are'

If you were to try it out you would
probably find that you could get satis-

The effects of
condenser capacity are rather interesting

The Bulgin wave -change coil has

the switch mounted on the end,
and is intended for either baseboard or panel mounting.

the mica

type, and

they are used
for such pur-

although with a given valve there is generally

poses as mains smoothing in H.T. units,

alteration in the behaviour *of the reaction

acteristic

one capacity which is just slightly better
than any other, but there is a considerable

control.
What you will generally notice is that the

larger the grid condenser the less reaction
is needed to make the set oscillate. Hence,

if you are ever trying out a rather small
capacity here you may have to use a larger
reaction coil than usual.

loud -speaker filter circuits, and so on.

The char-

feature

Probably in the majority of cases, they
are now using
separate strips
of paper and

metal foil, so it
is scarcely cor-

rect to use the

term
" Mans bridge " indiscriminately any

;:xperY
TTpt=

more.

It would per-

haps be more
accurate to refer

to "paper" and

" mica "
condensers, hut the
older term is so
firmly fixed in

A group of large -capacity condensers from

our minds that
I suppose we shall continue to use it to the
end of the chapter.
A point about these Condensers which
seems to puzzle some people is the system
of voltage rating employed by the makers.
They are produced in types to withstand all
sorts of different voltages, and it is essential
to understand the matter if you are going
to make, for example, a mains unit.

manufacturers produce a standard " receiving " type, and then a series of high -voltage
ones of various " test voltages."
The important point to grasp is the way

of very thin,

and usually
impregnated,

these figures indicate the safe voltages at

paper as the

which the condensers may be worked.

The

general rule is that the maximum safe
voltage for continuous working is one half
the test voltage.

inter -leaving

material,

en-

ables a large
capacity to

com-

pressed into

a
wonderfully small
space.
You

will

Tunewell plug-in coil is an

inter
of a spacedple
appreciatewngoveryby

this point if

means.

you compare

the" size of a 2-mfd. " Mansbridge " with,
say, a 002-mfd. mica condenser and reflect
that the one has a capacity one thousand
times as large as the other !
The compactness of this type is also due

in part to the way the " plates " are
The Dallier variab;e condenser has a very neatly
arranged slow-motion drive.

assembled, for they do not consist of the
usual series of rectangular pieces piled up

The Lotus double -drum condenser seen here is an attractive
piece

th

of a great variety of working

Well, in general, you will find that the

the use of a
special kind

be

facturers.

Voltage Ratings.

of

this type is

which

are rolled up into a compact mass containing an extraordinarily large amount
of -active plate surface.
How They Are Made.

making

really is. that there is nothing at all critical

variations in the grid

between them.
The usual method is to make the materials
take the form of long, narrow strips which

only a trifling varia-

tion in strength in
most cases, even when

A pair of spe2ial Lissen coils of the interchangeable type with sectionalised
windings for long -wave work.

with the dielectric material interleaved

of work, with its handsome escutcheon plate and
vernier drives.
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,ures about Vital Components
Thus if you want a condenser for use on
200 volts the minimum safe " test voltage "
rating would be 400 volts. For the utmost
reliability it is often considered good practice

to go a little higher still and make it, say,
500b volts test rating.

A good many makers are now quoting

both the " test voltage " and the " working
voltage," and this certainly simplifies things

(it is rather an involved matter), for

the fact is that lasses
of
any
practical
amount simply do
not matter in the
reaction circuit.
Even if the reac-

for the beginner. Indeed, one may be
pardoned for wondering why the makers

tion condenser had
actually quite high
losses it is doubtful
whether you would
be able to discover

Reaction Condenser Losses.

it from the behaviour
of the set. Possibly,
you might notice

should not just specify the working voltage
in every case.

A final point about this matter: the

ordinary receiving type of paper dielectric

condenser is only intended for use on working

voltages up to
150, although in

the case of one

well-known

make at least,
the

figure is
which is
sufficient for a
250,

good

many

applications in
mains units.
Now we come
to variable con-

densers, and

I feel
rather at a loss
to know where
here

e Ferranti range, which includes types
voltages .and capacities.

to begin, for
the subject is

such a big one and I have so little space
to devote to it. Taking the plunge, let me
begin by clearing up a query which I have
heard raised rather frequently of late about
certain types of differential reaction condensers.

Two interesting short-wave coils produced by Messrs. Ward & Goldstone.
Note the method of spacing the aerial winding.

that you would have to set the condenser
a little further round to produce oscillation,
but even that is by no means certain.
The old controversy

The ratio of maximum to minimum

straight-line - frequency
condensers seems to be

the square law or some
later form thereof
winning the day so far

circuit capacities always shunted across the
condenser to increase its apparent minimum
it will be seen that a .0005 is just about the

about square law or

bering that there will be various stray

dying out at last, with

as popularity is
cerned.
All the

size to give as the nine -to -one ratio we want.
Now a final point concerning the purchase
of a variable condenser ; most constructors

con-

same, one

still sees claims that
some type of S.L.F.
condenser " improves

your selectivity." May
I take this opportunity
of saying once again,

with all the emphasis
possible, that the shape
of the condenser vanes

know well enough how to look for such

desirable features as rigidity, freedom from
looseness or ,excessive stiffness in the
bearings, and so on, but very many overlook.

a rather important little detail, in the

The R.I. R.F. choke

placing accessibly or otherwise of the
terminals.

in its latest form,

well known for its

high efficiency and
good appearance.

-

cannot affect selectivity one scrap ?
So long as you tune your set accurately
to a given station the question as to whether

you will or
will not get

The point concerns those types which

interference
from other
stations de-

between the plates, and the question raised
is whether such condensers have not much
higher losses than the kind with air spacing.

pends on
quite other
factors

in

Where Losses Are Harmless.
The inquiry is a natural one, for we leave

the circuit.

con-

denser may
have some-

" low -loss "

circuit.

capacity of the average 11005-mfd. variable
condenser is something like ten to one or a
little better, which appears at first to
be a little more than we want. Remem-

have an interleaving of thin sheets of
bakelite or other insulating material

heard so much about

a nine -to -one change in the capacity in

The losses in

the con-

densers in which the amount of dielectric
material has been reduced to a minimum.

thing to do
with it, but
the type of

Fortunately, there is no need for me to
attempt to answer this question directly

Terminal Positions.

Some otherwise excellent condensers are
marred by the fact that one or other of the
terminals is tucked away in a most awkward
position.

This is a point which is worthy of some
attention if the set you are about to build
is not very openly spaced as to its tuned
circuits.

It is particularly important in

sets which have screens running at all close
to the condensers.
Now let us see if there are some interesting

points about coils which I can squeeze
into the space available. I shall have to
deal with them very briefly, so you must

bear with me if I become a little disjointed
at times.
First, let me say a word in defence of that
(Continued on next page.)

condenser
can have no
effect whatThe Atlas plug-in coil seen here
is of the " X " type. Note the
porcelain mounting plug.

ever.
Do

you

know why

100

-0005 mid. is.

now practically the standard capacity for a
tuning condenser in an ordinary broadcast
receiver ? The reasons are rather interesting, for they bring up some points which
one does not often stop to consider.
The main deciding factor is that the wave-

band with which we are concerned is that

from about 200 metres to well over 500
The Utility drum -drive condenser has a very neat peep -hole
arrangement for the scale.

metres, and to tune over that band involves
. a wave -length change of something like a

three to one ratio. Now, to produce a
three -to -one change in wave -length requires

This very neat and compact little variable con-

denser is one of the latest sit,' itions to the J.B. range.
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which fit into sockets in the base and
it is not safe to assume that they will

COILS

AND CONDENSERS.
(Continued from previous page.)

good old friend, the plug-in coil. The
increaping vogue of specia, wave -change
unite -seems to be creating an impression
that the plug-in type is obsolete, and not
merely that, but that it is inefficient.

continue to make good contact indefinitely.
This is really the reason why some people

fail to get good results with this type, I
believe.
Make Sure Of It

The only safe course is, in my opinion, to
clean those pins at intervals, and open them

out with a knife blade, and so make sure
of a perfect connection to the base.
" Fieldless " or " astatic " coils have

undergone a certain amount of development lately, but they have still not come

into very general use.
They have certain special merits in large

receivers, but their tendency to a higher

resistance

has been
against them

far.' In
most cases
with the simso

pler types of

sets the desired
is

It is true that certain early types were
inefficient, but the H.F. resistance of the
improved ones now available is quite

this defect. A great deal of experimental
work on this problem has been going on
lately in the " PAY." Research Dept., and.
I have something interesting up my sleeve
about which you will hear more very soon.

little

a

of

screening,
but here

again we
A pair of plug-in coils of Sea-

may change
nest season.

one seen in front is of the use-

Chiefly,

MODEL 2

'MODEL I

I

The smaller

ford manufacture.

many.

drums.

long waves. This annoyance quite commonly occurs in the simpler kinds of sets,
It now appears that it is feasible to devise
A wave -change coil unit which is free from

with the aid

Two examples of large -capacity " paper " condensers from the comprehensive T.C.C. range.

Nothing could be further from the truth.
Plug -ins of good modern make are fully
comparable in efficiency with the wave change type, and indeed are better than

effect
secured

This Polar- drum -drive condenser has both slowmotion and direct drives, Note the two driving

ful centre -tapped type.

think,

I

in

This 1- mfd. unit
illustrates t h e
method of rating
large condensers
as to test and
working voltages.

It is of Mullard
make.

creditably low.
Still A Useful Type.

This type has many advantages for the

simpler kinds of set, and you may be sure I
should not have chosen it for the " Magic "
series of sets if there had really been anything in these rumours of its early decease.

I believe we shall see some interesting

The Hydra range
of condensers includes types for

The problem is by na_means a new one,
but it has of late become of greatly increased

mains smoothing,

importance. At one time it affected almost
-exclusively those listeners who were very
close indeed to the local station, within a

by-passing, etc.,
in a great variety
of capacities and

working voltages.

developments in wave -change coil units in

matter of a mile or so, and they would

work is being done upon thorn by the makers,
and we should see some considerable

Now, however, the arrival of the enormously

of a better and wider control of aerial
improved and more reliable

outer areas, even at ten and fifteen mile

probably be using a rejector in any case.

the autumn, by the way. A great deal of
strides made soon, chiefly in the direction

more 'powerful Brookmans Park transmitters has carried the trouble right out to the

coupling,

ranges in some cases. - -

built-in switches, and the more common
use

of

systems of

T he popular Le wcos

plug-in coil is en-

" ganging " the control switches so that
a single knob may
operate those of the

a very
neat black moulded
case. I t incorporates a modern
closed in

high -efficiency

several units required
in a large set.
Some makes already

winding

and

is

available in all the
useful

types
sizes.

and

have these desirable
features, but they

seem likely to become
almost universal in
the coming season.
The six -pin type of
interchangeable coil is

another form which
refuses to die in spite
of the best efforts of

the prophets. -It is
The Gambrel! plug-in

still quite a useful
type, and can be

,

-

wayerchange units, where the prevention of
interaction between one - winding and

another is sometimes important.

+Wen this application, however, tends to
become more restricted, because in a large
.proportion f, he modern units the various

are *itched in parallel or otherwise arranged so that interaction between

windings

them is harmless. Weed, in many types

definite coupling between all the windings
made to .give_ good - is necessary to the functioning of the unit.
An interesting tendency which I believe
It employs a very in- service, but there is
genious but extremely one point about it that
we shall see in the 'newer types of wave simple method of secur- I want to mention:
change coil units concerns the elimination
ing an efficiently spaced
it has six split pins of interference from the local station on
winding.
coil was one of the first
high -efficiency types to
appear upon the market.

The Ready Radio " Brookmans " type variable
condenser seen at the top right-hand corner is
extremely convenient for fitting into receivers
where space is limited.

ieless, July 5th, 1930.

The first . .
INDIRECTLY

HEATED
PENTODE

E WAN
LEADS
AGAIN
WITH THE

THIS new power output valve
marks an important step in the
history of Radio. The indirectly
heated Cathode absolutely prevents
hum, and the AC/Pen is the most sensitive pentode in existence.

With a grid swing of only ten volts it
will give wonderful results when used
with a good cone speaker, and is ideal
for operating a moving coil speaker
such as the R.K.

PRICE 3Or®

AC/PEN
CHARACTERISTICS

Filament volts
...
Filament amps (approx.)
Anode volts (max.)
Auxiliary Grid Volts (max.) ...
Mutual A.C. conductance (mA(V)

...
...
...

...

4.0
1.0
250
200
2.2

The Amazing

A20

RAW°4

VALVES
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Radio Division,

la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

V.56
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CONDENSED
CHATS
By

DOCTOR
DUCON

Everybody's
calling for

A CHAT ON
CHOKES

For all circuits in
" Popular Wireless "
iii use

It is often assumed that if an H.F. Choke
is suitable for one purpose it is suitable
for another. This is incorrect, as, if the
finest results are to be obtained, a choke
must be chosen to suit the particular needs
of the circuit in which it is to be used.
Dubilier H.F. Chokes are therefore pro duced in four types, as follows :
TYPE 12.

For connection in the anode circuit of a

detector valve or any similar position

where its object is to prevent the passage
of R.F. currents.
TYPE 40.
A general purpose choke.
TYPE A.C. For use in H.F. intervalve couplings.
TYPE S.W. For short-wave receivers.

PRICE 4/6 EACH
Ij unaobtaif able from your dealer, write direct to us

giving his name and address.

UBILIE

WEA T
A

1N

228

COMPOMEIVTS
Modern Components for Modern Circuits

THE NEW COILS (Approved
Design).
Coil with Selector Switch, Tuning
and Coupling Coil Unit
Per pair
H.F. Chokes
Potentiometers
Volume Controls .Battery Switch
L.F. Chokes, 20 -henry
Mains Transformer, Universal Input
H.F. By -Pass Unit
Anti -Capacity Switches, all sizes.

s.
17
6
2
4

d.
6
6
6

0
0
21 0
37 6

Standard 6 x 6 x 6 Screening Box (in heavy
gauge aluminium), grey finish, 6/6; polished

1

4 6
7

6

Write for illustrated lists

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,

740, High Road, LONDON, N.17
'Phone: Tottenham 384y18

CONDENSER CO. (1925), Ltd.

DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON, LONDON, W.3
imineammemma
B.0 3.

Mains Transformer
for " Orgola " H.T. Supply Unit, 30/-
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GPT. ECKERSLEYt&-%

UE Y @FINER
HOWLS WHEN THE DETECTOR VALVE
IS REMOVED-PLOP ! PLOP ! PLOP !---

A QUESTION OF RANGE-THREE L.F.
STAGES-RAISING THE AERIAL.

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E., late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chiel
Radio Consultant, will comment upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain
Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him,
Howls When the Detector Valve Is Removed.

J. H. T. (Raynes Park).-" My set is a
detector followed by two transformer coupled L.F. stages, and in the ordinary

course of events is perfectly stable in

operation.
Quite recently, however, I noticed that

if I pulled out the detector valve, the L.F.
side immediately went into oscillation and
a loud howl restilted. Although the set is
giving perfect results, I am wondering
whether the effect mentioned is due to a
tendency towards instability.
" Would all transformer -coupled sets tend
to howl upon the withdrawal of the detector
valve ? "

I mean it's a bit hard on the
circuit, isn't it, to withdraw its input impedance altogether and leave it with its
Oh yes !

sensitive end in the air, coupling to the output maybe !

Most circuits would bawl in these conditions, and you need have no particular
fear because yours does so when unkindly

A Question of Range.

J. D. C. (Rochester).-" I am situated

roughly 30 miles from Brookmans Park,
and I am thinking of constructing a crystal
receiver to receive the National and Regional
transmissions.

" I have facilities for erecting a good
outside aerial, and would like to know
whether I stand a reasonable chance of
getting good headphone reception on a
crystal set at this distance."
It's a bit borderline for the shorter wave.
But I see your address is Rochester, and
I believe that you have a fairly clear line
between your situation and the transmitter.

is not possible to get three stages of transformer -coupled L.F. amplification to work
properly. Is that so ? "
It's not impossible to get three stages of

L.F.-coupled valves either transformer or
resistance -coupling, but it's a job for someone possessed of more than ordinary practical and theoretical knowledge.

I do not say that even without this,

equipment some people may not be able to

do it but I hint that this may be more
luck than judgment if the maker is not
possessed of the latter quality. It's a.

If you were in .the heart of London I

question of the greater instability introduced
by higher magnification and of eliminating
any back coupling. If you want to persist,

the short wave gets badly shielded in the
heart of London. But with a clear run

that primary or secondary in the chain

would advise against the adventure because

try series resistances to each transformer
(about 500 ohms). Try reversing this or
until it stops howling.

Don't use too great a
step-up nor too lam im-

FOR YOUR WORKSHOP

pedance valves.

Muc

better add sensitivity by
high frequency, however,

treated !

because you can add select-

ivity too, that way, and

Plop ! Plop ! Plop !

no set is much use if it's
highly sensitive but not

B. -M. (Erith).-" My set-a single valve
Reinartz-has just produced a curious

selective.

trouble, which I have been unable to trace.

*

Until a few days ago it was working very well

have an opportunity of increasing the height of my
aerial from 20 to 30 feet. I

" When I switch on the set it works

quite well for a minute or so, and then a

makes the valve grid go to a very high
negative value if ever oscillation should
start.

Thus what happens is that the system
may, owing to any spurious cause, start
oscillating. Then the too -high value of
grid leak causes the grid to go very negative

and stops the oscillation. Then the grid

leak slowly disperses the charge until

oscillation starts again, which again automatically paralyses the system, and so on.
This effect may take place once a second,
once a thousandth, or once a ten -thousandth
of a second proceeding from plop, plop to an
almost inaudible squeak. We used to compare resistances with one another according

to the note they made and called the
device a squeaker.

*

C. N. (Dartford). - " I

effect occurred :

plop, plop, plop commences and continues
at regular intervals. I am suspicious of my
grid leak, which is one of unknown makecould this be the cause ?
Yes ! You have hit the nail on the head.
If the grid leak goes to a high resistance it

*

Raising the Aerial

indeed, and then suddenly this curious

have been wondering

whether this will give me
better signal strength and
range.
Here are some tools of types which you will find extremely handy in
the workshop. At the top is a small Clyburn-type wrench, below it a
little adjustable spanner, and next a " Bidget " spanner. The wrench
at the bottom of the picture has serrated jaws.

and if you are not badly surrounded by
houses, I think you are safe to go ahead.

Get a good aerial and low -resistance

coil, a decent crystal and be sure you are in
a fairly open position.
*

*

*

Three L.F. Stages.

J. L. B. (Erith).-" I have been endea-

vouring to obtain more amplification from

" If the increased height
will

improve my range,

then the alteration will be

worth while, otherwise I
shall leave my aerial as it

is at present. Can you advise me, please ? "
Theoretically the increased height of the
aerial should bring about increased signalBut !

If there is considerable capacity between

aerial lead-in and earth, i.e. if the lead-in
cannot be run very free from any metallic
objects.

If the earth is poor anyhow.

my set by adding another stage of transformer -coupled L.F., making three stages
in all. Unfortunately the result has been

If the coils are of high resistance or if
there is heavy damping in the aerial-it is
unlikely you will benefit much.

who is also a wireless fan, tells me that it

ing the full particulars.

chronic howling and whistling, and a friend

It's very difficult to advise without know-
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Suppose we

have three

different

resistances

which we will call respectively 111. 112, and. R3.
-R1 is 50 ohms ; 112, 50 ohms ; and 113 100 ohms.
We wish to find their effective resistance." R " when
they are connected in parallel.
The first thing to do is to put ea-ch resistance down
tam and this gives us 50, 50, and 100.
The next step is 'to divide each of these numbers

into 1; this gives us 1/50th, 1/50th, and 1/100th.
Adding these together, we get first of all 2/100ths
2/100ths + 11100th = 5/100ths = 1/20th.
This adding together of the three reciprocals is
the second step, and all that remains after this is to
divide the answer into 1. The answer to the above
was 1/20th, and this divided into 1 gives us 20.
,This 20 is the answer, and thus the formula shows
if a 50 -ohm resistance is connected across
another 50 -ohm resistance, and the 100 -ohm resistance is placed across them both, the effective resistance of the arrangement will be 20 ohms.

that

Editorial

All

communications

to

be

to -tbe

addressed

Editor,

POPULAR WIRELESS, -Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E,C.4.
the Editor win be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with alt subjects appertaining to wireless
will be taken to ,return
work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts ..or. photos. Every carewith
every article. All
MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent
inquiries concerning advertising rates. etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John 11. Lite. Ltd..
,
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.c.4.
are
the
outcbmez
of research
this
journal
in
The' constructional articlek, which-atipear from time to time
much of
and experimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As
radio world,
the information given in the columns of -this paper concerns the most recent developments
in
the
the amateur
some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
before doing so.

and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.
MOVING -COIL " BOOM."
L.

Yon might be able to get over this, and in any case
there is another possibility open to you which

attacks the same trouble from a different angle.

We refer to the use of a pentode instead of the valve
at present employed. You might find an immediate

improvement in high note response would result
from this.

H. L. (Aberdeen).-" My moving -coil

reproduction of higher notes.

"The brass, for inStance, is there, but not
very brassy. In fact, I think that although
I have got the low notes all right I get it at
the expense of the high.
"Do you think the method of holding the

DOES THE L.T. SWITCH CONTROL H.T.?
T. A. (Bury).-" Does the low-tension
switch on the ' Magic ' Two cut off the hightension as well ? "
On ail sets, no matter what the type of circuit,
the cutting off of the filament current automatically
cuts out the high-tension battery, provided, of course,

that really good insulating material is used in the
construction of the set, and that its circuit connec,tions have been carried out properly.
B.

L.

A BIG L.F. STEP-UP.
(Rotterdam).-" Being a wireless

operator on board ship, I look at P.W.'
with rather different eyes to most of your

Although I should like to go in for
quality reception, etc., I have to pay more
attention to the short-wave hints and longdistance circuit stuff for Morse rather than
readers.

ZINC RODS FOR LECLANCHE BATTERIES.

loud speaker is excellent on low stuff, but
seems to be rather too boomy ' for faithful

Other examples may be worked out in the same
way, and it will be noted that when resistances are
connected in parallel the answer is necessarily
smaller than the value of any one of the resistances,
which, of course, is just what would be expected
when parallel paths are offered for -.the current.

" INTERESTED " (London, S E.6.).-" How
can I re -amalgamate zinc rods for Lecianche
batteries ? I am unable to make the mercury
adhere to the zinc."

Probably you are just cleaning the zinc with
sulphuric acid before rubbing the mercury on, and
thus allowing too much time to elapse between the

cleansing and the application of the mercury. They
must be practically simultaneous.
Try dipping the rag with which you are applying

music.

"In connection with getting big L.F.
amplification, I am interested in the stunt

of joining a resistance between H.T. -I- and
the plate of the detector instead of the L.F.
transformer. The primary of the transformer

then goes to filament at one end and to a

mercury into the sulphuric acid immediately coupling condenser at the other, the secondary
moving -coil cone to the surround framework the
before use so that acid is being wiped over while the
to grid and grid bias as usual.
affects the boominess of results ? At present mercury is applied. This should get over the diffi"As no D.C. can flow through the primary,
I fun usinr, a sort of chamois leather support. -eulty.
WagNixo.-As sulphuric acid and mercury are could I use a 10 to 1 L.F. transformer for this
This certainly looks ' soggy ' enough to both
poisonous, great care should be taken when -circuit, if I experiment with resistance and
affect reproduction.
tackling a -job of this kind to see that the hands are
coupling values ?"
absolutely free from cuts and abrasions, and a pair
(Continued on page 474.)
of gloves, old clothes, and scrupulous cleanliness

CAN WE HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SET ?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,

and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or
one of the batteries seems to run down much
faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue
Print ?

are all advisable.

al11111111111111t11111111111111111111111111/1111111111111111111111111111111111!=:

WHAT DOES THE FORMULA MEAN ?

F. S. (Cheltenham).-" Trying to find out
the total value of a number of resistances
connected across each other, I looked it up
in my electricity book. I am not much wiser,

for it says that in such a case

-

Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query Department is thoroughly equipped to assist our

readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
Full details, including scale of charges, can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
Rouse, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this, an

EApplication Form will be sent to you free
E:-

and post free immediately. This.application
will place you under no obligation whatever,
but having the form, you will know exactly

:=1

LONDON

E what information we require to have before
= us in order to solve your problems.
READER3

PLEASE

NOTE:

= Inquiries should NOT be made, by 'phone,, or
in person at Fleetway House or Tallis Rouse.
,7111111111111111111111111111111111101116111111111111111111111111111111111111Ti

"Do you think it could, and would very

thin rubber bc-satisfactory; and could I support
the cone in different places with strips instead
of all round the edge ? "

It is quite possible that much of the sogginess of
reproduction you are experiencing is caused by the
use of an unsuitable material 'for holding the cone in
place. Both your suggestions are good, and experiments along these lines are likely to effect considerable improvements in your case.

One difficulty with the use of strips is that by
leaving a tree space at the edge of the cone they
allow an air -path which " short circuits " the effect
of the baffle board.

E WHAT DO YOU THINK
ABOUT THIS ?

1

1

1

So pleased was a Leytonstone reader
with his new D.C. H.T. Unit built from

RI

R2

R3

thing to a friend, disconnecting it and

--

etc.

" P.Vi." that he showed the whole

displaying the inside, etc., to prove how

I do not understand this, because I do not
1
want to know what - equals at all. What I

easy it was to make and use. " It
never runs down or goes wrong," he
said proudly when It was safely re-

want is effective value of all those separate
values. What does the formula mean ? "

left his mouth he switched on and found

The reason why the figure 1 has been introduced

into the formula is not easily explained in a few
words, unless you can remember what you were
taught at school about " reciprocals." - Perhaps you
have forgotten all about it, but they used to tell us
that when any number is divided into one the answer
is called the reciprocal of that number.

For instance, if you divide 2 into 1 you get
and so I is the reciprocal of 2. Similarly, if you
divide 40 into 1 you get 1/40th, and 1/40th is the
reciprocal of 40.
So also with fractions, so that if you divide .25
into 1 your answer is 4, and thus the reciprocal of
.25 is 4.
Although when at school one may be -inclined
to regard this reciprocal business as being something
of a Aline -wasting wangle, it is really extremely

handy in wireless and electrical work, and it comes
into the present case because the formula showt the
reciprocal of the resistance which you desire to find
out is equal to the sum of the reciprocals which you
know.

You can go all through it mathematically :if yon
wish ; the easiest way is to take an example or two
and work them out on the following lines.

-7±;

connected-but before the words had
it wouldn't work ! The dead silence
persisted, though the mains plug was
in, external leads all O.K., and the

internal wiring had not been interfered with.
WHAT WAS WRONG ?

N.B.-There is no prize for answering this,
but from time to time we shall give a radio
Problem (followed the next week by the
answer) in the hope that readers will find
them both interesting and instructive. (Look
out for the solution to above next week.)

" What was wrong " last week was the grid- =

bias battery itself, which, though marked + anti

- as usual had been placed " backwards ' F.
into its case, so that the + was actually at the F.
negative end and the - at the positive end of =

the battery. When the 0.11. was reversed the E
= set worked properly again.
Fill111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.111111111111111111111111111111117:-
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A most amazing invention
in Loudspeaker Units
Do not be misled by big words.
paper.

Anything can be written on

Verbose reports about loud -speakers, covering many rpages

should not be taken as an infallible guide. Let your ear be the
judge. Many loud speakers are offered as being the very latest
invention of radio -science. But ask for a demonstration of the
" Undy 8 -pole Dynamic Unit." This speaker stands alone, ahead
of all others as the best. Only the Undy 8 -pole Dynamic Unit "
will please your ear. The " Undy 8 -pole Dynamic Unit " occupies

a unique position owing to the negligible amount of energy it
requires, due to its novel design for which patents are pending

in all civilised countries. It thus obviates the necessity for expensive, high -power final stage valves, while its reproduction is as rich

in volume and at the same time as true to nature even on the

smallest set as that of the best moving -coil Loud Speaker. The
" Undy " can be used with any final stage valve on the market so
that you can still utilise your old receiver and valves. Before you
buy a Loud Speaker it is to your own interests to hear the " Undy."
See that you get an original " Undy 8 -pole Dynamic Unit " as many
competing makes are offered as being of equal value.
Obtainable from all Wireless Dealers.
Manufactured by " PYREI.4 " Frankfurt/Main, Germany. Sole Agent for
U.K., J. Hemelik, 8, Cullingworth Rd., London, N.W.lo.
'Phone Willesden 3033.

See the " Undy " Inlaid Polished Walnut Cabinet
Model, containing Unit fitted into handsome superbly finished case, £4 : 10s.
MAX.
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Especial care must be taken with the lead-in,

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

with this. The capacity of the condenser
is 4 mfd., and if 1 put the microatiniteter
in series with high H.T. there will be
big current flowing till the condenser is

which should not be rim behind a picture rail or round
the walls, but should go as directly as possible to the

(Continued from page 472.)

set, being supported where necessary by " standoff " insulators which keep it 12 in. or so from the

Yea, you should get good results in this way,'
especially if you are prepared to experiment a little.
It might be possible to get a much higher step-up

Probably you will find such an arrangement gives
you plenty of foreign stations as well as good power
from the local, though it may be necessary to alter
the loft aerial's position a little until the best results
arc obtained.

If on hand, may prove to be all you need.
As you say, the high ratios would be a great
diadvantage if high quality is essential.

AMPLIFICATION OF L.F. TRANSFORMER
AND R.C. STAGES.

wall.

giving good enough quality for Morse, but the 10 to 1,

charged.

" This big charging' current would presumably damage the intrument, and I am
afraid that if 1 try to charge the oondensre
'.111111111111111111111111111111111i111111111:11111111111111111111111111111li II

W. G. G. (London, N.22).-" I have made

A " LIVE " OUTPUT FILTER.

H. W. (Clapton, E.5).-" I have recently
put an output filter in my set, and having

several P.W.' sets, including ' Magic' Two,
Three, and Four valve rs. Now I have your

TECHNICAL
TWISTERS

of all the sets I have made. Will you kindly ex-

RESISTANCES IN PARALLEL.

latest 'Neutype ' Four, and I must say that I
was surprised with the most remarkable
volume of distant stations, and more particularly the tone, which was most natural

read that this isolates the H.T. from the loud
speaker, I was surprised to find on touching
the loud -speaker terminals, that I received
a shock. I have checked up the connections.
Would you explain why this occurs ? "

No. 17.-

plain to Me what is the difference between a
transformer and R.C. coupling as regards
distance getting ? Which is the better am-

Although you have " checked up the connections,"
It may be that you are using an old-fashioned form of

filter -circuit with which slight shocks can occur,
despite the fact that no direct current is supplied to
the plate through the loud -speaker windings.
Another possibility must be taken into account

CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING
LETTERS?

plifier ? "
Theoretically the transformer is the better amplifier, but it does not follow from this that you would
get still better results from the " Neutype " Four if
you took out the resistance -capacity stage, and
inserted a low -frequency transformer in its place.
The theoretical advantage of the transformer lies
in the fact that it affords a voltage step-up because
its secondary winding has many more turns than

if you are running the set's H.T. from D.C. mains, as
in those circumstances it often occurs that all filament

wiring, earth leads, etc., are at a different potential
from a person handling the set, unless special precautions are taken with the wiring.
Even with an efficient filter circuit it is possible to
get a " tingle " across a loud speaker if very great
volume is being handled, so without further details
of your set, etc., it is not possible to say why you got
a shock on this occasion.

The total value of resistances in
parallel is always . . . . than that
of any separate Value.

When resistances are connected in
parallel the current
and some flows through each branch.
Thus if 2 -ohms and 10 -ohms are in
parallel, most of the current will flow
. -ohms branch.
via -the .

its primary. The resistance stage, of course, provides
no voltage step-up.
In practice the difference in volume between the

two methods is often much less than would be
supposed from theoretical considerations alone. The
fact is that one resistance -coupled stage and one
transformer -coupled stage will often be found to
" hang together ' in a circuit in a way that two

THE BEST INDOOR AERIAL

L. N. P. (near Brent Bridge).-" I am told

that indoor aerials are quite satisfactory here,
and I should like to use one because one of
the outdoor type would spoil the appearance

transiotmers (or two R.C. stages) would not.
In such cases the gain of a voltage step-up from
two transformers is off -set by an unsuspected loss

Last week's missing words in order

were : Increasing ; Sum, Resistances,
proportional resistance.

What really matters is the overall amplification of the set, its quality, and its running
costs, and as you are finding with the " Neutype "
Four all these items can be thoroughly satisfactory
when one R.C. stage and one transformer are used,
instead of two transformers.
In getting foreign stations the H.F. and reaction
circuits are even more important than the low -frequency amplification step-up, so every long-distance
loud speaker set has to he designed with this latter
factor related to all the other factors. And in
certain circumstances the overall result-which is
what really matters-is better when the R.C. stage is

of the house, in my opinion. (It is a new
house, and a.s there are no trees suitable, 1
should have to put up a pole.)

elsewhere.

" The difficulty, however, is that I am rather

keen on getting foreign stations on Sunday

evenings, etc., so if I use an indoor one I

should like it to be as good as possible so as not
to tie me too tightly to local reception' only.

Is the loft the best place for an indoor aerial,
and, if so, how should it be arranged to
get the best results possible with this kind of

-7;
711111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

first and then insert the microammeter

shall allow the_ charge to leak away and get,®
the same trouble again. Is there an easy
method ? "
All you need do is to include two ordinary make -and -

break switches in the circuit. They can be of the
L.T. on -off type, or " tumbler " switches, or, indeed,
any kind that will open and close the circuit. Jeln.,.,
one of these across the microammeter terminals, and
the other switch in aeries with the battery -to -condenser lead.
Arranged thus, all you have to do is to keep the'
switch across the microammeter in action-i.e. in'
the " on " position-except must for the moment,
when you are taking a reading with the instrument.,
For this purpose the switch is " opened " for a'=
moment and any current flowing in the circuit will
then be passing through the microammeter and will,
thus indicate a leak.
The other switch is used to make -and -break t.ie.
main circuit, and prior to a test, it will be open,
with the switch across the microammeter closed.
When the main switch is closed also the charging
current will flow across the microammeter's switch.
As soon as conditions are " steady " the micro ammeter shorting switch may be " opened " to see if any leakage current is flowing. The closing of this ..1q
switch again will then protect the instrument as P'
soon as the reading has been obtained.

used.

aerial ? "

X -COIL SELECTIVITY.

Usually he loft is an excellent place for it, but
to take advantage of that fact you must place the
set where the lead from the loft will be fairly short.

J. (Harborne).-" I bought an X -coil

S.

for the aerial because it was supposed to give
sharper tuning. Instead of

that it is worse, and then I

remembered seeing the same
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Here are the connections of last week's two -valve' amplifier,
set and will give great power and purity, with the ad-

shown by the dotted lines. It can be used with a crystal or small
valve

vantages of volume control and choke -filtered output.

You should bear in mind the fact that none of the
wires must be placed too close to walls, ceilings, etc,

if the arrangement- is to be efficient, and the lead to
the set must be reasonably short.

In most modern houses the following arrangement
gives good results, when properly installed.
Three or four copper wires (preferably 7/22, bit`.
insulated " bell -wiring " is good) stretched parallel
and about 18 in. or more apart right across the loft.
At one end (or in the middle, if necessary) ail the wires
come down to a 'V, "to which is soldered the lead -fn

wire that goes to the set's serial terminal.
All the separate wires must be insulated, and none
of them should run within a yard of a roof or other
conductive surface (A roof is quite a good conductor when it is wet.)

What was the cause in that

instance ? "
Probably the instance you have
in mind was that of a Hertfordshire
reader who had connected up the
coil holder wrongly., The normal

X -coil requires that its. coil holder
be joined withthe pin to earth, etc.
If your socket of the coil holder is
connected to earth, reversal of the
connections will overcome the flat
tuning.

SHIFTING CONDENSER READINGS.

M. S. (Bristol) -" Reading that a neglected

H.F. CHOKE FOR
"ANTIPODES " ADAPTOR.

earth plate was the cause of condenser readings

from time to time, I poured no end of
(Capp Town).- shifting
water down to cure this annoying habit of
" The blue -print' is marked my set.
" AUSSY "

H.F. Choke Socket' against

an ordinary plug-in coil socket.
Does this mean' that the

' Antipodes' Adaptor uses a
plug-in coil as H.F. choke, and, if so, what

'

" You will riot be surprised to hear it made
no improvement when I tell you that later I
found the tuning dial itself was shifting round
the spindle to which it is fixed' by a small

screw. The latter is very awkward to get at

size ? "
Yes, an ordinary plug-in coil is used, and this can
be of about 70 turas. Either a 60 or 75 will give good'
results, and if you have both -sizes it is a good plan
to try them In turn when operating on very weak

because there is only a small opening to get
at it through the dial. Any suggestions ? "
You will have to tighten that screw properly

how I can tent the condenser's insulation

" flat " on the spindle to give the small screw a chance.

so If you can't borrow a very small screwdriver we
should advise the careful filing of a large bradairl
or some similar pointed " instrument which will
itself to the purpose and yet be small enough
TESTING A CONDENSER'S INSULATION. lend
to go down the aperture.
S. M. J. (Newmarket) -" I have a very
'Another point worthy of attention is the spindle ;
If this, is perfestkv rounded there may be
sensitive microammeter which. would show _itself.
in gettift a small 'Screw to bind or grip the
up small leakage currents, but I don't see difficulty
surface properly. In this case, file a little niche or
signals to see which is better.
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Do you throw money away

on inferior radio components ? Money spent on
cheap parts is in nine cases out of tea simply wasted.
Invest your money by buying IGRANIC QUALITY
COMPONENTS. They are cheapest in the long
run. Read what some of our customers say :
Walthamstow, E.I 7.
June, 23rd, I930.

Dear Sirs,

Dear Sirs,

give their date as 1926. They are incorporated

the quality of reproduction which
I have been able to attain via your
standard plug-in coils.
The results which obtain now are
fully too better than those which

I thought I would like to
write to you and thank you for

over 3 years ago; the test labels still attached

in a 3 -Valve Receiver, " Magic 3," and give

perfect results. I have had to take no steps
whatever to stabilise these. So far as I can judge,

they give perfectly good reproduction with

I was able to receive with an

enormous volume. I think this is indeed good
for Transformers which were designed and manu-

inferior make of coil.
Thanking you for this very fine
component,
I remain,

factured over four years ago, and which have

been in constant use ever since, in quite a
number of different types of Receiver. In my

opinion this fact proves that, at least, this class
of Transformer is perfectly suitable and stable
to use in any Receiver employing two transformer stages.
Thanking you for your excellent products,
I remain,

IGRANIC

Catford, S.E.6.
June loth, 1930,

I have two of your " E " Type Transformers,
a 3-1 and 3-I. These were purchased by me

Honeycomb Inductance Coil.

P.S.-You may use this letter in
any advertisement, as I would
like as many other Radio Fans as

possible to learn the value of a
really first-class coil.

-

Originals can be seen on application.

'ELECTRIC Co. Ltd.

Write for copies of our latest
Publications, addressing your
requests to Dept. R.t 53.

.oNDc"
Works BEDFORD

MAINS

All

Applica-

for
Advertising
Space in
"Popular
Wireless"

" We're Fluxite

For voltages from 200/
any Radio receiver.
Price £3 15s. Od. Complete.
250 A.C.
THE NEW TANNOY TRICKLE CHARGER,L.W.
small, very efficient charger incorporating

must be made

For WE make

Westinghouse rectifier for 2, 4 or 6 volts at
Price £1 19s. 6d. Complete.
'5 amp.

Agents,
JOHN H. LILE,

Tannoy Products, 1-7 Dalton St.,

Ltd.,4,Ludgate

S.E.27.

Circus, London,
E.C.4.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

'Phone : City 7261.

TANNO

UNITS

THE NEW TANNOY PORTABLE MODEL P.2.
. takes the place of the present H.T. Battery

in PORTABLE, transportable or practically

tions

to

the

and Solder-

The reliable pair ;

Famous for Soldering,

Known everywhere !
Wherever we go -We're invited to stay,

Sole

Soldering
Merely child's play ! "

Advertising

Ell

See that Fluxite and Solder arc always by you-in the hou-e.
workshop, garage-anywhere where simple speedy soldering
needed.
They cost so little but will make scores of
everyday articles last years longer 1 For Pots, Pans, Silver
and Brassware ; RADIO; odd jobs in the garage-there's
always something useful for Fluxite and Solder to do
is

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET

ANOTHER USE
FOR FLUXITE :
Hardening Too!s

Simple to use and lasts

for years in constant
use.

POWER
TRANSFORMER

ening.
Leaflet

hEAYBERD
doiorPOWER

TRANSFORMERS

special

Iron with non -heating
metal handle; pocket

Ask for

blow . lamp.
Solder. etc.;

on im-

instructions

proved method.

gluxite,

and

full

7f6COMPLETE
or LAMP

Heayberd Power Transformers have
been tried and found-dependable, by
set builders. If you are about to alter
your set to obtain power from the
main, specify HEAYBERD Power
Transformers and be assured of success.

Contains

'small space' soldering

and Case Hard-

FLUXITE LTD.

only 2/6

(Dept. 324),

Rotherhit he, S.E.16

TypeW.14 2,1?
This is a general- purpose

transformer for A.C. mains,
220-250 volts, 40'50 cycles.

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.
10, Finsbury Street, E.C.
'Phone: Clerhenwell 7216.

All hardware and Ironmongery Stores

in tins, 8d., 114 and 2'8.

sell Fluxite

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

MUTE

-IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
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FOR THE LISTENER.

Make Lotus
Coils & Condensers

(Continued from page 458.)

TECHNICAL

I wanted to hear the recital very badly.
But the Opera lasted for so long that the

By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

-recital was cut down to a mere musical

interlude of a quarter of an hour.
There was a bad hitch somewhere. The

your choice !

official programme allowed only half an hour

wants to obtain additional power from the
set and also to introduce a convenient form
of volume control. This experimenter is in

knowledge of money is a grim struggle against

the same position as -many other correspon-

low -frequency amplification is concerned,

former crooning her lovely Irish songs,- and
the latter with her bright and original ditties,

I assure them that theY are united in my
heart !
Florence

must be a brunette, ' and
Mabel a blonde ; and though' gentlemen
are supposed to prefer blondes, I swear I
couldn't choose between them !
Snorty.

Mr. James Agate was very snorty the

other evening. He has his knife into the
London theatre -going people. " London

entertainment," he said. " has nothing to
do with European culture." But he told a
good story.

A very famous Swedish -actress was
leaving England after playing for a short

15/.

season to very thin houses, apparently

Lotus Coils, Condensers and Chokes

are designed to last, and to give
maximum efficiency during their
lifetime.

-

Illustrated here is the Lotus Loga-

rithmic Condenser, which is available
in all capacities. These Condensers
are truly logarithmic, and have

chemically cleaned brass vanes and
end plate.

rather disgusted with her reception ;
and, as she turned to view the white' cliffs
of Dover, she waved her little hand, and said " Good-bye, England ; I quit youwith despise !

'

It is really a most awful word ! Sounds
like a cross between the hiss of a snake and

the growl of a bear ! But for all that, I

liked "Baghdad in New- York." There
was a good deal less noise than I had fearfully expected.
It was pitched in a quieter key. Even the

one unit tuning and reaction coils,

noise there - was, was ample to give the

and serve the same purpose as
the four coils which. were previously
required.

Write for full range of Lotus Com-

ponents and Catalogue.

EMU'S
COMPONENTS.
Garnett, Whiteley & Co. Ltd.
Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.
Causton

of transformer coupling

in the

valve is capable of a sufficient power output.
The best results may not be obtained from

this final power valve unless the preceding
valve, which has now become the first L.F.
stage, is properly adapted for its new
function. In some cases you will -find that
when the additional valve is added to the
output stage better results may be, obtained
by using in the first, L.F. stage a valve of a
higher magnification. Volume Control.

As regards the volume -control, this can
be secured in a number of ways, but where
the screened -grid valve is used, a convenient

method is to "Vary the filament current of
this valve by means of a variable resistance
in the usual way. Reverting to the question of the first and
second L.Fr stages, it is -very important to
observe the specifications "supplied with the

valves, and, in particular, to use the grid -

bias which, according to the instruction
note, is appropriate to the high-tension
voltage which you apply. I have several

-times mentioned this question of grid-bia5,
vollme, but it is a point the importance of
which is often overlooked.

Experimenters have a natural desire to

Phantasmagoria.'

The Lotus H.F. Choke is equally
suitable for both reaction circuits
and parallel feed H.F. circuits.
Lotus .Dual -Wave. Coils embody in

there are various ways, as you know, in
which this can be done. Probably the
simplest way is to add a power valve by
ordinary way, taking care that the added

I do not know whether Florence Marks
and Mabel Marks are sisters or otherwise
eloiely related ; but after listening to the

LotusDualWave Coil

dents, and, of course, so far as adding

means

Full Marks.

5;6

one low-frequei4 amplifier, and he

the threat of an overdraft, but I have listened
to Mr. F. W. Hirst on " Modern Aspects of
Romance !

Lotus

A Super -Power Output.

Money.

it had been a Treasure Hunt or a High

H.F. Choke

+

*....---4................- -4.-40-0-4.--- 4-4-41.--4.--*

HAVE a letter from a reader who is using
1 a set employing a screened -grid valve and

Finance " with a queer kind of thrill, as if

from 5/-

NOTES.

for the second act of the Opera-which, on
the face of it, is absurd.
It is curious how interesting it is to hear
a financier talking about Money. My only

Lotus
Logarithmic
Condensers

*

American twang was subdued. The singing
was excellent ; and what background of

apply a high value'of H.T.-voltage, but they
do not seem always to realise that this can
actually, in some -cases, do more harm than
good unless it is" tempered " by the appropriate grid -bias voltage.* It is particularly
important to give attention to these points
whe-ii using power valves or super=power
valves.
Summer Atmospherics.

Now that the summer is here-at any

I congratulate John ' rate according to the calendar-atmosWatt.'
pherics have again become more troublesome, particularly on long-distance recepMabel.
tion.
As you know, the atmospheric " crackles "
r' Likewise, I congratulate Miss ConstariduroK -She is always breaking out in are mainly due to lightning flashes which,
necessary atmosphere.

new places-a very delightful form of

Her Comic Opera (en casserole)
" The Dragon's Bride " was light and airy
and Gilbert-and-Sullivanish, and very
pleasant. Miss Colleen, Clifford made a
charming Princess, and Harold Clemence a
very engagingvillain.
measles.!

of course, are continually occurring in

different parts of the world. The " transmission " from a lightning flash is often
very powerful, so that it is able to affect a
wireless receiver even after it has travelled

many thousands of miles.
There is never any shortage of lightning
I liked Mss Dorothy Summers, too, as - flashel-throughoit_the world, -'find Ls these
Jujube the maid, but she seemed to have are more abundant in summer weatlf6r, this
some difficulty in holding on tight to her is the season when atmospheric interference
cockney accent. Altogether a- good little -with reception becomes most troublesome.
show. Please, Mabel, break out again !
(Continued on page 478.)
-

my 5th, 1930.
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THE SUCCESS OF THE YEAR

144111,EMIREI

1930 MAGIC 3
I
1

I

PRICE LIST
OF PARTS.
il

Drilled ebonite panel, 18
Hand - polished solid oak
cabinet, with baseboard
Ready Radio .0005 variable condenser

1
1

...

...

...

J.B. slow-motion dial ...
Bulicin 1311 neutralising
condenser ... ...

...

condenser

...

...

...

1 Ready
Radio
-00075
" Brookmans " condenser
1
Ready Radio Differential
2 Ready

...

Radio

.. .-

4.9 -off

1 Igranio volume control ...
3 W.B.sprung valve holders

3 Ready Radio single coil
holders
... ... :.. ... -.
1 Lissen super L.P. trans-

£

s.

60
1

10 0

46
56
50
38
50
26
60
39
26

R.I. -001 compression
type condenser ... ... ...
1 Dubilier 0003-mfd, fixed
condenser
... ... ...
1 Linen 2-meg. grid leak
with holder ... ... ... ...

£

26
26

-

1

6

T.C.C. 2-nifd, Mansbridge
type condenser ... ... ...
1 Igranie 400 -ohm potentio-

310

1 Ready Radio 25,000 -ohm
resistance with holder ...
Drilled terminal strip,
1

25

1

18 in, x 2 in.

...

...

TEST! OF TIME

s.

1

1

...

1

10 Belling -Lee engraved ter -

8

V
.1

8

26
26

1 Set Ready Radio connect -

13 6

3 Valves, as specified ... 1
5 Lewces roils (2 No. 50).
(1 No. 60X). (1 No. 100).
No. 250X) ... ... ... 1 2 9
10 0
transformer ............12 6 1 (1
Set Atlas short-wave coils
1
5
1 Keystone ELF. choke ...
5 0 Screws, plugs, flex. etc....
TOTAL (INCLUDING VALVES, etc.) ....£8 19 6
ANY OF THE ABOVE COMPONENTS SUPPLIED SEPARATELY IP DESIRED.
1

R.I. " Hypermite " L.P.

19 0

Built
by . .

less cabinet
valves £6:16:0
KIT orA12 equal
and
monthly payments of 12/6

. .

KIT B relthc::1':;t1

ment certainly has stood
the test of time. T.C.C.

£8: 9:6

or 12 equal monthly payments o! 18/6

and come through with

All kits include special Ready Radio connecting links, also official Blue Print.

flying colours.

Q.ILTIEZED.

The Telegraph Condenser Co. have been
making condensers for a
quarter of a century so, remember, run no
risks when choosing the
condensers for your Set,
follow the experts' lead :
choose T.C.C. the guar-

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.
TELEPHONE

Sir Christopher

"the condenser in the
green. case," too, has
stood the test of time-

KIT C Znudhc:Wit1 £9 : 19 : 6
FeIDTGV Ft

.

years ago, the Monu-

or 12 equal monthly payments of 15/9

ce size r-7,-3

.

Wren in 1671 -259

HOP 5535

anteed condenser and
know that you are get-

ou
prove
on

ting dependability.

Every good Wireless
Dealer sells them

(cIII
[It DSS

You can improve it cheaply, too. The new
Watmel Universal Dual Wave Tuner is now
ready. With this new Tuner you can obtain
clear and uninterrupted reception without the
use of a wave trap.
Not only are circuits more selective with this tuner.

but owing to the loose reaction coupling they
extremely stable.

The New Watmel Uni-

versal Dual Wave Tuner
Type 31.

PRICE

are

Wave length range 200-600 metres and 1,000-2,000
metres-controlled by a 3 -point switch with absolutely

The condenser illustrated is

the .0003 mfd. T.C.C. flat
mica type

113d.

positive action.
Write for leaflet No. B/90, giving full details of how to
incorporate

this

new

Type

Tuner

in

any

circuit.

TUE MONUMENT
ADS MIT. OF THE TELEGRAPH al
CONDENSER CO. LTD., N. ALTON, H. S.
5099

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,
Imperial Works, High Street, Edgware.
Edgware 0323.
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DEAF AIDS
(INEXPENSIVE)

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continual from page 478.)
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Type of Excitation.

A point which is not perhaps generally
that atmospherics interfere
more seriously with long -wave than with
known is

short-wave reception. This is due to the fact

that the particular type of excitation produced by atmospherics causes more effect
in a circuit tuned to a comparatively low
frequency than in one tuned to a relatively
/14-6

as illustrated, including

a light

headband for the

instead of earpiece
with headband.

teaches us to stick to short-wave reception
when atmospherics are about, and only to

GUARANTEE OF
YOUR SET

reaching the Super -Microphone is loudly
heard in the earpiece. The battery can be
switched off when the Aid is not in use.

Either of the above Aidt can be made SPECI-

ALLY POWERFUL by fitting a DOUBLE

The practical importance of this, so far
as radio reception is concerned, is that it
indulge in long -wave reception when conditions are fairly clear.
Aerial Precautions.

In this country, fortunately, atmospherics
are not nearly so serious a nuisance as they
are in countries with much hotter climates

and, as a matter of fact, the atmospherics
from which we suffer mostly originate from
outside our own land.
If the horizontal part of the aerial is kept

fairly short, this you will find gives some

Microphone at an extra cost of 10/-.

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27, Fitzroy St., London, W.1. Phone: Museum 8329.

measure of protection against the reception
of atmospherics ; a frame aerial is still
better for cutting out atmospherics.

"'The action of a frame aerial in rejecting
atmospherics is partly due to its comparative

DRY CELLS THAT SATISFY.
SPECIAL BATTERY OFFER.

insensitivity, partly to its effect upon the
resonance conditions in the circuit, and
partly to the fact that it can be rotated so
as to be in the worst position for reception

120 volt H.T. Batteries 12/- each
100 volt B.T. Batteries 10/- each
60 volt H.T. Batteries 6/6 each
The Best and Cheapest yet offered. Also send
Id. stamp for the " Leyton " Booklet to:-

of the atmospherics.

THE LEYTON BATTERY CO..

Innumerable attempts have been made to

ALL CIRCUITS USING CRYSTAL

eliminate or minimise atmospheric interference, but only with a very limited measure of success, and a good deal more investigation still remains to be carried out

RD 40

in this direction before long-distance reception can be relied upon at all times.

"RED DIAMOND
THE RECOGNISED DETECTOR FOR
IRECTIFICATION.

By Insured

Post 2/3 or
2;9 with shield.
Can be mounted

on brackets or through
panel. Once set always ready.
I Not affected by vibration. Each one is tested
on broadcast before despatch, and is perfect.

"RED DIAMOND"

WALL PLUG

2,_

Of all high class Radio Dealers, or
Sole

I

Soh,

TRADE

MARK

I JEWEL PEN Co., Ltd.
(Radio Dept, 46), 21-22, Great

Sutton St., LONDON,

Protecting Portables from Jolts.

The portable gramophone, and now the

portable radio receiver, have become
almost indispensable to a successful picnic.

But when taking the radio receiver out
(Continued on next page.)

E.C.1.

SECS

-EASY
PAYMENTS
The first firm to supply Wireless Parts on easy
Send us a list of the parts you require, sod the
will send you a definite quotation

Anything wireless

I

is shortly to appear, but as yet no details are available.
Also Columbia have altered their portables somewhat
the Model 303A, which. by the way, is not a screened

grid set- as stated in our issue of June 7th,

is

supplied with a strap carrying -handle at the top
instead of the aide handles. It is also available with
single -dial Dining.

Finally, we should like to draw the attention of

and except for power detector purposes it would be

Make

THE DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper.

drik/

06

severe tosts,then sealed, and is
guaranteed as long. as the seals
are left intact. Price complete

Packing and Postage 9d. extra.

No other Components of any sort needed.
Special Leaflets and Copies of Testimonials

Free, on application to the Sole Manufacturers :

STONEHOUSE RADIO SUPPLIES,
54, Union St., Plymouth, Devon.

'Phone 2496.

BUILD THE AMAZINGLY

EFFICIENT

S.R.S. Universe Ultra Short Wave

Set. No Coils to change. No Hand Capacity. All Working parts totally enclosed.

COST COMPLETE, 38/6. Or

you can use parts you may have.
FREE CONSTRUCTIONAL CHARTS

PAGE
CATALOGUE

2

JULY ISSUE NOW READY.
Crammed with illustrations and details of
all sorts of fascinating and useful gear, at
very reasonable prices.
.. ELECTRICAL,
RADIO

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

MOTORS .. GENERATORS

Just send a stamped envelope,
ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper
Thames
Street, E.C.4,
Electradix, Cent.
0191.

E. MASON, 44, East Rd., City Rd., Ni..
SUBSEQUENT to the publication of our Portable
Number on June 7th, we have heard that the
Amplion portable, which had just been placed before
the public, is breaking all records, and that the works
are being 'hard pressed to keep up with the demand.
There are also rumours that a new Lissen portable

readers to the fact that the Triotron U.D.2 valve Is not
a detector, but a super -power valve of low impedance,

advertiser in " Popular
of
satisfied customers.

"

Each unit is passed

Loudspeakers 4/.. All repairs
Tested, guaranteed and ready
for delivery in 24 hours
Clerkenwell 9069
Discount for Trade.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Gt. Portland St., W.1
'phone: Museum 1914.

years

Thousands

tensive tests on a sample unit.

re -magnetised free.

payments that will suit your convenience, and we

Five

"Popular Wireless".acgenuine advert,
REMEMBER cepts.only
and have conducted ex-

Transformers 5/-.

TRADE ITEMS.

While talking about portables it is surprising that,
as far as we know, no commercial model utilises the
Loewe multiple valve. This valve is made in this
country, and is extremely useful for' certain classes
of portable work.

payments.
Wireless."

ON

- HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/ -

Solid Ebonite, Highly

Finished, Perfect Insulation. Two size
plugs and sockets, so
that it is impossible
to insert plugs in reverse.
Or by insured post, 2/3.

I

RESULTS

Long -Distance Reception.

305, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, E. 10.

I

converts ANY Valve Set into an Ultra

high frequency.

1 SUPER -MICROPHONE (to be attached to Coat or, Dress, conveniently concealed), a
SMALL BATTERY (for the pocket), and a
SMALL EARPIECE which can be held to
the deaf ear by hand or by a light headband
supplied with the aid. All Speech and sound

RD 2 9

It is unique and entirely novel,immediately

11.10.0
fitted
with
MIDGETPHONE

THIS Aid comprises the latest sensitive

I

NEW 1930 S.R.S. ULTRA SHORT
PATENT No, 329,841.
WAVE UNIT
Short Wave Set, capable of receiving the
world's Ultra Short Wave Stations, without altering the Set or introducing complications of any sort. Amazingly simple
to use and it is accompanied by a written

(Fits into Ear)

earpiece.

the world over you will find no substitute for the wonderful

Mae unsuited to that type of work. Also Mesais.
Benjamin Electric wish us, to point out that- their

Vibrolder, described in our June 21st issue as a
rigid valve holder, is.although. the moulding is rigid,
nevertheless of the anti-microphonic type, the
sockets being sprung.

EXACT TUNERS

(250 to 2,000 metres.
Thousands of these tuners are in use. and we
can strongly recommend them. No further
coils are required. Send P.O. for particulars
and circuits-FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Place, Coventry.

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF -CHARGING,

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL

JARS (waxed), 2f" X If" eq. 1/3 doz.
ZINGS, new type 104. doz. Sacs 1 /2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4/1, post 9d,
Sample unit, 6d. Illus. booklet free.

Bargain list Tree.

AMPLIFIERS, 30/,

3 -VALVE SET, La

P. TAYLOR. 57, Studley Road,
STOCKWELL, LONpON.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

ess, July 5th, 1930.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

in the car you want to observe a few simple
precautions.

For one thing, you should take care

against the set being jolted, as this is bad

for the valves. In some portable receivers
thick layers of very soft sponge rubber are

provided which, when the lid is closed,
press on each side of the row of valves

so that these are very nicely cushioned.

If your set is not already provided with

these valve cushions, it is a simple matter to
pack around the valves with cotton -wool.

Remember that when valves are held
in springy sockets, and if the valves are
close together, as they are in a portable
Only Brownie's
ability to produce
2,000 Dominion
Vernier Dials a day
enables them to

keep the price as

The special non -backlash
design (For fine tuning) and the splendid
finish (smooth black or beautifully grained
mahogany bakelite) coupled with the low
price, makes the Dominion Vernier Dial
a real radio bargain.
low

as

2/6.

BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) LIMITED,
NELSON STREET WORKS, LONDON, N.W.1

BROWNIE

receiver,

the jolting which the set gets

when in the car on the road may be quite
sufficient

to cause the valves to strike

against each other, with unfortunate
results. So always take care to guard
against this by some simple provision such
as that mentioned above.
Not Too Near Ground.

If the receiver is not intended to work
with any aerial or earth connection, it is
a good plan to place it fairly high up from
the ground: If possible, it should not be
placed in the car itself, as you will find that

the metalwork of the chassis and body
of the car acts as a screen to the radio
waves and will often greatly reduce the
volume of reception. It is better to take the

receiver a little distance away from the
car and, as I said, not to place it too near
the ground.

FtEPAIRS
Transformer, Loudspeaker
Any make of

A Temporary Aerial.
If the set is intended

48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/.. post free.

the aerial by the well-known dodge of
slinging a piece of insulated wire over a
branch of a tree and connecting the near

L.F.

or Headphones repaired. and despatched within
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
953,

" Repairs - Dept .
GARRATT LANE, TOOTING,

S.W.17.

-EASY TERMS We SPECIALISE in the supply
of all Good Quality Radio Sets,

Components and Accessories on
Easy Terms. We will give you
efficient service.

Send us your list

of requirements and a quotation
will be sent by return.

London Radio Supply Company,
11,0AT LANE,NOBLE STREET,LONDON,E.C.2
NATIONAL 1977
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THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE

MOST NEWS
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-

to work with

an aerial and earth, you can easily arrange

end to the aerial terminal of the set.

For the " earth," a connection may be
made to a wire fence or, in the 'absence
of any such convenient object, a metal
spike (one of the spanners from the tool
kit) may be stuck into the ground and the

J.B.
UNIVERSAL
LOG

There is an impressive finish and
neatness aLotit J B.

Au!,

earth wire connected to that.

The chassis of the car forms quite a
good capacity earth, and you will often
get good results by connecting the earth

Condensers which give an
0 atmosphere
to a set.

wire to any convenient part of it.
Safety First.

Talking about radio on the car, I need
hardly remind you that the passengers
in the car should never have the radio set

working whilst the car is on the road,

as this is apt to distract the driver's attention and lead to trouble.
In some radio -equipped cars now on the
American market a simple arrangement
is made whereby the radio set cannot be
operated whilst the car is in motion.
This is a very useful safety -first dodge

tit

Th'ey

always " in tone" with the
Receiver as well as " in tune "
Behind their excellent appearance
lies skilful designing and unerring
manufacturing-in fact all the
qualities of a good job.
J.B. UNIVERSAL LOG CONDENSER
'0005
'00025

.

.

.

.

PrieCS
.0003

9/5
8/9

.00015

..

9/.
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which should always be remembered.
Radio Absorption.

THE

XSTANDARD

MINN COIL
Sold everywhere from 11 DX COILS LTD., LONDON, LS

Radio reception out in the open often
provides an interesting comparison with

that in the centre of a large town, and
listeners are sometimes surprised, that the
reception of a local station is better out in
the country, even if the distance is greater,
than it is in the town.
(Continued on next page.)
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The explanation, however, is perfectly

'N7\\\1111111/117"/;"

simple ; it is a question of absorption of the

radio energy, and although in the town
the distance is shorter, the absorption is
much greater ; whilst out in the country,
even- though at a greater distance, owing

to the smaller absorption, the reception
is louder. Of course, this is not always
the case, but in some circumstances it
can be noticed quite distinctly.
Dial Readings.

All we ask

the

is

chance to prove that

you can earn £300,
WRITE FOR THIS

ITSffI
BOOK TO -DAY

£400,,£500 per year
or more. Other men
are doing it, and you

the same.

can do

We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation
waiting to help you whether you be novice or

you wish for something more than a
bread and butter' job you owe it to yourself to

expert.

If

investigate our Service.

Our handbook, " Engineering Opportunities," has
pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of
your fellows. It contains details of A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.
Struct.E., London Metric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,

Referring to the question of the earth
connection of a receiver, I mentioned a
short while back that this may affect the

dial readings for particular stations. I have
received some further letters from readers
on this point which only go to prove how
frequent poor earth connections must be.

For some curious reason, many people
regard the earth connection as of little ox
no importance. Its importance, however,

is very clearly proved in a case where a bad
earth connection is replaced by a good one ;
not only will the volume be greatly increased,

but quite probably the set will need to be
re -calibrated.

Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches

The summer is particularly the time to
give attention to the earth connection,

Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

dry, and an " earth " which was good in

of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless

NO PASS-NO FEES

in

a

Brilliant foreword Prof. A

M. Low shows

clearly the chances you are missing.

" Engineering Opportunities " and our advice are
quite FREE. Don t neglect this offer-give vent to
upward urge ** and rend a postcard NOW,
that
stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.

British Institute of Engineering Technology,
101 Shakespeare House, 29-31 Oxford Street,W.1
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PAPER
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HAS PROVED TO BE
THE BEST CONE

MATERIAL
MANUFACTURED

THOUSANDS USE IT

AND ARE

SATISFIED
Sold in two sizes
12

IInfluictuating current, wonderful purity and absent% of
" baekground ," no costly dry battery replacements, years
of trouble -free. economical H.T. power supply. That, Is
what, t he. St andard H.T.Battery gives you. It supplies abundant H.T. for twelve months or more, and can be
replenished simply, easily, and at low cost at home, and
is again ready for a further period of service.
The Standard H.T. Battery will prove a boon to yott as
it has to thousands of others,

the winter may become poor in the summer.

GREAT OFFER!

Where connection is made to a cold -

water pipe, probably there will be very little
difference

between summer and winter

conditions but where a plate or a rod

buried in the ground is used for the earth
connection, the old trick of pouring a bucket

For Two- or 'Three -valve Sets. 2
trays ae nustl:tted) of Ne. 'L
cells. 96 volts. 71.6 down and 5
equal monthly payments of 7(6.
Cash 62.2.11. di pare No. 2 cells
(complete except chemical), 16
volts each, 516 per dozen. Any
voltage summed.
.

D.6 Battery. 108
volts, including oil
and chemical, but

without trays,
61.14.9. All batteries
can be supplied on
deferred terms it desired.

or two of water around the spot in dry

III '

CONE SPEAKER

a

BEHIND YOU

weather will prove very useful.

II 111 II LI

SIX -SIXTY

a

owing to the fact that the ground may become

H.T. WORRIES

alld 19

PRICES 119 & 219
ifok your dealer or write to uo for fall particular., of the Six -Sixty Cane Speaker .dooembly.
Specially made for Home Canotructoro, 151 -

Made by the makers of the famous
Six -Sixty Valves.
Six -Sixty Radio Co. Ltd., Six -Sixty House,
17/18, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, W.i.
Telephone: Museum 6x tb,s.

FROM OUR READERS I
THE " REGIONAL " FOUR.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I suppose I had better put a good word
in for the " Regional " Four.

Well, so far I have the set working on three valves-

as I am hard up and can't afford an S.G. just yetand it is great. On the long wave I can get the ANY
)rate for full par VOLTAGE
following : Hilversum, Paris (Radio), Paris (Eiffel
Oculars to:SUPPLIED
Tower), and National. Tow wave : London Regional, THE
STANDARD
BATTERY
(Dept. P. W.).
London National, Brussels, Berlin,- Barceldna, and 184/188. Shaftesbury Avenue,CO.
London, W C.2.
Hamburg.
Nearly all these stations are at full lotid-speaker
M.C.
strength and have to be de -tuned, slightly. .1 am
almost afraid of giving the loud speaker a shock
pHs EVERYTHING WIRELESS ON MOM
when I get the S.G. valve, as I am only using an
indoor aerial.
I do not know anything about wireless, for this is
the first set I have ever had, or made, but I do know
that this is a wonderful set, because the volume is
tremendous and everything is so easy to control.
The Most Favourable Obtainable in
All I did wa.; to buy the components specified and
016 ALL COMPONENTS, KITS OF PARTS for sll
`ollow the blue print.
With best wishes for the " P W.," which I take
COSSOR
Circuits. MULLARD ORGOLA,
in every week -now,
MELODY MAKER, etc. Complete SETS, H.T.
Yours truly,
UNITS, LOUDSPEAKERS, etc., etc.

EASY TERMS I

R. J. 111

Forest Hill, S.E.2:I.

THE "TINY

.TELL.

TWO

The Editor, PoRuLra WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I have recently made up the " Tiny"
Two, and wish to thank you for details of such a
wonderful set. I have built the set in a cabinet
which includes space for a cone unit and all the. batteries.
Using an aerial in the roof, I am able to obtain
both the Brooktnans Park transmitters at very
good loud -speaker strength. I am 35 miles from
London, so I think that this is a wonderful performance. I only use 60 volts H.T.

I am sure that the above facts will interest nutty
of your readers, as the Tiny " Two is not only
cheap to build, but cheap to run.

'Yours Twl,thfullY,

It. A. M. ROTIERTd,

Leighton Rturard, Beds.

CALL or SEND A LIST OF YOUR
REQUIREMENTS; a Quotation of IN
"l our BEST MONTHLY TERMS Will I
be sent BY RETURN:

The P.D.P. CO., LTD. (R,,T)

1

46, WATLING ST., LONDON, E.C.4
famegns 'Phone : Central 4468 imutimm

me

PLEASE be sure to mention

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
when communicating with
Advertisers.

THANKS !

eg

POPULAR WIRELESS

HELPING

'THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR
A Special Illustrated Supplement
is contained in the July

MODERN WIRELESS
dealing with the L.F. Transformer.
The supplement describes in full the construction
of this component, and gives detailed advice on
its choice and use for the construction of
up-to-date receivers.

NO SET BUILDER SHOULD
MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY
of learning all about one of the most vital parts
of radio receivers.
Also the July "M.W." contains full constructional details of
The " Star -Turn " Four & The " Stu -Turn " Crystal Set

Two special designs incorporating the new "M.W." System of
Selective Tuning.

GET YOUR COPY NOW
Price 1P.

Now On Sale

TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT IT
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Other Features In This Issue
RECEPTION PROBLEMS
By Capt, P. P. Eckersley

" MIKE " AND THE PIANO
By Maurice Cole
LOUDSPEAKER RATTLE
By Victor King
Mr. WHITLEY

By Lt. -Corn. Kenworthy,
R.N., M.P.
LATEST BROADCASTING
NEWS

etc., etc.

Here we see a back -of -panel photograph of the
Full constructional details and
scale wiring 4iagram are given in this issue. See page 492.

"Al." Amplifier.

Use This Unit and Add Poier to Your Set
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THE WORM TURNS
I TOLD YOU SO !
THE SLEEPER WAKES
GRAMMY NOTES

Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.'
Chief Radio Consultant :
CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY, M.I.E.E.
Editor: NORMAN EDWARDS.
Technical Editor : G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors: K. D. ROGERS,
P. R. BIRD, 0. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.,
A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

A HELPING HAND

RADIO NOTES & NEWS

The Worm Turns.

comfortable, I find that as a rule by the

The Sleeper Wakes.

A'r last the French radio manufacturers

have turned to rend their Govern-

ment because of the chaotic condition
of the wireless industry and the broadcasting
arrangements of the country. And I am not
surprised. Their definition of the Government's methods as dilatory is moderate and
restrained. It is now sought to introduce a

certain amount of State control over the

stations-just eight years behind " perfidious Albion " !

" I Told Yon So."
REMEMBERING that in these
notes, some considerable
time before the present
trouble in India began, I plainly
urged the desirability of snaking
more use of broadcasting there,
not only for propaganda purposes, but also for advising
isolated or distant English groups

THERE is a distinct sign of wakefulness
apparent amongst a number of Governments who Lave in certain radio

matters dozed for many years.

WIRELESS WISDOM
FOREST MURMURS
MORE MORSE-lANA

Italy

is

time we.get to about the fiftieth I become
" windy " over the state of my records, for
the scratch sounds very loud. Nevertheless,

these needles do bring out details

now rousing up to the fact that a large

which fibres miss, and the whole reproduction is most crisp and sweet. Quite a find !

to be instituted and all householders, etc.,
will have to declare and deScribe the'. sets
which they possess. What will happen to
Italian " pirates " in future one hardly dare

HAVE seen it reported that in Bulgaria
a Decree has been passed under which

proportion of its listener% is unlicensed.
In order to find out what's What, a census is

" Off With His Head ! "

I

any person who is found guilty of using
a receiving set without a licence

may be imprisoned, with "solitary confinement." for a term
not exceeding a year, and fined

THREE BEARS BROADCAST.

any amount up to 5,000 liva.
Why this savagery ? I often
thank Heaven for the distinction made in the more civilised
countries between civil and
criminal offences, for the tolerance and humanity of our laws,
and for the great gift of a " sense

of-well, never mind what !-it
is amusing to me to observe

of proportion" enjoyed as a
general rule by those who administer them. Solitary con-

that in Volume 2 of the " Simon

Report on India," the greater

hItfIfiff 'if

employment of broadcasting is
recommended, by Lord Burnham,

finement !
medieval !

such a valuable ally.

AN excellent example of the
good which may come in
unanticipated or e a s ti r e
from helping even the humblest
is provided by the story of Miss

I believe. The Government of
India has in this connection undoubtedly lacked either foresight or enterprise by neglecting

The Helping Hand.

" Experts " and Ladies.

VERY pleased to hear from
W.L.E. (Caudry, France)
again. He tells two little

Eileen Joyce. whose piano -play-

ing was broadcast not long ago.

Until she was nine years old,
this lady lived in a tent in the

yarns which, being (as ho

guaranteed) true are more palatable than fiction. A local "expert " fixed a customer's aerial

to a telegraph pole and when
tackled about the humming

These bruins of the Bronx Zoo, New York, seem to be enjoying the novelty
of participating in a radio broadcast, and the kiddy audience also seems to

which interfered with reception,
ieplied, " Oh, perhaps the aerial is not.
yet accustomed to its position ! " That
is typical French humour.
Next, our
friend says that Iris wife, indulging in
friendly competition with another lady

about the performance of their respective

sets, asked, " And have you listened to
Bruxelles Number Two yet ? I think
their modulation is very good ! " Friend,
not to be beaten, answered, " Oh,
yes ! We heard that the first time it was
played ! "

Positively

Phew !

be very interested in the proceedings.

think, judging from some of the penalties
devised in Eastern Europe. Boiling oil is
interesting, I believe !

Note on My Grammy.

ABSTINENCE from music for ten days
during my plunge into Glos.. caused
me to overwork the gramophone on
my return. I have lighted upon a needle

which is two -pointed and fits into a tiny
tube which screws into the usual place on

Australian bush. Then a priest,
to whom be honour, secured her
an education Later, the great

pianist Backhaus was attracted

by her playing, and had her
sent to Leipzig.

And here she

Backhaus and the unnamed -priest
have indeed laid up treasure which will be
is

!

bright when the light is dim for them.
The Biggest Yet.

IN conjunction with Mr. J. D. Rockefeller,
Jun., the Radio Corporation of America
and its subsidiaries have undertaken the
building of what has been termed a " radio

metropolis " in New York at a cost of 9

million pounds sterling. Three blocks are

the sound -box. This fellow is said to be good

to be demolished and in their place will

for 200 playings, but although that sounds

(Continued on next page).
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arise a low oval building the ground floor
will be shops, the first floor a bank and the

with proportionate increases
according to value. Say two shillings a
year ! What a tragedy ! I wonder what
the Governor of North Carolina will say to
the Governor of South Carolina now.
50 dollars,

Indian Affairs.

roof will support a restaurant. Behind

THE new Indian Central Broadcasting
Committee has now been set up. It

this building will be a 500 feet wide plaza,

containing fountains, statues etc., at the
far end of which will be a 60 storey building

comprising 27 broadcasting studios, four
theatres equipped with broadcasting gear,
and goodness knows what else besides.
Tons of money !

Correspondent Wanted.

Dennistoun,

Glasgow,

E.1,

would

like to correspond with a wireless
enthusiast in Germany. John is 14 years
old and still at school. He says that the
correspondent may write in English or.
German as he pleases. Good for you,
Here is your opportunity to serve
the cause of international amity.
John !

The Queen's Hall Concerts.

DO not forget that the Queen's Hall
Promenade concerts are planned to
begin for

this year's season

on

Saturday, August 9th, and will continue
nightly for eight weeks, the last concert
taking place on Saturday, October 4th.
Sir Henry Wood will conduct, and a number

of the concerts will be broadcast. If you
are a music lover and have not yet attended

a " Prom " you have a joy yet to come.
Days of my youth and late -Victorian
London, when Queen's was an enchanted

hall in which I could stand for hours without
fatigue, and when Sir Henry was not a Sir,
but a god will directed a sublime harmony-

I do not weep for you, but you are very
good to recall !

Wisdom Over the Wireless.

WITHOUT a blush but with gratitude to
the Australian "Wireless Weekly,",I
reproduce the following gem from a
Woman's Talk given in April from 2 B L :
" There are two sides to a question, and the
other side may be equally right with yours,
and yours entirely wrong." Yes, that seems
familiar stuff ! And doesn't its beauty

grow, the more you ponder on it ! Bless
their little hearts !

Personal Note.

IREGRET to record the death, which
oceured on June 14th, of Mr. Jack
Cave; one of the little group of men
chosen by Marconi to assist him in his early
work. M1 Cave was selected in 1897
to join '41Z.5 -inventor's personal research
staff, because of. his ,skill as an instrument
maker and, in particular, in glass -working,

tion of "coherers ". Later on, when the

coherers went into obsolescence, Mr. Cave
became foreman of the machine shop in the
Marconi Works, and when he died he was
holding the post of Chief Rate Fixer at the
Works.
Wonders Will Never Cease.

THE incredible has happened ! For the
first time since 1492, when Columbus
went blundering into the West, a
tax on radio receivers is to be levied upon
citizens of the U.S.A. And South Carolina
is the apostate ! Verily, a tax of 50 cents

per annum is to be laid on sets valued at

and scold me again:about my lupins, though
More Morse-lana.

CONTINUING my notes about the invention and the inventor of the
Morse code, it is worth while to record

t hat in March last Mrs. Leila Morse Rummel,

ment of India for Industries and Labour,

Morse's daughter, arrived in New York

who is its Chairman ; two officials from his
Department ; two non -official Indian mem-

from her home in Paris, for the purpose of
presenting to the Phillips Andover Academy

bers of the Legislative Assembly, from

two non -official English members from the
same two cities. It seems to be a sound
layout, and the Chairman is known to be

popular with Indians and Anglo-Indians
alike. May they do useful work for the
country and its people.

the self-portrait of her father. A point of
peculiar interest in connection with this is
that until she made this trip Mrs. Rummel
had never heard a radio receiver in action,
It appears that the lady resides in a very
quiet part of Paris and none of her friends
there happened to have a radio set. It is
understood that she is going back to alter
all that.

The Latest Sort of Job.
T CANNOT but admire the ingenuity of the

I young lady of Wandsworth who is

reported to earn her living by providing
music publishers with daily statistics of the

Dimniminiimmuinimmumminimmumuntimr.:

SHORT WAVES.
ET'

Salesman :

E and loud speakers is a most comprehensive
-2.-

one. Can I show you anything just now ?
Customer: No, thank you.
,.
Salesman : Is there nothing at all I can
=
interest you in ?
Customer :
Yes-complete and utter E

silence !

F.:

E
E

*

*

DANGERS IN DEFERRED DEBTS.

=

-

" This is the Blah radio Company, broadcasting from 11' 0 B. We are speaking for the =
=
agent in your town : ' Unless all back pay- E
--

= ments are made on sets bought, your name =
will be announced from this station on =
=
Saturday night.' "
.-k._-.

Before Saturday a bank had failed, five men

E had committed suicide, and several attempts
had been made to dynamite station F 0 B.-

-2
-2

" Radio News."
E
*
E
" Whispers are around of a revolutionary E
E wireless discovery that will make possible a E
crystal set that will be portable and even work E
E aloud speaker without valves," we read in the =
E " Empire News."
=
EAs long as they do only " whisper," that's E
O.K. with us.
=
E
*
----L'
...

E.F..

" A lead ceases to be a lead if it doesn't E.
E lead the current it should lead to the place .7
= you want it lead (pronounced ' led').
And E
E it cannot be called an efficient lead if it leads =
E the current to the wrong place," a contem- E.
E porary informs us.
=
Well, it sounds
logical enough anyway.
=
*
*
E
E

-

IN THE TRAIN.
Wireless Fiend (with portable set) : Now, E.
= what station would you like ?
E
Victim : The one you get out at.punch.
=

E
_

The First Melba Broadcast.

15th, the tenth anniversary of

JUNE
what was virtually the birth of popular
broadcasting here, brought back some,
delightful memories of Melba's first broadcast.

I was one of a privileged few who
assembled in company with Lady Northcliffe in the " Daily Mail " office and shared

Our stock of -wireless receivers it
E-

i ll1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111a

.

an art which was necessary to the produc-

is certain to drag the conversation round

consists of the member of the Govern-

Bombay and Calcutta respectively ; and

JOHN MUIRHEAD, 103, Rodeo, Drive,

were broadcast by radio. I must take the
views of our jobbing gardener on this. He

broadcasts of songs etc., so that the relative
popularity of the " numbers " may be
estimated. Surely this matter is proof that

even in these hard times grit and the will
to work can still wring a living from the
world. Doubtless, radio in one branch or
another, has room for many more workers
with the knack of using their brains !
Forest Murmurs.

NEWS from Vienna is to the effect that
a professor of its University has
devised an apparatus which is

capable of measuring 'a movement as small

as a ten -millionth part of a millimetre.
Needless to say it is . electrical. By its
means the movements of a groWing plant
were registered in the form of sounds which

a pair of telephones in order to hear the
golden voice which was going out from the

Marconi Company's experimental s!ation
at Chelmsford. .Seven -valuers were used,
and no loud speaker ! But that was tea
years ago.

Offer to Transmitters.

MR. N. M. BRAY, St. Kew Highway,
near Wadebridge, Cornwall, having

heard 0 2 X 0 (London) and E 15 D
(location unknown), states that he would
be pleased to give them reports from time
to time on the reception of their signals.
If they would like this to be done will they
please send their addresses to Mr. Bray.
Announcers' Voices.

ROTARIAN A. S. Court is reported to
have told the York Rotary Club, " If
there is one thing that fills me with
terror it is the voice of the average broadcasting announcer. It is anaemic, drained
of all vitality. It seems to come from a man
with an empty inside, whose veins are filled

with mineral waters." I agree that the
hearty good humour and natural sympathy
of the voices of Arthur Burrows, Rex Palmer,

etc., has been replaced by a trained, forced,

Robotlike politeness-with certain. excep-

tions-but I warn Rotarian Court not to
go to Harrogate!

" Keep Your Eye on the Ball."
AND talking about drinking, let me

record with joy that a gentleman who
signs himself ' Royal Stuart " writes
to a Scottish newspaper, asking why there

arc no wireless sets installed in Glasgow
public houses. There are the ingredients
of several vaudeville or " Radio Revels "
types of joke in this, but I will not anticipate, the rich and spontaneous humour of
the professional rib -ticklers. The scientific
explanation of the phenomenon which

caused " Royal Stuart" to use some ink
is that deeply ingrained in every Scot is
the conviction that in order to succeed one
should concentrate on the business in hand.
No true Caledonian mixes his liquor with
anything save Burns or the pipes !
ARIEL.
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Kenworthy

A highly interesting account of the career and activities or the B.B.C.'s New Chairman, by one who has known him personally
for many years, and who was a parliamentary colleague of his for a long time.

IT would be difficult to exaggerate the

days his party was in opposition, and a

of the B.B.C. The great medium of

small opposition at that.
Most Oppositions, especially if they are

part in the intellectual, educational, and

position by obstruction. By holding up
Government business they are able to bar-

importance of the position of Chairman

wireless broadcasting already plays a great

artistic life of the people. And it will become

of even greater importance in the future.
The direction of B.B.C. policy is no
sinecure. It is impossible to please all the
people all the time. Yet the public who, by
paying for the licences find the " sinews of

war " for the year's programmes and the
whole cost of the service, has the right to
get what it wants.
Religion and Politics.

In the case of a newspaper, for example.
it is soon possible to know whether the public

is satisfied or not with the contents and

" make-up " by the sales returns. A theatre
einematog,raph hall proprietor can tell
from week to week by his box office receipts
whether the public is getting what it
wants.

in a big minority, seek to defend their
gain on policy.

If they can kohl up the Cabinet's pro-

gramme the Government must., in its turn,

buy them off with judicious concessions.
As an obstructionist Harry Whitley was
highly successful. and played the Parliamentary game, which, it must be remembered, has its' serious uses, with the best
of them. He was the hero of Many an allnight sitting. Never rattled, he could talk
on any subject for any length of time. and
was the despair of the Government Whips.
On one occasion an exasperated supporter

of the Government sa far forgot himself

THE NEW CHAIRMAN.

But though plenty of people write to the

B.B.C. if they are dissatisfied, and a fee
when they are satisfied, there is no way of
knowing whether they are representative
of the listening public as a whole. There
is, again, the very thorny question of what

in the

discussed.

From 1921-28 he filled the high office of

Speaker.

Harry " Whitley, as he was affectionately known to us, first entered the
House of Commons in 1900 as Liberal
M.P. for Halifax. He retained that seat

for twenty-eight years. In his early political

commercial purposes between the Allies
in the war. This was a Very delicate and
difficult task.

He proved himself an astute bargainer
with the French and Italian representatives. This part of his work was extra-

And all the time he

Saving An Awkward Situation.

For Mr. Whitley was not only, in his day,

business was being

During the War period, Mr. Whitley was
made much use of by the War Governments
as British representative on various Inter Allied Commissions, as, for exaniple, the one
for rationing -out the available shipping for

but in a very aggressive spirit.
We had had a period of comparative calm
since the days of the Irish Nationalist Party
in its prime ; but then came a group of wild
spirits, some of Whom have since sobered
down in the political sense, while others
remain rather violent and obstreperous.

His Early Political Days.

financial

Valuable War Work.

that election not only in considerable
numbers (for the first time in its history),

No doubt it was this latter question
that had much to do with the choice of
the Rt. Hon. John Whitley to be the
new Chairman on the Earl of Clarendon

Parliament. During the first of those years,
from 1918-21, he was the Deputy -Speaker,
and presided over the House of Commons
in Committee when the all-important

upon to fill.

and impartiality.
His first years of office as Speaker were
particularly onerous for in 1922 the
Labour Party Caine back to Parliament after

parties not in office.

for ten years I was a colleague of his in

great office that he has now been called

As Speaker he upheld the office with
great dignity. mixed with the necessary
touches of dry humour, and enjoyed an
enviable reputation for absolute fairness

using the ether, and what use of broadcasting should be allowed to the other

Whitley personally for many years, and for
long before I entered active politics. And

Altogether he was in the Chair for eighteen years. He there acquired, as only that
training can make possible, the judicial
and impartial outlook, the faculty of seeing
all sides of a question and every point of
view that will be so valuable to him in the

carried on the exacting duties of Chairman
of Committee in Parliament.

vexed question of how much freedom should
be allowed to the Government of the day in

a great House of Commons man, but one
of the most successful Speakers who has
ever presided over that most difficult and
exacting assembly. I have known Mr.

described.

knows little of it.

how far religion and politics should enter
into the " Talks."
in connection with politics there is the

appointment

Chairman of Ways and Means, and then as
Chairmen. and Deputy -Speaker, as I have

ordinarily valuable, but the general public

controversial matters shall be allowed ;

proceeding to an
Dominions.

keeper,.he went into the Chair as Deputy

It takes all manner of men to make a

parliament. The situation might have been
Mr. Whitley, who succeeds Lord Clarendon. was

one of the most successful Speakers who has
ever presided over the House of Commons.

as to shout across the .floor of the House to
Whitley, " Shut up, you smooth -bore."
This nickname, the exact meaning of
which is, of course, an old-fashioned
cannon, though quite inappropriate, stuck

to Whitley until he himself became a
"Whip and a Government supporter, and was
automatically muzzled.
An Impartial Outlook.

On the Liberal party coming into office

in 1907 he becam!. a Whip in his turn. And,
after four years as a poacher turned game-

awkward. But Whitley handled it with
superb tact and won the respect of those
who, then and now, were, and are, never
tired of proclaiming their contempt for
the parliamentary machine and our some
what variable and, indeed, antiquated
procedure. And I myself can testify as to
how irritating that procedure can be to

those who are in a hurry to get things done.

One of the most tactful things I heard
him say was on the occasion when he
quelled what might have been a serious

disturbance, when a certain gentleman on

the other side of the House addressed

Ellen Wilkinson as " Miss Perky."
In those days we weren't as used to the
(Continued on next page.)
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nited from preriol,,, imge.)

*

married allowances, and some of these German

a matter of high policy, and out of order
en the Army vote, when only administration Could be discussed.

make my points.
I confess myself that' I was a thorn in his
side on, many occasions in those days ; but

Always Perfectly Fair.

his judgments, and perfectly fair.

the Army estimates.
Yet whether we should keep an army of
occupation on German territory or not was

MR. WHITLEY.
*

.4.- -0-

tunity I could find was on the vote for

presence of lady members as we are now,
and there was a great deal.of resentment _at

this ungallant conduct._ In fact, the taunt

was taken quite seriously.
Whitley saved an awkward situation by
reminding the member who had made this

remark to Miss Wilkinson that 'it was his
duty to address the Speaker in the Chair.
The idea of addressing the sedate Speaker,

I tried to get round it by drawing attenSeven years in the office of Speaker,
tion to the fact that the British Tommies' certainly the most exacting post in Parliawere marrying German girls through pro- ment, is enough for any man. And Harry
pinquity in their billets. Holding the Army Whitley retired in 1923.
estimates in his hand, Mr. Whitley rose in
Characteristically; he asked leave to

refuse a peerage, the usual mark of the
Royal honour bestowed on a retiring
Speaker. But he did -not retire to rusticate.
Indeed, he accepted the important duty of
Chairman of the Special Commission On
Indian, labour conditions, second only in

Commons,

members dissolved into roars of laughter,
and the incident closed.
- Mr. Speaker Whitley, for all his stern
appearance, had a great sense of humour,
and often used it with great effect. On one
occasion, when Russia was being debated
in the House, a subject -which still arouses
a good deal of passion and hot temper, the
late Sir Alan Burgoyne was hammering

importance to the Royal Commission; or
Simon Commission, as it is generally knoWn.
A Successful Business Man.

I was in India when this committee was
in the midst of its labours. Everywhere I
heard the highest praise of Whitley's work.
He had to preside over a mixed body of
Europeans and. Indians, employers, Trade
Union leaders, and politicians. And he

away at the Labour opposition, getting
more worked up every minute, and quite
forgot to address the Chair, talking only
to the Opposition, whom. he addressed as

managed the team with adroitness and

" You . . ."
Sir Henry Slesser rose on a point of order.
and asked Mr. Speaker if Sir Alan Burgoyne
was in order in calling the Speaker all these
names

efficiency. Their report is now being printed
and will be a State document of the highest
importance.

Before entering Parliament Mr. Whitley
had achieved success as a business man in
managing the important factories founded

Restoring Good Humour.

by his family a hundred years ago in

Very mildly Mr. Speaker Whitley replied

that he was beginning to wonder what he
had done to be accused of all these crimes.
This gentle reminder to Sir Alan that he
must address the Chair, made the House
laugh, good humour was restored, subse-

quent debaters taking care not to

fall

into the same error as Sir Alan Burgoyne.
When I was in opposition, I was anxious
to bring up the question of the presence of
our soldiers on the Rhine so long after the
conclusion of the war, but the only oppor-

THE attendances at the recent Northern
Promenade Concerts were better than
was anticipated.
They were approximately :

Yorkshire.

The above is a brief account of the
career and activities of one of our elder
Lt. -Commander the Hon. J. M. Kenworthy, R.N.,
M.P., the author of this article, knows Mr. Whitley
intimately.

his chair and asked me, " If these ladies

were carried on the vote I "
But, for once, I got the better of him.
"Oh, yes," I replied, "there is a vote for

Liverpool: and 10,000 during the week

t NOTES FROM THE

" Considering the time of the year," said
Sir Hamilton Harty, the conductor, to Press
representatives after the final concert, " the
response has been amazingly good. One of
the most gratifying features was the youth
Of many of the audiences, the majority of
them being young people between the ages
of 16 and 25.

" I firmly believe that people hearing
good music on the wireless or on gramophones are more and more anxious to come

and hear the real thing at the orchestral
concerts."
S icce;sful Halle Concerts.

The B.B.C. and the Halle Society, who
jointly organised these concerts, never

+ From OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT. f

*

expected them to pay.

They did not.

Nevertheless, the experiment is considered
to have been a success, partly because the
organisers are not judging results merely on
financial grounds, and partly because -the
" programme value " of the concerts from

the B.B.C.'s point of view has to be taken
into account.
Mr. E. G: D. Liveing, the North Regional
Director, tells me. that while the " Proms "
were being broadcast there was naturally a
saving of funds that would otherwise have
been required for studio programmes.
Remembering this, and the general public
interest aroused, Mr. Liveing says that the
experiment was justified.
It seems probable that in these concerts
we have the foundation for what may be a

very important artistic innovation in this
country.

Alone the Halle Orchestra could

not have held the Northern Promenade

B.B.C. money made them possible, and B.B.C. programmes profited in
return.
Thus, the familiar cry for a State subsidy
for classical music is answered in rather an
unexpected way. There his been a similar
Concerts.

experience, ripe judgment, and a knowledge of the world and of men that promises
much Success in the difficult post of Chairman of the British Broadcasting Corroration.

During the period of the concerts the

NORTH.,

at. Leeds.

statesmen who has been a business man and
politician of the highest distinction.
He comes to the B.B.C. with wide

call for a State subsidy for the drama. Will
it also be met in the same way ?

iF

20,000 during the fortnight's season at
Manchester ; 11,000 during the week at

Whitley capitulated and allowed me to

he was always good-humoured, right in

in his wig and gown, as " Miss Perky " was

too much for the House of

ladies become automatically British subjects
and receive these allowances."

programmes radiated from North of England stations were rather over -weighted
with symphony music. If.the " Proms " are
held again next year it will be possible to
avoid this, as by then the North Regional
station at Moorside Edge will be in action,
and Northern listeners will have alternative
programmes. At present there are no alternatives in the North, and during the
" Prom " season it was symphony or nothing
on many evenings.
Truly Regional Programme.

I am reassured that the Regional pro-

gramme to be radiated from Moorside Edge

will be much more truly regional than the
London Regional programme. In this programme there is little " local interest." In
fact, paradoxically, London's so-called
regional programme often comes from
Birmingham !

But in the North the B.B.C. will have a
wider scope for local interest. Outside

broadcasts promise to play a big part in the
North Regional programme. Already the

North Region is probably doing more
" 0.B." work within its own borders than
any other provincial region.
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SPEAKERAATTLE4
VICTOR KING
Don't try to remove a fault by " brute force " methods-there are nearly
always better schemes.

terribly hopeless as to be more tragic

effect has a fixed condenser joined across

than humorous.

" the L.S. terminals." ?

Had the whole article appeared in
" P.W." labelled " this week's joke,"
you would all have laughed heartily,

QUESTION.-" What causes loud -speaker
rattle ? "
Answer.-" One cause is the absence
of a reservoir condenser of adequate capacity
across the L.S. terminals."

Would you believe it ? Not, I mean,
the veracity of the reply, but the fact that
the above appeared in a daily paper in this
very year of grace.
But it did. Ten years ago, perhaps even
only seven or eight years ago, it would
have been excusable, for such periods were
the dark ages of this young science of radio.
To -day, however, abysmal ignorance of
that kind is quite inexcusable. And yet we
come up against quite a lot of it.
Seldom such a bad case as that. although
in a minor way there is an incredible amount
of bad radio advice being proffered to the
radio public.

(There shouldn't necessarily be one there

at all, so the " adequate capacity " bit is
all " bunk."

Generally speaking, it is
quite wrong to connect a fixed condense:
across the loud speaker.)

and then the matter would have ended.
As it was, the cause of radio suffered
another very nasty jolt.
But to revert to loud -speaker rattle. It

Effect of Condenser.

is obvious that the " expert " who wrote
the above answer knows very little about
radio. I am not one who likes to criticise

Well, the only real effect is that it would
cause. a falling -off in the high notes.
Now you can see how such a scheme can

cure loud speaker " rattle "-that is, if the
" rattle " is a high-pitched one.
The " rattle ' is cured because the loud

brother scribes and I would never rush into

print merely to vent an " expression of
opinion."

speaker is rendered very inefficient over the

Loudspeaker Buzzing.

band of frequencies where the " rattle "

The reason why I have dragged this

Occurs.

particular business into the limelight is so

That, you might say, is quite legitimate.

that I can do my little bit towards sup-

But you would retract when it was explained

pressing a common fallacy, and this fallacy
is perfectly illustrated by the question and

that a parallel fixed condenser doesn't just

nip off one or two notes. but causes a wastage

answer.

over an extended range.

It is; in part, that the, majority of buzzings and rattlings that or encounters in
radio originate in a loud speaker and, in

.

And the greater the capacity the worse

the drop !

Now enough high notes are inevitably

lost at other points

without a further massacre being possible

ABSENT-MINDED ?

Becoming An Expert.

without very serious

Poor old wireless hasn't yet achieved

proper recognition as a science. And the
lay press doesn't seem to understand that
before you can be " expert " at radio you
have got to get a grip on the fundamentals
of electricity, and that means training

results.
The fixed condenser

The theory of wireless is not a mere
matter of a handful of facts anyone can
learn by heart in half an hour ; take a
qualified electrical engineer and let him

Effect on Tone.

doesn't exactly

"smooth " it just kills
those high notes.

and experience.

You see, the higher
the frequency the less a

condenser's resistance
to L.F. current. The
condenser joined
across the L.S. offers

study radio for a further two or three years

and he may begin to get a real grasp of

the subject.
Then let him have a few years of practical
radio engineering experience and, if he has
applied himself diligently to his work arid
has aptitude. he might turn out to be quite
an " expert."
Or he might, on the other hand, acquire
tire standard of only the second-rate

an alternative path to

he energy that should
all go to the loud-

speaker and the path

becomes an easier one

and diverts more and

more of the energy the
higher up the scale of
notes you go.

engineer.

More Tragic Than Humorous.

I wonder how the B.B.C. would get on
if it chose its engineers in the happy-golucky way some newspapers seem to pick
up their experts.
Seemingly anyone who can use a few

nice words such as " heterodyne " and
" component " qualifies !

One of our national dailies once gave

constructional details of a selectivity device

the purpose of which was stated to be to
stop 5 0 B from i.iterfering with 5 X X!
That in itself was sufficiently ridiculous
for one day's venture' into radio, in all
conscience, but the device itself was so

Herr Franz Baumann, the famous German radio singer, takes the microphone
home with him after giving a broadcast recital.

part, that a fixed condenser is " a smoother
of irregularities."
Let us handle these points in order. A
" mechanical " scraping or rattling or
buzzing in the loud speaker can be caused
through all sorts of things in a set. Valve

overloading is a frequent source of such
trouble.

Of course, loud speakers themselves do
develop their own rattle, but my point is
that often there is something else at fault.

Now, wherever the trouble lies, what

The effect of chipping off high notes is

to drop the tone of

the loud speaker. You get smoothness and
mellowness-but at what a price !

Don't think always in terms of bass and
mellowness-remember the high notes, they

contribute much more to the character of
broadcasts and really are worth cultivating,.

Don't take any notice of the parallel

condenser -mellowness fake, look to your
set and .Valves, and, of course, loud speaker,

and treat this last as an electrie4 devicenot as a musical instrument.
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4 LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

NORTH REGIONAL CONCERTS t

-

f AN AVIATION BROADCAST f
I FROM WALES-NOTABLE RUN; NING COMMENTARY-CHOICE

----
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T is seldom that a week's programmes are
1 so truly representative of the whole of
theNorthern Region as those arrranged
for the period beginning on Sunday, July

20th.. In addition to the relay of organ

music from Manchester Cathedral as part
of the evening programme that night
th.re is also a church service from Manchester ; and conceits from Harrogate,
S !arborough,

Morecambe,

Whitby

By arrangement with the Dublin broadcasting authorities, Ulster listeners will be
able to hear running commentaries on the
second Irish Grand Prix Motor Race which
this year is to take place in Phoenix Park

on Friday and Saturday, July 18th and
19th.

Actually there are two distinct races

of 300 miles each-one on Friday and the
other on. Saturday, the time for starting
being fixed for 2.15 p.m. on each day.

PROGRAMME MOMENTS.
liC

Notable Running Commentary.

and

Friday's race is for small cars, with

engines not exceeding 1,500 e.c., while on
Saturday the battle of the giants takes place
between big cars, driven by such famous
motorists as Wolf Barnato, Glen Kidston,
Malcolm Campbell, S. C. H. Davis, Earl
Howe, and Carraciola, the German crack

driver who won the race which last year
took place on the Ards Circuit.
The prizes, in addition to the Phoenix
Trophy, which is the Irish Grand Prix
award for the ear putting up the best per-

mentator will be Mr. F. M. Summerfield
who will describe the progress of the race
on both days from the start until 3 p.m.,
and also the final -part from 6.30 to 7 p.m.,
when the winner will be known. This
should provide some thrilling broadcasts.
Choice Programme Moments.

,

Paul Robeson, the famous negro singer
who has made several appearances in the
broadcast programmes during the last few
months, will appear in the name -part of the
" Emperor Jones "-his original Tole on the

stage-if the discussions, which are now

taking place, for the broadcast of the work
in the autumn can be satisfactorily settled.
Further details of this will appear as they
come to hand.

Lupino Lane is taking part in a vaudeville programme for National listeners on
Saturday evening, July 19th, in a bill which

also includes Flotsam and Jetsam, Nora
Blaney, Stuart Robertson, Tommy Hand-

and the Two Pairs-Claude Hulbert and
Buxton in the same week, as well as one formance during the two days, include two ley,
gold and eleven silver cups.. The corn - Enid Trevor, Paul England and Pat Paterer two talks from Leeds.
son. This will be Mr.
The programme builders at Manchester
Lane's fourth appearA POWERFUL AMPLIFIER.
are apparently endeavouring to get into
ance before the micro}vir stride with really representative
Regional programmes in good time so as to
avoid being caught napping when they
become responsible for feeding one of the
two transmitters now being erected at
Slaithwaite. near Huddersfield. Work on
these transmitters has been going on since
last autumn, and will probably be finished
in about six months.

phone since his return
from Hollywood; the
first. being a surprise
broadcast, the second

an extract from the

Love Parade" talk-

ing film, and the third
the recent excerpt
from " Silver Wings."
Bruno Frank's Ger-

An Aviation Broadcast.

man play, " Twelve
Thousand," is to be
produced in the London studio by Cecil

Mr. Ashley Hall, who is a pilot officer
in the Royal Air Force Special Reserve, a
director of the Bristol and Wessex Aeroplane

Climb, and a member of the racing com-

This race, which is second in importance

Lewis for the evening
programme on Friday,
July 25th. The theme
of the play deals with
the time when the
States of Germany

over a course of thousands of miles, cOve:.-

cratic princes who sold

mittee of the Royal Aero Club, is to give a.
talk to West Regional listeners on Saturday,

July 19th, on the International European
Air Race which is to start from Berlin on
Sunday, July 20th.

were ruled by auto-

only to that for the Schneider Trophy, is
ing Belgium, Holland, France, England,
Spain, Italy, Austria, and Poland, and

this year has attracted a record number

their subjects as conAnother view of the " A.P." Amplifier, a powerful unit that is fully describe

in other pages in this week's issue of " P.W."

scripts
powers.

to

foreign

of entries.

Among the six British pilots to compete

are Captain H. S. Broad, who secured second
place in last year's race, and Mr. A. S. Butler.

FOR THE LISTENER.

who formerly lived at Bristol and who will
fly one of the new Puss Moths. (!ompetitors

A Specially Contributed Criticism of Current Broadcasting Events
By " PHILEMON."

are due to arrive at the Bristol Airport
on Monday, July 21st.

Who will long be remembered for those wise and witty broadcasts
entitled " From My Window."

From Wales.

Llanelly has been chosen, for the third
occasion, as the venue of this year's Royal
istcddfod of Wales, the other dates being

1895 and 903. One of the fcattires of the
event will.be the Arts and Crafts Exhibition

which is to take place in the Coles Hill
Central School adjoining the Eisteddfod
grounds, where a wonderful collection of old
masters, as well as works by living masters,

collected from all over the world, will be
on view.

There will also be a section. devoted to
competitors' works, of which there are

over 10,000 entries from Great Britain,

the Continent, Egypt, India, America, and
even the Argentine. A talk on this exhibition will be given for West Regional listeners
by Mr. E. Willis Jones on Thursday,
July 17th.

4

A Great Day.

FOR once in a way, Saturday was a
great day. I seem to be falling into
rhyme ! Hooray ! End of said poem,

as Stainless might put it. We had the

Britannic leaving Liverpool on her maiden
voyage, Wimbledon, Hendon, the Test

Match, the third chapter of " Behind the
Screen," and-Albert Whelan. It was like
a glut of strawberries. Just the sort of
programme for a Portable in a Punt.
The Britannic.

I liked this O.B. very much, especially

I know the Landing Stage at
Liverpool very well. It was very brisk
because

and

business -like.

The peep into the

Purser's Office and the chat with Captain

/_

Summers on the Bridge were excellent

examples of how to do it.
The fellow who occupied the microphone

on the landing stage, when the ship was
getting on. the move, tried his best to
create the atmosphere of " parting," and
suggested 'streaming eyes and quivering
lips. Somehow, I don't think ! Not in these

days. But with the help of the sirens he
gave us a good idea of the scene. The

good ship Britannic had a great send off,
and a voice wished her a " good trip and

soldier's weather."
There is something very impressive about
27,000 tons of steel moving under her own
steam down the tideway and out to sea,
(Continued an page 500).
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RECEPTION
PROBLEMS
3'
Copt PP.ECKERSLEYm.I.E.E
Our Radio Consultant - in - Chief continues his
fascinating survey of the problems of achieving
better quality in Radio reception.
N two previous articles I indicated the
probable main requirements that had
to be fulfilled if progress is to be made
towards better quality of reproduction.

I

I held that possibly we have been too

long held by the tradition of the dead

studio, and that music rooms should fulfil
the needs of music, and that there, was too
much finicky purism in the attitude towards
acoustics in general.
I indicated that probably the reproduction

of transients in their pristine form was as

important as the equal reproduction of
actual frequencies between defined limits.
Where Receivers Fail.

I hinted that there was little or no use.

refining the receiver which in its best form
does full justice to the transmission, before
transmission itself reforms in the matter of
transient. reproduction.
Thus while the transformer is theoreti-

cally inferior to properly designed resistance -

capacity connection, I indicated that it

would be useless to scrap transformers
before reformation in transmission over-

took us.
But assuming prefect ion in transmission,
wherein does the receiver fail ? Firstly,
and this applies to the present as much as

Thus distortionless high -frequency magnification legislated for a constant resistance

between the grid and filament of the high
frequency valve, which resistance was less

than the effective grid filament resistance of
the output high -frequency stage.
There is, however, no necessity for such
an arrangement in receivers as long as the
grid excursions on the high -frequency stages

are limited to the negative region of the
grid volts anode current characteristics.
The problem is made easier as the anode
voltage is increased (within reasonable

limits), and it surprises me to find in cer-

But Mr. Greenwood shows that grid leak
rectification can be both practical, efficient,

and linear, provided the detector stage is
treated as a partial power stage, and pro-

vided the value of the grid resistance is not
made to6 high.
Bottom -bend rectification is, in light of

modern requirements, clearly out of the

running, most particularly because with the
new type of transmitters the depth of transmitted modulation is much greater than of
old.

" Bottom Bend."

tain designs a shyness -in this respect ; the
criticism is more particularly directed
where mains .are available and the battery
problem not paramount.

The very term " bottom bend " quarrels
with the idea of linearity, but, of course, in
older days, and with a limited modulation

has lately been undertaken by the B.B.C.

largely confined to the straight parts of the
characteristic.
Mr. Greenwood shows that there are cer-

As to detection, some admirable work

It is clear from the experimental and
theoretical explanations that straight-line

detection is possible using grid leak rectification.

True, for some years past, Mr.

TESTING AN INSULATOR.

depth, the excursions of grid voltage are

tain inherent advantages in using push-

pull connection. for grid -leak detection if

the very best is required. It is hardly
worth time and space to discuss the question
of linearity vis it vis the low -frequency side
of a receiver, the methods of achieving linearity being so well known.
However, Mr. Rupert Carpenter, who has

done so much and received so little recognition for what he has done towards better

to the futare, linearity of valve response
over the portion of the characteristic used
in practice would seem to be the first
desirable requisite in any and every re-

quality reproduction, has devised an ingenious method of low -frequency amplification which has the basic advantage of push 'pull linear amplification.

ceiver.

I have heard people forgive high -fre-

The " perfect " reproducer would, in my
opinion, do well to rely upon the work of
Greenwood and Carpenter and push-pull
to the output stage. However, it would
seem redundant to push-pull the high. -

quency valves a non -linearity. I cannot
feel in agreement with such a view. Any
non -linearity must introduce second power

terms and produce new frequencies not
present in the original disturbance.

'frequency side.

Distorting Detectors.
The same with detection. The same with
low -frequency amplification.
Designers

Push -Pull Expensive.

would be repaid in a study of the dynamic
characteristics of all valves. Grid current
must be foresworn unless the circuit is loaded
by a resistance small compared to the effec-

tive resistance of the grid filament circuit.
In the new type of transmitter used by

the B.B.C. it was necessary for efficiency to
use the fullest possible sweep of the characteristic curve of the output high -frequency

valves, and both the positive and negative
regions of grid potential had to be swept
through.

A small induction coil can be used to provide a fairly
good indication of the efficiency of an insulator.

Kirke's circuit (I have never known if he
can claim this circuit, but it is commonly
called the Kirkifier !), where positive grid
bias is essential fulfils the need of linear
rectification, but the circuit has certain
practical disadvantages, as wasting the

battery power, and a lack of sensitivity

compared with the grid leak method.

Of course, the supreme disadvantage of
the push-pull method is the cost of valves.
The output stage is a bothering matter ;
if whole capacity is used we are defeating
transient transmission ; if transformer
connection the same trouble arises, and if
we stick the loudspeaker slap in the anode,
impedance may not match and the whole
speaker is alive. The former disadvantages.
are killed in push-pull connection, the lastmentioned can, after all, be guarded against,

since a lamp or a vacuum cleaner is, after
all,

equally alive too, and is a common

domestic appliance.
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John Reith leans towards the first school
of thought, viz.; that the programmes
should be= rather " chaste and severe " on
' Sundays, with a very strong dose of
religious broadcasting matter in them.

ANOTHER B.B.C. DILEMMA.
+ How far the B.B.C. should permit political broadcasts and keep abreast of
current controversies is a question that is causing a good deal of hard thinking
at Savoy Hill, and this article summarises a piquant situation.
By THE EDITOR.
2jir''

-e-c---

0 -4- -4.-0- -- 1 -4,-4.-

AT the moment of going to press a

-.0- 0

Pleasing a Minority.

It has been said with truth that the

A

*

postponed, as it has been in the past from

peculiar situation has been created

time to time) more or less demanded a

talk

to broadcast a speech on Empire Free

in view of the fact that
Beaverbrook's proposed broadcast
will he of a political nature.

Lord

When Lord Beaverbrook applied to the
B.B.C. to be allowed to broadcast a talk
on Empire Free Trade (which " Popular
Wireless" reported exclusively some time
ago and, in fact, long before Mr. Whitley
took over the chairmanship of the B.B.C.)

the matter was postponed from time to
time for Certain reasons. It is obvious
that if Lord Beaverbrook is to be allowed
to broadcast a political talk on Free Trade,

his opponents must also be allowed to
broadcast. This is but in keeping with the
B.B.C.'s policy of fair play.
Although it is understood that Mr. Lloyd

George will broadcast a reply to Lord

Beaverbrook, the question of the claims of
other political leaders still presents a
difficult problem. If Mr. Whitley allows
Lord Beaverbrook and Mr. Lloyd George
to broadcast, it is obvious he cannot refuse

decision re his application for permission
Trade.

is no use the B.B.C. pleasing 10,000 people
if, at the same time, they irritate a million.
But we, should like to know what evidence

the B.B.C. has for assuming that the

majority of listeners in Great Britain
would be shocked by jazz or vaudeville on
Sundays. From evidence in newspapers,

at any rate, it seems pretty clear that the

A Chaotic Position.

The result

main consideration to be borne in mind
when considering this problem is that it

of this

meeting was, we

understand, that it was stated that if
Lord Beaverbrook decided to broadcast

so must Mr. Lloyd George be allowed to
reply to him. Exactly what will happen if
Mr. Baldwin decides that he wants to reply
as well remains to be seen ; and the question
is still further complicated by the fact that
the Prime Minister and other Labour Party
leaders may want to broadcast their views !
We may hear a lot of political broadcasts in
the near future I
And supposing, as is quite likely, somebody else starts a new Party shortly ? What

majority of listeners in this country are all

out for better and brighter Sunday programmes. But the B.B.C. has taken it

as an axiom that the people who would be
upset by brighter broadcasts far outnumber those who would like more
entertainment.

It must be remembered also -that, on

Sundays, the hours devoted to broadcasting
are limited by arrangement with the
churches. Some time ago the B.B.C. was

asked not to broadcast during the hours

when religious services are being held, and
Sir John Reith was undoubtedly right
in paying heed to this request, coming as it

A MOMENTOUS BROADCAST

did from the highest

ecclesiastical quarters.
It is really difficult to

find a formula for the

Sunday programmes,
for one constantly

to allow the Prime Minister to make a

reply if he wishes to. And how can he refuse
Mr. Baldwin ? After all, Mr. Baldwin is
very much involved in this argument about

hears people say that
the

concerts

broad-

cast on Sundays are

Empire Free Trade, and from the point
of view of the public, Mr. Whitley could
hardly refuse to let the leader of the

not in any sense high-

brow, and that what

Opposition express his view.

is highbrow in the pro-

No Escape Y

the Bach Cantatas-

And if, in fact, the leaders of all four
Parties are entitled to broadcast on a
matter of political controversy, under what
rule can Mr. Whitley deny, say, the leader
Or
of the Communists broadcasting ?

in the afternoon, when
the majority of people
dre not inclined to
listen in.

gramme-for example,

are usually broadcast

why shouldn't the leader of the Scottish
Nationalists have a word to say as well ?

It has been suggested that Mr. Whitley
might get out of this dilemma by deciding

that all these proposed speeches are not
political at all, but are simply a public
entertainment. But again, would Lord
Heaverbrook,

Mr.

Lloyd

George,

Mr.

Baldwin, and others, be satisfied to have
their political policies described as public
entertainment ? We think not !

We are rather inclined to think the

right
Chronicle " is
" Daily News
when it says that Mr. Whitley and the B.B.C.
have been caught in a net from which there
seems no real escape.

Attempts have been made before to

regulate political broadcast speeches, but it

seems now that such an attempt is really

absurd, and in any case is doomed to
failure. It is really the public, and not the

Government, nor the B.B.C., which will
eventually decide what politics it wants to
hear by wireless.
Already Lord Beaverbrook's application

for a broadcast talk has given rise to a

good deal of argument at Savoy Hill. We
know for a fact that Lord Beaverbrook has
had a talk with Mr. Whitley and Sir John
Reith, and Lord Beaverbrook (not at all
pleased, we understand, at having his talk

Sir John Simon broadcasting his wonderful summary of the situation in
India as investigated by ,the India Commission.

will Mr. Whitley's decision be then,when the

leader of that Party asks for permission
to broadcast his views on the politics of the
day ?
It all seems rather chaotic at the moment,

but the ultimate outcome will be worth
watching.

" Evidence "
The B.B.C. says
it
has
evidence
to show that these
Sunday programmes

meet with general approval, but the B.B.C.
is constantly saying it has " evidence "
for this, that or the other. Why doesn't it
produce it : and why not form an impartial

committee to consider, on its merits, the

" evidence " which the B.B.C. maintains it

holds and which supports its Sunday
programme policy ?

Those Sunday Programmes.

readers know, there is one school of thought

As a matter of fact, the solution really
is at hand. We are supposed to be having
alternative programmes these days, but if
you observe the Sunday programmes you
will notice that the National, the Midland

tains that because of the very fact that

all devote a considerable amount of time
to religious broadcasts, and that in practically all three cases the entertainment side

Another problem which Mr. Whitley
will have to solve very shortly is that
concerning Sunday programmes. As our
which maintains that Sunday being a day
of rest there should be no broadcasting at
all, while another school of thought mainSunday is Sunday the B.B.C. should choose

programmes on that particular day of the

week which are

of the

brightest and

cheeriest possible.
These two extremes of opinion are

constantly clashing, the battle rages and
sways back and forth, but no real decision
seems yet to have been taken about the
matter. Obvious it is, of course, that Sir

Regional and the London Regional stations

of the broadcast does not begin until

nine o'clock.
Surely one of these stations every Sunday

could be " excused " from broadcasting a

religious service, and could devote its transmitting energy to the propagation of
programmes which would satisfy the
clamourings of those who want better
and brighter broadcasts on Sundays

-
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I said to myself, ' Half a mo', I shall have to
ask P.W.' about this.' What is a mho ? "

'MIKE AND THE
PIANO

A " mho " is the unit by which conductivity is

measured. As you know, resistance, which is the

oppOsite of conductivity, is always measured in
oluns.
Conductivity being the, opposite to resistance,
you can always remember exactly what a mho is
if you remember that it is exactly the reverse of
ohm, in letters as well as in effect.
You can express the relationship in figures by
remembering that the mho is the reciprocal of the
ohin. The higher the ohms the lower the mhos.
AVOIDING INSTABILITY.

" CONSTRUCTOR" (Aberdeen).-" Can you

Editorial communications

be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tanis. House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.

All

to

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless
The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to return
MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article. All'
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John II. Lite, Ltd.,
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of research
and experimental work carried mat with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As much of
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world,
some of the arrangements mid speciailities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and -the amateur
and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so.
11. Ork.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

USING THE MAINS WITH SAFETY.
C.
L. (Lowestoft).-" Instead of using
batteries I should like to get my high-tension

from the mains, but I have been told that

THE CAUSE OF CRYSTAL -SET FALL -OFF

C. M. (nr Slough).-" Mine is a crystal set,
and it used to be very loud indeed, but during

the last month it seems to have fallen off
quite badly, and although I have had two
new crystals nothing seems to result from that.
Do you think it is the 'phones or how else can

you account for it ? "

It might be the 'phones, for if you have dropped
them you may have injured the magnetism (which is
liable to suffer from mechanical shock), or you may
have allowed them to get rusty, which often impairs
their sensitivity. In either case, they rosy be repairable, but it is not advisable to unscrew the earpieces
and interfere with the " internals" unless you have
had some experience of this kind of thing.

Perhaps=some mysterious noise has appeared,

and is spoiling your radio reception 2-Or
one of the batteries seems to run down much
faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue
Print ?

Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Qttery Department is thoroughly equipped to assist our
readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
Full details, including scale of charges, can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Dept.. POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this, on
Application Form will be sent to you free
and post free immediately. This application
will place you under no obligation whatever,
but having the form, you will know exactly
what information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems.

PLEASE NOTE:
READERS
Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or
in person at Fleetway House or Tallis House.
LONDON
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Quite possibly it is not the 'phones at all, but
your aerial or earth system which is causing the
falling -off in signal strength. The lead-in contact
may have become dirty, or high resistance may have
developed in the joints of the aerial wire, if you were
not wise enough to put it up " an in one piece."

Where joints must be included in the aerial they
should be soldered if possible, and do not forget that
from a crystal -set point of view the earth connection
is just as important as the aerial, and a poor earth
is a certain source of poor results. Not only the
wire's joint to the earth plate, but the latter's connections with the surrounding soil should he made as
good as possible. During dry weather it is often
necessary to pour water over a buried earth in order
to keep proper contact with the surrounding soil.

there is always danger in such cases.

The question of spacing the coils is very important.

Not only will they couple or interlink if not placed
depends upon the orientation of the coils, being at a
maximum when the coils axes are placed in line and
at a minimum when they are at right angles.
Coils should usually he of fairly small dimensions,
and where binocular coils are specified it is useless
to expect good results if other types are employed,
as these " binoculars," or field -less coils, are specially
used by designers on account of their non -coupling
characteristics. Remember that H.F. chokes are a
form of coil and their positions should always be
carefully chosen in order to avoid the possibility
of their coupling with other components.
Tuning condensers should be kept well apart and
on no account must bypass condensers be omitted
for economy's sake, for in a properly designed set
they are one of the most important guards against
instability.
The wiring itself may cause instability if the grid
leads and plate leads are not as short as possible,
and well separated from one another. Wires which
run parallel to one another or close to H.F. chokes,
toning coils, etc., are often a source of unsuspected
feedback, so all the wiring should be kept as well
separated as possible.
Proper shielding of the stages with metal screens
is necessary when using modern valves for high frequency amplification, and both the size of the
screen and its exact position are important. Sitni-

far enough apart, but the strength of coupling

general, the spacing and arranging of the components
4,jM
:e

for the expert, and is better left to a set
(Continued on page 498.)

Is this

an `old wives' tale,' or is there really more
likelihood of trouble with H.T. than there is
with running a vacuum cleaner from the
electric light ? "

" Old wives' tale " is right. There is no more danger

about the running of a properly made H.T. unit
than there is in the use of any other electrical

,IJI111111i611116116iiiiiimummiiimummilunw61911611

WHAT DO YOU THINK
ABOUT THIS

machinery.

As a matter of fact, the current taken for H.T. is
ridiculously small compared with that for a vacuum
cleaner or a lamp. In all cases, fuses protect the
wiring, and many other precautions arc taken, so
that the only danger comes from people interfering

with the " internals " of a mains unit whilst the
current is switched on.
To overcome even this possibility we have designed

the " P.W." Safe Power series of mains units. They
really are safe, too !
From the accompanying illustration. you will see
that the connection from the supply mains is made
by a flex lead terminating in a lamp holder. This
engages with the unit's wiring when plugged in, but
to do this Is passes through two holes one in the corer,
and one in the mains unit itself.
That hole in the cover Is a stroke of genius. To get
at the " internals " of the unit-however much of a
hurry yoWare in-you have to take that cover off.
And to get it off you simply must disconnect that
mains plug first !

Having disconnected the plug, the "Internals "
of the unit become accessible, but they are then
harmless, because the mains are disconnected!

" HALF A MO ! "
" STUDENT" (London, S.E.6).-" My only
contact with electricity in practice has been
by wireless sets made under the direction of
P.W.' And I found electrical theory rather

stodgy stuff until I came across the ' mho.'

successful broadcasting.

practically all the ground, and should always be
carefully watched when making a set for which an
exact " pattern " or blueprint is not available.

together they are a likely cause of trouble, and, in
of

A famous radio artist describes some of the difficulties and
pitfalls that confront the studio performer. Mr. Cole, however,
does not agree that a " special technique " is necessary for

There are so many causes of feedback that yours
is a rather difficult question to answer satisfactorily
and yet briefly. However, the following hints cover

chokes must be watched carefully. if mounted close

A 6` close up " showing the beautiful simplicity
P. W,'s Safety First scheme.

MAURICE COLE

when the complete receiver is hooked up ? "-

tarty, the spacing of LI,. transformers and L.F.
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CAN 'WE HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SET ?

tell me some of the practical points to watch
to avoid instability ? I do not mean so much
battery coupling and circuit stuff as the
actual work behind the panel and on the baseboard, which is liable to give rise to trouble

When 2 L 0 was moved to Brookmana

Park a

St. Albans

reader of

" P.W." raked out a big old-fashioned
crystal set to take advantage of the now
powerful local station. He had a new
panel put in, the brass -work re -lacquered
and the whole set re -wired and " poshed-

SINCE broadcasting first commenced,
we have heard much of the new so-

called " microphone technique." What
this phrase actually means it is difficult to
say, but that broadcasting does, in certain
classes of entertaining, demand a different
technique from concert work is undeniable.
No " Special Technique."

Comedians and singers especially have
found it necessary to approach the microphone in a manner quite foreign to the old established traditions of the platform.

Indeed, I have heard it said that when an
artist enters a wireless studio, he should
forget all that his previous experience has
taught him.

thing, although, of course, one misses the
atmosphere of a concert hall in the studio,
and can never be in close touch with one's

In
s attitude I am not alone, for I
have yet to meet the wireless pianist who
considers his success due to a studied form
Play Naturally.

N.B.-There is tilt) prize for answering this
but from time to time we shall give a radio
problem <followed the next week by the

From which it may be gathered that
the natural style of playing peculiar to

them both interesting and instructive.
out for the solution to above next week.)

for

Last ?eeek's Leytonstone poser was a very

easily -made and easily -corrected fault. AU that
had happened was that in putting back the mains
plug it had been reterseti in the wall socket.

TIMMMHMUMMHMIMMUMMMUMMIMMIIMIIMfT.

Consequently, a successful wireless pianist

Watch the Details.

If you are a pianist, you may point out
that the essentials I have mentioned are
those that are necessary for ordinarynconcert
work. This I readily admit, for I have always

must have certain natural qualifications

maintained that they must be present for

is unlucky, for,they cannot be thrust upon

It does not necessarily follow, however,
that the successful platform pianist. will be

which will suit his style to wireless work. If
a pianist- lacks .t hose qualifications then he

any kind of public performance.

a successful radio
pianist. Defects in any

of the three points 1

ANOTHER GREAT PIANIST

each individual pianist is more responsible

his success-or otherwise-than any

specialised technique. Here, then, we see
that the radio pianist is in quite a different
class from the many other forms of wireless
entertainer.

One must remember that an individual
style of playing must come as naturally to

have mentioned might

possibly pass un-

noticed in concert performances, but they
would be considerably
accentuated by the
microphone.
If a pianist possesses

these attributes-and

other minor ones which

I have not set downand does not attempt
to force his style in the
broadcasting studio,

will stand an excellent chance of beIre

foibles of the microphone.
As far as I am concerned, a wireless studio
and a concert platform arc one and the same

of wireless technique.

find
(Look

Similarly, the pianist who attempts to
change his natural style of playing to suit
a new medium of entertainment is courting
trouble. Although it may be said that in
time a new style will be perfected, I do not
believe that real success can be obtained
as the result of a change of method.

style of playing to suit the whims and

nections were as shown in the instructions, and another set tried on the same
aerial and earth worked well,

answer) in the hope that readers will

goes to pieces.

By this, I mean that the pianist should be
well acquainted with the works lie intends
to perform, and should have a well-defined
idea of the manner in which he intends to
interpret them.

I believe necessary to the success of any
pianist on the wireless. But it is a fact that
I lave never attempted to alter my natural

audience,

Could you have told him
WHAT WAS WRONG ?

What happens if that sportsman attempts
to alter his style ? His game. immediately

Lastly, there must be a generally " tidy "

conception of the works to be played.

As a pianist who broadcast before the

earliest days of the old British Broadcasting
Company, it might be assumed that I have
by this time thoroughly acquainted myself
with all the difficulties and pitfalls of microphone technique as applied to pianists.
But I have not clone so. I have evolved no
special technique for my- wireless performances in the whole eight years of regular.
broadcasting in this country.
I am fully aware, of course, that certain
styles of playing are more suited to broadcasting work than others, and I will enumerate later those special qualifications which

up " But it wouldn't work, even on a

good aerial, though all the new con-

the really good pianist as an individual style
of games comes to a really good sportsman.

coming a

successful

radio artist. Without
them his chances are
extremely poor.
From the arguments
I have- catlined, it
SelomOn, the great virtuoso, who has frequently given recitals for the benefit
might be assumed that
of radio listeners.
wireless broadcasting
him, neither can he acquire them with any is less trying to the average concert pianists
great prospect of doing well.
than to any other class of entertainer.

In this short article it is not possible for
me to detail every attribute which I feel

This might be so-at any rate, after one has

pianist. I can, however, outline the main
essentials. They are three in number, and
are all equally important.
First of all, there is the question of touch.
This must be clear and precise, free of hard-

The First Broadcast.

is needful for the success of the radio

ness, and capable of producing a large

variety of tone. Secondly, there must be
neat pedalling-a point of weakness with
many pianists.

become accustomed to playing in the studio.

But it is generally agreed that the first

broadcast performance, whether of a
pianist or anyone else, is always something
of an ordeal if only on account of the novelty
of the experience. And the pianist who plays
under the excessive nerve strain of a first

appearance " is not likely to do himself,
or the composer of the works, full justice,

Popular Wireless, July 12th, 1930.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

Tested end
Found-?

there are eight types in this

while they are in use in a set is equivalent
to testing the set itself, and it would be hard

big 6-volter, the TX 61, which
has an impedance of only 2,000
ohms,

and

factor of six.
MAGNUM WIRE -WOUND POTENTIOMETER.
latest Burne-Jones component is

THEthe Magnum Wire -Wound Potentiometer. It is available in the following resistances : 5,000 ; 10,000 ; 25,000 and
50,000 ohms,

all priced at
7s. 6d. each.
and each wi

carry

10

milliamps.
Its uses are

manifold.
I was par-

ticularly

struck by its
very smooth
ad j ustment,

and this
The Burne-Jones potentiometer.

is

obtained
through the

employment of a floating disc contact
arrangement which, incidentally, prevents
wear being imposed upon the fine wire used.
MAZDA A.C. PENTODE.

Here is some news of particular interest to
the " all -from -the -mains " enthusiast. The

Ediswan Electric Co., Ltd., have produced
a Mazda A.C. pentode valve, with a normal
A.C. filament rating, that can be used with
any of the standard Mazda A.C. valves.

It has a four -volt heater taking one
ampere. Requiring only 250 volts maxi-

mum, it has the exceptionally good mutual
conductance for a pentode of 2.2.
It makes a fine output valve and the " high

note lift" that results provides excellent

a set than to tun round the valve stages
with the Ferranti valve tester.
The instrument is particularly robust,

and an accidental overloading does not
hurt it in any way. It is equipped with a
fuse and a spare fuse is provided. The
meter is, of course, accurate and its fine,

The Department of Scientific and Industrial Research has now published the
report of the Radio Research Board constituting a critical review of literature on
amplifiers for radio reception. It is available at all H.M. stationery Offices, price
5s. net.

-

There are copions notes and the bibliographies cover a much wider range than
perhaps the price of the publication would
suggest. No one with any pretensions to
real radio enthusiasm will miss getting a
copy of the report.
THE FERRANTI VALVE TESTER.

This is a multi -range instrument with
which practically all the necessary testing
measurements, etc., can be carried out,
while the set is still in operation. There
is a neat little meter having a small rotary
switch for selecting the various ranges.

And there are two leads, one for a grid bias

connection and the other joined to a plug
that is inserted in the set in place of any
one of the valves. (The valve itself takes
its place in this tester plug).
The rotation of the selector switch gives
the following readings : L.T., 0 to 10 volts ;

an indication of the continuity of the grid
circuit ; grid bias, 0 to 10 and 0 to 100
volts: H.T., 0 to 100 and 0 to 300 volts

%hen you are Buying-

100

and

The Donotone people, whose address is
40, Furnival Street, Holborn, London, E.C.4,

announce that they have a new catalogue
ready and are prepared to forward a copy
to any reader upon request.
LISSEN FOUR-VOLTERE

Lissen,

Ltd., have now very greatly

increased their range of valves by the introduction of a bunch of 4-volters. Actually

TURE L.S.-"PHANTOM" TUNING-

T2

CHECKING DISTORTION-A SMOOTHING
PUZZLE-POOLING RECEIVED SIGNALS.

checking L.T., G.B., and H.T. battery
= pressures.
You will find that the medium quality

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E., late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, will comment upon radio queries submitted by " p.w." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain
Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.

" moving -iron " types of not too low

E resistance are quite good enough for such
jobs.
Nevertheless, you want one having a
wide scale and a moderately tine needle,. E E-.-:

Also the action of the needle needs to
E be fairly " dead -beat." By this we mean
that it flies over to a reading and stays

-7-

E there without waggling agitatedly about,
E.

as this makes taking readings a great f.

:4 nuisance.
Also you want the voltmeter to be of -P=
such design that it will read equal well
in almost any position.
A high -resistance voltmeter (1,000
ohms per volt or so) is needed for giving E

There's not much in it, but it's a good

aerial (1) (say) through inductance to aerial

general principle to earth a screen.

terminal through tuning device to earth ;
through tuning device to earth ;

P. A. V. (Crantock).-" Is there a rule

of thumb by which

E accurate mains unit voltage readings,

to calculate

the

A/42i

4 to) i/o4rs H. r
(a)Vozrs

act ion.

The scale is wide and close readings are

2(o)i/aLrs1/.7:

The resistance of the device is

1,000 ohms per volt, and it does not matter
whether a mains supply or battery H.T. is

a VocrsN.77

Altogether I consider the Ferranti valve

of making sum. that I am applying the
correct grid bias to my power valve ? "

Get a milliammeter and put it in the
plate circuit of your valve. Does it go
modulation ?

steady on modulation or just kicks up
a fraction.

A Smoothing Puzzle.

G. S. W. (Streatham).-" My neighbour
and I have similar sets run off the mains.
Why should I need more smoothing with
my full -wave rectifier than he does with a
half wave ? "

Then put

confident in my explanation. But, double.
wave rectification gives (say) 100 impulses
into the set, single (say) 50. The loud speaker
is a great deal more sensitive to frequencies
of 100 than to those of 50 ; so although it's
easier to smooth in the case of double -wave

rectification, it's much easier to eliminate

single -wave rectification in the loud speaker.
I mean, the loud
AUDIENCE.
speaker does it for
you, showing the great
less

advantage of cutting

tester an excellent proposition, and one

out the bass even if it
is wonderful stuff

GR/0 NEGAT/VE B/AS

that should be in the hands of every serious
radio experimenter and constructor. Its

price, £6 ]5s. 6d., is reasonable in view

approximate amount of grid bias to use

of the wide range of duties it fulfils. Separate

with any given valve ? "

meters would cost much more and would

Not one which is easy.

be much less simple in use.

*

Look up the

" Cunious "

disappear en one receiver, the same signal
on another receiver at

It is much the best way to get a milli ammeter in the plate circuit and adjust the
grid negative until, on modulation, the

the identical moment

may remain at full

milliammeter does not flick.

strength.
"This being the case,

T. D. (Hemsley).-" What is the difference between a balanced -armature I ,m1

to make a success of
transatlantic relays

rcs,l

B.B.C. use, say, three
receivers in different
localities, coupling the

speaker and one with an ordinary

why should not the

movement ? "

pin
tested quite as easily.
The Ferranti Valve

A balanced armature is worked " pushpull " electrically.
The ordinary reed
movement comes back to its static position
by virtue of its elasticity.

Tester by its name

might seem to imply
limitations
certain

*

*

outputs for modulation purposes "
This in effect is

*

exactly what they do

" Phantom " Tuning.

as to its use, but a

Showing how the Ferranti Valve Tester plug takes its place between a valve
and its ordinary holder.

(Eg-

inconsistent., and that
whereas a signal may

Balanced -Armature L.S.

enables five valves to be

*

ham).-" I have been
told that fading on
short waves is very

*

nary voltmeter or
milliammeter. And
it is possible to get
a special adaptor

*

Pooling Received
Signals.

valve characteristic curves, and you'll find
something like the arrangement shown in
the accompanying figure.
I assume you work with an H.T. corresponding with 3 (a) volts. Then find a
value of grid negative to bisect A B at C.
I am using transformer connection. Put,
a bit less with resistance capacity.

'4.

be used as an ordi-

F. T. G. (Southampton).-My set seems
to distort a little. What is the best method

up with

negative in the grid. Does it go down with
modulation 9 Then put more negative on
the grid. Find a place where it is

I want to start by saying I'm not very

*

AN ADMIRING

employed.

the valve tester to

*

Checking Distortion.

sensitive needle is alert yet dead beat in

Also,

(say)

through a combination of rejector, condenser inductance and tuning device to
earth. It's all rather strange though !
*

E and such high -resistance meters are more I -E. expensive.
F.

possible.

(2) (say) through capacity to aerial terminal

*

*

How Much Grid Bias ?

10 and
0 to 100 milliamps.

moment's
thought
will show you that to
test all the valves

the screen as against leaving Caine free ? "

received at three separate positions on the
tuning dial at equal strengths ? "
The rejector is probably in some way
giving, by its associated condensers and
capacities, separate natural periods to the

*

rent 0 to

which

J. H. T. (Camborne).-" When totally
screening a coil in an B.F. stage is there
any advantage to be gained by earthing

Should Screens be Earthed ?

E-

0 to 500
Anode cur-

are
leads
provided to enable

DONOTONE LOUD SPEAKER.

You do not want a " scientifically "
precise and expensive voltmeter for

the type B.21
Ferranti Tester. (In
the type B.22 the
H.T. ranges are 0 to

of those rather high-pitched speakers is used,

new pentode, and it certainly does go a long
way towards saving a complete stage.

SHOULD SCREENS BE EARTHED ?-HOW
MUCH GRID BIAS?-BALANCED-ARMA-

22.- -A VOLTMETER.

in

volts).

a resistance capacity by-pass needs to be
joined across the. output terminals as
advised by the makers of the valve. Very
considerable amplification is given by this

UEQYORNER.
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amplification

A VALUABLE BOOK.

compensation for any of those moving -coil
speakers that tend to be boomy.

On the other hand, of course, when one

an

CPT. ECKEPSLEYe)--%

to conceive a more thorough or quicker test of

4 -volt valve. including pentode,
screened gi id, and super power
valves. There is also a full wave rectifying valve. I notice

too, that Lissens now have a

Popular Wireless, July 12th, 1930.

D. B. U. (Uxbridge).-" Why is it That
when 2 L 0 is eliminated on my det. and
L.F. set by means of a wave -trap, 5 G B is

do, and is what in
Girls Guides on holiday taking great interest in the operations of the radio
section of some troops carrying out local manoeuvres.

effect happenS with
the, Marconi Beam
system.

Popular Wireless, July 12th, 1930.
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THE
'AMPLIFIER.
-

"

i
*

(Ctutinued from previous page).

For use with a --'valve receiver, connect

the " input " terminals on the amplifier
to the 'phone terminals on the set. If
you get only weak signals or none at all,
reverse the two connections to " input 1

about 10,000 to 18,000 ohms for normal

and 2 " on the amplifier terminal strip.
With a crystal set, you can proceed in
exactly the same way, or you can plug
in to the jack with a plug on the end of a

purposes, although if you will be dealing
mainly with very weak signals, one of the
H.F. type is to be preferred, For. V2 you
twin lead from the 'phone terminals of the - want either a power or super power type,
receiver.
Reverse the connections if as usual, and grid bias shOuld be adjusted
necessary exactly as before. This latter according to the valve maker's instructions.
scheme is usually better with a crystal set.
We have just had a final look over the
(It must not be used with a valve receiver).

wiring diagram below in search of any little
points which might be the better for
additional explanation and it seems that the
switch S2, and its connections could be made
a little clearer. The
key diagram in the
corner gives the posi-

Now, you just want the valve types to
use, and we have done. Valve V, should
be of the L.F. type, with an impedance of

CHECK UP YOUR CONNECTIONS.

.2Ni=

//'' 0

tions of the contact
points to which you

must solder, and this

2"

will be a

0F 0n, 08

sufficient

guide if you Wider stand the viewpoint

8F2 81,12 8a

from which S was
seen by the draughts-

man in making the

8F3 eon 8

VOL UME
CONTROL

sketch.

He was

0F4 0,

51./DER

SWITCH

041.

CONTACTS

that
his key letters " B,"
Note,

e
3

F"

and
"M"
mean back, front and
middle respectively.

P/ c rr - C./,0

m

too,

JAC kr

back " being nearest the panel and
front "
furthest

03 8

from it.

8+

*

*

-.11.

DID YOU
KNOW

L FT.

C2
2MF'

0
.

CHOKE.

Pentode valves of
the indirectly -heated

G.B.

filament type are now
available.

011

CL /1:2 FOR G.B.

4

BATTERY

teurs for experiments,
transmission and reception having already

W/R/NG
°MORA".

*

2
by ;kir.

The wiring is easy enough to carry out, but just a little care is needed in making the connections to S, and checking them up. Tnere
is a key to the positions of the various contacts in one corner of this diagram which you will find makes everything quite plain whenyou
bave the switch before you.

**

wave -length.

The H.T. negative terminal is marked in black to emphasise an important point which is explained in the text.

Take care

not to

kink your aerial when
putting it up, as this
may lead to a liability
to break at some future
date.

be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our
correspondents, and we cannot accept any responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

*see - - --- 1H -as *
THE " MAGIC " TWO.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, I am enclosing two photographs .of

what I consider is your best effort in two -valve sets
yet. (We reproduce one of ileum.-Ed.). Although

This

-Dear Siu .-Now that this scheme has got well into
lts swinimit seems appropriate to draw attention to Its ver serious limitations. at least, from the point
of view of the writer, and, he believes, of many other
-

would appear to be the intention of the

for a multi -stage receiver capable, of cutting down the
local stations
The position is. of mime, not yet at its Worst,

adequately.-

THE " ECONOMY " THREE.

Dud I would suggest that, the ideal solution of this,
probably from the U.B.C. point of view, would be
lo shut down all stations except 5 X X. which everyone can receive, although possibly this might have
the unfortunate effect of giving listeners too much
latitude in the way of being able to listen With ease
to continental transmissions that actually have the

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I have made the " Economy " Three,

anii Tiun sia pleased with the results from this simple
circuit that I have just had to write and let you know.
Having a badly -screened aerial only 25 ft. high at its

highest point-, and only using 90 volts H.T., I have
logged 20 foreign stations at (good) L.S. strength on
the medium -wave coils. When conditions are good
Toulouse, Turin, Leipzig, Munster, and Cologne
conic through as loud as the London stations. The
set is very selective, and by using the most selective
tapping on the X coil 5 G B can be tuned out by 3°
and the two-D.P. stations by 1i°. I hope to try the

merit of being more interesting fora greater part
of the time than the majority of B.B.C. transmissions.

Finally, the B.B.C.'s idea of contrasted programmes
on the rare occasions when such are given, frequently
takes the form of, on the one hand, chamber musk.,
and on the other, symphony concerts. Each of these

set on the long and the short waves later on, and
if I have any success on the short waves I will
write and let you know. Wishing " P.W." the
D. BAINBRIDGE.

'FLOYD.

B.13.C. that everyone shall be in a position to operate
their moving -coil speaker from a crystal set-. whilst
at the same time making foreign reception out. of the
question to anyone who cannot afferd a aural( fortune

J. :RBI D.

Yours faithfully,

Yours
HAROLD W.

THE REGIONAL SCHEME.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

that, it

Yours faithfully,

best of luck.,

Forest Hill, S.E.23.

The apparent Min of the B.B.C. is to supply the
whole country with one programme, or, at the very
most, two ; a recent Sunday evening being a typical
example when every station in the country broadcast
the same programme.
As. compared with the service of a few years ago
this seems a very retrograde step.
Further, the power of these new stations is so ereat

Wishing POPULAR WIRELESS every success.

Hollywood, W. Australia.

my construction is hardly according to instructions
given, I feel that it might interest some of your
readers who like to make their own cabinets.
Perhaps by now you have guessed the set in
question is the famous " Magic " Two, and is completely self-contained. The lower part contains the
speaker (Squire chassis and cone, No. On, and Blue
spot Cliff ) and also the H.T. and L.T. batteries
and the upper part the set and G.B. battery.
This makes the set, while not, exactly a portable,
the next best thing-. as the only outside connections
are the aerial and earth. It has the adVantage over a portable in that it
contains fult.size components all properly 'spaced.
For efficiency, well, it comes as a revelation as to
what can be done on two valves when working endir
proper conditions.
Thanking you for this wonderful circuit, and
wishing your paper every success.
I remain,

people.

AN ARTISTIC " MAGIC ",

station alters its wave -length very frequently. Several
Dutch stations around about Java are also strong.
It is very disappointing to see the large number of
electric sets of American manufacture on the market
here instead of the British products.

iorms of entertainment is acceptable, but that one

should be considered as an alternative entertainment
to the other is somewhat strange.
Yours truly,

Mr. Floyd built his " Magic " Two into this fine
cabinet, which he also constructed. Tae cabinet
accommodates the batteries and loudspeaker

Manchester.

F. BAGGS.

=
THANKS largely to the special facilities
granted to them by the G.P.O. for the

work during the two week -ends preceding
Prince of Wales, the Patron of the Society.
gessages of loyal greeting to the Prince
were received from amateur radio societies

in the following parts

of the Empire :
South Africa, Iraq, Canada, Jamaica, Ceylon, -Egypt, Newfoundland, and the various
divisions in Africa apart from the Union.

much appreciated."

U.S.

been carried out on this

v/60

Manila comes in very strong on 48 metres.

wave -lengths
cated by the

allo-

experiences are always welcomed ; but it must

Australia,: and can be received in W.A., 2,000 miles
away on 1 H F., D.E. and 2 audios on the loud speaker
as loud as the local station on three valves.
Short-wave work is very popular here, as there is
less static in the summer -time on short waves.
6 S W can be received here, but not very strong, also

stations concerned were asked to forward the
following return message : " The Prince of

Government to ama-

0

H.T. HT- LT- L.T-/-

winter that Eastern States stations can be received
withoot very bad static.
There are what are known as A Class and B Class
stations. A Class stations receive revenue from
licence fees of which the annual fee is 24s. The B
Class rely, solely on advertising for revenue. 3 L 0,
Melbourne, is about the most popular station in

Three-quarters
of
a metre (75 centi-

metres) is one of the

250,000 OHMS..

L.S. L.S.

W F on 104'5 metres is now off the air.
Broadcasting conditions in Australia are showing
a marked improvement., although W.A. is somewhat
Isolated from the Eastern States. It is only in the

As a result, two days afterwards, the

*

topical wireless events or recording unusual

In your Free Booklet, the short-wave station

June 23rd, the birthday of H.R.H. the

*

SCHEME.
Letters from readers discussing interesting and

I also tried the " Rejector " using a variometer,

necessary is to connect another condenser

in series with it.

AUSTRALIA.

THE " ECONOMY " THREE - THE
"MAGIC " TWO -THE REGIONAL

described by Mr. Randall in a later issue, which gave
splendid results.

purpose, members of the R.S.G.B.
were able to pull off an excellent piece of

of the same capacity

OUR REJECTOR IN

and with the coining of winter, listeners in Perth found
poessto tune into the Eastern States, but the
PULAR WIRELESS found the very thing,
good old
and there was a rush for " Brookmans " Condensers.

To halve the effective capacity of a

condenser all that is

L . F.

might be of interest to English

Dear

Leicester.

THAT ?rr

4-1- AO- -.I. a--0 ire 44. *
CORRESPONDENCE.

readers to know that the " Brookmans Rejector "
was very mucli . appreciated here in Perth, W.A.
6 W F, the local station, until about six months ago,
had a wave -length of 1,250 metres, but when the
Commonwealth Government took over broadcasting,
the wave -length was brought down to 435 metros,
and for some time 0 W F was all round the dial,

the switch
from the direction of
the pick-up jack.

SWITCH.
MI

F2sto

panel from the end
nearest these words
of type, i.e., he was

*

OUR REJECTOR IN AUSTRALIA.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

seeing

THREE POLE CHANGEOVER

S2

looking

along the back of the
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Wales sends you sincere thanks for your
good wishes, which His Royal Highness
Amateur Successes.

It -is a pity that conditions throughout

this year have been so bad that it was quite
impossible. to receive messages from Australia and New Zealand, but perhaps next
year the whole' of the British Empire will

be able to take part in the " Birthday
Relay."

The " Southern Cross " flight also provided amateurs with a good opportunity
of proving their mettle, and I know person-

*

-10-

-4-4- *

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.

........ 4

f

strength to swamp out those signals that
are interesting because of their very weakness.

By W. L. S.

* 4-0

h-h " going on all the time at just sufficient

*

A " peaked " L.F. amplifier appears to do
a little towards it, providing the peak is in
the right place, but I have not yet had the
success I should like in filtering it out.

ally of one who kept watch for fifteen solid

Bringing Up the Mush.

single word of V M Z A B. And he assures
me that the thrill was worth the price of the

general favour of readers is towards a series
aerial condenser on short -wavers other than

hours, during which time he hardly lost a

ice -bags that were required next day, not
to mention the aspirin tablets ! Listening
to a weak signal on headphones for fifteen
hours is no mean feat.
Looking through my files lately, it struck
me that hardly a single important expedition
has set out during the last two years without
short-wave radio equipment on board.

I believe I am right in saying that the

those using a stage of S.G. This, to my
mind, is a pity, as, while it undoubtedly
improves signal -strength, it certainly also
brings up the mush quite a lot. Whether
the proportions are
pretend to know.

the same I don't

The doings of Commander Byrd are, of

The amateur "3:5 megacycle " band
(from 75 to 85 metres) should be interesting
if only enough amateurs could be persuaded

wavers just as indispensable, and, what is

long-range 40 -metre wave, which is, after

course, famous. Many of the smaller fry, to start up thereon. It is a cross between
however, doubtless found their short -the " local " 150 -metre band and the more
more, economical.

Please will some of the " big brains " in
radio get down to it and devise a " mush
filter."

all, just what is wanted for good work in
this country and with the nearer European
countries.

Apart from the more violent inter-At present it is only open to British

ference that we all know, one of the bug-amateurs during the week -ends, but, so far
bears of short waves is the gentle " sh-hh-as I know, there is no one there at present 1
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THIS article is addressed to one special
section of "P.W." readers-the noble
order of headphone wearers.

Aie

any of you getting tired of cramped cars
and that tethered feeling ? Yes ? Well.
then, what about taking the plunge and
graduating to loud -speaker reception ?
It's not necessarily a very expensive

business, you know. Really good loud
speakers can be bought very reasonably
nowadays, while if you care to assemble
one for yourself with the aid of a frame
and one of the excellent " units " now
available it need not cost you more than
about twenty-five or thirty shillings.
An Economical Method.

Remember, too, that it is not necessary

to scrap' your present set and build a
There is a much easier and less
expensive way of doing it, and that is to
wo-valve L.F. amplifier,
le01.1 s An -0
and tack it on to your present outfit.
Then,- practically every station which
you were previously able to hear at all
new one.

will be boosted up to loud -speaker strength,

and you can sit back and enjoy yourself,
or move about when you want to without
being tied by the ears to the box of tricks
which used to keep you anchored in one
spot.
We have designed
a special amplifier for
you to enable the

up the volume available under

these conditions is even adequate for dance purposes.

Under more normal conditions of a moderate sized

usual 120 volts H.T. it will
still

give

most

excellent

quality, but, of course, you
will not be able to get so
much volume without over-

The special sketch thereon

poses, so do not let us give
you the impression that here
is an instrument which calls
for a big output valve and

will make it all quite clear,and
you will find it -perfectly easy
to identify the various contacts
when you have the switch before you. .lust note, though,
that " 13 " on the diagram
means the contacts nearest the
means
and " F "
panel,
furthest from the panel.

colossal H.T. to make it work
properly.

On the contrary, you can
teat it just as you like. and

it much or little H.T.
and a small or large power
output valve just according
give

This switch is actually one
of the very special features of
the amplifier, and its action

to the volume of undistorted
output you require.

As a matter of fact, this

amplifier is a particularly suitable one for

anybody who has not got much H.T.
available, because it has a volume control

A NEAT PANEL.

diagrams and photos, so let
us set about it.

pick-up you just place upon

that the instrument contains
two valves, and a glance at

Here is a design for an " All Purpose " two valveyL.F. amplifier,
with which you can add power to
your headphone set, assemble an
electric gramophone, and do hosts

you that the first one is

By The P.W. RESEARCH AND

sitive types of pick-ups you
will find that you get ample
volume from just the two
valves in the amplifier. Indeed, you will quite likely

You will already have noted

best advantage, and
it has some special

sistance -capacity coupled to
the detector valve in the re-

carried out to the

CONTROL

An Excellent Combination:
Transformer coupling is provided between

OVER

.IACX

SWITCH

the first and second valves, the transformer

power valve and

plenty of H.T. it will
provide tremendous

quality.

With any reasonably sensitive pick-

-4-4-

control) is R2.

CHANCE -

a suitable . s u.p e r -

volume and superb

*

and the grid leak (actually the volume
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and if you give it

CONSTRUCTION DEPT.

cede it.
The anode resistance can be identified by
the marking R1, the grid condenser is C1,
7"

as an electric gramophone when desired,

of other useful things.

re-

ceiving set which will pre-

VOL

open " type wired across the
open
volume control. To use the

easiest to go over the various

the circuit diagram will show

that it can be used

/2'
Y/f..1.1

0

0

PANEL LAYOUT

The panel lay -out is perfectly symmetecal, so you can do your marking
out on the back without troub ing about right and left.

ables you to adjust the strength very
accurately.

Important for Quality.

Hence, you can turn it up to a level

just short of the point at which distortion due to overloading begins, and

so he sure that you are working
it to the best advantage.
experienced reader will
appreciate the importance of this point,

for he will know how
absolutely essential it
is never to overload

your power valve

if

you want real quality.

To follow out thc
rest of the special
arrangements of the
amplifier it will be
There is room in the amplifier for

the grid bias battery it it is placed
on end. If more that; 9 volts is required, just place two units side by side
end connect them in series.

-

It gives a very
good combination of excellent
quality, extreme

a

.
---=--

-g-

stability and sufficiently high
magnification.

=

meats for insert-

=
=
=

The arrange-

ing a g r a in ophone pick-up
in the circuit

aE.

you will see are
located in the
" R.C." stage.

=

They are very
simple indeed,
and take the

form of a jack
of the

"single

Ormond, Igranic, Lissen, etc..

by the by,

the grid -bias battery.

Mounting the Anode Resistance:

Now there is just one constructive point

to which we must draw your attention,

and then we can leave you to get on with
the jot.:
The point we have in mind concerns the
250,000 -ohm anode resistance R1. The one
we used in the original amplifier was provided with terminals, so that a holder was
not needed. We just " hung " it in the

wiring, but if you use some other type

of care.

you must remember to furnish it with the

What it does is to enable you to use either

usual holder.
All the rest of the work is quite straightforward, so now all you

deal

the full two stages, or just the last valve

want are some instructions
for putting your finished
instrument into operation.
The battery connections are
all quite obvious, except in

SIMPLIFIED SWITCHING

one detail. You will see that
there is a terminal for H.T.
negative on the amplifier.

If you run the amplifier

from the same L.T. accumu-

lator and H.T. battery as

in many cases.
Left or Right

the receiver, make no connection to this terminal.

takes the place of the grid leak in the

R.C. stage, and there are a couple of points
we must mention about it. First, please
note that it must be of the high resistance
potentiometer type, of or lonegohni. The

Lissen, Dubilier, Hydra, Mullard,

Belling & Lee, etc.!.
1 260,000 -ohm anode resistance
(and holder if required : see.teit Wke, screws, G.B. plugs, clip for
,.
(Lissen or Igranic, R.I., Whitler, no.B. battery, etc
=
=
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which

it oper-

The switch S, gives you the choice of one or two valves. In the one
valve position it also turns off the filament of the unused valve.

When the knob is turned to the left

arranged it so

that it comes
into action and

you to avoid the violent overloading which
is so apt to result when receiving the local

with a set of the " H.F. and det." type in

the knob is
right, so that to

obtain full

over this, for it is important.

both valves are working, and when turned

strument we

turned to the

self as a gramophone amplifier. Be careful
(Continued on next page.)

Using One Stage.

to the right you have just the last one by
itself, giving only one stage of amplification.. The idea of the scheme is to enable

cute down the
volume when

also if you use the amplifier

with a crystal set, or by it-

by itself, and it turns off the filament of the
unused valve in the latter case.

' In our
original inates.

front of the amplifier.
We have accordingly
arranged so that, the
R.C. coupling is in circuit when only the one

stage is working, so as

volume you to keep the " mag."
must turn it down to a figure which
right round to

the left. If you
like your volume

control to work

the other way
(it's a matter of

taste), just re-

If

you use a separate battery
for either purpose (L.T. or
H.T.) connect up as usual,

The volume control, as we have remarked,

T.C.C., etc.).
- 2 Sprung valve holders (Lotus
Benjamin, Igranie, Lissen, W.B., A Terminal strip, 12 in. x 2 in.
-8 Terminals (Igranic or Eelex,
c
Junit, etc.).
E

that the volume, control

of the design, beyond pointing out that a
properly arranged output filter is provided
and there is space upon the baseboard for

volume control to prevent overloading

.1 2-mfd. condenser (Ferranti or

is

remains fully effective whether one or two
stages are in use.
There, that completes our general survey

have to keep it down a little with the

THE COMPONENTS YOU REQUIRE.
Ready Radio, Varley, Mullard,
1 Panel, 12 in x 7 in. (Lissen or
etc.).
Paxolin, Trolite, etc.).
1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 9 1 Low ratio L.F. transformer
(Igranie or Lissen, Ferranti, R.I.,
in. or 10 in. deep (Canicri or
Telsen, Varley, Mullard, Lewcos,
Pickett, Osborne, Lock, Arteraft).
Lotus, etc.).
1 1 or 1 meg. potentiometer type
volume control (R.I. or Lissen, 1 Output filter choke (Varley or
Lissen, R.I., Ferranti, Wearite,
Varley, Gambrel!, Wearite, etc.).
1 L.T. switch (Lissen or Igranie, > etc.).
Benjamin, Lotus, Ormond, Req41.I 01-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.
Radio, Jewel, Bulgin, de.): .4 c" or Dubilier, Lissen, Mullard,
Igranle,
Goltone,
Ediswan,
1 3 -pole c h a nge-over switedOrmond, Atlas, etc.).
(Wearite or similar type).

7 1 " Single open " jack (Bulgin

volume control.
This system of switching has many other

switch off the wireless receiver.
With any of the modern sen-

being marked " L.F. T." in the diagram.
We thus have the popular and efficient
arrangement of one resistance and one
ordinary -200 or 400 ohm potentiometer
transformer stage, which we have found
will not do.
best suited to
the special pur- IIIIIIIIIIINeneennifinnwellieffillInenifien11111111111111111111111r r e n
Next, about
poses for which =
the direction in
this amplifier is
intended.

was worked out with a

the end of the flex lead therefrom a plug to fit the jack,
insert it in the latter and

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111'

of a specially effective type which en-

Tho

advantages, besides the important one we
have explained, and, indeed, it is one of
the only really efficient methods we have
encountered. One of its minor attractions,

a little care in following out the
wiring diagram.

sufficient,

however, for domestic pur-

think you will like.
For one thing, it
has been arranged so

In your examination of the
circuit diagram you will have

not really so complicated a
business as it looks at first
sight, and all it means is just

loading.

It will still be

both stages and adjust matters with the

observed a rather complicated looking switch marked S2.
This is a three -pole double throw component, but it is

valve and just the

power

verse the two wires going to
the two outside terminals on
the component.

conversion to be
advantages which we

493

we have found suitable.

In all other cases-i.e.
when

receiving

more

distant stations or when
a less powerful set is in

the normal procedure will be to employ
use,

A POWERFUL MAGNIFIER FOR ANY RECEIVER

-

o

In this view yon can see how the
anode resistance is supported by the
wiring without the aid of a holder.
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THIS article is addressed to one special
section of "P.W." readers-the noble
order of headphone wearers.

Aie

any of you getting tired of cramped cars
and that tethered feeling ? Yes ? Well.
then, what about taking the plunge and
graduating to loud -speaker reception ?
It's not necessarily a very expensive

business, you know. Really good loud
speakers can be bought very reasonably
nowadays, while if you care to assemble
one for yourself with the aid of a frame
and one of the excellent " units " now
available it need not cost you more than
about twenty-five or thirty shillings.
An Economical Method.

Remember, too, that it is not necessary

to scrap' your present set and build a
There is a much easier and less
expensive way of doing it, and that is to
wo-valve L.F. amplifier,
le01.1 s An -0
and tack it on to your present outfit.
Then,- practically every station which
you were previously able to hear at all
new one.

will be boosted up to loud -speaker strength,

and you can sit back and enjoy yourself,
or move about when you want to without
being tied by the ears to the box of tricks
which used to keep you anchored in one
spot.
We have designed
a special amplifier for
you to enable the

up the volume available under

these conditions is even adequate for dance purposes.

Under more normal conditions of a moderate sized

usual 120 volts H.T. it will
still

give

most

excellent

quality, but, of course, you
will not be able to get so
much volume without over-

The special sketch thereon

poses, so do not let us give
you the impression that here
is an instrument which calls
for a big output valve and

will make it all quite clear,and
you will find it -perfectly easy
to identify the various contacts
when you have the switch before you. .lust note, though,
that " 13 " on the diagram
means the contacts nearest the
means
and " F "
panel,
furthest from the panel.

colossal H.T. to make it work
properly.

On the contrary, you can
teat it just as you like. and

it much or little H.T.
and a small or large power
output valve just according
give

This switch is actually one
of the very special features of
the amplifier, and its action

to the volume of undistorted
output you require.

As a matter of fact, this

amplifier is a particularly suitable one for

anybody who has not got much H.T.
available, because it has a volume control

A NEAT PANEL.

diagrams and photos, so let
us set about it.

pick-up you just place upon

that the instrument contains
two valves, and a glance at

Here is a design for an " All Purpose " two valveyL.F. amplifier,
with which you can add power to
your headphone set, assemble an
electric gramophone, and do hosts

you that the first one is

By The P.W. RESEARCH AND

sitive types of pick-ups you
will find that you get ample
volume from just the two
valves in the amplifier. Indeed, you will quite likely

You will already have noted

best advantage, and
it has some special

sistance -capacity coupled to
the detector valve in the re-

carried out to the

CONTROL

An Excellent Combination:
Transformer coupling is provided between

OVER

.IACX

SWITCH

the first and second valves, the transformer

power valve and

plenty of H.T. it will
provide tremendous

quality.

With any reasonably sensitive pick-

-4-4-

control) is R2.

CHANCE -

a suitable . s u.p e r -

volume and superb

*

and the grid leak (actually the volume
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and if you give it

CONSTRUCTION DEPT.

cede it.
The anode resistance can be identified by
the marking R1, the grid condenser is C1,
7"

as an electric gramophone when desired,

of other useful things.

re-

ceiving set which will pre-

VOL

open " type wired across the
open
volume control. To use the

easiest to go over the various

the circuit diagram will show

that it can be used

/2'
Y/f..1.1

0

0

PANEL LAYOUT

The panel lay -out is perfectly symmetecal, so you can do your marking
out on the back without troub ing about right and left.

ables you to adjust the strength very
accurately.

Important for Quality.

Hence, you can turn it up to a level

just short of the point at which distortion due to overloading begins, and

so he sure that you are working
it to the best advantage.
experienced reader will
appreciate the importance of this point,

for he will know how
absolutely essential it
is never to overload

your power valve

if

you want real quality.

To follow out thc
rest of the special
arrangements of the
amplifier it will be
There is room in the amplifier for

the grid bias battery it it is placed
on end. If more that; 9 volts is required, just place two units side by side
end connect them in series.

-

It gives a very
good combination of excellent
quality, extreme

a

.
---=--

-g-

stability and sufficiently high
magnification.

=

meats for insert-

=
=
=

The arrange-

ing a g r a in ophone pick-up
in the circuit

aE.

you will see are
located in the
" R.C." stage.

=

They are very
simple indeed,
and take the

form of a jack
of the

"single

Ormond, Igranic, Lissen, etc..

by the by,

the grid -bias battery.

Mounting the Anode Resistance:

Now there is just one constructive point

to which we must draw your attention,

and then we can leave you to get on with
the jot.:
The point we have in mind concerns the
250,000 -ohm anode resistance R1. The one
we used in the original amplifier was provided with terminals, so that a holder was
not needed. We just " hung " it in the

wiring, but if you use some other type

of care.

you must remember to furnish it with the

What it does is to enable you to use either

usual holder.
All the rest of the work is quite straightforward, so now all you

deal

the full two stages, or just the last valve

want are some instructions
for putting your finished
instrument into operation.
The battery connections are
all quite obvious, except in

SIMPLIFIED SWITCHING

one detail. You will see that
there is a terminal for H.T.
negative on the amplifier.

If you run the amplifier

from the same L.T. accumu-

lator and H.T. battery as

in many cases.
Left or Right

the receiver, make no connection to this terminal.

takes the place of the grid leak in the

R.C. stage, and there are a couple of points
we must mention about it. First, please
note that it must be of the high resistance
potentiometer type, of or lonegohni. The

Lissen, Dubilier, Hydra, Mullard,

Belling & Lee, etc.!.
1 260,000 -ohm anode resistance
(and holder if required : see.teit Wke, screws, G.B. plugs, clip for
,.
(Lissen or Igranic, R.I., Whitler, no.B. battery, etc
=
=
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which

it oper-

The switch S, gives you the choice of one or two valves. In the one
valve position it also turns off the filament of the unused valve.

When the knob is turned to the left

arranged it so

that it comes
into action and

you to avoid the violent overloading which
is so apt to result when receiving the local

with a set of the " H.F. and det." type in

the knob is
right, so that to

obtain full

over this, for it is important.

both valves are working, and when turned

strument we

turned to the

self as a gramophone amplifier. Be careful
(Continued on next page.)

Using One Stage.

to the right you have just the last one by
itself, giving only one stage of amplification.. The idea of the scheme is to enable

cute down the
volume when

also if you use the amplifier

with a crystal set, or by it-

by itself, and it turns off the filament of the
unused valve in the latter case.

' In our
original inates.

front of the amplifier.
We have accordingly
arranged so that, the
R.C. coupling is in circuit when only the one

stage is working, so as

volume you to keep the " mag."
must turn it down to a figure which
right round to

the left. If you
like your volume

control to work

the other way
(it's a matter of

taste), just re-

If

you use a separate battery
for either purpose (L.T. or
H.T.) connect up as usual,

The volume control, as we have remarked,

T.C.C., etc.).
- 2 Sprung valve holders (Lotus
Benjamin, Igranie, Lissen, W.B., A Terminal strip, 12 in. x 2 in.
-8 Terminals (Igranic or Eelex,
c
Junit, etc.).
E

that the volume, control

of the design, beyond pointing out that a
properly arranged output filter is provided
and there is space upon the baseboard for

volume control to prevent overloading

.1 2-mfd. condenser (Ferranti or

is

remains fully effective whether one or two
stages are in use.
There, that completes our general survey

have to keep it down a little with the

THE COMPONENTS YOU REQUIRE.
Ready Radio, Varley, Mullard,
1 Panel, 12 in x 7 in. (Lissen or
etc.).
Paxolin, Trolite, etc.).
1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 9 1 Low ratio L.F. transformer
(Igranie or Lissen, Ferranti, R.I.,
in. or 10 in. deep (Canicri or
Telsen, Varley, Mullard, Lewcos,
Pickett, Osborne, Lock, Arteraft).
Lotus, etc.).
1 1 or 1 meg. potentiometer type
volume control (R.I. or Lissen, 1 Output filter choke (Varley or
Lissen, R.I., Ferranti, Wearite,
Varley, Gambrel!, Wearite, etc.).
1 L.T. switch (Lissen or Igranie, > etc.).
Benjamin, Lotus, Ormond, Req41.I 01-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.
Radio, Jewel, Bulgin, de.): .4 c" or Dubilier, Lissen, Mullard,
Igranle,
Goltone,
Ediswan,
1 3 -pole c h a nge-over switedOrmond, Atlas, etc.).
(Wearite or similar type).

7 1 " Single open " jack (Bulgin

volume control.
This system of switching has many other

switch off the wireless receiver.
With any of the modern sen-

being marked " L.F. T." in the diagram.
We thus have the popular and efficient
arrangement of one resistance and one
ordinary -200 or 400 ohm potentiometer
transformer stage, which we have found
will not do.
best suited to
the special pur- IIIIIIIIIIINeneennifinnwellieffillInenifien11111111111111111111111r r e n
Next, about
poses for which =
the direction in
this amplifier is
intended.

was worked out with a

the end of the flex lead therefrom a plug to fit the jack,
insert it in the latter and

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111'

of a specially effective type which en-

Tho

advantages, besides the important one we
have explained, and, indeed, it is one of
the only really efficient methods we have
encountered. One of its minor attractions,

a little care in following out the
wiring diagram.

sufficient,

however, for domestic pur-

think you will like.
For one thing, it
has been arranged so

In your examination of the
circuit diagram you will have

not really so complicated a
business as it looks at first
sight, and all it means is just

loading.

It will still be

both stages and adjust matters with the

observed a rather complicated looking switch marked S2.
This is a three -pole double throw component, but it is

valve and just the

power

verse the two wires going to
the two outside terminals on
the component.

conversion to be
advantages which we
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we have found suitable.

In all other cases-i.e.
when

receiving

more

distant stations or when
a less powerful set is in

the normal procedure will be to employ
use,

A POWERFUL MAGNIFIER FOR ANY RECEIVER

-

o

In this view yon can see how the
anode resistance is supported by the
wiring without the aid of a holder.
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THE
'AMPLIFIER.
-

"

i
*

(Ctutinued from previous page).

For use with a --'valve receiver, connect

the " input " terminals on the amplifier
to the 'phone terminals on the set. If
you get only weak signals or none at all,
reverse the two connections to " input 1

about 10,000 to 18,000 ohms for normal

and 2 " on the amplifier terminal strip.
With a crystal set, you can proceed in
exactly the same way, or you can plug
in to the jack with a plug on the end of a

purposes, although if you will be dealing
mainly with very weak signals, one of the
H.F. type is to be preferred, For. V2 you
twin lead from the 'phone terminals of the - want either a power or super power type,
receiver.
Reverse the connections if as usual, and grid bias shOuld be adjusted
necessary exactly as before. This latter according to the valve maker's instructions.
scheme is usually better with a crystal set.
We have just had a final look over the
(It must not be used with a valve receiver).

wiring diagram below in search of any little
points which might be the better for
additional explanation and it seems that the
switch S2, and its connections could be made
a little clearer. The
key diagram in the
corner gives the posi-

Now, you just want the valve types to
use, and we have done. Valve V, should
be of the L.F. type, with an impedance of

CHECK UP YOUR CONNECTIONS.

.2Ni=

//'' 0

tions of the contact
points to which you

must solder, and this

2"

will be a

0F 0n, 08

sufficient

guide if you Wider stand the viewpoint

8F2 81,12 8a

from which S was
seen by the draughts-

man in making the

8F3 eon 8

VOL UME
CONTROL

sketch.

He was

0F4 0,

51./DER

SWITCH

041.

CONTACTS

that
his key letters " B,"
Note,

e
3

F"

and
"M"
mean back, front and
middle respectively.

P/ c rr - C./,0

m

too,

JAC kr

back " being nearest the panel and
front "
furthest

03 8

from it.

8+

*

*

-.11.

DID YOU
KNOW

L FT.

C2
2MF'

0
.

CHOKE.

Pentode valves of
the indirectly -heated

G.B.

filament type are now
available.

011

CL /1:2 FOR G.B.

4

BATTERY

teurs for experiments,
transmission and reception having already

W/R/NG
°MORA".

*

2
by ;kir.

The wiring is easy enough to carry out, but just a little care is needed in making the connections to S, and checking them up. Tnere
is a key to the positions of the various contacts in one corner of this diagram which you will find makes everything quite plain whenyou
bave the switch before you.

**

wave -length.

The H.T. negative terminal is marked in black to emphasise an important point which is explained in the text.

Take care

not to

kink your aerial when
putting it up, as this
may lead to a liability
to break at some future
date.

be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our
correspondents, and we cannot accept any responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

*see - - --- 1H -as *
THE " MAGIC " TWO.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, I am enclosing two photographs .of

what I consider is your best effort in two -valve sets
yet. (We reproduce one of ileum.-Ed.). Although

This

-Dear Siu .-Now that this scheme has got well into
lts swinimit seems appropriate to draw attention to Its ver serious limitations. at least, from the point
of view of the writer, and, he believes, of many other
-

would appear to be the intention of the

for a multi -stage receiver capable, of cutting down the
local stations
The position is. of mime, not yet at its Worst,

adequately.-

THE " ECONOMY " THREE.

Dud I would suggest that, the ideal solution of this,
probably from the U.B.C. point of view, would be
lo shut down all stations except 5 X X. which everyone can receive, although possibly this might have
the unfortunate effect of giving listeners too much
latitude in the way of being able to listen With ease
to continental transmissions that actually have the

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I have made the " Economy " Three,

anii Tiun sia pleased with the results from this simple
circuit that I have just had to write and let you know.
Having a badly -screened aerial only 25 ft. high at its

highest point-, and only using 90 volts H.T., I have
logged 20 foreign stations at (good) L.S. strength on
the medium -wave coils. When conditions are good
Toulouse, Turin, Leipzig, Munster, and Cologne
conic through as loud as the London stations. The
set is very selective, and by using the most selective
tapping on the X coil 5 G B can be tuned out by 3°
and the two-D.P. stations by 1i°. I hope to try the

merit of being more interesting fora greater part
of the time than the majority of B.B.C. transmissions.

Finally, the B.B.C.'s idea of contrasted programmes
on the rare occasions when such are given, frequently
takes the form of, on the one hand, chamber musk.,
and on the other, symphony concerts. Each of these

set on the long and the short waves later on, and
if I have any success on the short waves I will
write and let you know. Wishing " P.W." the
D. BAINBRIDGE.

'FLOYD.

B.13.C. that everyone shall be in a position to operate
their moving -coil speaker from a crystal set-. whilst
at the same time making foreign reception out. of the
question to anyone who cannot afferd a aural( fortune

J. :RBI D.

Yours faithfully,

Yours
HAROLD W.

THE REGIONAL SCHEME.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

that, it

Yours faithfully,

best of luck.,

Forest Hill, S.E.23.

The apparent Min of the B.B.C. is to supply the
whole country with one programme, or, at the very
most, two ; a recent Sunday evening being a typical
example when every station in the country broadcast
the same programme.
As. compared with the service of a few years ago
this seems a very retrograde step.
Further, the power of these new stations is so ereat

Wishing POPULAR WIRELESS every success.

Hollywood, W. Australia.

my construction is hardly according to instructions
given, I feel that it might interest some of your
readers who like to make their own cabinets.
Perhaps by now you have guessed the set in
question is the famous " Magic " Two, and is completely self-contained. The lower part contains the
speaker (Squire chassis and cone, No. On, and Blue
spot Cliff ) and also the H.T. and L.T. batteries
and the upper part the set and G.B. battery.
This makes the set, while not, exactly a portable,
the next best thing-. as the only outside connections
are the aerial and earth. It has the adVantage over a portable in that it
contains fult.size components all properly 'spaced.
For efficiency, well, it comes as a revelation as to
what can be done on two valves when working endir
proper conditions.
Thanking you for this wonderful circuit, and
wishing your paper every success.
I remain,

people.

AN ARTISTIC " MAGIC ",

station alters its wave -length very frequently. Several
Dutch stations around about Java are also strong.
It is very disappointing to see the large number of
electric sets of American manufacture on the market
here instead of the British products.

iorms of entertainment is acceptable, but that one

should be considered as an alternative entertainment
to the other is somewhat strange.
Yours truly,

Mr. Floyd built his " Magic " Two into this fine
cabinet, which he also constructed. Tae cabinet
accommodates the batteries and loudspeaker

Manchester.

F. BAGGS.

=
THANKS largely to the special facilities
granted to them by the G.P.O. for the

work during the two week -ends preceding
Prince of Wales, the Patron of the Society.
gessages of loyal greeting to the Prince
were received from amateur radio societies

in the following parts

of the Empire :
South Africa, Iraq, Canada, Jamaica, Ceylon, -Egypt, Newfoundland, and the various
divisions in Africa apart from the Union.

much appreciated."

U.S.

been carried out on this

v/60

Manila comes in very strong on 48 metres.

wave -lengths
cated by the

allo-

experiences are always welcomed ; but it must

Australia,: and can be received in W.A., 2,000 miles
away on 1 H F., D.E. and 2 audios on the loud speaker
as loud as the local station on three valves.
Short-wave work is very popular here, as there is
less static in the summer -time on short waves.
6 S W can be received here, but not very strong, also

stations concerned were asked to forward the
following return message : " The Prince of

Government to ama-

0

H.T. HT- LT- L.T-/-

winter that Eastern States stations can be received
withoot very bad static.
There are what are known as A Class and B Class
stations. A Class stations receive revenue from
licence fees of which the annual fee is 24s. The B
Class rely, solely on advertising for revenue. 3 L 0,
Melbourne, is about the most popular station in

Three-quarters
of
a metre (75 centi-

metres) is one of the

250,000 OHMS..

L.S. L.S.

W F on 104'5 metres is now off the air.
Broadcasting conditions in Australia are showing
a marked improvement., although W.A. is somewhat
Isolated from the Eastern States. It is only in the

As a result, two days afterwards, the

*

topical wireless events or recording unusual

In your Free Booklet, the short-wave station

June 23rd, the birthday of H.R.H. the

*

SCHEME.
Letters from readers discussing interesting and

I also tried the " Rejector " using a variometer,

necessary is to connect another condenser

in series with it.

AUSTRALIA.

THE " ECONOMY " THREE - THE
"MAGIC " TWO -THE REGIONAL

described by Mr. Randall in a later issue, which gave
splendid results.

purpose, members of the R.S.G.B.
were able to pull off an excellent piece of

of the same capacity

OUR REJECTOR IN

and with the coining of winter, listeners in Perth found
poessto tune into the Eastern States, but the
PULAR WIRELESS found the very thing,
good old
and there was a rush for " Brookmans " Condensers.

To halve the effective capacity of a

condenser all that is

L . F.

might be of interest to English

Dear

Leicester.

THAT ?rr

4-1- AO- -.I. a--0 ire 44. *
CORRESPONDENCE.

readers to know that the " Brookmans Rejector "
was very mucli . appreciated here in Perth, W.A.
6 W F, the local station, until about six months ago,
had a wave -length of 1,250 metres, but when the
Commonwealth Government took over broadcasting,
the wave -length was brought down to 435 metros,
and for some time 0 W F was all round the dial,

the switch
from the direction of
the pick-up jack.

SWITCH.
MI

F2sto

panel from the end
nearest these words
of type, i.e., he was

*

OUR REJECTOR IN AUSTRALIA.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

seeing

THREE POLE CHANGEOVER

S2

looking

along the back of the
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Wales sends you sincere thanks for your
good wishes, which His Royal Highness
Amateur Successes.

It -is a pity that conditions throughout

this year have been so bad that it was quite
impossible. to receive messages from Australia and New Zealand, but perhaps next
year the whole' of the British Empire will

be able to take part in the " Birthday
Relay."

The " Southern Cross " flight also provided amateurs with a good opportunity
of proving their mettle, and I know person-

*

-10-

-4-4- *

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.

........ 4

f

strength to swamp out those signals that
are interesting because of their very weakness.

By W. L. S.

* 4-0

h-h " going on all the time at just sufficient

*

A " peaked " L.F. amplifier appears to do
a little towards it, providing the peak is in
the right place, but I have not yet had the
success I should like in filtering it out.

ally of one who kept watch for fifteen solid

Bringing Up the Mush.

single word of V M Z A B. And he assures
me that the thrill was worth the price of the

general favour of readers is towards a series
aerial condenser on short -wavers other than

hours, during which time he hardly lost a

ice -bags that were required next day, not
to mention the aspirin tablets ! Listening
to a weak signal on headphones for fifteen
hours is no mean feat.
Looking through my files lately, it struck
me that hardly a single important expedition
has set out during the last two years without
short-wave radio equipment on board.

I believe I am right in saying that the

those using a stage of S.G. This, to my
mind, is a pity, as, while it undoubtedly
improves signal -strength, it certainly also
brings up the mush quite a lot. Whether
the proportions are
pretend to know.

the same I don't

The doings of Commander Byrd are, of

The amateur "3:5 megacycle " band
(from 75 to 85 metres) should be interesting
if only enough amateurs could be persuaded

wavers just as indispensable, and, what is

long-range 40 -metre wave, which is, after

course, famous. Many of the smaller fry, to start up thereon. It is a cross between
however, doubtless found their short -the " local " 150 -metre band and the more
more, economical.

Please will some of the " big brains " in
radio get down to it and devise a " mush
filter."

all, just what is wanted for good work in
this country and with the nearer European
countries.

Apart from the more violent inter-At present it is only open to British

ference that we all know, one of the bug-amateurs during the week -ends, but, so far
bears of short waves is the gentle " sh-hh-as I know, there is no one there at present 1

Popular Wireless, July 12th, 1930.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

Tested end
Found-?

there are eight types in this

while they are in use in a set is equivalent
to testing the set itself, and it would be hard

big 6-volter, the TX 61, which
has an impedance of only 2,000
ohms,

and

factor of six.
MAGNUM WIRE -WOUND POTENTIOMETER.
latest Burne-Jones component is

THEthe Magnum Wire -Wound Potentiometer. It is available in the following resistances : 5,000 ; 10,000 ; 25,000 and
50,000 ohms,

all priced at
7s. 6d. each.
and each wi

carry

10

milliamps.
Its uses are

manifold.
I was par-

ticularly

struck by its
very smooth
ad j ustment,

and this
The Burne-Jones potentiometer.

is

obtained
through the

employment of a floating disc contact
arrangement which, incidentally, prevents
wear being imposed upon the fine wire used.
MAZDA A.C. PENTODE.

Here is some news of particular interest to
the " all -from -the -mains " enthusiast. The

Ediswan Electric Co., Ltd., have produced
a Mazda A.C. pentode valve, with a normal
A.C. filament rating, that can be used with
any of the standard Mazda A.C. valves.

It has a four -volt heater taking one
ampere. Requiring only 250 volts maxi-

mum, it has the exceptionally good mutual
conductance for a pentode of 2.2.
It makes a fine output valve and the " high

note lift" that results provides excellent

a set than to tun round the valve stages
with the Ferranti valve tester.
The instrument is particularly robust,

and an accidental overloading does not
hurt it in any way. It is equipped with a
fuse and a spare fuse is provided. The
meter is, of course, accurate and its fine,

The Department of Scientific and Industrial Research has now published the
report of the Radio Research Board constituting a critical review of literature on
amplifiers for radio reception. It is available at all H.M. stationery Offices, price
5s. net.

-

There are copions notes and the bibliographies cover a much wider range than
perhaps the price of the publication would
suggest. No one with any pretensions to
real radio enthusiasm will miss getting a
copy of the report.
THE FERRANTI VALVE TESTER.

This is a multi -range instrument with
which practically all the necessary testing
measurements, etc., can be carried out,
while the set is still in operation. There
is a neat little meter having a small rotary
switch for selecting the various ranges.

And there are two leads, one for a grid bias

connection and the other joined to a plug
that is inserted in the set in place of any
one of the valves. (The valve itself takes
its place in this tester plug).
The rotation of the selector switch gives
the following readings : L.T., 0 to 10 volts ;

an indication of the continuity of the grid
circuit ; grid bias, 0 to 10 and 0 to 100
volts: H.T., 0 to 100 and 0 to 300 volts

%hen you are Buying-

100

and

The Donotone people, whose address is
40, Furnival Street, Holborn, London, E.C.4,

announce that they have a new catalogue
ready and are prepared to forward a copy
to any reader upon request.
LISSEN FOUR-VOLTERE

Lissen,

Ltd., have now very greatly

increased their range of valves by the introduction of a bunch of 4-volters. Actually

TURE L.S.-"PHANTOM" TUNING-

T2

CHECKING DISTORTION-A SMOOTHING
PUZZLE-POOLING RECEIVED SIGNALS.

checking L.T., G.B., and H.T. battery
= pressures.
You will find that the medium quality

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E., late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, will comment upon radio queries submitted by " p.w." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain
Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.

" moving -iron " types of not too low

E resistance are quite good enough for such
jobs.
Nevertheless, you want one having a
wide scale and a moderately tine needle,. E E-.-:

Also the action of the needle needs to
E be fairly " dead -beat." By this we mean
that it flies over to a reading and stays

-7-

E there without waggling agitatedly about,
E.

as this makes taking readings a great f.

:4 nuisance.
Also you want the voltmeter to be of -P=
such design that it will read equal well
in almost any position.
A high -resistance voltmeter (1,000
ohms per volt or so) is needed for giving E

There's not much in it, but it's a good

aerial (1) (say) through inductance to aerial

general principle to earth a screen.

terminal through tuning device to earth ;
through tuning device to earth ;

P. A. V. (Crantock).-" Is there a rule

of thumb by which

E accurate mains unit voltage readings,

to calculate

the

A/42i

4 to) i/o4rs H. r
(a)Vozrs

act ion.

The scale is wide and close readings are

2(o)i/aLrs1/.7:

The resistance of the device is

1,000 ohms per volt, and it does not matter
whether a mains supply or battery H.T. is

a VocrsN.77

Altogether I consider the Ferranti valve

of making sum. that I am applying the
correct grid bias to my power valve ? "

Get a milliammeter and put it in the
plate circuit of your valve. Does it go
modulation ?

steady on modulation or just kicks up
a fraction.

A Smoothing Puzzle.

G. S. W. (Streatham).-" My neighbour
and I have similar sets run off the mains.
Why should I need more smoothing with
my full -wave rectifier than he does with a
half wave ? "

Then put

confident in my explanation. But, double.
wave rectification gives (say) 100 impulses
into the set, single (say) 50. The loud speaker
is a great deal more sensitive to frequencies
of 100 than to those of 50 ; so although it's
easier to smooth in the case of double -wave

rectification, it's much easier to eliminate

single -wave rectification in the loud speaker.
I mean, the loud
AUDIENCE.
speaker does it for
you, showing the great
less

advantage of cutting

tester an excellent proposition, and one

out the bass even if it
is wonderful stuff

GR/0 NEGAT/VE B/AS

that should be in the hands of every serious
radio experimenter and constructor. Its

price, £6 ]5s. 6d., is reasonable in view

approximate amount of grid bias to use

of the wide range of duties it fulfils. Separate

with any given valve ? "

meters would cost much more and would

Not one which is easy.

be much less simple in use.

*

Look up the

" Cunious "

disappear en one receiver, the same signal
on another receiver at

It is much the best way to get a milli ammeter in the plate circuit and adjust the
grid negative until, on modulation, the

the identical moment

may remain at full

milliammeter does not flick.

strength.
"This being the case,

T. D. (Hemsley).-" What is the difference between a balanced -armature I ,m1

to make a success of
transatlantic relays

rcs,l

B.B.C. use, say, three
receivers in different
localities, coupling the

speaker and one with an ordinary

why should not the

movement ? "

pin
tested quite as easily.
The Ferranti Valve

A balanced armature is worked " pushpull " electrically.
The ordinary reed
movement comes back to its static position
by virtue of its elasticity.

Tester by its name

might seem to imply
limitations
certain

*

*

outputs for modulation purposes "
This in effect is

*

exactly what they do

" Phantom " Tuning.

as to its use, but a

Showing how the Ferranti Valve Tester plug takes its place between a valve
and its ordinary holder.

(Eg-

inconsistent., and that
whereas a signal may

Balanced -Armature L.S.

enables five valves to be

*

ham).-" I have been
told that fading on
short waves is very

*

nary voltmeter or
milliammeter. And
it is possible to get
a special adaptor

*

Pooling Received
Signals.

valve characteristic curves, and you'll find
something like the arrangement shown in
the accompanying figure.
I assume you work with an H.T. corresponding with 3 (a) volts. Then find a
value of grid negative to bisect A B at C.
I am using transformer connection. Put,
a bit less with resistance capacity.

'4.

be used as an ordi-

F. T. G. (Southampton).-My set seems
to distort a little. What is the best method

up with

negative in the grid. Does it go down with
modulation 9 Then put more negative on
the grid. Find a place where it is

I want to start by saying I'm not very

*

AN ADMIRING

employed.

the valve tester to

*

Checking Distortion.

sensitive needle is alert yet dead beat in

Also,

(say)

through a combination of rejector, condenser inductance and tuning device to
earth. It's all rather strange though !
*

E and such high -resistance meters are more I -E. expensive.
F.

possible.

(2) (say) through capacity to aerial terminal

*

*

How Much Grid Bias ?

10 and
0 to 100 milliamps.

moment's
thought
will show you that to
test all the valves

the screen as against leaving Caine free ? "

received at three separate positions on the
tuning dial at equal strengths ? "
The rejector is probably in some way
giving, by its associated condensers and
capacities, separate natural periods to the

*

rent 0 to

which

J. H. T. (Camborne).-" When totally
screening a coil in an B.F. stage is there
any advantage to be gained by earthing

Should Screens be Earthed ?

E-

0 to 500
Anode cur-

are
leads
provided to enable

DONOTONE LOUD SPEAKER.

You do not want a " scientifically "
precise and expensive voltmeter for

the type B.21
Ferranti Tester. (In
the type B.22 the
H.T. ranges are 0 to

of those rather high-pitched speakers is used,

new pentode, and it certainly does go a long
way towards saving a complete stage.

SHOULD SCREENS BE EARTHED ?-HOW
MUCH GRID BIAS?-BALANCED-ARMA-

22.- -A VOLTMETER.

in

volts).

a resistance capacity by-pass needs to be
joined across the. output terminals as
advised by the makers of the valve. Very
considerable amplification is given by this

UEQYORNER.

211111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;

amplification

A VALUABLE BOOK.

compensation for any of those moving -coil
speakers that tend to be boomy.

On the other hand, of course, when one

an

CPT. ECKEPSLEYe)--%

to conceive a more thorough or quicker test of

4 -volt valve. including pentode,
screened gi id, and super power
valves. There is also a full wave rectifying valve. I notice

too, that Lissens now have a

Popular Wireless, July 12th, 1930.

D. B. U. (Uxbridge).-" Why is it That
when 2 L 0 is eliminated on my det. and
L.F. set by means of a wave -trap, 5 G B is

do, and is what in
Girls Guides on holiday taking great interest in the operations of the radio
section of some troops carrying out local manoeuvres.

effect happenS with
the, Marconi Beam
system.

Popular Wireless, July 12th, 1930.
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I said to myself, ' Half a mo', I shall have to
ask P.W.' about this.' What is a mho ? "

'MIKE AND THE
PIANO

A " mho " is the unit by which conductivity is

measured. As you know, resistance, which is the

oppOsite of conductivity, is always measured in
oluns.
Conductivity being the, opposite to resistance,
you can always remember exactly what a mho is
if you remember that it is exactly the reverse of
ohm, in letters as well as in effect.
You can express the relationship in figures by
remembering that the mho is the reciprocal of the
ohin. The higher the ohms the lower the mhos.
AVOIDING INSTABILITY.

" CONSTRUCTOR" (Aberdeen).-" Can you

Editorial communications

be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tanis. House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.

All

to

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless
The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to return
MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article. All'
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John II. Lite, Ltd.,
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of research
and experimental work carried mat with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As much of
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent developments in the radio world,
some of the arrangements mid speciailities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and -the amateur
and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so.
11. Ork.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

USING THE MAINS WITH SAFETY.
C.
L. (Lowestoft).-" Instead of using
batteries I should like to get my high-tension

from the mains, but I have been told that

THE CAUSE OF CRYSTAL -SET FALL -OFF

C. M. (nr Slough).-" Mine is a crystal set,
and it used to be very loud indeed, but during

the last month it seems to have fallen off
quite badly, and although I have had two
new crystals nothing seems to result from that.
Do you think it is the 'phones or how else can

you account for it ? "

It might be the 'phones, for if you have dropped
them you may have injured the magnetism (which is
liable to suffer from mechanical shock), or you may
have allowed them to get rusty, which often impairs
their sensitivity. In either case, they rosy be repairable, but it is not advisable to unscrew the earpieces
and interfere with the " internals" unless you have
had some experience of this kind of thing.

Perhaps=some mysterious noise has appeared,

and is spoiling your radio reception 2-Or
one of the batteries seems to run down much
faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue
Print ?

Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Qttery Department is thoroughly equipped to assist our
readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
Full details, including scale of charges, can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Dept.. POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this, on
Application Form will be sent to you free
and post free immediately. This application
will place you under no obligation whatever,
but having the form, you will know exactly
what information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems.

PLEASE NOTE:
READERS
Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or
in person at Fleetway House or Tallis House.
LONDON
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Quite possibly it is not the 'phones at all, but
your aerial or earth system which is causing the
falling -off in signal strength. The lead-in contact
may have become dirty, or high resistance may have
developed in the joints of the aerial wire, if you were
not wise enough to put it up " an in one piece."

Where joints must be included in the aerial they
should be soldered if possible, and do not forget that
from a crystal -set point of view the earth connection
is just as important as the aerial, and a poor earth
is a certain source of poor results. Not only the
wire's joint to the earth plate, but the latter's connections with the surrounding soil should he made as
good as possible. During dry weather it is often
necessary to pour water over a buried earth in order
to keep proper contact with the surrounding soil.

there is always danger in such cases.

The question of spacing the coils is very important.

Not only will they couple or interlink if not placed
depends upon the orientation of the coils, being at a
maximum when the coils axes are placed in line and
at a minimum when they are at right angles.
Coils should usually he of fairly small dimensions,
and where binocular coils are specified it is useless
to expect good results if other types are employed,
as these " binoculars," or field -less coils, are specially
used by designers on account of their non -coupling
characteristics. Remember that H.F. chokes are a
form of coil and their positions should always be
carefully chosen in order to avoid the possibility
of their coupling with other components.
Tuning condensers should be kept well apart and
on no account must bypass condensers be omitted
for economy's sake, for in a properly designed set
they are one of the most important guards against
instability.
The wiring itself may cause instability if the grid
leads and plate leads are not as short as possible,
and well separated from one another. Wires which
run parallel to one another or close to H.F. chokes,
toning coils, etc., are often a source of unsuspected
feedback, so all the wiring should be kept as well
separated as possible.
Proper shielding of the stages with metal screens
is necessary when using modern valves for high frequency amplification, and both the size of the
screen and its exact position are important. Sitni-

far enough apart, but the strength of coupling

general, the spacing and arranging of the components
4,jM
:e

for the expert, and is better left to a set
(Continued on page 498.)

Is this

an `old wives' tale,' or is there really more
likelihood of trouble with H.T. than there is
with running a vacuum cleaner from the
electric light ? "

" Old wives' tale " is right. There is no more danger

about the running of a properly made H.T. unit
than there is in the use of any other electrical
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WHAT DO YOU THINK
ABOUT THIS

machinery.

As a matter of fact, the current taken for H.T. is
ridiculously small compared with that for a vacuum
cleaner or a lamp. In all cases, fuses protect the
wiring, and many other precautions arc taken, so
that the only danger comes from people interfering

with the " internals " of a mains unit whilst the
current is switched on.
To overcome even this possibility we have designed

the " P.W." Safe Power series of mains units. They
really are safe, too !
From the accompanying illustration. you will see
that the connection from the supply mains is made
by a flex lead terminating in a lamp holder. This
engages with the unit's wiring when plugged in, but
to do this Is passes through two holes one in the corer,
and one in the mains unit itself.
That hole in the cover Is a stroke of genius. To get
at the " internals " of the unit-however much of a
hurry yoWare in-you have to take that cover off.
And to get it off you simply must disconnect that
mains plug first !

Having disconnected the plug, the "Internals "
of the unit become accessible, but they are then
harmless, because the mains are disconnected!

" HALF A MO ! "
" STUDENT" (London, S.E.6).-" My only
contact with electricity in practice has been
by wireless sets made under the direction of
P.W.' And I found electrical theory rather

stodgy stuff until I came across the ' mho.'

successful broadcasting.

practically all the ground, and should always be
carefully watched when making a set for which an
exact " pattern " or blueprint is not available.

together they are a likely cause of trouble, and, in
of

A famous radio artist describes some of the difficulties and
pitfalls that confront the studio performer. Mr. Cole, however,
does not agree that a " special technique " is necessary for

There are so many causes of feedback that yours
is a rather difficult question to answer satisfactorily
and yet briefly. However, the following hints cover

chokes must be watched carefully. if mounted close

A 6` close up " showing the beautiful simplicity
P. W,'s Safety First scheme.

MAURICE COLE

when the complete receiver is hooked up ? "-

tarty, the spacing of LI,. transformers and L.F.
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CAN 'WE HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SET ?

tell me some of the practical points to watch
to avoid instability ? I do not mean so much
battery coupling and circuit stuff as the
actual work behind the panel and on the baseboard, which is liable to give rise to trouble

When 2 L 0 was moved to Brookmana

Park a

St. Albans

reader of

" P.W." raked out a big old-fashioned
crystal set to take advantage of the now
powerful local station. He had a new
panel put in, the brass -work re -lacquered
and the whole set re -wired and " poshed-

SINCE broadcasting first commenced,
we have heard much of the new so-

called " microphone technique." What
this phrase actually means it is difficult to
say, but that broadcasting does, in certain
classes of entertaining, demand a different
technique from concert work is undeniable.
No " Special Technique."

Comedians and singers especially have
found it necessary to approach the microphone in a manner quite foreign to the old established traditions of the platform.

Indeed, I have heard it said that when an
artist enters a wireless studio, he should
forget all that his previous experience has
taught him.

thing, although, of course, one misses the
atmosphere of a concert hall in the studio,
and can never be in close touch with one's

In
s attitude I am not alone, for I
have yet to meet the wireless pianist who
considers his success due to a studied form
Play Naturally.

N.B.-There is tilt) prize for answering this
but from time to time we shall give a radio
problem <followed the next week by the

From which it may be gathered that
the natural style of playing peculiar to

them both interesting and instructive.
out for the solution to above next week.)

for

Last ?eeek's Leytonstone poser was a very

easily -made and easily -corrected fault. AU that
had happened was that in putting back the mains
plug it had been reterseti in the wall socket.

TIMMMHMUMMHMIMMUMMMUMMIMMIIMIIMfT.

Consequently, a successful wireless pianist

Watch the Details.

If you are a pianist, you may point out
that the essentials I have mentioned are
those that are necessary for ordinarynconcert
work. This I readily admit, for I have always

must have certain natural qualifications

maintained that they must be present for

is unlucky, for,they cannot be thrust upon

It does not necessarily follow, however,
that the successful platform pianist. will be

which will suit his style to wireless work. If
a pianist- lacks .t hose qualifications then he

any kind of public performance.

a successful radio
pianist. Defects in any

of the three points 1

ANOTHER GREAT PIANIST

each individual pianist is more responsible

his success-or otherwise-than any

specialised technique. Here, then, we see
that the radio pianist is in quite a different
class from the many other forms of wireless
entertainer.

One must remember that an individual
style of playing must come as naturally to

have mentioned might

possibly pass un-

noticed in concert performances, but they
would be considerably
accentuated by the
microphone.
If a pianist possesses

these attributes-and

other minor ones which

I have not set downand does not attempt
to force his style in the
broadcasting studio,

will stand an excellent chance of beIre

foibles of the microphone.
As far as I am concerned, a wireless studio
and a concert platform arc one and the same

of wireless technique.

find
(Look

Similarly, the pianist who attempts to
change his natural style of playing to suit
a new medium of entertainment is courting
trouble. Although it may be said that in
time a new style will be perfected, I do not
believe that real success can be obtained
as the result of a change of method.

style of playing to suit the whims and

nections were as shown in the instructions, and another set tried on the same
aerial and earth worked well,

answer) in the hope that readers will

goes to pieces.

By this, I mean that the pianist should be
well acquainted with the works lie intends
to perform, and should have a well-defined
idea of the manner in which he intends to
interpret them.

I believe necessary to the success of any
pianist on the wireless. But it is a fact that
I lave never attempted to alter my natural

audience,

Could you have told him
WHAT WAS WRONG ?

What happens if that sportsman attempts
to alter his style ? His game. immediately

Lastly, there must be a generally " tidy "

conception of the works to be played.

As a pianist who broadcast before the

earliest days of the old British Broadcasting
Company, it might be assumed that I have
by this time thoroughly acquainted myself
with all the difficulties and pitfalls of microphone technique as applied to pianists.
But I have not clone so. I have evolved no
special technique for my- wireless performances in the whole eight years of regular.
broadcasting in this country.
I am fully aware, of course, that certain
styles of playing are more suited to broadcasting work than others, and I will enumerate later those special qualifications which

up " But it wouldn't work, even on a

good aerial, though all the new con-

the really good pianist as an individual style
of games comes to a really good sportsman.

coming a

successful

radio artist. Without
them his chances are
extremely poor.
From the arguments
I have- catlined, it
SelomOn, the great virtuoso, who has frequently given recitals for the benefit
might be assumed that
of radio listeners.
wireless broadcasting
him, neither can he acquire them with any is less trying to the average concert pianists
great prospect of doing well.
than to any other class of entertainer.

In this short article it is not possible for
me to detail every attribute which I feel

This might be so-at any rate, after one has

pianist. I can, however, outline the main
essentials. They are three in number, and
are all equally important.
First of all, there is the question of touch.
This must be clear and precise, free of hard-

The First Broadcast.

is needful for the success of the radio

ness, and capable of producing a large

variety of tone. Secondly, there must be
neat pedalling-a point of weakness with
many pianists.

become accustomed to playing in the studio.

But it is generally agreed that the first

broadcast performance, whether of a
pianist or anyone else, is always something
of an ordeal if only on account of the novelty
of the experience. And the pianist who plays
under the excessive nerve strain of a first

appearance " is not likely to do himself,
or the composer of the works, full justice,
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" Using Two Transio. rniers"
of the same type

The AYES have it
A few extracts from the many letters received commenting
on the FERRANTI advertisement in " Popular Wireless
of June 14th, 1930:9)

" I also would like to confirm your advert. in P.I17 .,' June 14th. While it is dilliesit,
if not impossible, to obtain perfect reproduction with two of other makes of transformers, I
shall be only too pleased to demonstrate . . . that two of YOUR transformers can and
do give results that are as near to perfection as is possible with any present components."
(Signed) G. W. SMITH, Hinckley.

From the Wireless Dept. of L'wins' Orthopedic Centre, Bath.
" IVe firmly beliug in using identical FERRANTI A .F.3's, A.F.4's, and A.F.3 and
A .F.4 combinstionalln transformer -coupled reconstructions, and our results arc admitted
to ' best the local efforts.'

Ire agree that certain makes will not make a combination .
."
(Signed) HERBERT HART, Managing Partner.
.

" I was also very much surprised at the article in

formers.

.

.

.

Popular Tireless' regarding trans-

I am quite in agreement with the correspondent whose letter you publish.

I have been using a Dee. and 2 Trans. L.F. receiver, the transformers of which
are your A .F.3's. . . . I have never had any trouble from L.F. ' howling, feed -back, or
distortion,' of any hind."
.

.

.

(Signed) JosEPn JEAKINS, Newcastle -on -Tyne.

" I, too, having noticed the article in

..

Popular Wireless ' on. Transformer Troubles.
would like to express my entire. disagreement of it.
I remodelled my set and
included two A.F.3's with very gratifying results. I am working my set off A.C. mains,
.

using the same two A.F.3's which are now four years old, and results are so good that everyone
who hears my set envies me my possession of it."
(Signed) WM. HARDING, South Shields.
" It may interest you to know that for the last 18 months I have been using a demonstration
receiver . . . which contains three of your transformers, viz., A .F.5, A.F.5C., and an
0.P.3(e)
its quality is universally admired. This experience
.
.
confounds, I should think, the argument against using a plurality of similar makes of transformers in the SiVIIC receiver-at least when Ferranti are used.
.

.

.

(Signed) REGINALD J. H. NUTCHELL (lleV011p011).

" I decided to build a quality amplifier for my pick-up. In the first stage I put an A .F.3,
and in the second an -1.F.3 . . . rend the result is, when a moving -coil speaker is
attached on the output,quality is truly amazing, and there is not the slightest suspicion of
an L.F. oscillation at all."
(Signed) ADRIAN EVANS, Birmingham.

* Two identical Transformers WILL
work well together
if they are

FE

NTO

TRANSFORMERS
FERRANTI LTD.

HOLLINWOOD

LANCASHIRE
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'Various direction -finding (or " D.E.") systems are
employed, in some of which the direction-pnder is on

this being the grid end. The other end of the

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

grid coil (or " secondary ") goes to the beginning of

the ship,. and in others a direction -finding station
ashore sends out a radio beam, like the. revolving
beam of a lighthouse, which tells all ships within
range in which direction the radio lighthouse lies.
A further development which is actually under
trial in the Clyde uses a microphone close to the
syren' of the lightship or lighthouse. With this
system the wireless operator first hears the syren in
the headphones, and later picks it up by ear, the
time interval between the two (ether waves and air

the aerial coil and to the second pin (which goes
externally to earth filament. etc.). The reaction coil
goes across the other remaining pins, one of which
wilt make contact with the H.F. choke, and the other
with plate, etc. (If reaction effects are not at first

(Continued from paye 490.)

obtainable, simply reverse these two windings).

INSERTING A SPARE H.F. CHOKE.

EARTH WIRE EFFICIENCY.
H. H. (Keighley).-" I have a three -valve
set (Pet. and Low -frequency) with a tuner
D. D. N. (Chistlehurst, Kent).-'I am
unit. I have a spare high -frequency choke _ very keen on trying the short-wave stations,
which I would like to use in my set. Would and with this in mind, have arranged a really
it be of any advantage, and what would be good aerial. But my earth lead cannot
the best way to put it in ? (1 am enclosing -a posiibfy be good.
spare wiring diagram.)"

source of the waves.
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TECHNICAL
TWISTERS

" However I arrange it there will have to be a

Probably the choke will make but little difference
if you are. using the exact L.F. transformer which was
specified for this set. But if you are using a different
transformer it might make a world of difference both
.
to quality and to ease of handling. , .

long run across concrete, and 1 am told this
may be a great drawback to short-wave re-

in any case. All you have to do to give it a trial Is to

A good earth wire connection is always well worth
while if it can possibly he arranged, but you need not

"

As you have the choke we should certainly try it
disconnect the H.T. and L.T. batteries first, and
then wire the H.F. choke between" the points marked
36 and 37 on your diagram.

Then join up the batteries again and see what

difference has been effected in the results obtained.
If you notice a big improvementit will be because

the primary of the first L.F. transformer was not
acting as an H.F. choke as ,well, as the designers
intended. but needed another H.F. choke in series
with it to separate your H.F. and L.F.

SHORT-WAVE COIL WINDINGS.

S. M. (Lound).-" Left over from a previous set I hive a tubular coil and a coil
holder of the type which has four pins in a

straight line, one being spaced well away from
the other three. I want to use this for going
down on the short waves.
" My idea is to have a tapped aerial primary
coil close to a grill coil and a separate reaction

The coil former has eight ribs, and is
in. diameter and nearly 3 in. long. Would

coil.
2

waves) giving the distance of the ship from the

24 D.C.C. wire be all right for the coils, and if

so, how many turns should I want for

20

to 35 metres 1"

For this wave -band we should use a 5 -turn primary
tapped at the second and third turns as well as at the

ends; a 6 -turn secondary or grid coil; and 8 turns
for the reaction.

ception.

Is the earth connection very im-

portant on the very high frequencies used in
short-wave working ?

No, 18.-THE LEAD-IN.

despair if you are unable to arrange a short direct
connection to earth, as the same effect may sometimes be obtained by means of a " counterpoise."
This, as you probably know, takes the form of a
" False Aerial," being simply a well -insulated
" aerial " system placed close to the ground intead

CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING

LETTERS?

Like the aerial, the lead-in must be
to

The lead-in must be

Such an arrangement is usually very efficient on
ordinary wave -lengths, and you may find that with
quite a small counterpoise in conjunction with your
good aerial you will get good reception.
Often in similar circumstances the American

H FC

000/

0 0 00 0

00/
0003
35

#7."

11

H.T

-

LT

Sbv/rcH

-0005

away from metal surfaces, gutter -pipes,
etc., or capacity leakage may take place
. .
. so formed.
across the

short-wave broadcasters can be plekcsd up even

As the lead-in should be as
as possible, the set should be placed

without any earth -wire at all, or with such a simple
" counterpoise " as is made by a coil of insulated wire

;ollied to the earth terminal and placed below the'
fable on which the set is standing.

"WHO'D A THOUGHT IT ? "
V. G. T. (Derby).-" I had a rather annoying breakdown which has taken me a week to
locate and incidentally enlarged my flies'
skating rink. Of course, I ought to have
known better, but I did not, and have now

Swirc,

ZOO CEN7WE TOPPED

L.T

-

4/783

Here are the " components " required for a plugwith easy switching for long
The coil sizes are shown (near the three contact wave -change switch), and very good results
can be obtained with the set connected up for condenser -control of reaction. To do this a separate
aerial coil is used for lower waves and halt the long wave aerial coil is brought in series with the reaction
coil for long waves. Could you wire up the circuit ?
in -coil
waves.

(Look out for the answering diagram next week.)

Between the first pin and the edge of the Coll

wind on the five turns for the primary (24 D.C.C.),
allowing tapping places at the second, and, if you
like, at the third and fourth turns as well as at the
end of the coil. Next, between the first and second
pins on the former, and spaced about three -eighths of
an Inch away from the aerial coil, wind on 6 turns
for the secondary winding, the direction of the
winding being the same as the aerial.
Finally, on the other side of the second pin, and
spaced about three -eighths of an inch from the
secondary winding, wind on the, reaction coil of

8 turns, the direction In this case being the same

as for the other two windings.
Connect ap one end of the grid coil to the first pin,

as near to it as can be arranged.

The lead-in wire should be a continuaif possible, as losses

tion of the

will be likely to occur at any
however well made.

Last week's missing words (in order)
were : Less ; Divides ; Two.

77:

learned something else.

" The symptoms were, it just faded nicely

away and never a sound or an oscillation could
I get. I tried fresh valves, coils, tested L.T.

was alive and no connections broken.
" My set, by the way, is the Magic ' Three,
which contains a 25,000 ohms resistance, and
whilst moving this, holding both ends, music
suddenly burst forth. I said, Who'd a
thought it !

TEST VOLTAGES FOR CONDENSERS.
S. T. B. (Clapham Common, London, S.W.).
-" I have been surprised to notice that
although it is usual to find condensers used for

wireless have a sort of " safety margin " (in
that they ,are tested on a higher voltage than
the working voltage). there seems no fixed
relationship between the two voltages.
" Sometimes twice the working voltage is

" The component was what I thought a
reliable make, and I cannot understand it

specified, e.g. the " tested -at -500 -volts " condenser in a 230 D.C. mains unit. Sometimes

very rare there are many ways in which it might be
caused. Sometimes it is an imperfectly -made joint

opinion ? What is the real position as regards
safety ? "
The differences that you have noticed are partly
due to the fact that condensers are used for very different purposes, and partly because they are employed on mains of different classes.
Full details of the insulation requirements that are
considered necessary for radio by The Institution of
Electrical Engineers can be obtained on application
to the Secretary of the Institution, at Savoy Hill,
London, W.C.2.
It will be found that where radio apparatus is
connected to the ordinary type of direct current
supply mains, the minimum test voltage for most
" mains " condensers is twice the supply voltage.
Where the' apparatus is connected to Alternating
Current (A.C.) mains, the minimum test voltage
should be three times the H.M.S. value of the A.C.
volts across the condenser. (For the purpose of this
requirement any condenser connected through a
rectifier to a source of A.C. shall he deemed to be
operating at that voltage.)
r. When a condenser is used in an output filter
circuit' to isolate loud -speaker terminals from the
anode .voltage, the 'minimum test voltage shall be
three times the D.C. voltage used to energise the

breaking down. Can you explain it ? "
Although a breakdown in such circumstances is
between the sections of the resistance itself, and
resistance and the terminal or end -contact that
makes connection with the external wiring of the

s imetimes it is a connection between one end of this

*
WAVE CH4AVOE

spaced well

the short waves, in fact, more so there than on

and H.T., but nothing doing. Every wire

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No.14

or signalS will leak

well

of high in the air, amid connected to the earth terminal
in place of the usual direct connection.

component.
Wire -wound resistances are less likely to give rise
to such breakdowns because mechanically the

strength of wire is very considerable, and nothing in
the way of expansion or shrinkage is likely to affect
its electrical contact. This is not always the case

with other types of resistance, and it sometimes
happens that conductivity is greatly affected by
temperature, etc., Instead of remaining constant as

it was designed to do.
In your case there was evidently a complete break
until your fingers bridged across from one end of the

resistance to the other. thus restoring a conductive
path momentarily, and putting you on the track of
the fault.

CENTRE TAP OR X COIL ?
(Middlesbrough).--" Which is the
more selective for an aerial coil, a centre -tap
or an X coil ? "
T. L.

The X coil gives greater selectivity as only
small proportion of its turns are in the aerial circuit
instead of the 50 per cent. which a centre -tapped

'aerial connection gives.

WIRELESS DIRECTION -FINDING.
" ZONC "

(Torquay).-" When a ' ship

is

approaching a foggy coast and wants a wireless indication of her whereabouts, does this
come from a direction -finding station on shore,

or is the necessary apparatus on the ship
itself ? "

snore than twice is said to be necessary.
Why should there be these differences of

anode (er anodes) of -the last valve, or valves.

THE " NEUTYPE " FOUR.
Neutype'
J. N. (Haarlem, Holland).-"
Four. I cannot have the publication from my
newspaper agent in Haarlem. Where is it I
send to obtain ? "
The " Neutype " Four was described in " P.W."
No. 417 (May 31st issue). Any back number of
" P.W." which is still in print can be.obtained from
The Amalgamated Press; Ltd. Back Number Department, Bear Alley, Farringdon Street, London,
D.C.4.

Price 4d, Rost frge.
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As simple
as

.......and you

save 50°,/. of tile
running costs
of your Portable
Fit anWheo'Portable

t noir!

Fit the very latest development in All -British All -Electric
Radio-THE " EKCO" ALL -POWER UNIT, specially
designed to fit snugly in all Portables but also designed
for use with any type of set from one to five valves consuming up to 20 m/a.

All you have to do is slip this amazingly efficient Unit
into the space previously occupied by your battery-

connect your battery and accumulator leads to the
"EKCO" Unit terminals-plug the " EKCO " Adaptor

into the nearest electric light or power socket, and then,
switch-on-that's all. Fitted in less than three minutes.
MODEL C.P.1. for A.C. Mains combines Trickle
Charger and H.T. Unit, eliminating batteries and keeping
any 2, 4 or 6 volt accumulator fully charged. Tappings:
S.G. (60-80 volts); 0-120 ; 120/150 (100 volts only, if
required)

-

-

-

-

£6.

-

0. 0.

MODEL 1V.20 for A.C. Mains, eliminating H.T.

batteries only. Tappings: S.G. (60-80 volts); 0-120;
120/150 (100 volts only if required)
MODEL 1V.20 for D.C. Mains, eliminating H.T.
Battery only. Tappings: S.G. (60.80 volts); 0-120;

£4. 12. 6.

120/150 volts

-

-

-

-

£2. 1 0. 0.

Westinghouse Metal Rectifier-flexible output leads and
variable tapping in A.C. Models.
Write for details of the " Ekco-lectrie "

Receivers,

radio's supreme two and three

*

Marconi Valves are used by

Imperial

Airways,

for unfailing dependability.
3
If it's range you want you must have
H F. valves capable of great amplification with stability.
MARCONI
SCREEN GRID VALVES, by reason of
advanced design and rigid construction,
ensure the greatest useful amplification

per stage.

Put them in your set and

hear stations you have never heard
before ! Here is
for every set.

FOR BAT (ERY OPERATED SETS

FOR A.C. MAINS SETS

M.S.4 (Indirectly Heated). S Point 8 (Directly Heated)

Marconi

Experls produced the
Screen Grid Valves.

British

That lead

for

ALL PORTABLES

Obtainable 01 Easy Payments.

illustrat:d literature!

Write for NEW

E. K. Cole Ltd.,

" Ekco " Works, Leigh -on -Sea.
34'

Dept. A.

the range-a type

S.215 (2 volt) recommen!ed for S.G. Portables
S.410 (4 volt)
S.610 (6 volt)

First

POWER SUPPLY UNITS

B.B.C.,

Croydon Control Tower

valve sets.

Plug - in-that's all!

The

Metropolitan Police, Trinity House
Lightships and Beacon Stations,

is

still maintained.

R6og0
&VIES
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comparative efficiency of this type of speaker

FOR THE LISTENER.

readers who wish to take advantage of the
volume obtainable from a moving -coil
speaker often complain of the fact that the
reproduction is " boomy."

NOTES.

Hendon.

Hendon was difficult to visualise, in spite

of the noble efforts of Squadron -Leader
He!more and Captain Meal loch. It is
something to be seen with the bodily eye-

a crowd of a quarter of a million, and fifty
'planes in the air at one time.
The lively commentators did their job in
a light-hearted almost boyish rivalry, turn

and turn about, weaving their tale, andyes, once or twice they helped me to see
quite plainly. I saw the airship R 101,
and I saw Major Sandbag drop with a bump
from the flaming Blimp. But, next year,

by hook or crook, I shall be one of the
quarter of a million-with a very tired
neck at the end of a perfect day !
Wimbledon.

As it happened, I had been

and others. is .always cropping up, and

TECHNICAL

(Continued from page 486.)

Wimbledon

the day before, so I had the background
perfectly ; the gallery of packed faces

tinning in unison now to the right and now
to the left as the ball flew ; the green of the
court, worn bare of grass on the baselines ;
the voice of the loud speaker shouting the
score continually in the ear ; the sighs, the

By Dr.J.H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst. P.
4

The High Notes.

As a matter of fact, you will quite
frequently find this quality from the moving coil speaker. Indeed, some people actually
prefer this particular type of speaker for this

Wave -Traps.

IHAVE at various times been told by readers

that the addition of a wave -trap to a

receiver has not only had the effect for

which the trap was intended-that

very reason. It brings out some types of
reproduction particularly well-for instance,

is,

separating out interfering stations, but has
actually increased the volume of reception.
This increase in volume is not merely an

the drums and many kinds of musical
instrument.

So far as the high notes are concerned,

imaginary increase (due to the cutting out of

the interfering station), but is a real inde-

these generally do not come out so well, or

pendent increase of volume.

if they are reproduced at proper strength

they often seem still to have a certain

Questions of Efficiency.

" boominess " surrounding them.

At.first sight it seems rather queer that a
wave -trap, which in one sense is nothing to
do with the set itself, should increase the
efficiency of the set. Probably the reason is
that the wave -trap in the aerial circuit may
have the effect of preventing oscillation in
the circuit-or rather of making the set less
liable to oscillate-in which case the operator is able to adjust the circuit to a condition

Raising the Frequency.

The natural resonance frequency of the
moving -coil speaker can be raised by reducing the mass of the moving parts-that
is, making the moving coil itself and the
diaphragm as light as possible, and also by
stiffening or tightening up the diaphragm
controls.

Instead of leaving the diaphragm almost

of greater efficiency.

cheers..

The umpire on his high step -ladder with
the microphone arching his head, and

IIIIII IIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIII III IIIIII IIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIII II

Wakelam's quiet and tense commentary,

Yes,

have to choose between Bill Tilden and
Albert Whelan.

Mr. A. C. MacLaren, sounding rather
gruff and slightly peeved, had depressed
me with his account of the second day of
the Second Test, but Albert Whelan's
stories put me right again. Albert at his
best is a top-notcher.

He can serve up an old story with his

own sauces and flavours to make a chestnut
taste succulent as a pod of green peas just

picked from the row. I liked that one
about the captain of a ship and his en-

amusing fantasy; on July 10th, should

be worth listening to. Fakrash-el-Asmash

is a name to conjure with. So is any

Oriental bottle, for that matter. Any
amount of fun came out of this brass one.
Belinda.
.

Don't miss this fine three pennyworth, dealing practically and helpfully
with the whole question of loudspeaker reproduction.
Among the special articles will be

CHOOSING AND
USING
LOUDSPEAKERS

CORRECTING
YOUR
QUALITY

she may get through the customs all right.
I shall probably be
She is well

But I want you _to meet
overcharged !
Belinda. Please meet Belinda ! -

MAKING YOUR
OWN
LOUDSPEAKER

USUAL PRICE
ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
Thus on this theory the wave -trap does
not directly increase the eflicieney of the set,

but rather helps to remove other _causes
which were previously preventing the set
from being worked at its maximum efh.
ciency.

At any rate, whatever the explanation
may be, it is useful to know that a wave trap often does two good things at oncecuts out interference and also improves

May I introduce you to Belinda ? We
It
may sound a bit scandalous, but " Honi receiver efficiency.
" She ,is, to - be precise, my
soit
tortapie.. I call her -by a feminine name "Roomy " ReproductiOn.
A letter from a reader says " I have conbecause she is capable of talking all day
and all night- withEnit-i3topping, and if structed a moving -coil loud speaker which
ever she does stop it isn't her fault. I will gives a very ' deep' response and appears
tell you next week how she'behaves on the to have no, high note output. Can you
journey. She wears a mackintosh, and please tell me how I might improve it ? I
carries her luggage inside her. So I hope believe my 'set is above suspicion. I believe
are -going -together to:ItOrto-morrow.

==

SPECIAL LOUDSPEAKER NUMBER

gineer who changed places. I like the old
ones. There is that lovely story about
(Quite so ! Ako, tut; tut !-En.)

The Brass Bottle.
Cecil Lewis's production of Anstey's

I I I Li:

of " P.W." will be a

sport is great stuff, and I hope I shall never
Chamber Music !

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII III1III IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE

the lithe, muscular, amazingplayers. Captain

shot by shot, was a work of art.

IIII

you were discussing this question some time
ago. but I cannot find the reference."
The question -rif the particular characteristics of moving -coil loud speakers and the

3d.

freely floating, it may be supported at its
edge by paper having a little extra stiffness,
and this may be shellac varnished or cellulose varnished.
Anything which reduces the mass of the

moving system, or increases the restoring
force called into play when 'the snowing
system is displaced, will raise,the
the natural
frequency, and consequently
tend to
make the speaker More responsive to this
higher frequencies.
Test the Amplifier.

_

Incidentally, I suspect frohi the above
letter that the receiver itself is not all that
might be desired, and that the fault does
not lie entirely in the moving -coil speaker.

This, however, can very simply be discovered by trying one or two other types of
speaker on the same receiver.

Personally, I have always- had a great

fondness for the moving -coil type of loud
(Continued on page 502.)
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Bui3 d the Star set

the seasen

c

-The

VALVES, BATTERIES 6 -

LOUDSPEAKER. TO

MASTER TWO

N

Price of parts, complete with valves
Equal to any three -valve receiver for
volume and selectivity.
Hear

the New Amplion cabinet
speaker suitable for above set -

loud
-

a

Zs0

Hear also the Peter Grassman Dynamic unit
and chassis, suitable for home use, giving

large volume and clarity

on small input 2,1 .1 -.6

THE NEW BLUE SPOT UNITS AND CHASSIS
NOW IN STOCK :

66R. Power Unit - - 35/- Chassis 15t' -66P. Intermediate Unit 27/6 Chassis 15

WILL DAY LTD®
19, LISLE STREET.

Now is the time you reed
that extra punch en the H.F.
side, when summer time

lessens the range of the
transmitting station. Reach out with
a Dynaplus Screened 3 and bring in
the foreign programmes, loud, clear,
strong, entirely free from local inter-

3

ference.

It is the greatest S.G.3 yet designed.
Everything comes to you ready to go
together quickly, simply and without fear of error.

Its compact layout. clean cut and
substantial appearance stamp it with
the mark of the professional.
A,/, !Aut. drab, I.Ut it

ASK YOUR. D-Ear

FOR. THE FREE
BLUEPRINTS

LEICESTER SQ., W.C.2

VARTAGE1.

E

TCREEIMED

COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS

S-12 -9
°Ma Tactrti
.

. NEWTS °

In case of difficulty, write direct to tne
manufacturers, giving your dealer's
name and address.

VOLTRON ELECTRIC LTD.
Queensway, Ponders End, Middlesex.

A Treasure Chest
of Manly Stories

THERE is no finer weekly paper for manly boys than
CHUMS ! Every issue is brim full of fine com-

plete yarns of school, adventure, sport, peril on
the high seas, of bandits and -great mysteries. There

are special articles on Hobbies and Sports, and all
the pictures are by first-class artists: CHUMS is
exactly the paper boys have always wanted. Start
this week and buy it regularly for your boy.

CHUMS

On Sale at

all Newsagents, etc.

Every Saturday, 2d.

aWESTINGHOUSE0

METAL RECTIFIERS

TYPE A
FOR LOW TENSION D.C.
A. 3

D.C. Output 9 volts.
r amp.

2316

Send 2d. Stamp for our 32 -page book,
" The All Metal Way 1930," giving full

details of these and other units-high
and low tension, and full instructions and
circuits for making A.C. mains units
of all types.

THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL CO., LTD.,
82, YORK ROAD, K1NC'S CR088, LONDON, N.1

A.4.

D.C. Output 9 volts
2 amps.

3916
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued front page 500.)

THE PICK-UP

speaker, notwithstanding its rather boomy

JACK OF THE

cautions in the receiver and in the speaker
this effect can be reduced to a minimum,

" A.P." AMPLIFIER

"NUCALL"

Interphones.

The MOST EFFICIENT
and ECONOMICAL Tele-

phone for use in THE

HOME or OFFICE.
Call -note and Speaking

both ways between any
two or more rooms.
The " NUCALL" Telephone eliminates the
most unreliable part of all small telephones,
i.e. the electric bell or buzzer call.

A very novel and distinctive Call -note is
used which is thoroughly reliable and far
superior to the bell or buzzer call used in
other telephones.

quality, as by attention to simple preThe baffle board is an important and

Another of my readers wants to know
whether he is likely to suffer any inconvenience owing 'to the fact that in the neighbouring house two different radio receivers

are usually in operation in two different
rooms, one being a three -valve receiver
working on an outdoor aerial, the other a

Each pair of Instruments is GUARANTEED

He says that * Inasmuch as there are
eight valves in close proximity to my own
three -valve receiver, there is probably a
serious adverse effect caused to my reception."
It is extremely unlikely that the portable
set Will cause- any interference whatever,

PRICE, including 25 yards
Flexible connecting cord,

Per Pair 28/6

Extra connecting cord 2d. per yard.

"NUCALL" Interphones

will

work from any small dry or wet

and the only cther possibility is that the

PRICE of two Dry Cells lasting
18 months 3/ SO SIMPLE THAT ANYONE

three -valve

27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.I.

'Phone:
ustnt rn 832).

We SPECIALISE in the supply
of all Good Quality Radio Sets,
Coinponents and Accessories on
Easy Terms. We will give you
Send us your list

of requirements and a quotation
will be sent by return.
London Radio Supply Company,
I

I OAT LANE, NOBLE STREET,LONDON,E.C.2
NATIONAL 1977

EXACT
TUNERS
250 to 2,000 min s

It is not a question of how many valves
are employed in the aggregate, but rather
the type of receiver in which they are used
and the manner in which it is operated.
I should say that, in the circumstances in

question, any interference from these two
sets would be entirely negligible, and even
the " absorption " effect would be quite
inappreciable.
Receiver Design.

Ever since the early clays of broadcast

reception attempts have been made to
produce a simple and practical receiver
which can be operated on the " press -the -

button" principle, so that an entirely
unskilled listener can instantly receive any
desired station within the range of the
receiver.

To a certain extent these attempts have

been successful, and, so far as a single
station is concerned, there are plenty of

radio sets which can truly be described as
" press -the -button " sets.

When a number of different, stations
are to be included in the range of the
instrument the problem, of course, is not

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,

of " buttons " marked with the different

an st rongly recommend

roils arc required. Send P.C. for particulars
and circuit n-FREE.
Croft Works, Priory Place, Coventry.

ALL APPLICATIONS for ADVERTISING
SPACE in POPULAR WIRELESS " must
Agents,

JOHN H.
4, LUDGATE CIRCUS,L1LE LONDON, E.C.4.

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE

MOST NEWS

.

Terminals. Easily fitted to any set for out-

put or input connections.

SEND FOR OUR 58pp. CATALOGUE. POSTAGE 2d.

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD.

9-10-11 Cursitor St., Chancery Lane. London,E.C.4

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF-CHARCING,

ECONOMICAL

SILENT,

sq. 1/3 doz.
X
JARS (wasel),
ZINGS. new type 10d doz. Sacs 1/2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4/1, post 9d,
Sample unit. 6d. Illus. booklet free.

Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS, 30/,

3 -VALVE SET. is.

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

set with the outdoor aerial

/ Thom, ads of these toilers on.
In Its- anti iv,
I hem. No furl 1141'

be made to the Sole Advertising

Illustration is full size.

A neat Single Open. Circuit Jack with

STOCKWELL. LONDON.

receiver may produce some interference, but
this again I think is very unlikely.

-EASY TERMS efficient service.

EACH.

portable set comprising five valves.

battery of about 3 volts.

CAN INSTAL IT IN ONE HOUR.
Delivery from stock, by return post.
FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maher,

1 /3

Local Interference ?

NO BREAKDOWNS owing to corroded
electric bell or spring Contacts are possible
-such Contacts are entirely avoided in the
" NUCALL" Interphones.
for 2 years.

PRICE

essential feature of a moving coil loud
speaker, to which careful attention must be
given if the best results are to be -obtained.

quite so simple, but it has been solved with
more or less success by providing a series

stations, or a dial upon which the names of

the stations are marked and which only
has to be turned to the desired station.
Simplified Operation.
of

Variations in the operating conditions
the receiver itself (as well as slight

variations in the transmitted wave -lengths)

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC -

have' always made this problem a rather
difficult one. Still, there is no doubt that
to a large extent the receiver of the im-

C. E Radio Controller

really popular appeal is concerned, must be
reduced to something like " press -the button " simplicity of operation.

FONTEYN & CO. LTD.

is giving serious attention to this aspect of
the design of wireless receivers, and at the
forthcoming Radio Exhibition in London

finds faults in your set
,Write for Illustrated Leaflet...to
2 to 6, Bland ford Mews,Baker St.,W.1

mediate future, at any rate so far as its

In the United States the radio industry

(Continued on next page.)

2DH

SPADES and P1
2DS

C

HOOKS and

."

614,Croi Ito:

E'r EPINS
,2.scI. each.

2DP
_

2DI i ,._
rm

J. J. EASTICK & SONS,

Bunhill Row,
ti-Mi) 118London,
E.C.1.

IS the Motor
Mastering
Man

This is the question that Professor D.
Fraser -Harris, M.D., D.Sc., the wellknown. lecturer and author, is asking in
an intriguing article in this week's THIS

AND THAT. The state of things on

at the present moment, in
which every fins week -end brings a dozen

our roads

deaths from motor accidents and every
sank Holiday a score, is one which too
many people are apt to take for granted.
" Is it 'true," Professor Fraser -Harris
asks, " that Man's inventions have carried
him over the border of the safety line?

Britain is the only country in the world'
wheie a licence to drive a car can be obtained

without a medical

certificate.

How many drivers at present on our

such a
roads could
certificate ? Read this fascinating article
honestly obtain

TO -DAY in

This and

That

NOW ON SALE.

2

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS,
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COOL SPEAKERS DEMAND

TECHNICAL NOTES.

SIX- SIXTY CONE PAPER

(Continued from previous page.)

" POPULAR WIRELESS " says :

there will be several examples of wireless

" There is everything in
favour of buying a complete kit of parts and
nothing against it. You
get all the little items,
such as screws, etc., and

sets designed and constructed with this
object in view.

" Losser " Volume Control.

your panel is neatly
drilled for you. Moreover,
you are certain that every
component is suitable for

One of the many methods of volunp.

control which, in certain eases, is part it ularly convenient is to introduce a variable

the set-that

resistance of fairly high value into the

secondary circuit of the receiver (for ex-

ample, a detector and, say, two low frequency amplifiers).

Unless your cone -paper is of the

very best quality-SIX-SIXTY--

you cannot expect the purest tone
from cone -speaker.

Be sure

to

use SIX -SIXTY CONE -PAPER.

Made in two sizes, 12 in. square

and 19 in. square, with cutting -out
diagram on reverse side. Full instructions are included.

$11 X=S II XV%
CONE PAPER
Made by the makers of the famous Sit -Sixty Valves.

Six -Sixty Radio Co. Ltd., Six -Sixty House,
Rathbone Place, Oxford
Telephone: Museum 6116.7.

THE
DIX-ONEMETER
It has Two Clear Scales with
Mirror for Accurate Reading ; only 6 Terminals, but 50 Ranges.
NOW
BIG
ONLY

BARGAIN

LIST OF

LABORA-

A remarkably

low price for

TORY AP

£10

PARA7US
AND RECEIVERS
SENT
ON APPLICATION.

a meter worth
Fr.:.

Novice

Expert.

or

Tesl Bookie'
Free.

-

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

218. Upper Thames Street, London. E.C.4
II

0191

15,000

If you, too, wish to
advance to a well -paid

post in any branch of
engineering, T.I.U.B.
home -study training
offers you the surest

ENGINEERS
This 124 -pp. book furnishes the

,

1930 MAGIC FO"..
,/
1930 MAGIC THREE

system of volume control.
There are some methods of volume
control which introduce distortion, and

,

therefore cannot be considered as pure
volume control methods. For instance, the
simplest of all volume controls consists

MULLARD MASTER TWO
ETC., ETC.

Cash or Easy Terms.
Lists on application.

lilt II liIlint la

1.

1

ll I 111 Ill lllllll tlllllt

second station.

Flattens Tuning.

The method mentioned above, which is
described as. the " losser "
method, although it does not upset the
quality of reproduction, has the effect of
flattening the tuning and consequently of
diminishing the selectivity of the set.
sometimes

If you are working with stations

close

together on the dial, where selectivity is
very important, this method of volume
control may for this reason be unsuitable.
In a ease where the losser method cannot
be used, for the reasons mentioned above.

it is better to use some form of

control on the low -frequency side.

volume'

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,

LONDON BRIDGE, LONDON. S.E.1

Telephone : HOP5555 (Private Exchange).

PATENTS. TRADE MARKS.

Inventions
Advice
and Con
sultations FREE.
-13.Handbook
T. RING. C.I.M.E..
Regd.Patent Office (G.B.. U.S. and Canada),

146a,
Queen
Victoria Street. London, E.C.4.
43
years'
references
'Plume Cent. 0682.
Any make

REPAIRS

of 1..0. Transformer Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired
and despatched within

48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/- post
Terms to Trade.

Counterpoise.

Although we are always advised to use a

*IT short earth lead, many people find it
impossible, owing to local conditions, to
use a lead of less than, perhaps, 20 to 30
feet in length. I have several times been
asked whether it is better in such a case to

free.

TRANSFORMER
REPAIR CO.,
" Repairs " Dept.,
953,

GARRATT LANE,

TOOTING,

S. W.17

IN
"RADIO FOR THE
MILLION"

gives a counterpoise capacity effect similar
to that produced by the earth itself.
It is difficult to state any general rule in
the matter, but I should certainly say that

record of

T.I.G.B.

means of achieving the
success you desire.

;

to cause bad quality of reproduction, but
also actually to bring up (in the case of a
selective set, and with two stations very
close together) actual interference from a

you

KITS OF PARTS.

,,,,,,,,,

the quality of the reproduction this,
of course, is an essential to any proper

employ a counterpoise earth, that is, a
kind of dummy aerial near the ground, or,
at any rate, below the true aerial, which

SUCCESSES
is
the
The

...

The resistance may be up to about 500
ohms, and when used in this way it has the
advantage that it does not interfere with

in slight detuning, but this is liable not only

Price 1;9 and 2;9.

50/-

_

is if

purchase an approved kit
such as is sold by Ready
Radio."

in most cases it would be better to use
even a longer earth lead than to go in for
124
PAGET

most complete informaticn
ever published about the many professional qualifications
spelt to engineers, such as A,M.Inst.C.E..
A.M.I.E.E.. A.M.I.A.E., etc.: describes yearly 200
Courses, the widest selection of engineering
courses in
the world; and is crammed with matters of interest
to
every engineer. If you are

ambitious.
The
T.I.G.B.
cancopy
help of
you-write
TO
-NIGHT
for
your FREE
"The Engineer's
Guide.
to
Success."
stating
branch,
post,
or
qualification that interests you.
The Technological Institute of Great Britain.
Estatdished 1917.
26, Temple Bar House, London, E.C.4.
PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

a counterpoise.
For one thing, the counterpoise is apt to
be troublesome to instal, and for another
thing, it is not so efficient as even a moder-

ately good earth connection. The main
point to bear in mind about the earth connection is not so much the length .as the

Belling -Lee 9 -way Battery Cord with
Belling -Lee Wander Plugs and Spade
Terminals.

5/9

Also specired : Belling -Lee Terminals.

Price GI.

resistance and inductance.

Its inductance will almost certainly

be

negligible compared to the inductance

already in the aerial circuit, and provided
its ohmic resistance is kept very low (by,

FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Advt. of Belling S Lee, Ltd., Queenswuy
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.

using stout copper wire) there should be no

serious drawback in an earth lead even
20 feet long or more.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS"
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
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PORTABLE SET

PROTECTION.

The Wates three -in -one Meter avoids the bugbear of
" run down " portable set batteries. Many a picnic

or an evening programme has been spoilt through
neglecting to test the H.T. and L.T.
Make the Wales Meter your " portable " protection.
In the home and garage too, the Wates Meter has a
thousand uses. It enables you to test immediately

the lighting and ignition of your
car, electric bells and other elec-

trical apparatus, and is invaluable for instantly detecting any
faults

obscure

may

which

Occur.

Obtain one now, no house with

a wireless set should be without one.

gliCINEERS!
Cadt we get together

FURTHER
NORTHERN NOTES.
From our SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

*

112.2

THE strange silence of the B.B.C. with

regard to the disbandment of the
Northern Wireless Orchestra has been
cleared up by a decision which is
surprising and totally unexpected.
Although the Glasgow orchestra was disbanded months ago and the B.B.C. an-

nounced its decision in April to disband the
Birmingham orchestra next September,.. no

definite statement concerning the future
of the Northern Wireless Orchestra at
Manchester has been made until I secured
an announcement of policy from a B.B.C.
official, the other day.

Previously it was known that the Manchester orchestra had been re-engaged on

contracts which expire in September, and it
was generally assumed that the Northern
Wireless Orchestra would disappear at the
same time as the Birmingham orchestra.
After the definite announcement regarding
Birmingham, a similar statement was
expected concerning the Manchester
orchestra, but for two months B.B.C. officials

met all the inquiries with non -committal
answers ; which leads one to assume that

on
there has been a good deal of
the subject within the B:B.C.
Now, however; I am told officially that
the Northern Wireless Orchestra will

certainly not be disbanded until the end
of this year. Indeed, its existence may

met or. Rearrangei9/9
plugs torn adings.lJ
READINGS

Meter Case for standard

0-6 Volts
0-30 Milllamps
Resistance 5,000 ohms_
C--150 Volts

Sat incite lined
well made.

model.

substantial fittings2/6

Perini No. 32211e,

Obtainable from all radio dealers

or

write

direct

for

WAT E S

RADIO TEST METER

184.183.Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2
M

Make

THE DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper.

WE CREDIT YOU.

Orchestra is to continue to exist until the
North Regional station is in full service,
after which North Regional broadcast
orchestral music will be obtained from
" outside " orchestras supplemented by an
octet at Manchester.
Summer Relays.

During the summer concerts are regularly
being relayed from such holiday resorts,as
Scarborough, Blackpool, Harrogate, BUxtern

THE RECENTONE

annic's " departure on her maiden voyage

I 2,4

O.

Balance 11 monthly
payments of 12 4
THE PERFECT
MOVING COIL.

T.T.

is an economical

and ideal H.T. supply.
Model W5 A.C. Mains,

10/9 down and Balance
by 11 monthly payments
of 10/9.
SEND FOR OUR LISTS.

incw times %atu Co.
77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

can do

the same.

We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation
waiting to help you whether you be novice or
expert. If you wish for something more than
bread and butter " job you owe it to yourself to
investigate our Service.
Our hIlindbook, " Engineering Opportunities," has
pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of
your fellows. It contains details of A.M.1.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.

Struct.E., London Metric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,
Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches

of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless

Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

NO PASS-NO FEES

a Wiliam foreword Prof. A M Low less
cLarly the chancel you are missing.
" Engineering Opportunities " and our advice ass
quite FREE. Don't neglect this offer-give vent to
and send a postcard NOW
that ' upward urge
stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.
In

British Institute of Engineering Technology,

101 Shakespeare House, 29-31 Oxford Street,W.1

HYDRA
CONDENSERS

that smaller formations, such as

EPOCH 66 P.M.

PORTABLE TYPE
H.T. ELIMINATOR

BOOK TO -DAY

couragement will be given to local orchestras and local talent generally. It is be-

Don't Waste Money.

t.

WRITE FORTH'S

Use

complete B.B.C. orchestras, tangible en-

A Wonderful Speaker

tBor iyn

you can earn £300.
£400, £500 per year
or more. Other men
are doing it, and you

told, " namely, that. instead of maintaining

And then" The policy in the North Region will be
the same as that in other regions," I am

Southport., Bridlington, and Whitby, and
recently there have been such outstandim
events as the running commentary on the

EVERYTHING RADIO STOCKED.

the

The best Eliminators,
The best Mains Sets

octets, will he adequate for studio purposes."
Apparently the Northern Wireress

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO. (Dept. PAP.),

is

continue into the first quarter of next year.

lieved

`4 'OLT-AMP

we ask

chance to prove that

IT'S 'WES,

Local Talent, and Octets.

Popular Model Crystaliscti Black Finish Q i6
Res. 5.000 ohms.
Milliammetera. 0-25 or
0-S0 m a.. with A/C
/
Jewel Bearings.
Panel Model. " 3 it, 1 "

All

motor -cycle race,

on

the

" Brit-

from Liverpool, and on the historieTynwald
Ceremony in the Isle of Man.
The Tynwald relay was part of the
" Manx Week " - featured by Northern

stations, in which an excellent effort was

made to "put across " something of the
rich history, the haunting music, and the
lore of the Isle of Man. An enterprising
spirit was shown in these broadcasts-so
far as they went. 'One could wish, however,
for a little more showmanship.

LOUIS HOLZMAN, LTD.,
37, NEWMAN STREET, W.1
Telephone :

-

Museum 2641

--HEADPHONES REPAIREDAll4,'repair
Transformers 5 -. Loudspeakers 4/-.
Tested. guaranteed and ready
re -magnetized free
for delivery in 24 hours.

ClerInenlerli 9069
Discount for Trade.
E. MASON, 44. East Rd.. City Rd., N.1.

PAYMENTS
® EASY
Wireless Parts on easy
firm to
The first

payments.

Wireless.'
Scud us a

supply
Five years advertiser in " Popular
satisfied customers.
of
Thousands

list of the parts you require, and the

payments that will suit your convenience, and we
will send you a definite quotation. Anything wireless.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Ot. Portland St., W.1

'Phone; Museum 1919.

THE

STANDARD
PLOGIN COIL
Sold everywhere from Vox

COILS LTD., LONDON, E.8

J:13 Nib, 1930.

POPULAR WIRELESS

CHOOSING YOUR TRANSFORMERS
Special

Illustrated Supplement
is contained in the July

MODERN WIRELESS
dealing with the L.F. Transformer.
The supplement describes in full the construction
of this component, and gives detailed advice on
its choice Ind use for the construction of
up-to-date receivers.

NO SET BUILDER SHOULD
MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY
of learning all about one of the most vital parts
of radio receivers.

Also the July "M.W." contains full constructional details of

The " Star -Turn " Four & The " Star -Turn " Crystal Set
Two special designs incorporating the new "M.W." System of
Selective Tuning.

GET YOUR COPY NOW
Price V.

and

Now en Sale

TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT IT
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WHEN BUYING VALVES,

REMEMBER;

By

DOCTOR DUCON
PAPER DIELECTRIC CONDENSERS
For small types of paper condensers such as are used
in broadcast receivers efficiency depends very largely

upon the sealing compound which is used to close
the opening of the metal or moulded container.
This is because the paper dielectric and the impreg-

nating material readily absorb moisture from the
atmosphere, ultimately causing a breakdown.
Many condensers have no adequate provision of this
kind, but in Dubilier Paper Condensers assurance is

rendered doubly sure by reason of the method used
in the impregnation of the paper and by adequate

sealing of the finished condenser.

If unobtainable from your dealer write direct to us
his name and address.

in;

When the RIO0

was lost in fog

TYPE BB
Capacities up tc 0.1
1.1

2-

23
0-25 25
25
0-3
26
0.5 26
26
2-0 36

MARCONI VALVES

gave her position
through Wireless

0.4

Direction
Find
Marconi Valves are used by Imperial AirwaysThe B.B.C.-Metropolitan Police-Trinity House

Lightships and Beacon Stations-Croydon Control
Tower, etc., etc. They are chosen for unfailing
dependability.
Perfect quality demands the best L.F. Valves, and remember-the first L.F. stage is as important as the output
stage. Marconi Valves possess all the qualities needed
for first L.F. stage efficiency-good magnification factor
-low impedance-large grid base capable of handling
a generous grid swing, so giving a magnificent undistorted

output to the last valve.

These are the famous
Marconi Valves which will improve first L.P.

stage performance-L.210 (2 Volt); L410
(4 Volt); L.610 (6 Volt); M.L.4, A.C. mains
(indirectly heated).

UBILIE
CONDENSER CO. (1925) Ltd.

DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON, LONDON, W.3
a C.A.

nic
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Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.'
Chief Radio Consultant :
CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY, M.I.E.E.
Editor: NORMAN EDWARDS.
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THE LATEST MIRACLENEWS FROM AFRICA-

THE
"MAGIC "DOES IT- RADIO NOTES & NEWS
WINNIE'S WORDSAn Accumulator Question.

IF there is a radio gang where you are

Diagnosis Extraordinary.

T HAVE already recorded the wonderful

staying-I don't suppose there will be ;

1 diagnosis made by a German doctor after

might like to ask some of them whether they

sent -from Buenos Aires to Berlin by radio
facsimile service.. Even more remarkable is
the correct diagnosis of heart disease, made
by Dr. Calandae_of Madrid. His patient was
in Buenos Aires and he listened to the heart

they get broken up by girls !-you

" top up " their batteries with distilled.
water. If they answer in the affirmative

ask them why. Why do you do so yourself,
anyway ? If anyone vaguely mentions
impurities, askwbat impurities he is anxious
to keep out of his battery, and why. I hope
to have some reports about this from some
or my keenest readers.

examination of photographs of eyes,

by direct radio telephonic means. The micro -

somehow or other, catches the wireless
waves from Canada and America. As you
stand there you can hear a confused mass
of wireless programmes coming across the
air."

flight to New York. He speaks of the " tremendous seivice it rendered me." What
chiefly interests me in connection with the
equipment which he took is that when the
airman arrived here his machine was fitted
with short-wave apparatus. At the last
minute it was decided to add a transmitter
for 600-800 metres, and this proved to be a
" brain wave," for it was due to his ability

to communicate with ships and coast

stations that he got his bearings in the fog
and so found his way to land.

The " Magic " Does It!
LF. P. (Higham Ferrers) considers that

Wonderful

HAVE been rather short of good stories
lately, about radio music coining freely
from dog chains, gridirons, rat -traps,
banging shovek, and so on ; hence I bid
welcome to the statement of Canon Peile in
the " Church Times "'for June 30th. Writing of the church at Bonavista, Newfoundland, he says : " The new church has a
copper roof, and in wet weather this roof,

" ARIEL'S '' FORECASTTHE " P.W." INDUCTORSMART WORKALF'S BUDGET-

. one of his greatest radio thrills was

Last week "Ariel"
recounted the pro-

posals for a huge

Broadcasting
House in New

York. Just to be
going on with, and

before that is

ready, this Sity-

storey tower is to

be erected on 51st
Street. It will be
ready for occupation before this
time next year.

his reception of some of the messages
radiated from the " Southern Cross,"
another instance of the interest which the
ability to read Morse adds to amateur radio

work. He did the job with the " Magic "

Three, which shows that the set is capable
of handling a ticklish job when called upon.
This particular interception, by the way,
was done between 1 and 2 p.m.

!

Overseas Papers, Please Copy !

and was desigre:l

IHAVE to thank L.F.P. for his friendly

ation of America.

letter, though he does wag a forefinger at
me for having stained my page with
politics, a crime for which I plead mercy in

to the order of
The Radio Corpor-

The Latest Miracle.

spite of the fact that I do not realise that I
am guilty. Take it as granted that any

TLL wager that the Canon has never
heard the confused " mass " himself.

political flavour, real or imaginary, which is
observed in " Notes and News " is a defect,
due to my ignorance of which is the best

However, having struck a good vein, lie
continues : "The church has no wireless
instrument, but its roof catches these waves
in the air, and the good folk of Bonavista
can be seen standing beneath their
at times listening to their roof " M'yes, and
the bad folk buy receivers Well, well.

radio party. (Mr. L. F. Parker, 20, Well-

these true stories of receiverless radio al.

ingboro' Road, Higham Ferrers, Northamptonshire, would be pleased to correspond
with anyone in Canada, Australia, U.S. A.,
etc. He is interested in short waves.)

you never meet a person who will say
he has himself seen it.

nut lady secretary (Kitchen Dept.)O
isn't that nice ?-mentioned that her

similar to that of the Indian rope trick :

Winnie's Words.

young man has made a " Sweetbread "
receiver. Which, being translated, means

News from Africa.

AREADER kindly adds the following
example to my collection of English
as written by African natives :
" Your name was highly recommended to
me by the :comfidential friend of mine that
yow are the Best manufacture in a Graed
City of london therefore as I wish to take
Graed company with you kindly endeawour
to forward your yealy catalogwe as well as
sample s park. Hoping this will induce yow
much proprietor to forward me per retureing
mail coming, I am, etc." After all, there are

much foggier bits in some of Browning's
poems !

placed over it, the heart -beats
thus being transmitted by radio. Will the
year 2000 see us, Robot-like, courting our
phone

sweethearts by means of graphs, records of
pulse acceleration and radii) photographs
of our: heart action ?
Longer Waves Score.

has
put it beyond all doubt, in a telegram

MAJOR KINGSFORD SMITH

to Marconi's, that his radio equipment was vital to the success of the great

" screened grid " receiver. The same young
" Mrs. Malaprop " told her mistress-if the
word he permitted I-that when she goes to

" Weston Souvenir " for her holiday she
will Wear some lovely " grape machine "

garments ! No prizes for correct solutions.
Angling from a New Angle.

T WAS astonished the other day to see a

1 photograph of Scots fishing in Loch
Leven apparently to the accoMpani-

ment of a portable 'receiver, a Pye.
(Continued on next page.)

I have

L
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voice from Scotland Yard informed them,

(Continued from previous page.)

in no uncertain terms, that a motor -car

Chair to left-hand of key, first and second
fingers on knob, and thumb underneath ;

never been allowed to make the slightest
noise near anglers, except possibly far out

about 3.30 a.m. saw the said car gaily

third and fourth fingers hanging free. Send
from wrist ; hand and forearm level and in
line with key. Do not rest arm or wrist on
table. Grip on key should be loose, and
whole action of sending free from rigidity
or constraint. That's E. S. C.'s advice.

at sea. They appear to think that fish won't

eat if a man blows his nose in the same
parish, My theory is that the Scots were
trying to ascertain whether the fish would
rise without bait. Why waste worms ?
The July " Modern Wireless."

(fegistration number so-and-so) had been
stolen. Indignant at such goings-on, the
detectives kept a sharp look -out, and at
careering along Northumberland Avenue.

Explanations followed, and the result
was a charge at the Marylebone Police
Court before Mr. Bingley.

Alf's Budget.

It is crystal controlled, and the power is
about 40 watts aerial output. Reports will
be welcomed by Mr. L. Glew, Engineer,

V K 3 U Z, on a wave -length of 32 metres.

AGAIN seven pages by our active reader,
A. W. M. of Middlesbrough. Having

probably be sorry when you know what
you have missed-if you miss it. It is
perhaps not too late to collar a copy. A
special illustrated supplement about the

dragged his net through the ether
and caught most of the telephony worth

number unusually valuable to all home
constructors, and the issue contains also
full details of the " Star -Turn " Four and

=

Low -Frequency Transformer renders this

the " Star Turn" Crystal Set, both of

which incorporate the new " M.W." system
of selective tuning. Do it now I
Playing on the Loud Speakers.

AREADER down in Somerset has sent
us a neat model of a switch devised
and used by him for operating three
loud speakers in series, or singly or two at a

time, all from the same valve set.

We

are exceedingly obliged to him for his nice
letter, and kindness in making the model.

The idea of using several loud speakers
and of altering the adjustments of the set
to suit the kind of music being received is
gaining ground, especially in America, and
I should not be surprised if in time to
radio receivers have to be " played."

" Ariel's " Intelligent Forecast.
by the way, I was passing the door of
OH,the room where our technical men are
allowed to play all day with what not,

and as I heard from within sounds which
indicated that something above sea -level

was happening, I put on my best " innocent
enquirer " look and entered. Were Messrs.
Kendall and Rogers doing an Apache dance,
or did my eyes deceive me ? And that Mr.
Dowding should slap Mr. Bird on the back
is almost unthinkable ! I must have my
spectacles corrected. Anyhow, there was
something special in the wind-THE
" P.W." INDUCTOR,
The " P.W." Inductor.
IT will no doubt interest a large number of
our readers to know that we shall shortly
publish the details of a device which we

have named the " P.W." Inductor, the

purpose of which is to cut out interference
from the local station on long waves. We
believe that this will comfort many users
of the simpler type of set, especially now
that we have Brookmans Park working. The
device can be added to sets externally or
incorporated in new designs. It is admittedly
simple. So was the first radio circuit, but

it was rather useful, too. When one comes
to ponder the matter, so many of the best
ways of doing things are the simplest ways.
Look out, then, for this little masterstroke
of simplicity !

V K 3 U Z, Bowke Street, Melbourne.
A new Serbian transmitter has been obpicking up, he is now learning Morse. When
served to be testing at Belgrade on a wave- length of 30 metres. Its interval signal is
in the form of metronome beats about .50
NimmutimmummitimiimmiimmitimilitimmininG

THIS late listening -in into the small

hours of the morning has its ad-

vantages. Not long ago two detectives
were deing it in a Flying Squad van, and a

f.-

SHORT WAVES.

E--.

=
=

" An American inventor's scheme to keep H
H entire families warm in unheated houses in the E
H coldest weather by means of radio is under- E

E stood to be quite distinct from the idea of H
= utilising hot air from the loud speaker."- =
E " Punch."
=
*
*
*
Mrs. Waine : " I'm so worried. Tommy
E is five years old, and he cannot talk plainly

per minute. Listen for it on Mondays
between nine and ten p.m.

'

Belgium Wakes Up.

ACCORDING to recent reports the
" piracy " in Belgium has been very
widespread, less than 10,000 licencei

being in force, although it is known that

E.

nearly a quarter of a million sets are in use.
A Decree has now been issued providing for
the registry of all sets. The licence fee is
only seven shillings per annum, and failure
to pay it is now punishable by a fine up to
2,000 francs and eight days in gaol. -

E haviour of the receiving sets one hears through =
E so many open windows of an evening.- E
= " The Bulletin & Scots Pictorial."
_
=

OUR valued correspondent Mr. Fred

H yet."
E-

Mr. Waine . " Don't worry. He'll prob- 11

ably turn out to be a wireless announcer."-

E " Answers."
E
=
*
*
*
=
THE HOWLING INFANTS.
a.
A writer in a radio paper reminds us that =
rE_ " wireless is still in its infancy." That may E
H account for the howls and general bad be- E

=
*
=
A WARNING-which only the wise will E
E need !
EE
Ah, woe unto the man who gives a friend,
E Or sells, perchance, with money in the vend,

-2

P.

1-

E=

A radio. That man sure loseth all,
And seeks for peace the madhouse in the end.
" Radio Design."

E
Critics of wireless in the Free State com- E
=
= plain that too much Erse is broadcast. Lis- E
= teners-in have difficulty in distinguishing H
= their own language from atmospherics.- =
=
" Punch."
=
*
=
-;.: Those wonderful Wireless Announcers,
=
*

H

*

;.7.7

E Have gained " Double Blues " as pronouncers.
= Take words such as idyll,
Or Cbolmondeley or Fidyll,

They never trip over these nouns, sir.- :1
E
E
" Nonsericks."
a
a
a
=
E
Pat : " I see they are equipping all the new
H Fords with radio sets now."
=
=
H
Mike : " Sure, begorra, and why ? "
=
= Pat
: " So they can get out-of-town ! "- =
=
Radio Digest.
-:
=
:2

F1111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111115:

he can read at 25 w.p.m. he will find that
he has occupation for the rest of his life.
He advises would-be long-distance aspirants
as follows. " Make an absorption wave -

meter, calibrate your coils, keep a log and
data book and correspond with others in

other parts of the world." He states that
his results have been got with an inside
aerial and a poor " earth," and that he has
nowt to do with any receiver unless the
mewing vanes of its variable condensers are

at " earth potential."

Learning Morse.

readers who

A Fan's Gossip.

Easter, of Cincinatti, Ohio, packs his
letters with information. Here is some
of it. W 3 X A U, Philadelphia, works on
49.5 and 31.28 metres, 500 watts. Hours :
13.00 to 05.00 G.M.T. From 13.00 to 17.00
the 49.5 -metres wave is used and from
17.00 to 05.00 the 31.28 metres, except on

Thursdays and Fridays, when the 49.5
metres is used all day in order to avoid P C J.
K A 1 X R, the S.W. transmitter of

K Z R M, Manila, now occasionally uses
25.36 metres.

The stations of the New York -Buenos

Aires commercial telephone service are

W L 0 on 14.1 metres and L S N on 14-15
metres. These sometimes use a distorting

system.

An Early Riser. '
MR. DOUGLAS BRIGGS, Austin Friars,

Newport, Mon., begs to report that,
using the call signal G 2 Q I, he may

possibly be heard working on 163 metres

between nine and nine forty-five in the
C.W. and telephony. He works

morning.

on 40 metres also, but at indefinite times.
He would welcome and acknowledge
reports on his transmissions, so if -you
stumble across him be matey and drop him
a postcard full of report.

Hodge, the D.F.
Bradford Radio Society held a man-

THEhunt at the end of last month, an

endeavour to track by means of direction -finders a transmitter hidden on a moor,

LETTERS continue to dribble in from
obliging

Smart Work.

-New S.W. Stations.

1N Melbourne there is a new short-wave
1 station operating, with the call -sign

IF absence from the old home town, or

some such pre -occupation this holiday
season has caused you to forget
" Modern Wireless " this month, you will

Which all goes to

show that not everyone who can drive a
car can "get away " with it.

are

expert

telegraphists on the subject of the
" stance ' which is best for manipulating

the Morse key. E. S. C. (N.W.1) went to a

lot of trouble and produced a set of rules,
with diagrams, and we are grateful to him.

According to the " Bradford Telegraph
and Argus " great interest was shown by
the moor folk in the proceedings, and one

old countryman, seeing a frame aerial being
revolved, first one way and then the other,

kindly said, " If it's t'wind tha'rt botherin'
wi', ah can tell tha it's sou'. -west ! "
ARIEL

tit
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SLAITH\VAITE'S station grows apace.

Every day the future home of the

B.B.C.'s North Regional transmitter
increases

in

height

and in frontage,

though it must be confessed that at the
present juncture the building is so com-

pletely surrounded with a maze of scaffoldings and other building appurtenances that
it is not at all an easy matter for the
visitor to make out oven its main features.

In general design, however, the North
Regional station will comprise a rather

squat though spacious building. It is being

built almost entirely of red brick-perhap
by way of contradistinction to the Brook mans Park station, which is constructed
mainly of grey stone.
A Stiff Climb I

Anyway, the building of the station is
being pressed forward with all possible

speed at the present time, for, owing to its

high site and severely exposed position,
constructional operations are able to
proceed but slowly during the winter -time.

The station occupies a site on the crest
of Moorside Edge, a moorland hill some

1,000 feet above the little Yorkshire
woollen town of Slaithwaite. The aerial
masts to be erected will be 500 feet high.
thus enabling radio energy to be flung into
space at an altitude of 1,500 feet above the

......

*

-- *

The second station of the Regional
Scheme is rapidly rising from the
moorland just outside Slaithwaite,
at Moorside Edge. Here are some

interesting details of this North
Regional station, which is to
operate on 301*5 and 4792 metres.
Our

/From

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

*4-

gee

+

of course, not known.

It

is ealculats.(I,

however, that with either of the wavelengths signal strength will be stronger
east and west of the station than it will

be north and south. There is no point of
disadvantage here, however. 'for the greater
+

+

Perhaps it hoped to gain
extensive publicity by the presence of the
its new station.

B.B.C.'s transmitter in the district, but,
if such be the case, the industrious town
has been doomed to disappointment, for
the transmitter is to bear no other name

than that of the " North Regional Station."
The North Regional station at Moorside
Edge is to have the wave -lengths of 301.5
and 479.2 metres allotted to it.
The 479.2 -metre wavelength is expected

to give good service, for there will be a
power of 50 kw. available for trap-!,lissions

mass of the north country's population

is concentrated mainly to the east and to the
west of the station.
Installing The Apparatus.

The North Regional station will ()Man.,
its programmes by land -line from Manchester, and, to a lesser extent, from the
Leeds studio. Leeds will constitute the
" S. B." centre for this station.
The building of the North Regional

station is proceeding at a rate wh;eli makes
it probable that the transmitting plant will
be installed in late September, or in October
next. The installation of the necessary
electrical gear, however, will ,not be an easy

matter at that time of the year, for the

fine summer weather will have departed,
and any severe rains will render the coa-

VOICES FROM THE NORTH

neighbouring town.
You get a good bird's-eye view of Slaith-

waite and its grey stone mills from the

site of the broadcasting station on Moorside
Edge. If you approach the station from the
town of Slaithwaite you have a stiff climb

of two miles before your destination
revelled.

Nevertheless, your half-hour or

is

so of

uphill climbing is well worth the effort,
for, quite apart from witnessing the steady

growth of the B.B.C.'s North Regional
station, you have from its site a view of
moorland country and of the Pennine
ranges second to none in the district.
The Proposed Wavelengths.

One thing is quite certain. The engineers

at the future North Regional station,
whoever they may be, will never suffer

A recent photo of Moorside Edge showing the station buildings rapidly nearing completion, and the sites
of the three aerial masts, which are to be 500 feet high, the tops being 1,500 feet above Slaithwaite.

from any lack of fresh air, for on the
calmest day the moorland breezes blow

The 301.5 -metre
on this wave -length.
wave -length will have a similar power

determination.

length will cover so large an area.
The precise service -areas of the North
Regional station's future transmissions are,

with a velocity that makes you pull your
hat over your ears and walk through the
stubble grass with a more than ordinary
Slaithwaite is, of course, very proud of

available, if necessary, but it is not expected
that transmission on this latter wave-

veyance of heavy materials to such a high
site very difficult.
This fact,,however, has been appreciated
by the B.B.C. people, and they have gone

to the trouble and expense of remaking
and consolidating many long stretches of

moorland roads in the vicinity of the stat ion
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our Broadcasters during
the past year -That Empire Short-Wave-Broadcast
S.O.S. and

4

charity appeals-" The publicity fires of Television."
By THE EDITOR.

.................. *

LICENCE figures still continue on the

dissemination of programmes from a central
theatre, recent developments foreshadow

it would be a bold
prophet who ventured to forecast
up -grade, and

the time when it may be possible to send
programmes from one central point over a

" saturation point." The recently -issued
B.B.C. report shows that there are now

wide area.

and there is every sign that broadcasting

When and if that time arrives the new
amusement centre would send its pro-

well over 3,000,000 licencees in the country,

still continues to claim increasing numbers
of new adherents.
Last year's figures showed an increase of
328,344 on 1928, and brought the total in

force at the end of 1929 to 2,956,736. Since
then the three -million mark has been passed,
so that the B.B.C. is quite justified in

grammes

to millions throughout the
country in theatres and private homes.
A Beautiful Vision!

This is but an example of the sudden

flare up in the publicity fires of television.

claiming that there are no signs of retro-

From America stories hr

lately that certain expo
perfected-or are about

B.B.C. PROGRESS
A review of the financial advance made by

* ..... -.

0.

whereby the cinema and
up and so enable, for exa

be shown in London, or
seen in theatres all over ti
A beautiful vision ! Wt.
elined to break into lyrical
like this : The day is not 1
when the whole world will

performance at home-the

t
So

being operated in Timbuctoo
on. The style, however, lum
CO.
clone to death. Perhaps it is a
student of television," writes C
$.
Robinson, in the " Observer,"
1.4.
sudden announcements of woe
new art with considerable amusement, and
with some envy of the publicity organisation
of the commercial interests concerned with

0

the art in the United States." True. Too
true !

SIGNALS FROM THE "SOUTHERN CROSS"

gression. The financial return is also good,
since it shows an income of £1.470,000 from
licences, of which the B.B.C. received

£944,30], against £871,764 in 1928, the
Post Office £183,750, and the Treasury

£341,949.

The latter sum may be regarded as a sort,
of unofficial enterra,ininent tax, but when it
is considered in relation to the money
expended on programmes, which amounted
to no more than £546,676, the listener has

surely the right to ask whether the Ex-

chequer is entitled to such a lion's share.
And despite this " rake-off " the C eventment continue to haggle with the Colonies

about the vexed question of an Empire

short-wave station ! Why not use some of
the cash, which the Treasury has deducted
from listeners' licence fees, to build an
Empire Station
S 0 S Successes.

During last year there were 881 S O S

messages broadcast by the B.B.C.-an

increase of 130 in the total compared with
the previous year. There is the dramatic
and often the pathetic in these calls. This
is the reason why everyone listens with close

attention as soon as S 0 S is announced.
Less than half the calls have any success.

Last year 41.6 per cent were successful, 5.4

per cent unsuccessful and in 4.4 per cent
the result was unknown. The other appeals

Mr. Old, a Nottingham Radio enthusiast who kept in touch with the " Southern Cross," du ring its epic
transatlantic flight, and passed on many personal messages.

-those for help for deserving causes-had

good responses. Forty-eight national appeals

for charity resulted in £90,000 being sent,
and local appeals brought in :4,000.
In soliciting ai 1 for charity we doubt,
whether the B.B.C. has a more successful
rival anywhere in the world. The figures
given above speak for themselves.
Ambitious Plans.

We understand that plans for a big

amusement

centre,

in

which

wirele
television may ultimately play a part, are

being developed, and Mr. John Rockefeller,
junior, is now taking an interest in the
proposal of Mr. Owen D. Young and other
leaders in the electrical entertainment field

to use the Rockefeller property, which the
Metropolitan Opera Company rejected, as a
new site.
According to the " Morning Post," while
thus far television has been in too experimental a stage for public use or the practical

*

RECEPTION
*

WRINKLES

I

f
it

If you use the cat's -whisker type of crystal
set, avoid scratching the crystal heavily. A
light pressure is usually far more likely to give
good results.
*

*

*

When adjusting a double crystal type of
detector always draw the adjusting control
knob back before attempting to find a fresh

surface, as in this way you avoid scraping the
two crystal surfaces together.
*

*

*

Do not readjust your crystal more often than
you need, as not only is this bad for the crystal

but it often interferes with neighbours' reception.

Always be careful not to jolt or jar a crystal
set unnecessarily as it is bad for the detector.
If your signals tend to fall off in

weather

it will probably be found that the aerial in-

sulators are inadequate in number or that rain
is spoiling them and making a conductive path
across from aerial to " earth."
*

*

*

An ordinary H.F. choke inserted in the negative lead from an H.T. unit is often efficacious
in getting rid of hum or distortion.
*

*

*

If the wrong voltage is applied to its screening
grid the average S.G. valve misbehaves in a way
that ordinary valves cannot do. Such a
wrong voltage may send the valve into oscilla-

tion, causing unsteady and erratic reception.
*

*

*

Good contact is particularly important in a
crystal set where resistance losses can be
serious in the aerial or earth circuit.
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"-TONE axci)TUNIN
c.r.D.u.lECgellz241LIEV

E.IE.

FOR my last article I had
something to say about
the importance of linearity

response throughout the
I indicated that
receiver.
of

advantages in push-pull resist-

magnification

ance -capacity

could be argued, but, practically, we were limited in our
advance to technical perfection by the
cost of valves.

But there are other aspects of receiver

design which are relevantly discussed when

dealing with this question of quality of

4-4- 4.-4-4- -4- *
In this article, " P.W.'s " Chief
Radio Consultant explains how I
quality is affected by selectivity. t

-

transmission.
Ideal Response.

We select one ether disturbance from
another by the use of tuned circuits. A
tuned circuit may present either a much

higher or a much lower impedance depending upon the method of connection to

E.M.F.s of a certain unique frequency

than to E.M.F.s of any other frequency. It
is this phenomenon of " resonance " which
lies at the root of all selection and tuning.

WHAT IT SHOULD DO-

*

If we have a fiat top response curve for
example (A), tl,re skirts of the response
curve go sailing on outwards, and are not
tucked in sharply over the hips according
to the more modern cut.
If you are flat topped your frills flow out
as a crinoline, tight -fitting skirts are only
possible if the waist too is terribly pulled in.
Thus the ideal top makes for a superfluous

skirt, and narrow skirt sacrifices the flat
top.

The Cascade Connection.

± 5000 ro i0,000 CYCLES PER SEC

-o.4

H you have a wide -skirted resonance

curve, you pick up unwanted transmissions
outside the spectrum of the desired station;
if you get great selectivity you sacrifice the
Pick-up of the spectrum you want to receive.

All the above arguments apply if you are
trying to make only a single circuit selec-

0.5 at the
5,000.

carrier -wave

frequency -

0.4 at the carrier -wave frequency -

10,000.

Thus the cascade connection of many
rather flat circuits gives us a nearer ap-

proach to the ideal of Fig. 1 than if we try
to cut down at the outer limit of frequency
band by making one circuit very selective.
There is, further, the possibility of getting
better quality reproduction by using high frequency cascade connection, even though
sensitivity is not the object of using high frequency connection.
Phase Distortion, Too !
Most people think of high -frequency
magnification as only useful in being selective

I insist that I can in one sense of the term
make a highly selective receiver using only
one high -frequency circuit, for reasons now
to be explained, sacrifice quality.

You must take it from me that when a

high -frequency tuned circuit has a response
curve such as that in Fig. 2 (D) (very selec.

-WHAT IT DOES

tive.

FREQUENCY

X
41832

What we need is a circuit giving square -shouldered

response and letting in only a limited ban,' of
frequencies.

If you look at Fig. 1 you will see a diagram
giving the ideal response curve of a receiver.

This ideal square -shouldered curve shows
'that the ideal receiver lets in only a defined
limited band of frequencies. This, depend-

ing upon conditions, should be able to be

varied in width from 5,000 to 10,000 cycles
per second.
A single tuned circuit, however, has

response curves as shown in Fig. 2. As
certain of the relative values of resistance,
capacity and inductance are changed, the

shape of the curve varies as shown in
Fig. 2.

The particular point to notice is that the
response, as represented by the vertical
distances from the line of origin O-X in

the figure, falls off more or less rapidly but
always continuously. There is no abrupt

" cut off " with any ratio of inductance
resistance and capacity, and the ideal of
Fig. 1 is in no case realised.

If, however, you take several flat-topped
circuits in cascade and these several flattopped circuits have each wide skirts, 'a

DorrEo L/NE /S
S

riG /

little consideration will show that the effect

of cascade .connection is to diminish the
width of the skirt while preserving the
flat top.

Because each ordinate has to be multiplied by itself as .each cascade circuit is

f.

ti

added, the maximum response is say, unity.
Then.the maximum response remains unity,

C

since 1x1x1 xix 1.

But at 5,000
cycles the response of one circuit is say
0-95.

Then 0.95 x 0.95 x 0 95 x 0.95 = 0.8

At 10,000 cycles the response of
one circuit may be 0.8, but with four cir(about).

cuits 0.8 X 0.8 x 0.8 x 0.8 is 0.4 (about).
One Circuit or Several?
Now we have the four circuits giving
1 at the carrier -wave frequency.
10 very nearly at the carrier -wave

frequency - 2,000.

0.8 at the carrier -wave frequency - 5,000.
0.4 at the carrier -wave frequency 10,000.

But to get a reduction to 0.4 at 10,000

cycles with 1 circuit we should have something like :
1 at the carrier -wave frequency.
0.7 at the carrier -wave frequency - 2,000.

O

Fic . 2 .

X

FREQUENCY

4 1833

Actually the response of a tuned circuit is always
wide -skirted to some degree.

tive, inasmuch as the outer -frequency
response is small) there is, besides an

amplitude distortion, inasmuch as every
part of the spectrum is not equally, repro-

duced, a phase distortion.
If you play a note of 3,000 say, this has a

certain phase relation to the carrier -wave
in the original disturbance. But the tuned
circuit will increase this phase difference

the greater the difference

of frequency

between side -band and carrier.

Thus the phases in the receiver disturb-

ance will be different from those in the
(Oontinned on page 527 )
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the Water," based on a trip in one of the

PLANS FOR THIS
YEAR'S "PROMS."
TIDWORTH TATTOO-" SKY- +
LARKS " & " SOB STUFF," ETC. +

*

-6-10-0-1- .4-

control is now receiving more and more
attention from set makers. Although we

have long had different simple methods of
volume control, tone control has not been

Meg Buchanan, Jean Taylor Smith, and
Tom K. Uquhart of the Scottish National

A ST. PAUL'S RELAY-THE
4

ceivers, and in this connection you will be
interested to know that the question of tone.

pleasure boats from Glasgow down the Clyde.
This year the programme will be heard on
Saturday, August 2nd, and will, as usual, be
arranged by Tom Mailey, the cast including

f LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

*

THE 1930 season of Promenade concerts

at Queen's Hall, the fourth arranged
under the auspices of the B.B.C. and
the thirty-sixth of the series, is framed on
the orthodox lines.

It could not be otherwise. Accordingly,
Mondays will be Wagner nights ; Wednesdays will be devoted to Brahms and Bach,
and Fildays to Beethoven.
On Tuesdays miscellaneous works will be
given, and British composers will have their
jwn evenings on Thursdays. Saturdays

so common, although it is quite as im-

Players, and Helen M. Wallace and Harold
M. Whiteman of the Ardrossan and Saltcoats
Players.

portant.
Attempts have been made for years to
provide some simple method of controlling

Regional listeners on Sunday afternoon,
July 27th, when Miss Gwendoline Mason

A spot of harp music is down for Midland

the tone from an ordinary gramophone.
For instance, little gadgets have been put
on the market adapted to be fitted to the
soundbox, so that when a record is being

who, of course, is Welsh and who is recognised as a leading harpist at many important

played the shrill tones can be softened down
whilst the lower tones are reproduced with

concerts in London and big provincial

towns, will 'play a number of airs, including
a Fantasia specially written for her by Herbert Bedford, and based on well-known old
Welsh folk songs. We should add, perhaps,
that Mr. Bedford is partly of Welsh extrac-

their proper " roundness," the whole thing
being continually under the control of the

operator.

Miss Gwendoline Mason.

Local Interference,

I often receive letters from listeners who
have changed over from batteries to mains

THE PORTABLE AT THE

will, of course, be given over to popular

PICNIC.

A St. Paul's Relay.
Evensong will be relayed from St. Paul's

before
over.

fore me at present
from a reader who
complains that since
he put in an H.T.

27th. Everyone will hope that broadcasts

from our London Mother Church will now

be a regular feature of the programmes.

We shall make a further announcement on
the subject in the near future.

mains unit

by.

wireless, there are large numbers of listeners

who like the relays each summer from

Aldershot and Tidworth.
The Aldershot Tattoo has come and gone.

Two religious broadcasts of outstanding

interest are in the National programmes
afternoon, August 3rd and

Wednesday afternoon, August 13th.
The first is an Old Contemptibles Service
which is to be relayed from the Church of
St. Martin -in -the -Fields, and the second a
service from Norwich Cathedral, marking
the 1,300th anniversary of the founding of

the cathedral. (We hope to give further
details of these broadcasts in our next issue.)

He says he is quite
unable to cut out this

This holiday party is

anxiously awaiting the weather forecast to know
whether they ought to catch tb, steamer back home, or have another
glorious day by the water.

tion, although he does not seriously claim to
have more than a quarter of Welsh blood in
his veins.

TECHNICAL
NOTES.
By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.
Curing Howling.

AREADER wants to know why. it is
that howling, which occurs in an
amplifier, may sometimes be over-

come by the very simple process of revers-

this show "Skylarks," and relies upon Alma

former. This is a very well-known effect, and
for that reason some experimenters are rather

July 30th, the humorous side of aviation
being the theme. Mr. Brewer has called

ing the leads to the low -frequency trans-

Vane, Mary Wyndham, James Prodger,

apt to place too much reliance upon it.
I should mention that where the howling
is really serious, you will probably find that

the mere reversal of the L.F. transformer

leads will not be sufficient to cure the
trouble.

The howling is often caused by
reaction, and the reason the change -over
of the leads has the effect of stopping the

producing " Sob Stuff " on Monday, July
28th (National) and again the following

howling is because it removes the instability

" DOM the Water."

feed -back.
Receiver Design.

evening (London Regional).

Every year Scottish stations include a
light programme feature entitled " Doon

interference, and he
wants to know why

he should be troubled
with it now when he
never noticed it before.

It is not always possible to say exactly

what is the explanation in these cases,

but there is no doubt that in the majority
of cases the interference is actually trans-

*

" Skylarks " ani " Sob Stuff."
Charles Brewer's latest revue for Midland
.Regional listeners is due on Wednesday,

Alfred Butler and Charles Herbert with the
Aerovue Chorus and a couple of pianists to
keep it going. It should be an enjoyable
item.
Gordon McConnel, who devises a similar
type of programme for London listeners, is

has

bothered by interference from a flashing electric sign near

Although most people will argue that
military tattoos can be much more enjoyable when seen than when heard over the

for Sunday

lie

been incessantly

The Tidworth Tattoo.

Two Sunday Features.

the c ha nge-

I have a letter be-

Cathedral at 3.15 p.m. on Sunday, July

length.

from local interference

whereas they w e re
quite free from this

programmes.

but the Tidworth Tattoo is yet to be. It
will be broadcast on the National wave-

units and who then
find that they suffer

in the circuit by cutting out the reaction or

I was talking a week or two ago about
improvements in the design of radio re-

mitted over the electric supply wires and gets

into the receiver via the mains unit leads.

When you are using an H.T: unit the
high-tension part of your circuit is indirectly connected to the mains, and al-

though regular hum is cut out by the

smoothing circuits in the unit, any serious
interference, such as that produced by the
switching on and off of powerful electric
signs, is bound to get through.
Sometimes, of course, you will get this
kind of interference even when using ,
batteries, the interference in this case being
picked up by the aerial and other parts of
the receiver direct.
It is very annoying ; it is also, unfortunately, very difficult to cure, and in 'very
serious cases there is sometimes, nothing
for it but to go back to batteries or to use
batteries when the interference is "on,"
and the mains unit when it is " off."
Double -Range Meters.

Most experimenters possess some sort of

voltmeter-I mean a low -reading voltmeter up to, say, 6 or 10 volts, but com-

paratively few seem to feel the need for an
instrument reading up to 100 or 130 volts,
or for a milliammete.
(Continued on page 528.)
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ABROAD
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Our well-known contributor, who was long:famous for his broadcast talks " Through My Window " tells of his
adventures with " Belinda," a portable set, during a journey to Italy. Belinda is a ,talkative " young lady " who
attracts a considerable amount of attention to herself and her guardian.

T AM writing this on the shore of Lake
1 Maggiore waiting for the boat. The
journey

has

had

its

excitements.

Belinda started to talk as soon as we left

Dover. It was amusing to see the disgusted
looks on the faces of our fellow -passengers.

These wretched gramophone people ! "you know the kind of thing they say. But
to take Belinda for a gramophone was too
much, so I continued to annoy them. At
6.15: " Here is the first news," they edged
a little nearer. At 6.30: " We are now going
straight over to Lord's Cricket Ground,"
they gathered round. The first-class came
from the upper deck and gathered round.

an

old

horse

Belinda

was

it, like a pouffe. Nothing could have been
better. It was then about 10 p.m. I began

to calibrate.

Lambeth Conference, the youngster's mother

in the Morning, offering himself to be

Belinda's footstool, but one such interview

ENTERTAINING.

the

centre of attraction. I could
have had an O.B.E. for the

gramme, but Paris was chattering right on
the top of it. I couldn't get clear. I could
just hear some faint music which sounded
like Tchaikovsky. but it was no go. Paris
held Belinda's heart. But there were rivals
in the offing. Just a little down the dial
scale, somebody was " damning " some-

thing. When I got it more clearly, it was

a gentleman in Berlin saying " Herren and
Damen " at intervals in his
address.

Just a little above

Radio Paris on the scale there
was music which might have
come from anywhere ; the announcer spoke what sounded
It was probably
like Dutch.

-Httizen. Belinda was behaving
like a perfect lady. We got

" That's a fine set
you've got there," said a belted
earl to me. " Yes, " I repl ied.
"it's Belinda." "Never heard of
asking.

Langenburg, and Oslo, without
difficulty. And then, suddenly,

the make." " There is only
one Belinda," I said. as proud

two men in uniform stood in

Most of the crowd were going
to Paris. They were all smiles

A Spot of Bother.
switched off.
Belinda
I
modest ly castdown her eyes.
The ollicia!s asked me something.

the doorway !

as his lordship's butler.

as they bid Belinda good-bye.
Our train was not crowded. As

5

It seemed the thing to do.
What is the use of being abroad with
Belinda unless you calibrate ? I got on to
the familiar mark of the National Pro-

THE PORTABLE DOES A LITTLE

going home to the farm from
market.

I stood Belinda on his upturned soles, and got
the Fat Stock Prices splendidly. I stoked the
" shock -absorber " with more chocolates.

spotted him by his feet ! A different kind
of conference followed. I trust the Lambeth
Conference will be as lively ! Exit mother
and child ! He came several times again

The whole ship gathered round. The

like

rubber -neck took the vibration famously.

at each other when we are bathing in the
lake. I blew it up. not too tight. I eut
it between two valises, and sat Belinda on

He was getting an ugly colour. But
just when the Archbishop of Canterbury
was being announced to speak on the

captain forgot his wheel. The engine -room
men came out like rabbits from a warren.
herself,

at a loss. I then bethought me of the large
coloured ball which we are going to throw

Two "Conferences."

" Only One Belinda."

The boat, with a heavy list
to our side, was left to steer

adenoids and a long neck kept looking round
the corner into our compartment. I enticed
him in, gave him some chocolates, and stood
him on ns head between the seats. His long

replied with one of the two

there were no " thirds," we went
" second." Red plush ! Fancy !

French sentences I know, to
the effect : " The hat of my
aunt is blue. and is cheap." They

I put Belinda on the seat, told

her to be quiet, and went for

seemed angry, but then French
officials always seem to me to
be angry. They said something
else, to which I replied with

some dinner.
A Little Difficulty.
I found it difficult to get

Belinda to talk in the train. On

the seat, on the floor-not a
sound. I took her on my knee !
She whimpered a little. I held

A group of guests at a garden party given in the

South of France welcome a " spot " of radio

her suspended out of the window. That
.was better, but inconvenient. How to get
topside of the train's vibration ? It was
A small boy with
about nine o'clock.

entertainment.

with his mother was enough for me. She
was awful-what they call a virago ! She
was the first virago I have seen !
Having had the adenoids removed, I was

the second of my two sentences :
" May I bring my doll to
breakfast ? " They pointed.at
It was the finger
Belinda.

of judgment. She had no licence in France.

She had no licence anywhere in Europe,
dear soul ; and was " defendu," vietato,".
(Continued on page 532.)
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CURING FADING,
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

ill. 4.

Dear Sir,-Having benefited on. many occasions
and point out an experience of mine, which I have
not seen in print. It may be useful to your readers.

1

Having very carefully re -assembled, I have, since
rewiring, been troubled with fading, preceded by a
" muzziness " of notes.

Had I tested the set without the condenser, the
squeal would have been heard, but it seems quite

Possible that there may be others troubled in the same
way. My set is a " straight 3 " but the same trouble
could exist in any set. In last week's issue I notice
the usual enquiry regarding transformer whistle, and

as this develops with use in some transformers, it
would be a useful point for those employing condensers across H.T.. for no. whistle would be heard,
while the set might deteriorate even without the
fading I experienced.
liming reversed the secondary connections the
set is now nearly the desired 100 per cent mentioned
in one of your articles. I have an output 'filter
circuit, and Ultra Air Chrome Speaker fitted in a large
cabinet. With a pentode in last stage it is good.
I seldom use earphones, but could get America

on ultra, short waves at loud -speaker strength, given
favourable conditionit, prior to rewiring. I hope this
still maintains.
Yours faithfully,

CURING FADING
AFRICAN
RECEPTION - THE
" NEUTYPE " FOUR-THE " TINY " TWO.

Letters from readers discussing interesting and

topical wireless events or recording unusual

experiences are always welcomed ; but it must

be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate

ourselves with the views expressed by our

correspondents, and we cannot accept any responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

*

-.pp-

technical staff for a remarkable set, the " Neutype "
Four. I completed this circuit in two evenings and

when the time came for, a test out, I was greatly
surprised and pleased at the results obtained.
I have been a regular reader of " P.W." for some
years, and have hooked up many of your circuits,
but the " Ncutype " tops the bill for ease of operation,
clarity, volume, and in fact everything that can be
desired in a modern set (even to the elimination of
the " B.P.s " in a degree or two !). I am using
specified components with the exception of the
transformer, which is a Ferranti A.F.3. I will not
trouble you with a list of stations logged, but it
will suffice to say that there were not a great number
of European stations which I Mil not tune in on the
speaker.
Thanking you again for a really good circuit.
Yours faithfully,
L. H. HOOPER.

Essex.

that this outfit is pretty efficient as there is not a
night In the year that I have not one or other of these
stations on the'iloud speaker.

The distance from Rome to here is about 5,200

miles and I believe there the power used is 3 k.watts.
Yours faithfully,
D. C. SHARES.

Coils

B.F. coil

Grid coil 60
Reaction 50
H.F. coil G
Grid coil 6
Reaction 5

(Radio Z T 2 A.)

300-550 metres.

19-50 metres.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Perhaps the following hint will be useful
to some of your readers who have made the " Neu type" Four. I found that a Brooknians Condenser,

in series with the aerial terminal and the X coil,
makes the best volume control and does not affect
tone in the slightest degree. Wishing your paper
and experts every success.
Yours faithfully,

W. G. GEORGE.

London, N.22.

P.O. Box II, Ifirmarisdorp, S. Africa.

BRINGS IN THE WORLD !

THE " TINY " TWO.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-The results obtained from this set ars
little short of remarkable. My brother and I got it
up together during Easter, and the test out on an
ordinary aerial gave every confidence of good results
on a " tree aerial."
We packed same and went off for a trial in the

J. T.

DCA.

THE " NEUTYPE " FOUR.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Allow me to thank you and your

SOUTH

Certainly reaction, etc.

was not so good as before rewiring, but until the
fading occurred, the set performed well.
This
fading has troubled me a lot, and although every
part was tested, the trouble Was not located until

yesterday. Possibly the solution would be obvious
to you, but I think it would puzzle many an amateur.
I have a 2-mfd. condenser across the H.T., and when
I re -assembled the set 1 forgot that on the transformer
used in this set, I had, owing to the often occurring
transformer whistle, reversed the secondary connections. When I re -assembled I omitted to do this, and
as the condenser was used no squeal was heard, but
the fading occurred. It is simple, but it is the last
thing to look for.

*

CORRESPONDENCE.

by my weekly investment of 3d. I feel bound to write

Recently I took down my set to rewire, etc.

.......

411.
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country, to be precise the trial took place on Sneed hams Green, which is almost within the shadow of the

SOUTH AFRICAN RECEPTION.

Using 100 ft. " tree aerial," 2 ft.
Iron rod for earth, Marconi H.L.210, and Lissen

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Cotswold Hills.

Dear Sir,-As I have been a keen reader of yoer
excellent publication for the past few years, 1 thief,
the following may be of interest to you.
For the past two months I have been consistently
logging Rome on the loud speaker at audibility
ranging from 114 to 116. My set is a home-eonstructed screen -grid, detector, and two stages isf
Oadio amplification. Thinking you may care in
publish the B.F. side circuit diagram in " P.W.,"
am sending on same.
That this is not freak reception is proved by the
tact that any evening after cur local Johannesburg
has closed down I tone them in. My nearest stations
are Cape Town and Durban, both 500 miles away,
and Johannesburg 1,100 miles. Thus it can be seen

pentode with 100 volts on plate, the National (1554.4
metres) and Regional (479-2 metres) programmes were
received at excellent loud -speaker strength, speech
being readable at a
of 14 yards.
The
pentode will work on 60 volts for plate, but the
quality suffers slightly.
Radio Paris and Eiffel Tower were also received at
fair strength.

Tests on my ordinary aerial after dark has shown
that the set is not backward in DX, as Oslo, Langenburg, Milan, Rome, Dublin, Katowice, Glasgow,

Frankfurt and Toulouse have all been received at
This is the S.G. and Detector portion of the set
used by Mr. Shanks in South Africa.

AS we are now in the thick of the season

during which a great number of

Canadians and Americans pour into
this country, the London " hams " in particular have been receiving a fair crowd of

visitors.
One of the greatest thrills connected with

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.

loud -speaker strength.
Gloucester.

Yours faithfully,

W. R.

Another point I have noticed just recently
is the effect of a screened -grid stage before

the detector on the length of aerial neces-

sary. Results are just what one would
expect ; with the screened -grid stage work-

By W. L. S.

amateur radio is the meeting of a brother
amateur who has previously been only a
signal " on the air " to one, although he

ing well there is very little diminution in
signal strength when one shortens the

This rather confirms my theory that I put

coupled closely to the detector there is an

I have had the opportunity of talking

Incidentally, things are still just as bad

may be a close friend before the meeting.

over matters with three or four visitors to
this country just lately, although they have

not all come from the States, and their
views are rather interesting.
The Britisher Scores.

The one point on which all the Americans
are unanimous is that the average Britisher

is far more technically minded than his

counterpart in the States, and although he
has less money to spare on radio gear he
makes better use of it.

We are apparently to be sympathised

with on account of our particular location
on the globe (which, I am afraid, cannot
be altered at the moment !) compared with
that of the States, for, while we are having
our long spells of bad conditions here, there
is hardly ever a time over there when some
part of the world is not coming through well,

aerial, although

up a fortnight or so ago.

as ever here, and I am quite resigned to the
fact that 1030 will go down in history as the
" Black Year of Radio."
Short-wave supersonics still seem to be a
controversial subject. After my recent

work on the subject I am inclined to the
view that, as a telephony receiver, the super het. is unsurpassable. For amateur Morse

work its advantages are very doubtful on
account of the duplication of stations

through receiving each one in the two
positions, as the oscillator beats on the

upper and lower side of their carriers.
I believe that the intermediate -frequency
amplifier that follows the detector is capable
of giving a greater amplification on signals
and less on " mush " than a low -frequency
amplifier giving the same overall " mag.,"

but otherwise there is nothing in it for

C.W. work,

with the same aerial

enormous effect. The fact that practice
follows theory is sufficiently unusual to
warrant a mention of this effect.
Incidentally, this might form a good test
of whether a screened -grid stage is working
properly.
Transatlantic Telephony.

The queer, uniaitelligible noises that are
heard on the transatlantic

sometimes

'phones are not due to single side -band
telephony or any modification thereof, if
my deductions are correct. I believe that,

when secrecy is desired, they modulate the
carrier -wave with a supersonic frequency,

and that the modulation we hear is the

difference between the speech frequencies
and this supersonic frequency.
It should be possible to make it intelligible again, but I am not giving any hints
in case I make myself unpopular with the
authorities who desire secrecy.
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MAKING YQUIZ
OWN LOUDSP
A practical article about a fascinating occupation at which every
" P.W." reader should " have a go."
By ROBERT BLACK.

you ever seriously considered
your own loud speaker ?

HAVE
making

Perhaps you have Already weighed
up the pros and cons and thought to yourself something on the following lines.

" If I buy a complete loud speaker I
do know exactly what I am getting. I
go to the dealer's and
I can hear it. I know

exactly what it will look

speaker you buy a loud
speaker unit and " make

you own " all sorts of interesting possibilities are
opened up. You can make your own
cabinet, adapt, or buy a cabinet, or instead
use a baffle -board.

You can try different cones with it,

different methods of mounting the cone,
and you can try different sizes of cone.
The beauty of all these stunts is that they
are accompanied by subtle differences of
tone which if you are a musician, or have a

clean, crisp reproduction of the top stuff and
high notes you will probably choose a stiffish
paper, and there is plenty of room for experiment in doping and " loading " a paper cone.

the furniture
in the rest of
the room, I

satisfaction and pleasure.

experiment in using thin wooden partitions,

the, maker's

tive. The unit is the heart and soul of the

like for 1 have seen it.
I like the appearance, I
know it will tone beauti-

fully with

have got

musical ear, will be a constant source of
If you are not particularly interested in
the experimental side at present, the fact
you will be saving money should be attrac-

There is a wide and interesting field of

etc., for a diaphragm instead of a cone.

One of the most natural effects I have ever
heard was obtained by an ingenious house-

holder who had a " serving -hatch "

it, and,

room, and who fitted up this as a " dia-

finally, I

phragm."

don't have
to worry."

Diaphragm Diversity.

Now as

Jack Payne's lads will
tell you if yeti listen in
when they are in lively

Thin wood was used, fitting exactly into
the hole in the wall, and an ordinary L.S.
unit was fitted direct to the centre of the
trap-door which thus became a wooden

This idea that
the making of a loud
speaker is a worrying

volume was ample for both rooms. The
quality was unusually good, as the whole
wall between the rooms was acting as a
baffle. Anyone who has tried such a stunt
will admit that one of the most interesting

" diaphragm."

mood, " You die if you
worry, you die if you
don't, so why worry at

Worked from a three -valve set, the

all ? "

business. ought to be nailed down once and
for all, for on the contrary it is an interesting
and profitable job. Think of the other side
of the question for a moment.

things about radio reception is the making of
one's own loud speaker.

If instead of buying a complete loud

Here is the famous " Blue Spot " L.S. Unit
mounted on its chassis and ready for placing inside your own cabinet.

loud speaker and this you purchase readymade. Having the unit, what else remains
before you can listen to it ?
Easily -Triad improvements.

Well, it is provided with a little driving
rod, and that driving rod has to be fixed to
a cone, and that cone must be supported in
some way. attention being paid to the effect
of the support on the reproduction.
As no doubt you are aware, the unit and
cone can be held in their correct relative
positives on a proper " chassis."
If you have plenty of time and are moder-

-

or

trapdoor between his kitchen and dining -

name behind

Tne Ormond Large
Cone Chassis, with
its adjustable unit.

all:of them being ea,ily tried. If you like

.

A close-up of the Watmel L.S. Unit.

ately handy with tools you could snake a
wooden chassis or framework that will be
absolutely satisfactory in use.
Various kinds of stiff paper, such as
" kraft " can be tried for the cone, many of
them being marked ready for cutting, and

The " Vee " Unit shown here is a product of
those pioneers of loud -speaker
S. G. Brown, Ltd.

manufacture.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

Tested and
Found--

employed, so that it can be connected
with impunity on any mains within a
200,260 -volt range. Its sensitivity and
quality of volume are a revelation.
" One of the fundamental factors in

193Zi.

stantial and handsome leather case with a

walnut finish. Wavechange is available
with one simple switch.

It is not an unduly heavy outfit, more
particularly when it is remembered that,
unlike some portables which have been
offered to the public, it has an adequate
battery equipment.
The results it gives are well above the
average.

The

quality of reproduction

compares favourably with that of any set
of any type, and it is completely stable in
operat ion.
There is not the slightest tendency

towards instability on either wave -band
and this, in a portable having an out-of-the-

the successful performance of a moving -

roil loud speaker is the inclusion of
a baffle. While both tile Gecoplione
moving -coil loud speakers dealt with
above are available in chassis form

only, and therefore require the provision of a baffle for full efficiency,
hey can also be obtained mounted in

a battle.

GECOPHONE MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.

THE moving -coil type of speaker is

rapidly gaining popularity, and the

latest people to commence manufacturing this type are the G.E.C.

I do not think that there has ever been

any doubt as to the superiority of the
moving -coil system in the minds of amateurs,

but there must naturally have been a

certain amount of-well, suspicion, against
a speaker costing so much more than the
simple cones and being built on relatively
heavy lines.

Perhaps it was thought that even if fine
results could be obtained it would only be
so if a very powerful set were employed.
This is not, of course, strictly the case. You

want a good set because a moving -coil

speaker can always show up faults.

Of the G.E.C. moving -coil speaker the
makers say :
The suspension device and the speech
coil former are machined from one piece of duralumin,
and as the number of separate parts to be secured
to the tone is reduced to a minimum, the most potent
.

.

.

mimeo of chatter in a moving -coil speaker is thereby
eliminated.

" The machining throughout is to fine limits, and
(his enables an extremely small gap to be employed
between the field magnets and the coil, with its
attendant high efficiency and great sensitivity.
Only 10 watts are required to energise the field magnets

at very high magnetic flux density.
"The framework of the diaphragm is of aluminium,
so that while it is comparatively light it is rigid, and
it is firmly clamped to the pot to support the cone at
its periphery. This. cone is of impregnated paper,
and it is suspended by very flexible calf skin, with a

generous rim of felt at the diaphragm edge where

it makes contact with a battle.
" The Geeophone moving -coil loud speaker is designed both for A.C. and D.C. main supplies.

In the case of the A.C. model a rectifying unit

forms part of the speaker chassis, and is surmounted
by a valve holder carrying an Osram 175 full -wave
rectifier. Valve rectification has been adopted because

of the advantages it offers in the simplification of
the smoothing system, and the uniformity of the
output voltage.
' This A.C. model is suitable for use on mains
having a pressure of 200/260 volts, with a frequency
between 50 and 80 cycles, and clearly marked terminals, with an ebonite safety cover, conduce to
correct connection to these mains.

" An Input transformer is incorporated in this model,

attractive one in the shape of a small easel. The
loud -speaker chassis is firmly affixed to this in such
a way that there is no undue tension at the point of
amalgamation, and no possibility of the centre pole piece in the magnet pot failing to maintain its essential right angle to the face of the diaphragm frame."

So, as you can see, this G.E.C. product
is very far from being a haphazard design.
And as you also will have gathered it does
not work as such. Actually its results are
very fine. Its sensitivity is of an excep-

tionally high character, indeed, I think it
is by far the most sensitive moving -coil

--I

=
=

23.-A MILLIAMMETER.

F.:

E.

A milliammeter should have a low -Fresistance-the lower the better. Some E.

of the cheap ones have higher resistances E
R.'

than is advisable for such instruments i

-7-

over-but don't have too great a margin E

if they are to be used for checking anode =
currents in valve sets.
Always see that the scale adequately
''' covers the ranges you are likely to work g

E or your readings will tend to be less E
easily readable.
E
It you want to deal with currents up

_to 20 milliamperes a meter reading to E
.2

25 would prove quite suitable.
Many of the remarks made in regard

speaker I have ever come across.
It is more sensitive than the average cone

E

respect it is rather wonderful.
And it gives you full bass together with
a brilliant upper register. It can be successfully operated with quite an ordinary kind
of set, such as a Det. 2 L.F. three.
I think it deserves 100 points out of 100

Multi -range meters are quite satisfactory propositions providing they are -1'
of reputable make. There Is no reason E

speaker, so you will agree that in this

for its all-round efficiency as judged by
present-day standards, which are a lot

superior to those of only a year or two ago.
BURNDEPT PORTABLE SET.

We have had an opportunity of testing
the Burndept Super Screened Portable Set.
This receiver employs four valves, one of

which is an

The
loud speaker
S.G.

is built into
the lid, and
there is also
a

built-in

turn -table

permit ting
the set to be

swung easily
in any direction.
set
The

has a

sub -

to voltmeters last week also apply to E
milliammeters.
at all why a meter should not show you
several ranges, for it is merely a matter
of resistance shunts-there is no

mechanical " wangle " about it. Of
course, the shunts must be accurately
arranged.

E
a"

=
=
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ordinary degree of sensitivity,

is quite
perfectly
straightforward and are simple in character

surprising.

The controls are

and pleasant to handle.

Station -searching is facilitated by the
provision of accessible and smooth -running
controls.
On test we had no difficulty whatever in

locating half a dozen stations in daylight,
and these were received at full loudspeaker strength. At night, of course, the

range of the instrument is considerably
extended.
Should an even greater number of
distant stations be required, aerial and earth

terminals are provided so that an extra-

ordinary antenna can be used.
The Burndept Super Screened Portable,
complete with valves and including royal-

ties, costs £23 10s. in either a walnut or
mahogany "finish.
A GRID -LEAK HOLDER.

renders the use of an extra intermediary

transformer unnecessary when employed in conjunction with a pull -push amplifier.
" Furthermore, in view of this transformer, the loud
speaker can be used direct in the anode circuit of the
output valve in any type of set., or with a choke con-

A neat device which will doubtless find
its way into the gadget boxes of many constructors is the 'new Burne-Jones grid -leak
holder. It is a very simple but very useful
little article.
There are two clips, which will accommodate any ordinary grid leak easily and

denser output filter. a provision which makes for

safety as well as contributing to general efficiency.
"The D.C. model Incorporate all the features of the
A.C. model with the exception of the rectifying unit.
An adequate smoothing device copes with the mains
input in such a way that a remarkable background
silence is secured.
" Like the A.C. Model, an input transformer forms

an integral part of the unit, thereby offering just the
same facilities for connection. Ample safeguards are

:.=-. When you are Buying-

" The baffle adopted as a standard is a singularly

and as It is centre -tapped, it permits a choice to be
made of two impedances to match up with the output
valve of the set to which it is connected This transformer, because of its centre -tapping in its primary
winding,

al111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

securely, and two terminals fixed on a
bakelite base drilled for baseboard mounting.
The Burndept surer -screened portable receives.

The article is completely satisfactory, and
costs only 6d.
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CORRECTING Ai
YOUR Q [
Some practical hints on overcoming those little faults in
the set which prevent you from getting the best results
from your loud speaker.
By A. S. CLARK.
N0 matter how good your loud speaker-

no matter how large your aerialno matter how many valves you
have-and no matter how superior your
set is, unless it is being worked properly you

cannot even hope to get passable quality !

You can go on tuning -in all night,

or

adjusting
your

loud

speaker for
hours

on

end, and
avail yourself nothing.

It is a
great pity
that sets

entirely.

%tin

It is decided by the design

of

the set and the particular loud speaker in
use.

The distortion we are really concerned
with is of the " horrid " type, which
produces tinny, screechy, boomy or rattly
reproduction, and is generally caused by
overloading, incorrect grid bias, or a poor

This is

be-

cause a certain

drop in voltage is bound to take place across the loud
speaker winding. If you knoiv the D.C.
resistance of the speaker and the current

H.T. supply.
Probably the first of these, namely over-

loading the last valve in the set, is the
most common cause of bad quality. It is
literally impossible to get good quality
without a power valve of some sort in the

capable of
giving good

quality

should be
allowed to
go on pourThe Bullphone " Nightingile " Unit.

out
"noise"

ing

The well-known Watea " Star " L.S. Unit.

because the adjustments necessary to correct

the quality are so easily carried out.

being passed by the last valve you can of
course work out the exact voltage drop by

Avoid Overloading.

Strictly speaking an uneven

Ohm's Law.

overall

.When a dry battery is running down, its

response curve is distortion in itself, but

internal resistance goes

this is not the distortion which gets on one's

The shape of the response curve
really only determines the tone or pitch of
the results.
nerves.

Also the question of what is the best

pitch is a matter of personal opinion

The Type

K " Mallard Loud Speaker.

last position (referring to working a loudspeaker, of course).
Yet in spite of this, many sets are working

or trying to work a loud speaker, after an
ordinary L.F. valve. Give your speaker a

up,

and may

produce L.P. instability by causing back coupling between valves. Such instability
does not always show up in the form of a
howl or whistle. It may simply cause
distortion to take place.
The way to prevent such battery coupling
is by inserting decoupling resistances (with

shunting condensers) in the H.T. leads.
The detector H.T. supply lead is usually
the most effective point.

fair chance and use a power valve, and
don't try to get more volume out of it
than it can handle.

G.B. and H.T. Voltages.

You will find that most makers give a

table with their power valves showing the
correct values of grid bias for various H.T.
voltages. ' The plate voltages given apply

to the voltage at the plate of the valve,l_]and

not the actual voltage of the H.T. battery.
If,

however. you are using an output

choke of good quality these two voltages

will be near enough the same. When your
loud speaker is connected directly into the

This is

th2 N.,& K.

plate circuit of the last valve you 'should
allow about 20 volts off the H.T. value
before looking up the right grid bias
Inductor.

voltage.

This Falk Stadelmann Speaker employs a " SPid"r "
diaphragm.
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ECKEPSLEYe'--\
UERYORNER,
SHORT-WAVE STATIONS HEARD ON
LONG-WAVES-SHALL I GET A HYDROMETER ? - GRID -LEAK VALUES -A
SHOCK FROM THE AERIAL.

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E.. late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, comments upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain
Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him;
Short -Wave Stations Heard on Long -Waves.

W. S. (Cambridge).-" I am using a perfectly straightforward set consisting of a
detector and two L.F. stages, the aerial cir-

cuit being of the tapped coil type. This
receiver is quite selective and I have no
difficulty in cutting out or separating the
Brookmans Park transmission on the
medium wave -hand.
" When, however, I switch over to 5 X X,

1

find that the Regional transmitter at

Brookmans Park tends to cause interference.

I cannot understand this. What is the
explanation ? "
" A straightforward circuit " consists in an
inductance tuned by a condenser. On
switching to long waves a new. inductance

of the battery rather than a quantitative
measure of its existing charge.
The hydrometer is an infallible method,
as it measures a perfectly definite quantity.

Buy a hydrometer, then, and see that the
specific gravity of the acid is kept right
relatively to charge and absolutely as re-

gards evaporation.

If the specific gravity is changed abso-

excursions are ineffective in producing, anode
current and so give rectification by eliminat-

Obviously the greater the value of grid

tortion, so it is always a balance between
quantity and quality. The 2-meg. leak
maybe is high enough for good quality ;
given other constants, the 5-meg. grid leak

constant impedance, as apart from a tuned
circuit impedance, is enough to offer a
high resistance to the passage of all high -

is more sensitive but does not give such good
quality.
*

frequency currents.
Thus the local Brookmans Park emissions
of relatively high frequency simply pile up
a voltage across the long -wave inductance
regardless of the " tuning " effect by which
we normally select programmes. A smaller
inductance and a larger condenser to select
5 X X gets over the trouble, but in essence

Why did I get this shock ? "
You got this shock because the aerial got
charged up as an insulated conductor. The
celebrated Franklin (the first one, not

" C. M.," who designed the beam station
transmitters) flew a kite on a conducting
wire and he insulated the wire from earth

Try a smaller inductance, try a weaker
coupling or fine coupled circuit of H.F.
tuned stages. all of which should cure the

and drew considerable sparks from his kite carried conductor.
As you go up and up into the air the electric
potential of earth increases with increasing
height. In a thunderstorm this potential
increases more rapidly than when the electric

trouble.

Shall I Get a Hydrometer ?
T. R. (Birmingham).-"

I have just
bought a new accumulator, and I want to
keep it in first-class condition.

I have been
told that the colour of the plates is an indi-

It is practically impossible to tell the

plates is a general indication of the condition

*

" PERPLEXED " (South Shields).-" Recently, fearing that my aerial might get
struck by lightning, 1 disconnected this
during a storm. Later on, after the storm
had ceased, I attempted to connect this
to the set, and received a violent shock.

more selectivity.

amount of charge in a battery by judging
the colour of the plates. The colour of the

*

A Shock from the Aerial.

one wants to make the tuning effect apart
from the fine impedance effect of the inductance predominant. Anything then for

battery is in, or must I buy a hydrometer ?

ing one half of the charges of the total H.F.
grid voltage charge.

leak the more pronounced this effect. But
what of linearity of response ?
As too high value of leak produces dis-

over the range of frequencies as between say
200 and 500 metres wave -length. This

of the plates exactly what condition the

high -resistance path to earth in the grid

TRANSMITTER TECHNIQUE

which remains very much the same value

tial.
" Is it possible for me to tell from the colour

The grid -leak method of detection depends upon the positive excursions of grid
voltage collecting electrons (i.e. a negative
charge) on the grid, which, since there is a
leak, take time to leak away and to produce
a non -proportionate effect as between positive and negative grid excursions.
In other words the negative grid voltage

medium wave range inductance) is switched
into circuit.
An untuned inductance has an impedance

been informed that a hydrometer is essen-

2 megohms."

lutely through evaporation; always add distilled water. The relative specific gravity
of the liquid gives a measure of the charge.

(sixteen or more times the value of the

cation of the state of -charge, and I have also

"I notice that in practically every published design the value of the grid leak is

state of the atmosphere is more stable.
This is a Marconi valve transmitter, which can be used
for continuous wave work, or for I.C.W. Note the " all in " simplicity as compared with earlier apparatus.

Grid -Leak Values.

B. N. M. (Hendon).-" I have a one -valve
receiver, and I find that if I replace the 2meg. grid leak with one having a value of
5 megs. I get much letter reception. Why
should this higher value give me' increased
sensitivity ?

So if you put a wire into the air it collects
a charge, and this charge, since the wire is a

conductor, spreads itself evenly over the
wire. But when you, an earthed body,
touch the wire, the charge passes in you
to earth and you give a jump !
Moral, if, as you should, you disconnect
your aerial during a thunderstorm, earth it
as well.

Use a switch which in the off posi-

tion earths the aerial; in the "on" position
connects the aerial to the set.
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A.C. mains some form of rectifier is needed,
and this usually puts up the first cost of the
_
instrument.

CHOOSING AND USING
LOUD SPEAKERS.
(Continued from previous page.)

41s an -alternative to driving from the

*

tribute to the great progress made in the
last few years !

_

Assuming long life for all types, what
about first cost, running cost, and quality
of service rendered ? Cone types score
heavily -on first cost,
for

A n o_t, he r

mains there is the moving -coil speaker that
is battery -driven, a very large 6 -volt
accumulator being commonly employed- for
the purpOse. This battery, of course, has to
be recharged, so the method has no advan-

tage in running cost as compared with the
direct -mains -driven type.

Apart from this question of running cost,
there is quality.
How does the moving -coil qualify compare

they are much

cheaper than
" moving coil."
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BY P.R.BIRD

with the " cone " ?
Theoretically the " moving coil " should
be bettor, and most people having heard a
geed M.C. speaker operating _properly Will

the
point

where the moving -

NOWADAYS not many people are
hardy enough to buy a loud speale'r

claim that for quality it stands supreme.

(Nevertheless not all M.C. speakers can beat

all the cone types, and personally I would

much prefer a good " cone " to a poor

seven -sided speaker

Perfectone.

" moving coil.")

The Question of Quality.

This question of quality is .one on which

many rash statements have been made.
You will sometimes hear it said that
moving coils are too

" homily " ;

but

whilst this was true of earlier models, it
certainly is not an inherent fault in later

is

the Edison -Bell

so also is the method of connecting The
loud speaker to the set.

by its appearance alone, or on the
strength of what the first salesman says

about it. -Usually a few enquiries are made

among friends, but the results from this
method are apt to be rather puzzling.

wheie
several rooms are to be " wired " for radio
The

ideal method (especially

*

-.--. ...... ..---4-4..

*

A practical talk about the various

types, the ways -in which they

i

best results.

I

work, and the methods of getting

T

* --4-4.- ........ -4-----..-..,--..*
You do, and very likely you wish you had
not ! Jones may be a good fellow-but his

idea of music is not your idea of it.
Or perhaps you speak to Smitlia quiet,
knoWing chap in whose radio judgment

reception, and where large Volume is -required) is to use an " output filter." This
takes the form of a choke -condenser circuit
or of an output transformer, and has many
advantages.
The more expensive moving -coil speakers

you have faith. But Smith-himself a
quiet man-likes a really loud speaker.

not only contain their own filters," (jut
are recommended for use with certain

valves, H.T. voltages, etc., and all such
makers' hints should be studied befi5iehand. With less expensive speakers and
less ambitious output requirements, the
question of filters is less important, but it

Bakers, of Selhurst, Croydon, are the makers of
this moving -coil, which, like all snob assemblies,

is used in conjunction with a baffie-board or
cabinet.

coil loud speaker compares unfavourably.is in
running cost. The " cone," once purchased,

The leads to other rooms, etc., should
be permanently wired, as trailing flex is
very unsatisfactory. Where extensions are
to be used a filter circuit becomes essential,
for otherwise the extensions must be treated

do get their field -magnetism from permanent

magnets, and so, like the cone types, have
no running costs. But the mains -driven or

as "live" wiring and this

Standing near a bare wall, a loud speaker
seems "brighter," and placed before a curtain

monly used.)

goes straight across the mains, but with

is obviously

inadvisable.

the battery -fed types are far more comIf you have electric light in the house you

hear all about peaking and middle -range resonance, and you will come away from
him with thousands of technical terms

Some Final Hints.

The " moving coil " needs " feeding.'
(It is true that some moving -coil speakers

can drive a moving -coil speaker from the
mains and hardly notice its upkeep cost, for
the power consumption is quite low, and is
usually less than that of an ordinary lamp.
With D.C. mains the field winding simply

necessary rectifier.

is always well worth considering.

has merely to be fed from the set's loudspeaker terminals, and will go on giving
splendid service without further expense.

Comparative Costs.

This Gecophone Moving Coil Speaker is for use
with A.C. mains, the valve. shown being the

In this Whiteley Boneham instrument the cone is
placed behind the driving unit.

it may lose a tendency to " ring " a little
on -certain notes, so_ be sure to find which

types, which are marvellously bright and

position in the room seems to suit it best.
AMother factor that makes a great deal
of difference to the enjoyment obtainable

In general, if you can afford- a good

froin aloud speaker is the method of volume
control. Gadgets for this are obtainable

crisp in their rendering of " the top stuff."

price for a loud speaker, it will pay you
to do so, but the questions of cost are too
involved to dogma-

everywhere, and full details for fitting it
are issued with the volume control.

tise over. If you
fancy one of the

"moving coils,"

ringing in your ears and dull despair in
your heart.
Then you call on a dealer. He reverses
the whole business once again. He shows
you this, he shows you that, he shows you
the other. Sometimes you get a world of
help from him. Sometimes you don't.

The " Marconiphone Moving Coil," which can
be obtained for A.C. or D.C. mains drive, or for
battery operation.

You find that different people have
different ideas, the only similarity being
that each considers his own fundamentally
right and everyone else's idea fundamentally
wrong. You speak to Jones for instance,
and you find that he. is superbly certain.
Other People's Ideas.

" I've got a so-and-so," he says. " It's

simply wonderful ! You ought to get one.

You ought to hear mine. You ought to
come round and listen to it."

Get it Demonstrated.

Sometimes you get the impression that
he does not care a hang what he sells you,
This Squire aluminium cone cradle for use with
any standard unit retails at 15. -.

so long as he does sell it. While on the other

You dO not have to go to his house to hear
in the road. The
it., you can listen to
power is phenomenal'_ and the likeness to a
band unmistakable.
You could hear the drums,

any model in which you are interested.

READY TO BUILD YOUR OWN.

don't forget to ascertain its running costs.
the dealer.)
too,
Remember,
that your results will
not depend for
quality upon the loud

Moving -Coil.

for days ! And when Smith

So you try again and

this

a chain, every link of
which is important...

time you ask the
acknowledged local radio expert. You immediately release a flood ! He'll talk to

the

you earnestly about afalling

The set itself, the

Two Rotor -Electric Models,_ that on the right being -the " Peter Giassman "

you could hear the flutes.
but your ear drums ached

the .1i1M7Py IO come from ?)

speaker alone. That
is merely one end of

proper

maintenance of the
batteries.-.all these
are important. And

(Continued on next pale.)

tells you how much it costs
him for that outfit you
shake your head and sadly
fade away. (Wonderful it
certainly was, and probably
worth its cost, but where's

(These can be worked
out accurately by

valves,

hand he may be an obliging and efficient
salesman who will willingly demonstrate

*he ends of the leads going to the moving coil
are clearly shown in this Goodman M.C. Speaker.

Here are the carts for the Six -Sixty Cone Assembly.

characteristic, and he will
carry on about cut-off for
hours. From him you will

The Donotene Loud Speaker is distinctive in
both principle and appearance.
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LET "P.W." HELP YOU TO CHOOSE YOUR NEW LOUD SPEAKER
ment indeed. There are several different
types, and these types have their different

advantages and limitations.

From the

point of view of programme -enjoyment they
have one thing in common-they are all good !

All this talk about the excellence of one

type of loud speaker, or the still greater

excellence of another type, is a sure proof

of one fact-a proof that there is a steady
search for perfection. There is a keen
desire for realistic reproduction. There is

an enormous and very critical audience
concentrating upon every different detail
This attractively -finished instrument is the Loewe
Cone Type Loud Speaker.

In any case you probably go home and
think it all over, you recall all the prone and
cons, balance for and against, and after all
your trouble you

of the loud speaker's performance.
The fact that we are still progressing and

finality has not been reached should not
blind us from seeing

that we have gone
a very long way in

very much in the

our quest for quality.
Let us see where
the modern loud

position from which

you started. So
what are you going
to do now?
The first thing to

speaker, which you
can buy at the shop
round

do is to cheer up.

the

predecessor.

choose, every type
has its own en-

fied telephone earpiece: There is no

The loud speaker

of a few years ago
was simply a glori-

from which is

thusiastic ad-

The dry rectifier shown attached to the framework is used in this A.C. version of the " Magnavox " X -core Moving -Coil instrument.

lieves so firmly in
his own favourite
that he cannot help thinking that all the
others are poor in comparison.

Actually and as a matter of technical
interest there is no really perfect loud speaker

at all. That does not matter very much
because not one person in five thousand
could recognise perfection if they heard it !

The point to remember

is

that the

modern loud speaker is a very good instru-

Moving -Coil

necessity for me to
enter into the action
of it here, as this
has often been dealt

with in articles in

" P.W.," and in any case most readers will
have an idea of the action of the diaphragm.

In the earlier types very pronounced

The Search for Perfection.

The famous Lissen

ferences for certain notes on
the audibility scale were
greatly enhanced.

between the armature and

Cone and Coil.

Side by side with these im-

provements in the magnetic

action many other equally
Above is an up-to-ditte D.O. version of the B.T.H.
R.K.," forerunner ots, all the moving -coil
loud speakers. Below (ter the left) is shown a

Burndept Cabinet Cone (once £2 10s. in oak or
mahogany). Beta* it is the Ferranti D.C.
chassis, of which Cabinet) and Pedestal models
are obtainable.

important improvements were
being effected. A very wide
variety of materials has been
experimented with in the

search for the perfect cone

corner,

There is
an enormous variety
of loud speakers

is this.

every enthusiast be-

without. showing marked' pre-

short driving rod. The prospective purchaser will find
many points of real interest
in this class of instrument.

its action has been overhauled
with a view to improvement.
For instance, the air gap

itself sufficiently promising when the whole

different musical frequencies

speaker uses a large conical
diaphragm. driven by a unit

unit itself and every detail of

Of the instrument increased
but its evenness of response
and ability to reproduce

really ,stands when
compared with its

The sure and solid
truth of the matter

herents, and nearly

Breaking right away from the
Older type, this class of loud

A great deal of attention
has been paid to the driving

the magnetic force across this
were greatly improved by the

" balanced armature," and
not only was the sensitivity

advent of the cone speaker.

Speaker is

available in both permanent magnet and electromagnetic types, or wtt-hout this handroins
cabinet if cost is a first consideration.

resonance effects were common. That is
to say, the peculiarities of its construction
tended to make the loud speaker exaggerate
certain frequencies at the expense of certain
other frequencies.
Incapable of reproducing the deep notes
of .the organ or the boom of drums, nevertheless these old-fashioned small -horn loud
speakers were sometimes very good when

diaphragm, and all sorts of likely and
unlikely substances have shared popular
favour at different times.
A stiffened paper or " cardboard "
foundation is still commonly used, and
among other substances adopted have been
various skins, parchment, doped linen and
so forth.

early came in for attention.
The methods of applying

to which it is joined by a

Unwanted Resonances.

find that you are

the magnet, across which the
magnetic action takes place,

reproducing speech, and their
sensitivity was frequently
phenomenal.
Experiments with the size
and shape of the horn of loud
speakers soon began, and are
still going on, but public
attention was largely directed
away from these by the

Development along these lines was in

situation was once again altered fundamentally by the arrival of another type

altogether-the moving -coil loud speaker.
Using a large conical diaphragm similar to
that of the ordinary cone loud speaker, its
principle of action is entirely different from

that of the other types.
The result is that there are now in
common use three
different main types
of loud speaker-viz.

This attractive Kolster Brandes model employs
balanced armature.

fact was that the
moving

at the
Wonderful
Variety
of
Niodifrn

LoudiSpiakers
vnow

AMlable !

Of the five loud speakers in the centre below, the first is a Tziotron, employing a balanced -armature unit. Next comas a linen diaphragm speaker, made by Moores. of Liverpool, and in the centre is one of the Ultra Electric Ltd. models. The chassis
model, standing beside it, is an " Undy " product, and last of the centre five is the famous Z20, made by Celestion, Ltd.

itself

in which a large diaphragm is driven by

was its own driving
and restoring force,
not dependent on
springs and similar

an electro magnetic
L.S. unit ; and those
in which the driving

resonance -producing
mechanism. Another

feature of great im-

its
portance was
robust construction
and generous size,
allowing it to handle
enormous volume.

force is a moving -coil.

Look

coil

those in which a horn
is employed ; those

of

In the latter type

speaker no

sensitively -t re tab! ing

armature is used, but
affixed to the centre
diaphragm is
of

Long Life.

So much for

light coil of fine
wire, through which

the set's output
passed.

The

is

coil,

centred on the dia-

This Philips L6ud Speaker is fitted in a moulded
Bakelite cabinet, and an ingenious lead -switch
gives three different impedance values.

time

main characteristics
of the types at
present on the market. How do these

the received currents.

fundamental differences affect the purchaser ?
" How long will it last ? " is one question
that crops up immediately, and in this
respect all modern loud speakers arc really
Used properly they wilt
satisfactory.

A New Departure.

disused loud speakers have been " improved

phragm, is placed in
z,ti intensely powerful magnetic field, and
every variation of current through it causes
it to alter its position. It thus moves the

diaphragm to and fro in accordance with

" carry on " year after year-in fact, most

There were some very remarkable differences between this and the preceding

away," supplanted by better instruments',
long before they were worn out. A silent

methods of reproduction. One outstanding

(Continued on next page.)

WHATEVER YOUR NEEDS THERE IS ONE MADE TO SUIT YOU.

Above is the A mplion Standard Cabinet -Cone.

which employs a sensitive balanced -armature
unit. It can be obtained in oak, mahogany, or
walnut, and alternative values of impedance are
available.
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LET "P.W." HELP YOU TO CHOOSE YOUR NEW LOUD SPEAKER
ment indeed. There are several different
types, and these types have their different

advantages and limitations.

From the

point of view of programme -enjoyment they
have one thing in common-they are all good !

All this talk about the excellence of one

type of loud speaker, or the still greater

excellence of another type, is a sure proof

of one fact-a proof that there is a steady
search for perfection. There is a keen
desire for realistic reproduction. There is

an enormous and very critical audience
concentrating upon every different detail
This attractively -finished instrument is the Loewe
Cone Type Loud Speaker.

In any case you probably go home and
think it all over, you recall all the prone and
cons, balance for and against, and after all
your trouble you

of the loud speaker's performance.
The fact that we are still progressing and

finality has not been reached should not
blind us from seeing

that we have gone
a very long way in

very much in the

our quest for quality.
Let us see where
the modern loud

position from which

you started. So
what are you going
to do now?
The first thing to

speaker, which you
can buy at the shop
round

do is to cheer up.

the

predecessor.

choose, every type
has its own en-

fied telephone earpiece: There is no

The loud speaker

of a few years ago
was simply a glori-

from which is

thusiastic ad-

The dry rectifier shown attached to the framework is used in this A.C. version of the " Magnavox " X -core Moving -Coil instrument.

lieves so firmly in
his own favourite
that he cannot help thinking that all the
others are poor in comparison.

Actually and as a matter of technical
interest there is no really perfect loud speaker

at all. That does not matter very much
because not one person in five thousand
could recognise perfection if they heard it !

The point to remember

is

that the

modern loud speaker is a very good instru-

Moving -Coil

necessity for me to
enter into the action
of it here, as this
has often been dealt

with in articles in

" P.W.," and in any case most readers will
have an idea of the action of the diaphragm.

In the earlier types very pronounced

The Search for Perfection.

The famous Lissen

ferences for certain notes on
the audibility scale were
greatly enhanced.

between the armature and

Cone and Coil.

Side by side with these im-

provements in the magnetic

action many other equally
Above is an up-to-ditte D.O. version of the B.T.H.
R.K.," forerunner ots, all the moving -coil
loud speakers. Below (ter the left) is shown a

Burndept Cabinet Cone (once £2 10s. in oak or
mahogany). Beta* it is the Ferranti D.C.
chassis, of which Cabinet) and Pedestal models
are obtainable.

important improvements were
being effected. A very wide
variety of materials has been
experimented with in the

search for the perfect cone

corner,

There is
an enormous variety
of loud speakers

is this.

every enthusiast be-

without. showing marked' pre-

short driving rod. The prospective purchaser will find
many points of real interest
in this class of instrument.

its action has been overhauled
with a view to improvement.
For instance, the air gap

itself sufficiently promising when the whole

different musical frequencies

speaker uses a large conical
diaphragm. driven by a unit

unit itself and every detail of

Of the instrument increased
but its evenness of response
and ability to reproduce

really ,stands when
compared with its

The sure and solid
truth of the matter

herents, and nearly

Breaking right away from the
Older type, this class of loud

A great deal of attention
has been paid to the driving

the magnetic force across this
were greatly improved by the

" balanced armature," and
not only was the sensitivity

advent of the cone speaker.

Speaker is

available in both permanent magnet and electromagnetic types, or wtt-hout this handroins
cabinet if cost is a first consideration.

resonance effects were common. That is
to say, the peculiarities of its construction
tended to make the loud speaker exaggerate
certain frequencies at the expense of certain
other frequencies.
Incapable of reproducing the deep notes
of .the organ or the boom of drums, nevertheless these old-fashioned small -horn loud
speakers were sometimes very good when

diaphragm, and all sorts of likely and
unlikely substances have shared popular
favour at different times.
A stiffened paper or " cardboard "
foundation is still commonly used, and
among other substances adopted have been
various skins, parchment, doped linen and
so forth.

early came in for attention.
The methods of applying

to which it is joined by a

Unwanted Resonances.

find that you are

the magnet, across which the
magnetic action takes place,

reproducing speech, and their
sensitivity was frequently
phenomenal.
Experiments with the size
and shape of the horn of loud
speakers soon began, and are
still going on, but public
attention was largely directed
away from these by the

Development along these lines was in

situation was once again altered fundamentally by the arrival of another type

altogether-the moving -coil loud speaker.
Using a large conical diaphragm similar to
that of the ordinary cone loud speaker, its
principle of action is entirely different from

that of the other types.
The result is that there are now in
common use three
different main types
of loud speaker-viz.

This attractive Kolster Brandes model employs
balanced armature.

fact was that the
moving

at the
Wonderful
Variety
of
Niodifrn

LoudiSpiakers
vnow

AMlable !

Of the five loud speakers in the centre below, the first is a Tziotron, employing a balanced -armature unit. Next comas a linen diaphragm speaker, made by Moores. of Liverpool, and in the centre is one of the Ultra Electric Ltd. models. The chassis
model, standing beside it, is an " Undy " product, and last of the centre five is the famous Z20, made by Celestion, Ltd.

itself

in which a large diaphragm is driven by

was its own driving
and restoring force,
not dependent on
springs and similar

an electro magnetic
L.S. unit ; and those
in which the driving

resonance -producing
mechanism. Another

feature of great im-

its
portance was
robust construction
and generous size,
allowing it to handle
enormous volume.

force is a moving -coil.

Look

coil

those in which a horn
is employed ; those

of

In the latter type

speaker no

sensitively -t re tab! ing

armature is used, but
affixed to the centre
diaphragm is
of

Long Life.

So much for

light coil of fine
wire, through which

the set's output
passed.

The

is

coil,

centred on the dia-

This Philips L6ud Speaker is fitted in a moulded
Bakelite cabinet, and an ingenious lead -switch
gives three different impedance values.

time

main characteristics
of the types at
present on the market. How do these

the received currents.

fundamental differences affect the purchaser ?
" How long will it last ? " is one question
that crops up immediately, and in this
respect all modern loud speakers arc really
Used properly they wilt
satisfactory.

A New Departure.

disused loud speakers have been " improved

phragm, is placed in
z,ti intensely powerful magnetic field, and
every variation of current through it causes
it to alter its position. It thus moves the

diaphragm to and fro in accordance with

" carry on " year after year-in fact, most

There were some very remarkable differences between this and the preceding

away," supplanted by better instruments',
long before they were worn out. A silent

methods of reproduction. One outstanding

(Continued on next page.)

WHATEVER YOUR NEEDS THERE IS ONE MADE TO SUIT YOU.

Above is the A mplion Standard Cabinet -Cone.

which employs a sensitive balanced -armature
unit. It can be obtained in oak, mahogany, or
walnut, and alternative values of impedance are
available.
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A.C. mains some form of rectifier is needed,
and this usually puts up the first cost of the
_
instrument.

CHOOSING AND USING
LOUD SPEAKERS.
(Continued from previous page.)

41s an -alternative to driving from the

*

tribute to the great progress made in the
last few years !

_

Assuming long life for all types, what
about first cost, running cost, and quality
of service rendered ? Cone types score
heavily -on first cost,
for

A n o_t, he r

mains there is the moving -coil speaker that
is battery -driven, a very large 6 -volt
accumulator being commonly employed- for
the purpOse. This battery, of course, has to
be recharged, so the method has no advan-

tage in running cost as compared with the
direct -mains -driven type.

Apart from this question of running cost,
there is quality.
How does the moving -coil qualify compare

they are much

cheaper than
" moving coil."
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with the " cone " ?
Theoretically the " moving coil " should
be bettor, and most people having heard a
geed M.C. speaker operating _properly Will

the
point

where the moving -

NOWADAYS not many people are
hardy enough to buy a loud speale'r

claim that for quality it stands supreme.

(Nevertheless not all M.C. speakers can beat

all the cone types, and personally I would

much prefer a good " cone " to a poor

seven -sided speaker

Perfectone.

" moving coil.")

The Question of Quality.

This question of quality is .one on which

many rash statements have been made.
You will sometimes hear it said that
moving coils are too

" homily " ;

but

whilst this was true of earlier models, it
certainly is not an inherent fault in later

is

the Edison -Bell

so also is the method of connecting The
loud speaker to the set.

by its appearance alone, or on the
strength of what the first salesman says

about it. -Usually a few enquiries are made

among friends, but the results from this
method are apt to be rather puzzling.

wheie
several rooms are to be " wired " for radio
The

ideal method (especially

*

-.--. ...... ..---4-4..

*

A practical talk about the various

types, the ways -in which they

i

best results.

I

work, and the methods of getting

T

* --4-4.- ........ -4-----..-..,--..*
You do, and very likely you wish you had
not ! Jones may be a good fellow-but his

idea of music is not your idea of it.
Or perhaps you speak to Smitlia quiet,
knoWing chap in whose radio judgment

reception, and where large Volume is -required) is to use an " output filter." This
takes the form of a choke -condenser circuit
or of an output transformer, and has many
advantages.
The more expensive moving -coil speakers

you have faith. But Smith-himself a
quiet man-likes a really loud speaker.

not only contain their own filters," (jut
are recommended for use with certain

valves, H.T. voltages, etc., and all such
makers' hints should be studied befi5iehand. With less expensive speakers and
less ambitious output requirements, the
question of filters is less important, but it

Bakers, of Selhurst, Croydon, are the makers of
this moving -coil, which, like all snob assemblies,

is used in conjunction with a baffie-board or
cabinet.

coil loud speaker compares unfavourably.is in
running cost. The " cone," once purchased,

The leads to other rooms, etc., should
be permanently wired, as trailing flex is
very unsatisfactory. Where extensions are
to be used a filter circuit becomes essential,
for otherwise the extensions must be treated

do get their field -magnetism from permanent

magnets, and so, like the cone types, have
no running costs. But the mains -driven or

as "live" wiring and this

Standing near a bare wall, a loud speaker
seems "brighter," and placed before a curtain

monly used.)

goes straight across the mains, but with

is obviously

inadvisable.

the battery -fed types are far more comIf you have electric light in the house you

hear all about peaking and middle -range resonance, and you will come away from
him with thousands of technical terms

Some Final Hints.

The " moving coil " needs " feeding.'
(It is true that some moving -coil speakers

can drive a moving -coil speaker from the
mains and hardly notice its upkeep cost, for
the power consumption is quite low, and is
usually less than that of an ordinary lamp.
With D.C. mains the field winding simply

necessary rectifier.

is always well worth considering.

has merely to be fed from the set's loudspeaker terminals, and will go on giving
splendid service without further expense.

Comparative Costs.

This Gecophone Moving Coil Speaker is for use
with A.C. mains, the valve. shown being the

In this Whiteley Boneham instrument the cone is
placed behind the driving unit.

it may lose a tendency to " ring " a little
on -certain notes, so_ be sure to find which

types, which are marvellously bright and

position in the room seems to suit it best.
AMother factor that makes a great deal
of difference to the enjoyment obtainable

In general, if you can afford- a good

froin aloud speaker is the method of volume
control. Gadgets for this are obtainable

crisp in their rendering of " the top stuff."

price for a loud speaker, it will pay you
to do so, but the questions of cost are too
involved to dogma-

everywhere, and full details for fitting it
are issued with the volume control.

tise over. If you
fancy one of the

"moving coils,"

ringing in your ears and dull despair in
your heart.
Then you call on a dealer. He reverses
the whole business once again. He shows
you this, he shows you that, he shows you
the other. Sometimes you get a world of
help from him. Sometimes you don't.

The " Marconiphone Moving Coil," which can
be obtained for A.C. or D.C. mains drive, or for
battery operation.

You find that different people have
different ideas, the only similarity being
that each considers his own fundamentally
right and everyone else's idea fundamentally
wrong. You speak to Jones for instance,
and you find that he. is superbly certain.
Other People's Ideas.

" I've got a so-and-so," he says. " It's

simply wonderful ! You ought to get one.

You ought to hear mine. You ought to
come round and listen to it."

Get it Demonstrated.

Sometimes you get the impression that
he does not care a hang what he sells you,
This Squire aluminium cone cradle for use with
any standard unit retails at 15. -.

so long as he does sell it. While on the other

You dO not have to go to his house to hear
in the road. The
it., you can listen to
power is phenomenal'_ and the likeness to a
band unmistakable.
You could hear the drums,

any model in which you are interested.

READY TO BUILD YOUR OWN.

don't forget to ascertain its running costs.
the dealer.)
too,
Remember,
that your results will
not depend for
quality upon the loud

Moving -Coil.

for days ! And when Smith

So you try again and

this

a chain, every link of
which is important...

time you ask the
acknowledged local radio expert. You immediately release a flood ! He'll talk to

the

you earnestly about afalling

The set itself, the

Two Rotor -Electric Models,_ that on the right being -the " Peter Giassman "

you could hear the flutes.
but your ear drums ached

the .1i1M7Py IO come from ?)

speaker alone. That
is merely one end of

proper

maintenance of the
batteries.-.all these
are important. And

(Continued on next pale.)

tells you how much it costs
him for that outfit you
shake your head and sadly
fade away. (Wonderful it
certainly was, and probably
worth its cost, but where's

(These can be worked
out accurately by

valves,

hand he may be an obliging and efficient
salesman who will willingly demonstrate

*he ends of the leads going to the moving coil
are clearly shown in this Goodman M.C. Speaker.

Here are the carts for the Six -Sixty Cone Assembly.

characteristic, and he will
carry on about cut-off for
hours. From him you will

The Donotene Loud Speaker is distinctive in
both principle and appearance.
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For all circuits in
" Popular Wireless "
use

UE/1\:',RIT
compolviAns

,

,,

Modern Components for Modern Circuits

THE NEW COILS ( APPr"eci
Design).
Coil with Selector Switch, Tuning s. d.
and Coupling Coil Unit - Per pair 17 6
6 6
H.F. Chokes
2 6
Potentiometers
40
Volume Controls 0
1
Battery Switch
- 21 0
L.F. Chokes, 20 -henry Mains Transformer, Universal Input 37 6
4 6
H.F. By -Pass Unit

Anti -Capacity Switches, all sizes.
Standard 6 x 6 x Screening Box (in heavy
gauge aluminium), grey finish, 6 6; polished

7

6

Write for illustrated lists :

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,
740, High Road, LONDON, N.17
'13: 1 N;;:t7,8
MAINS TRANSFORMER for "GRGOLA " H.T. SUPPLY UNIT 30 -

The Loud -Speaker Unit
that has supplanted the
moving -coil speakers
Thousands of Undy 8 Pole Dynamic Loud -Speaker Units have
already been sold - the demand in fact has far exceeded all expectations. This means that in the few weeks since its introduction the
Undy Loud -Speaker Unit has literally swept the board and proved
easily the most popular as well as the most efficient unit sold.
Considering the negligible amount of energy required due to its
novel design. it is not surprising that the Undy 8 Pole Dynamic Unit

should prove so popular, for it gives really good results from all
receivers and removes the necessity of an expensive high -power final
stage valve.

In volume, tone, and reproduction the Undy is unbeaten even by
the finest moving -coil Loud Speaker.

The Undy can be used with any final stage valve on the market
so that you can still utilise your old receiver and valves. Before you

buy a Loud Speaker it is to your own interests to hear the Undy.
See that you get an original Undy 8 Pole Dynamic Unit as many
competing makes are offered as being of equal value.
Ask to hear it at your Wireless Dealers.

Manufactured by " PS'REI.4 " Frank/,l/Main, Germany. Sole Agent for
U.K., J. Hemelik, 8, Culliumvorth Rd., London, N.W.Io.
'I'hone Willesden 3033.

See the "Undy" Inlaid Polished Walnut Cabinet
Model, containing Unit fitted into handsome superbly finished case, £4 : 10s.

DARIO PRICES
Bivolt or ForyoH

Universe!
Resistron
Super H.F.
Super Detector

Super Power
Hyper Power
Super Power
Pentodion

Dario Transtcrmer- Ratios 3-1 or 51

-

Write for Free Folder to:

IMPEX
538,

18)

ELECTRICAL

LTA.

Dept. B
High Road, Leytonstone, London, E.11

L; -
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CAN THEVOLTIIETER LIE ?
THERE used to be a saying that the

* -4.---- .40- 4. -40-4.- .10-4.-41.-4,..4.

camera could not lie, which was more

or less taken for granted until the
producer of faked photographs appeared with pictures showing all kinds
first

of incredible subjects. So with the voltmeter.

Most of us are content to take it, so long

as the instrument is of known accuracy,

that the readings which it shows are correct.
Actually it can lie as hard and as effectively
as the camera !
Principle of a Voltmeter.

Let us see what electromagnetic voltmeters really do. Their action depends
upon the basic fact that a magnetised
needle suspended in the field of a coil is

deflected in one direction or the other when
current passes through the
windings, the amount of the

deflection depending upon the
strength of the current.

tt

Invaluable as the voltmeter is to
the experimenter, there are many
little points about the use of it
which are worth knowing and are
clearly set forth below.
By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A.
-0-

deflection.

Such an instrument is said to
Such

have a resistance of 1,000 ohms per volt.
Let us see how each of these instruments

can lie when used to measure voltages in
the wireless set. A high-tension battery
with an original E.M.F. of 108 volts has
been in use for some months.

We wonder whether it is still in good

ACCURACY FIRST!

something rather higher than the 99 volts
that it shows. " How the ? Why the ?
What the ? "
Exactly ; it is very perplexing, is it not ?
When a dry -cell battery has been in use for

some time, its internal resistance, which
was at first not more than a small fraction
of an ohm per cell, rises enormously.
Internal Resistance of Battery.

The E.M.F., when a battery is old, has
to drive current through the considerable
resistance not only of the voltmeter, but
also of the battery itself. Hence with a

battery that has seen much service, the

low-resistahce instrument gives a reading
which is far below the real one.

If we were to short circuit an old battery
through a milliammeter, we might find that
it could not supply so much
as 25 milliamperes.
As the receiving set will draw

from 5 to 35 milliamperes in,

This is the principle of the

the ordinary way the low -resistance voltmeter does give Us

volt meter ;
the
volt meter is a
development of it. Here we
moving -iron
moving -coil

a fairly good indication of the
fitness or otherwise of the bat-

have a coil, cam rying, a pointer,
suspended in the -field of a
permanent magnet. The coil
moves, carrying the pointer with

tery to undertake the work in

hand.
The high -resistance meter does
not. Even when it is on its

it, when current is passed into

last legs the battery can provide

the windings.
Suppose that we take a milli Ammeter reading from 0 to 100
and place in series with it

the fraction of a milliampere
needed for a big movement of '

the needle, and if we take a
reading with the battery not
under load we obtain a com-

enough resistance to bring the
total of the outside resistance

plus that of the windings to

Then by Ohm's
Law each volt will drive one
1,000

ohms.

Perfectly accurate measurements are the basis of all real research work.

Ibis illustration shows a section of the research laboratory in which the
Robinson Stenode Radiostat was evolved.

milliampere through 1,000 ohms,

and we can make a scale reading from
0 to 100 volts.

So far so good, but remember that for a
full-scale deflection, or in other words a
reading of 100 volts, a current of 100 milliamperes is necessary. This we should call
a low -resistance voltmeter; its resistance is
actually 10 ohms per volt.

condition. We apply to it first of all the
low -resistance voltmeter, and are rather
surprised to find that the reading obtained
is only 22 volts.

Wo are still more surprised when on

total resistance of 100,000 ohms with it.

using the high -resistance instrument we
note a reading of 99 volts. Both instruments are known to be accurate. Clearly
one has lied. Which is it ?
The answer, strange as it may seem, is
both ! From the practical point of view,
considering, that is, whether the battery is
up to the work of supplying the plates of
the valves, the low -resistance instrument

100,000 ohms, the instrument can be calibrated to read from 0 to 100, only 1 milli --

of the battery.

High -Resistance Meter.

We can make a high -resistance instru-

ment by taking a milliammeter reading
from 0 to 1 milliampere and obtaining a
Since 100 volts drive 1 milliampere through
ampere being required for a

full-scale

has given the truer reading.
But it has not measured the real E.M.F.

Neither has the high resistance instrument, for it is actually

pletely erroneous idea of its
state.

With what kind of filament
voltage are the valves in' the

receiving set operating ? Muggs

pulls out one of them and connects the

voltmeter across the
minals of its holder.

low-tension

ter-

The Correct Method.

He is surprised to find first of all that

though a good deal of resistance is in use
the filament voltage is surprisingly high,
and secondly that his manipulation of the
rheostat produces only the tiniest changes

in the voltmeter readings.
Has this rheostat broken down ? Not a
bit of it! Let Muggs replace the valve in
its holder, keeping the voltmeter connected
up, and he will find that the rheostat

has a big effect. With the valve out of

its holder the instrument lies ; withthe valve
in place it gives a fairly accurate reading.
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B.B.C.
IF I CONTROLLED
THE
by CECILY
Baal

giejitZTAPig

COURTNEIDGE
THE hard, sane, practical man of affairs
will tell you that day -dreaming is a
waste of time. If that is the case, I
must find some excuse for doing so in this
article. And that is easy ! Why, day-

dreaming is one of the most important things
in the world.
Wireless itself would not exist but for the
day -dreams of Lodge, Marconi, and others.

The whole of civilisation is founded upon
the fantastic visions of primitive peoples.
So that's that. Day -dreaming is henceforth
permissible.

A Little "Supposing."
But let's do a little " supposing." Suppose

that I controlled the B.B.C. ! What should

I do with it ? How should I control it ?

What alterations would I make in the programmes ? Or in and amongst the official

-this would easily wipe out my salary
list !--and all others would be forced to

This popular artiste has some very

*

revolutionary ideas about broadcasting, and we leave it to " P.W."
readers to decide for themselves
just how seriously she wants her
remarks to be taken !
.1,-4- -4- -4-

say what they really thought of the programmes.
In this way I should learn what the public

really wanted. But perhaps these frightful

*

too eligible a bachelor to sing such stirring
love ditties into the microphone night after
night. Should he dare to defy me and refuse
to marry, an equally good solution would
soon present itself.

I should marshal all his listeners, and

compel them to sing the songs to him until
the padding in the studio became necessary
for more reasons than one.

schemes would be a little too revolutionary.

We should soon have no listening public
whatever.
Seriously, though, what reforms could be_

carried out by the B.B.C. ? At one time,
the charge of too much " sameness " in the
programmes and failure to suit an tastes
could easily be levelled, but with the new
all proscheme of alternative
gramnie reforms go by the board.

There will be something to suit everyone
part of the time. And who wants to listen -in
all the time, anyway ? Only

those who are sick or bedridden, and such listeners,
curiously enough, are the
last to complain. On the

machinery and workers of Savoy Hill ?

What would be my justification for controling the B.B.C. at all ?
That's also easy. The wireless programme
is similar to a huge revue in that there is a

little bit of everything, and each separate
item must be good. And I am accustomed

contrary, they usually
praise the programmes and
seem to think them of superlative excellence. No, any

myself that I know something about my

Hill must be on the administrative side.

reforms I make at Savoy

to revue. Although I know little or nothing
of the inside working of the B.B.C., I flatter
own sphere of action.

An Official Act.

So I think that I should endeavour to

For some time there have

run all the weekly programmes on the lines
of a tremendous and comprehensive revue.
Everything would be worth while, everything would suit somebody, each separate
item would be an integral part of the whole.
You may say that that is how the B.B.C.
is forming its programmes to -day. Too true !
Perhaps my day -dreams are a little too close
to reality. So let's go farther afield and suggest improvements and alterations that have
never been thought of or carried out before.
The First Step.

First, then, I would make it compulsory
for the Press to publish in series above the
printed broadcast programmes, the photographs of the announcers.

been movements afoot for
providing the blind and
bedridden with sets and
licences. I should make this
an official act. A doctor's

certificate would be sufficient in either case for me

Miss Cecily Courtneidge, the famous radio and revue artiste, who is
scoring such a tremendous success in " The House That Jack Built,"

institute a special department that would attend to
the reception side as well.
obviously absurd to try to make

at the Winter Garden, says she would run broadcasting as a " tremendous and comprehensive revue " if she controlled it.

to order licence -free sets to
be sent and installed.
Also, I would see that the
B.B.C. did more than transmit programmes ; I would

In this way, the languishing heart of a

The wireless licence would next present
itself to me for amendment, and I think that

It

and the said maiden might even wonder
why she had ever loved the announcer's

it entirely. The deficit could be made up by

It is true that some manufacturers give
an " After care " service, but I would do
more. B.B.C. engineers would ensure that

indeed on comedians who failed to be funny.
Listeners also could be reformed. The

listeners obtained the fullest possible enjoyment and service out of their sets by visiting
their homes and examining the apparatus,
(Continued on page 531.)

maiden in Oswaldtwistle would be satisfied,

I should either halve its cost, or abolish

" golden voice " at all, and would go straight

a small tax on all tremulous tenors and
wobbling sopranos, and a very large tax

away to marry that nice young man who
takes her to the pictures.
For similar reasons, I would make

marriage compulsory for Jack Payne, who is

writers of letters of complaint would each
receive six months hard labour in the studios

is

wireless transmission more and more perfect
when the receiving set still remains at fault.

Popular TVirele, Judy
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7.kz ACCUMUL
ENEOM
the fact that the modern accumulator has been enormously improved it still requires fairly careful looking after if
it is to remain in first-rate working order. In this article the dreaded " sulphate " is dealt with.
By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C.
Aevery amateur of experience knows.
sulphating is the great bugbear of all
accumulator work. Even the best
11 will succumb to the insidious attacks
el the lead sulphate enemy if it is carelessly

The former substance (which is generallytermed the " normal " lead sulphate) is not
a simple lead sulphate at all.. In reality,

rendered more or less totally inactive by it.

sulpliat

used for any length of time, whilst cheap
and inefficient accumulators. are quickly

Simple Explanation.

it is readily changed back again
into spongy lead and lead peroxide during

is very simple. For one thing; the insoluble
form of lead sulphate is not reconvertible

true lead sulphate chemically combined
with sulphuric acid, and, owing to this
fact, it is less stable than ordinary lead
;

into spongy lead or lead peroxide as is

of lead sulphate which imparts the greyish -

Hence, the insoluble sulphate, by covering up the active material of the accumulator plates, more or less completely prevents the necessary interchange of the
latter substance during the discharging and
recharging of the cell. Insoluble lead sul-

whiteness to the plates of an accumulator
when it is nearing its run-down condition.
an accumulator is
discharged too much, or when it is allowed

to remain for any great length of time
in a normally discharged condition, a portion

of the convertible lead sulphate changes
into true lead sulphate. This process goes
on at both plates, but more particularly
at the positive plate of the cell.
At first the change from the convertible
form of lead sulphate to the ordinary form
of that substance does not proceed evenly
all over the plates. Therefore, the pure
white masses of ordinary lead sulphate

appear on the plates in patches, which
" grow " until eventually they cover the

Yet, surprising as it may seem, lead

ullnhate, which is so often the cause of an
accumulator's ruin, is absolutely essential

to the normal working of the cell. When

an accumulator is properly discharged, both

the spongy lead on the negative plate and
the lead peroxide on the positive plate are
onverted into lead sulphate ; hut, during
the subsequent re -charging of the cell,
the latter substance is reconverted. into

the normally -formed complex sulphate.

phate is a slight conductor. Hence, leakages
and short-circuits are liable to occur between
the plates of a sulphated cell. Finally, the
formation of insoluble sulphate causes the

material of the plates to shred and flake
away.
Curing Slight Sulphation.

A badly sulphated accumulator is fit

only for the scrap heap. Slight and medium

cases can generally be cured either by removing the plates and immersing them in
an ammonium acetate solution in order to

dissolve away the sulphate, or else by

plates entirely.
Many samples of ordinary water contain
iron and sulphates as impurities. These,

emptying out the acid from the cell, and

cells when an accumulator becomes " sulphated."

remedied, if the
not great, by

too, set up little chemical actions in the

os,twr

You may, perhaps, ask why the formation of insoluble lead sulphate ruins, an
accumulator. The explanation, however,

the nerma i process of re -charging the cell.

Over Discharging.
When, however,

The appearance of a sulphate.:
accumulator plate.

necessary to the continued

health of the accumulator.

it has a complex_ composition, consisting of

It is the presence of this convertible form

DON'T LET YOUR
BATTERY
GO LIKE THIS !

are vitally

Thus it will be seen that the manufacturers' exhortation to use only the purest
acid, together with distilled water, is no
fad, for the employment of such materials

filling up with ammonium acetate solution;
and so dissolving out the sulphate. Or, on
the other hand, such accumulators may be

degree of sulphation is

a succession of
recharges,

fol-

lowed by low rate discharges.

THE EFFECT OF NEGLECT.

spongy lead and lead peroxide on the
negative and positive plates respectiyely.
Two Forms of Sulphate.

There is a great deal of difference, however, between the lead sulphate which
formed during the normal course of chemical
actions taking place within the accumulator,

and the lead sulphate which appears- as a
patchy white mass on the plates when the.
oell has been improperly used.

Scraping off the accumulator's enemy-that dreaded white crystalline substance -leA sulphate.

_
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A STAR PERFORMER
Deservedly starred for its great performance is the

IGRANIC TYPE " 41"
L.F. TRANSFORMER
Very compact and handsome in appearance, this fine

instrument gives a flat curve over practically the

whole range of audible frequencies-and it will keep
on doing so indefinitely.

Such a result-and at such

a low cost-is only made possible by the most skilful
design embodying an ultra -permeable iron core with
special windings.

Tiy for yourself the difference it will make to your
set in resonant bass and clean high notes.
At its price it has no equal, and it is definitely superior
to many much bulkier and more costly transformers.
All goad radio dealers stock it, but if you have any difficulty
in obtaining it, write to Dept. 8.154.
1.17

76'uer(ValonaSIN

1716

Works 13 E D FO RD

On I

BETTERVIAN1movilve-c014.

)4Qcvanosi
NEW APTUt

-rc:c1144:85

Hear it reproduce the rich bass notes without the
over -emphasis of the Moving -coil Speaker. Operates
from all ordinary valve set. Unlike the moving -coil

hunter
PRO um-.

ESP

( 6844p5o 1

3111111

tat

CHASSIS (as Mast rated).
22^

INDIVIDUALLY
strained by our own process.
ACTUAL bit0AbGAST AND PICK-UP.
ON
DRIVING UNIT.-Tho .finest super 4 -pole balanced

22" x 22"... £6 00
£5 15 0
20" x

armature adiustable unit.

ART PEDESTAL CABINETS (Oak or Mahon.)

"The Linen Speaker Sneetaliat,..*
50 Years' Reputation. ll'ot

LIST OF P.R. SUPER GOLDEN SERIES.

46
if

GPR
GPR
GPR
Post 9d. GPR
POWER GPR
GPR
1.1
GPR
EACH
GPR
Post 4,(1
GPR
EACH

7/g

SUPERPOWER GPR

ohms.

2 2
3 2

'095

4 2
9 31.4

'095

24,000
12,000
40,000
22,000
10,000
44,000
20,000
11,000
75,000

095

10 3.5-4
11

3'5-4

17

5-6
5-6
5-6

18
19

202

12/6
EACH

GPR
GPR

Post Id

GPR 120

SCREENED
GRID

Imp.

Fil.

40 4
60 6
2

GPR 140 4
SG 25 2
15/PostEach
9d

09
09

'09
-14

'14
'14

15
15

'15

3

2
.2

6,000
6,000
6,000
3,000

3,500
220 000

16" x 16"... £5 00

TESTED

Over

volts. Amp.

18" x 18'... £3 2 8

Without Unit. less 201,
TABLE MODELS (Oak). Mahogany 10 per
cent extra.
22" x 22'...£10 10 0

SEND FOR LIST Or PARTS AND FITTINGS, etc.

Type

£3 10 0

£3 5 0 16. it 16'... E2 17 6
20. x
SPECIAL SITES 'or Portable Sets to order.

speaker. it requires no extra valves, batteries. trails formers or mains connections. Rich low notes. Brilliant
high notes. Clarity in speech, TILE IDEAL SrCAKER
kOK PORTABLE AND stAi.802RAM. DOUBLE DIAPHRAGM. Specially manufactured linen, treated and

Amp.
Inc.

13'5 H.F.Det.
9
L.F.
32

R.C.

9
41

L.F.
R.C.

14'5 H.F.Det.
17'5 H.F.Det.
95
L.F.
41
7
7

16"x 16"... 424 15 0

20" x 20'...£9 17 6

MOORE & CO., 101 & 103, Dale St., LIVERPOOL.
:

Gresham Buildings.

P.R.

nne : Cep. 5284

4.5
150

to prove its

AMAZING
SUPERIORITY.

VALVES IMPROVE
ANY SPEAKER

THE ONLY BRITISH
VALVE
WITH
A
WRITTEN GUARANTEE AS TO PERFORMANCE & LIFE.

The moment you put a P.R. Valve in

your set there is an immediate improvement-not only in reception but
in the quality and volume of your loud A P.R.Valve will make a good

f.

one on even an indifferent speaker.

R.C.

Remember-P.R. stands for

Power

,

QUALITY- VOLUME -VALUE

Super
Power

Sent
C.O.D. It
desired.

SG .

2valves or more /sent POST FREE. Matched Valv all- extra perset

Ask your Dealer

Snlutione."

'Grams

7

4'5

NO IDLE CLAIMS.

Tel: City 3798

1

All valves des under
guarantee of Money Back in Full if not
:tstisfied and returned within 7 days.

GUARANTEE. patched

Ask your dealer I AB valves are carefully packed and 1
for them.
Accept no other, breakays replaced.
,

P.R. PRODUCTS Dept. C, P.R. HOUSE, 14, NEWGATE
STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
(Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station )
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set is somethnes to be found in the coil holders.
There are a certain number of specimens on the
market made of very low-grade moulded material

IOT R
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communications
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t lie range and volume you desire.

THE AERIAL AND EARTH.

the

Editor,

POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless
work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Suers care will be taken to return
A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with peers article. Alt
Af SA, list accepted for publication.
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some of the arranbetnents and speciailities described Man he the subject of Letters Patent, and the amateur
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and though you have now tightened the screw matters

are not improved because the unit is not placed

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

" square " with the conc.
What you must do is to undo that screw again and
fled the otil settler! (or position) of the unit relative
to the cone. Probably when the screw got loose the
unit dropped a little. so try raising it a little higher

than its present setting, at the same time looking
carefully to see if it appears out of line to the right

CONE QUALITY THAT " FELL OFF."

F. J. L. (Sheerneses Kent).-" Using a -

cone loud speaker, I got such beautiful tone

and quality that I decided I would put the

whole affair into a bigger and better cabinet
(my job is cabinet-making), and, knowing
nothing about the wireless part of it, I was
careful to shift it en bloc, simply building the
new cabinet round the old one.
" At first it went fine, but somehow it
seemed to fall off later, and :all the ' truth '

and sharpness went from the music and
u111111111111111111111111111111111111illiMUMMilintliMMIMPille::

CAN WE HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SET ?

r7--

readers. and olfers an unrivalled service.

Full details, including scale of charges, can
77:

be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Dept., PoeULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.(1.4.

Do not forget, too, that an Maki in aerial can
spoil your selectivity just as effective ly as a very
large ono. so if you have any cause to think that
something is preventing you from getting the results
you expert, take a look at yottr aerial and ask yourself whether its efficiency is being spoiled by being
run too close to walls, iron fall pipes or gutters. and
BO on.
Above all, remember that it is a most undesirable
practice to take your aerial lead-in for any very
considerable distance indoors, particularly if that
means taking It along walls, and on no account
yield to the temptation to use twisted flex for the

aerial and earth lead indoors. Always keep them well
separated from one another, and if you use any form,
of earthing switch, be sure that it Is satisfactory from
the H.F. point of view.
A good earth is a pretty obvious requirement in the

interests of selectivity and general efficiency, but
nevertheless, it is a point which many people seeM.
to forget. A poor, high -resistance earth, a long earth
lead, or an earth lead of too thin a gauge of wire is
one of those things which you can depend upon to
spoil your results with complete certainty, and this
is one of the first questions you should go into if you
feel that your selectivity is not up to scratch.
A connection to a doubtful sort of gas -pipe, a
single small earth -pin in dry earth, and so on, is
definitely not good enough if you desire to get the
best possible selectivity of which your receiver is
capable. What you want is a short and direct lead
to a water -pipe, with a good sound connection thereto,
a good-sized earth -pin in damp soil, or one or other of

the well-known schemes for obtaining a really low resistance earth connection.

MILLIAMMETER FOR DETECTING
THE L.S. ADJUSTING SCREW.

"CONE" (Buntingford).-" What does the
adjusting screw on a cone loud speaker actually
do ? I have been surprised to find how much
depends on getting this adjustment ' just
The adjusting screw enables the position of the,
armature that is actuated by them.
Normally, the armature is still, bat when current
" strengthens " the magnet the armature is attracted,
thus pulling the diaphagm to which it is attached by
the driving rod. The closer the magnet is to the
armature the greater the pull for a given current.
But if the armature is too close it will touch the
magnets When a loud signal comes along, and this
causes a mast unpleasant rattle.
The best wni to set the speaker is to listen carefully whilst slowly adjusting, and bring the strength
up and up till the magnet touches, immediately

DISTORTION.

0. S. (Gateshead).-" When running normally my last valve takes about 15 or 16
milliamps, and I want to watch variations in

this current to check distortion.

Application Form will be sent to you free

one reading up to twenty milliamps, and the
other reading up to fifty milliarrips. Which
would be better 1 "
(Continued on page 528.)
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TECHNICAL
TWISTERS

"E

CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING
LETTERS?

K. T. (Falmouth).-" I am holidaymaking
and touring its tins district with a couple of

The aerial should always be
when not in use.

friends and to liven up evenings I brought my
' Magic ' Three along. It goes splendidly
here ; in fact, I get so many extra foreigners
now that Daventry (5 0 B) doesn't butt in,'

The correct place for the earthing
switch is out of doors, immediately

that I should like to get better selectivity
speech. Looking for the cause of this, I could
see nothing wrong except one screw a bit loose,

and that seemed -to be a fixer' and nothing
to do with the working parts. I tightened it,
but no better.
"Please give use advice as to how to find
the cause? 1 am tempted to put it back again
into its old positron_ but for .the fact that at
first it did work wall in the maw. Why shetUld
it go off like this ? (I am enclosing rah cteb
showing position of screw that was loose.)"
.

Your little sketch has solved the Mystery for _it
indicates that the entire loud -speaker unit is held in
position by this loosened screw. When the screw
became loose the unit moved slightly on its triune,

. the aerial.
If the earth plate is directly beneath
the lead-in, the wires to the earthing
switch can be
which is the

when I return home.

" I had been told before that my ' Magic '
was not as sharp -tuned as others of exactly
the same kind. Is it likely to be the fault of
the set, or of something in the position, cr
what 4"

ideal arrangement.
To maintain good contact, the earth -

ing switch should be provided with a

Your selectivity may be affected by several factors
the chief of which are outlined below :

to protect it from the .....

and a wooden box is quite suitable for

First of all, there is the question of coils. Cheap

and Ifiellicient.colls are one of the most fruitful causes
of poor selectivity. They are realty very false

economy, if your conditions are such as to require a
high degree of selectivity. The really good ones,
sucluas the Lissen, Lewcos, etc., are well worth while
and have a great influence on the general efficiency of
your receiver.

The cause of poor selectivity with a " Magic "

L=.

No.19. THE EARTHING SWITCH

IMPROVING SELECTIVITY.

but having the form, you will know exactly HI
what information we require to have be!hre =
= us in order to solve your problems.
F-1
= LONDON ' READERS PLEASE NOTE:
liviteries should NOT he made by 'phone or IF:
in person at Fleetway House or Tallis Mouse.

For this

purpose I have a choice of two milliammeters,

slackening off just a little to give the necessary clearance. but retaining as much of the volume as piissibte.

A postcard will do. On receipt of this, an
and post. free immediately. This application
will place you under no obligation whatever,

a surrounding support, see that this " sets " evenly
Iny using care you could try it whilst signals are
coming through quite safely, the essential part of the
test being slight movements of the unit on its support
to find the position in which it drives the cone
squarely to and fro, without any side,pressure.
When satisfied with the position. tightest up the
screw and the job is done.
and is not strained to one side or the other.

permanent magnets to be varied relative to the

E and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or
E' one of the batteries seems to run down much
E faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue
= Print ?
Whatever your radio problem may be,
= remember tint the Technical Query Department is thoroughly equipped to assist our E
E.

or left.
If the cone has a soft material (such as " kid ") for

right' for volume and tone."

Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,

.

which introduce very considerable H.F. losses into
the circuit.
These, we have found, arc definitely quite capable
of reducing the overall selectivity very considerably,
and a little care should be exercised here, See that
your coil sockets are of really good quality and by
some reputable maker, and then you can dismiss this
particular detail.
The aerial and earth are also very potent factors
in deciding the degree of selectivity which you will
obtain, and it cannot be emphasised too much
that a very large aerial is really a hopeless proposition under modern conditions of crowded wavelengths. It is far better to use an aerial of only
moderate size, and depend upon the great power and
sensitivity of your " Magic " receiver to give you

LI:

this.

Last week's missing words (in order)

= were : Insulated, Earth ; Condenser ;
= Short ; Aerial, Joint.

;7.
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ELECTRIFY YOUR
PRESENT SET

THE EASY WAY
WHILE on your holidays send your set to The
Specialists in All -Electric Radio. We will
adapt it for mains drive, H.T., or H.T. and L.T.
Cost of conversion saved by elimination of battery
renewals. Quotation by return upon receipt of set
jr adequate description of set and valves employed.
State if A.C. or D.C. and voltage.

Among the many sets recently converted with

wonderful results are . . . COSSOR MELODY
MAKER . . . MULLARD MASTER ORGOLA
SETS . . . 1930 MAGIC THREE . . . THIS
YEAR'S MAGIC FOUR . . . 1930 TITAN
THREE
.
. THE ECONOMY THREE . .
ECKERSLEY THREE.
.

TWO POPULAR UNITS
The new W5 Portable Unit
REGENTONE
combines the function of H.T.
Eliminator and trickle charger in one compact unit. The
first cost is the last, as maintenance is negligible. It
is provided with 2 variable and
power tapping, and
has an output of 120 volts at 15 m.a., and trickle
charger for 2, 4, or 6 -volt accumulator. Cash Price
1

,E5

:

17

:

6, or

ONLY 10/9 IliWel()FI7riN
The 1%-20 Portable II.T. Unit, the most
EKCO
economical of its type ou the market, Has
ample out pm for sets up to 4 or 5 valves, unless fitted

with Pentode output vale*. One variable, one S.O., and
one Power tappings are available. Tidal output, 120
volts at 20 or a. Cash Price £4 : 12 8, or
SEND
ONLY

:

to a

BALANCE IN 11 MONTHLY PAY -

ENTS OF THE SAME AMOUNT.

CD

PETO-SCOTT c0..
LTD.
.,

j?,11-`'

01:11E

ti

..

1'W1917

"GRASSMANN"

(Continued front page 509.)

*

Moving Coil

transmitter, and this will militate against
the true reproduction of transients.

is the most sensitive
speaker yet produced.

All this may seem rather trying and
difficult, but the practical point is that

Your dealer will verify

that Graasmann is the
finest obtainable.

cascade connection (i.e., H.F. magnification), where each circuit is rather highly
Clamped, should give better quality for a

Write now for 13 -page
booklet which fully

describes this brilliant

given selectivity than if the same selectivity

Peter Grossmann Mov-

is obtained by forcing one circuit.
The perfect quality receiver then uses,
say, two or three rather highly damped
high -frequency

circuits,

p1011 pull

volt, 100 volt,

grid -

240 volt D.C.

leak rectification with up to 300 volts high
tension and push-pull low -frequency amplification and no transformers.

£4 - 17 - 6

New Universal
A.C. Model

18 - 5 - 0

The receiver is made ubiquitous by
making the clamping of the tuned circuits
variable

by including

ganged

large measure of sensitivity and selectivity
for picking up distant stations.
There must be, lastly, a volume control
in the low -frequency end so as to reproduce
receiver,

where

every

and not guess -work, and where these main
principles have been followed, one might
definitely criticise transmission. Until then
we must wait for various things to happen

in connection with true transient trans-

ti

------

-

/

Demonstrations

arranged without obligation, at home or at your
dealer's.

-HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/ -

Transformers 5'.. Loudspeakers 4./.. All repair
re -magnetized free. Tested, guaranteed , nd ready
for delivery in 24 hours.
Discount for Trade.
Clerkenwell 9069.

E. MASON. 44, East Road, City Road, N.1.

EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres.
can strongly recommend them. No further
coils are required. Send P.C. for particulars
and circuits -FREE.

/ Thousands of these tuners arc in use, and we
1

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Place, Coventry.

in;ssion

BEAAELIN
...

ducts.

2,3. Upper Rathbone Place, London, W.I.

speech and music at the correct relative
volume without leaving one's chair.

component has resulted from calculation

ing Coil Speaker and
make enquiries about
the new Grossmann 8 pole Super Dynamic
Speaker at 59;8, and
other Grossmann pro-

ROTOR ELECTRIC LTD.

variable

resistances in each tuned circuit which,
when reduced to a minimum introduces a

With ouch a

77, City Rd., London, E.C.1. Phone Clerkoks.
cuwell 9406-1-8. 62, High Holborn, London,
W.C.1. Phone Chancery 8266. 4, Man- 0,5S58,s'Ill.
cluster St. Liverpool. Phone : CenIra! 2134. 83, Whitelow Rd.,
Churl ton-ctim-Hartly , ManAL 1.1,
chester. Phone :Ctiorl- 0,00 ss145:4,

iti-Harily,051

TONE AND TUNING.

" We're Fluxite

and Solder-

The reliable, pair ;
Famous for Soldering,
Known everywhere !

Turntable
with Folding legs

Wherever we go-

We're invited to stay,

is unique

For WE make

Soldering
Merely child's play !"

FOR Outdoor or Indoor use, the new
Benjamin ball - bearing turntable

is invaluable to the Portable Set

user. Used outdoors, the legs are opened
out, the capacity of the set to earth
being thus considerably reduced. For
indoor use the legs are folded, and being
fitted underneath with rubber buffers, all
damage to furniture is prevented.
The smooth -running ball bearings make

See that Fluxite and Solder are always by you-in the house,
workshop, garage-anywhere where simple speedy soldering

needed.
They cost so little but will make scores of
For Pots. Pans, Silver
everyday articles last years longer I
and Brassware RADIO; odd jobs in the garage-there's
niways .omething useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.
us

" direction finding " easy.

Price 716 complete.

ANOTHER USE
FOR FLUXITE:
Hardening Tools

and Case Hardening. Ask for
Leaflet

on im-

proved method.

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Simple to use and lasts
for >tars in constant
use.

Contains special

'small space' soldering
Iron with non -heating
metal handle; Docket
blow lamp. Fluxite.
Solder, etc.; and full
instructions.

7/6COMPLETE
I

or LAMP

Write for illus.;

trated leaflets on s
all Benjamin:
radio products.;

BEN7A...
MIN
and bug the Best/
THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.
BRANTWOOD WORKS, TOTTENHAM, N,17

FLUXITE LTD.

only 2/6

(Dept. 324),

Rotherhithe, S.E.16

All hardware and Ironmongery Stores

in tins, 8d., 1 4 and 2/8.

gel.

Fluxite

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE

-IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
(Continued from pays 526.)

over thirty milliamps which, of course, is far
too much for the smaller range instrument,
but well within the scale of the bigger one."
'As your main purpose is to check distortion w
certainly recommend you to get the twenty-mmiamp

instrument in preference to that with the 'higher
range, on account of its wider scale.
The needle kicks given by even a good milliammeter
are not very big, and it is, therefore. advisable to use
an instrument which is nearly " all out " when reading the anode current which is to be checked. When

this is the case small variations in average anode
current are shown quite plainly. but even so the needle
will have to be watched carefully.

/

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No, 14

\l/

-41e-if -7'1 Un-\

-

251

-

1

oo/
0003
H.T

22
1 "6 -

1

I

t

1200 CE/VTFPE TAPPED

slider at the opposite end, on the other hand, re-

action becomes exceedingly smooth, but volume on
weak distant stations is not, as a rule, quite so good.
Evidently something in the nature of a compromise
adjustment is needed, and this is how you should set
about finding it.

Start off with, say, 60 volts applied to terminal
H.T. + 3, and then turn to the potentiometer.
Start with the slider right along at the positive end
and test the reaction control. You will probably
find that the set goes into oscillation with a slight
plop (care first having been taken to see that the two
dials are in step, and that you are not tuned to the
local station.) Now take the slider gradually along
towards the negative end of the potentiometer, testing the reaction as you do so.
You will presently find that reaction becomes
smooth and you should stop your adjustment at this
point. Now tune -In a weak distant station and note
the strength you obtain. Next reduce the voltage

ploppy.

*

.000S --,

along at the positive end (the end nearest the 25,000
ohm anti -motor -boating resistance) volume is good,
but reaction tends to be a little ploppy. With the

the positive end without making the reaction become

11

3

position ? "
You will find that if you place the slider _right

slightly better because you are now able to set the
slider of the potentiometer a little further towards

1

1

it should be operated. What is the best

on H.T.+ 3 to, say, 50 volts, and readjust the
potentiometer. Now observe what signal strength
you get, and you will quite likely find that it is

H.F. C.

-

L.r

Siv/7r/(1

A little testing on these lines will soon find an

H.T. voltage which will enable you to get the potentiometer slider well along towards the positive end,
and so get the best possible results.

1

,T.49.
WAVE

Low -reading ammeters are fairly common,

but milliammetere, probably owing to their
greater cost, aro not so commonly used by
amateu rs.

As a matter of fact, it is a good investment to have an instrument which will enable you to test the voltage output of hightension batteries, H.T. mains units, and so
on, and also one by which you can determine the milliamperes which are passing
in the anode circuit of it receiver.

There are, as you know, combined instruments on the market which will read
volts, ohms, and amperes over a considerable

range, and these are very useful. Naturally,
they involve the outlay of a certain amount
of money, and also I always think that some

of these combined instruments are apt to
be a little inaccurate.

Combined Instruments.

I have before me a letter from a reader
who has what he calls a " double voltmeter,"

reading on one scale from 0 to 6 volts, and

on the other scale from 0 to 120 volts.
He gives the resistances of these two

circuits, and wants to know whether it will
be possible to graduate the scales to read

The resistances which he gives are 160
ohms for the 0 to 6 -volt scale, and 3,200

cH-sevce

ohms for the 0 to 120 -volt scale. This means

SwircH

that if 6 volts be applied to the 6 -volt
terminals the instrument will give a full

W296

scale reading, and, since the resistance of

that circuit is 160 ohms, the current passing

through the instrument will be 37.5 milli amps.

In the same way, if 120 volts be applied
to the 120 -volt terminals the instrument

On the other hand an instrument capable of taking
a much higher maximum reading shows the average
anode variations proportionally to this greater figure.
which means that your actual needle movements will

will give a full scale reading, and, since the
resistance of that circuit is 3,200 ohms, the
current passing through the instrument wiH
be again 37.5 milliamps.
My correspondent wants to know whether

he smaller than before. So for your purpose the,

20 milliammeter scale reading will be better than the
50 mIlliammeter scale.

The fact that you will not be able to take direct
readings of the anode current when no grid bias is
icing used should not worry you at all, for this is a
measurement that need never be taken under ordinary
working conditions.

This is the" Silver Ghost "Inductor Dynamic
Chassis, a new Lamplugh product that

retails at £3 10s.
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IS THE VALVE " GOING " ?
J. D. (Exeter).-" Reception seemed to

WHAT DO. YOU THINK
ABOUT THIS ?

falling off in strength, and in tone to a
lesser degree, so I got a friend to bring his
is

milliammeter round to check the last valve's
output current. Instead of the usual 16 it had
dropped to 11 milliamps, all H.T. and G.B.
battery voltages being right. Do you think
the valve's filament emission is going ? (I've
used it constantly since Christmas, 1927.)"

Probably it is a failure of the filament emission
hat is causing your symptoms, and you will find it

vapidly getting worse till the set is not worth listening

to. You have had good service from the valve, but
now you need a new one.

H.F. COUPLING.
'1'. C. H. (Guernsey, C.I.).-" I have become
very interested in the 'Magic' H.F. Unit, which

1 am thinking of adding to my own Magic'

E.
EE.-.

was really satisfied with various minor

improvements to tone, etc., when sut- E

denly the set's quality went " all to

pieces," volume dropped considerably,
f4 and
the last valve's milliammeter
E. showed pronounced kicks, though grid F.
bias, H.T., and super -power valve itself Ea' were proved to be O.K.
Everything else looked all right. Can -;
-E.--

you guess

WHAT WAS WRONG?
N.B.-There is no prize for answering this,
but from time to time we shall eve a radio
problem (followed the next week by the
answer) in the hope that
that. readers will find

both interesting and
(Look
= them
out for the solution to above next week.)

H.F unit was added."

feed," in which the detector's grid circuit acts like
u tuned anode circuit. The H.F. choke in the unit
is. of course, necessary to supply the path from
H.T. + to plate, and the resistance with its large
condenser is not for H.F. coupling, but actually for

a quality set (Det. and 2 L.F., with

choke -filtered output to M.C. speaker)

this the usual arrangement, as choke and

The "Magic" H.F. Unit employs a form of "parallel -

scheme ?
Changing Conditions.

But the one I have seen working uses a
resistance and H.F. choke for coupling. Is

resistance don't seem ideal for an S.G. valve ?
I always understood tuned anode was better,
yet this set gave wonderful distance when the

he would be in order in graduating the
scale to a' maximum of 37.5 milliamps
and then using the instrument as a milli ammeter, and, if the answer is in the
negative, what are the objections to the

-a-

A Yeovil reader of " P.W." who had

Two.

battery dc -coupling purposes.

(Continued. from page 510 )

milliamperes.

4.T

The dotted lines show the connections for a plugin coil one-valver, with easy switching for long
waves, the " components " for which were given
last week.

II

TECHNICAL NOTES.

TIOMETER.

-

E. S, (West -Hartlepool).--" I get fine reception but do not understand the potentio-

meter on the baseboard (Magic Four), nor how

" I should be inclined to take the twenty
milliamp one except for the fact that when
the output valve is not biassed it takes well

Ooo/ eu

FINAL ADJUSTMENTS_ OF THE POTEN-

E.
.-_-_.

F_ l

.77--

If you have ever had trouble with lacquer you
guessed last week's problem easily enough, for
all that had appeg0 was.that the re-lacquenng
of terminals etc. was carried out irrespective

of contact Stir twos, alul"the lacquer was acting

.17_

as an insulator.

1111111111111011111111111IHnumanow111111111111111111111111111MM:

The answer is not entirely in the negative,
although there are certain objections to the
use of this instrument in the way suggested.
It is perfectly true that when 37.5 milliamps.

are passing through the instrument the

needle moves over a full scale deflection,
and therefore it will obviously serve as a,
milliammeter.

The objection lies in the fact that the
winding-more particularly the high -re

sistance winding-will introduce a resistance

into the circuit which may have the effect
of altering very materially the conditions
in the circuit from what they were before
the instrument was introduced.

For example. in order to use the in-

strument on the 0 to 120 -volt terminals'
we have to introduce the resistance of
3,200 ohms into the circuit which is being
tested, and, unless the resistance of that,
circuit is already large compared to 3,200
ohms, the introduction of this resistance,
will alter the circuit conditions materially.
(Continued on page 530.)
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THE BEST LOUD SPEAKER

\

INTRODUCING THE NEW

IDEAL MODEL

Price 6 GNS.
DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY

THE DONOTONE (Regd.) LOUD SPEAKER
Dept. P.40, Furnival Street, Holborn, London, E.C.4
'Phone: HOLBORN 0523.
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INDUCTOR

"POPULAR WIRELESS"

BETTER THAN
MOVING COIL

ADVERTISEMENT RATES

Whole Page £40

REQUIRES NO BATTERIES.
£

Unit and chassis complete 3 10 0
In artistic cabinet, OAK 6 6 0
MAHOGANY 6 16 6
On artistic Baffle Screen

Minimum Space accepted
NO SERIES DISCOUNTS. ALL
ADVERTISEMENT COPY SUBJECT TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL

Of all good retailers.

A. BRODERSEN,

Show and Demonstration Rooms:

11, Northampton Square, Goswell Rd.,
LONDON, E.C.1.

Eighth Page £5

Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 30, -

OAK 6 10 0
MAHOGANY 7 0 0

If unobtainable wile to:

Quarter Page £10

Half Page £20

s. d.

=

-

-

-

-

half inch 15; -

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN

HAND 11 DAYS BEFORE DATE
OF ISSUE TO ENSURE PROOFS

respecting ADVERTISING must
be ?mule to:JOHN H. LILE, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4
and :NOT to Editorial or Publishing Offices.
nillinM1111111111111111111111111111111111111!111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

The Hidden Hand
in Spy -infested
Europe
Now on Sale

2d.

The general public is only now beginning to learn what an amazing network
of intrigue and spying was spread throughout the countries of Europe during

the Great War.
Every nation on both the allied and enemy sides had its Secret Service,
and how very real and dangerous the spying was is now being learned.
One of the most remarkable narratives of espionage and counter espionage

is that which gives the story of the Secret Service of the American Ex-

peditionary Force, that worked hand in hand with the other Secret Services
of the allied nations, and did a great deal to assist in winning the war. This

story has been told under the title of " Secret War," by Mr. Thomas M.
Johnson, and it is one of the most astounding books of the great conflict
that has yet been published.
In this week's THIS AND THAT will begin the publication of the extraordinary story of " SECRET WAR " under the title " The Hidden Hand
in Spy -Infested Europe."

THIS AND THAT
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NEW

TECHNICAL NOTES.

PUBLIC
ADDRESS
and Broadcasting

(Continued from page 528.)

The result will be that the current in-

MICROPHONE
The Ideal Instrument for addressing a large Audience
through Loudspeaker (via Valve Amplifier or L.F.

Stages of Wireless Set), and for relaying Speech
and Musical Entertainment to any distance.

Powerful

Lou d -

speaker Repro-

duction with

perfect Purity.
Highly sensitive Micro-

phone, guaranteed entirely free from distor-

tion or tuicrophonie
Caine,, absolutely silent
background; far superior to ordinary Microphone Transmitters; for
use with Valve Amon-,
tier or Valve
Set
t trough leads of Gramophone Pick-up if de(

sired) at Open-air Meetjugs, in Cinema, Theatre.
or .Concert Hall. Oper-

Microphone Transformer for connecting the.
above instrument to Valve Amplifier, or!
Wireless Set, 6/'.
Full Directions free.!
FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.1.

Resistance.
is essential that

an animeter

(in-

cluding the milliammeter) should have an
internal resistance so low that it does not

seriously alter the total resistance in the
circuit in which it is used ; if it does, and

unless the resistance of the rest of the circuit
is known, its readings are obviously useless.
In the same way, a voltmeter should have

draws from the circuit which is tested is too

nected to the circuit.

the voltmeter is used for testing a 6 -volt

Unit! Used as a wave trap, it immediately
cuts out the interfering station : used as

particularly on the high -voltage scale. If

a011111161111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110!

The number of ' P.W." which will E
be on all the bookstalls

Fine loud -speaker results and plenty of
stations to choose front are assured if you

accumulator, obviously a current of 37.5
milliamps will not appreciably upset the
voltage of the accumulator.

But if the instrument is being used for
testing. the voltage of a high-tension dry
battery or H.T. mains unit of around 120
volts, the current of 37.5 milliamps will

almost certainly bring down the output

or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

with each repair. 4/. post free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER
REPAIR CO.,
" Rep.,:rs" Dept.,
TOOTING,

will contain full constructional details of

T111111.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E

REPAIRS

S.W.17.

NO DOUBTFUL
:1111.11CONNECTIONSm.....

voltage very considerably ; or, to be more
accurate, an ordinary dry battery having a
voltage of 120 volts will give an apparent
reading of much less than this amount when
connected to this particular voltmeter.
Strength of Reception.

A very interesting question is raised by
the following letter, in which a reader of
these notes says :
" I imagine that only a limited amount of

WITH CLIX.

energy is radiated from the aerial of. a

When a connection of
any kind is made with
CLIX it is a secure,
perfectly silent contact

wave -length of the transmitter only function
by virtue of absorbing a small proportion of

until removed.
CLIX HOOK TERMINAL.
CLIX "SPRINCSCREW"

transmitter and that receivers tuned to the
II

that energy.
II

WANDER PLUC.

111

PLAIN

III

OR ENCRAVED

INSULATORS.

for f Atails of
CLIX 21 VullARIETIES
Write

E

Lectro Linx, Ltd.,

Vauxhall
Bridge 2d
Road, SAVA.
U
111M11111111111111111NUNI11M
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PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

Screen -Grid Selectivity with an ord?nary

set-that's what you get with the Brownie

BUILD THIS SET.
ORDER NOW. 3d. USUAL PRICE.

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker

(WAVE TRAP' & SELE.OWITY UN IT)

I should remark that this voltmeter in
question strikes me as having too low a
resistance (I mean for use as a voltmeter),

E:
F-

Send us your list

SELECTIVITY UNIT

Altering the Circuit.

.1: The "EUROPEAN" THREE

I I OAT LANE,NOBLE STREET,LONDON,E.C.2
NA TIONAL 1977

2d.

It

NEXT WEEK

of requirements and a quotation
will be sent by return.
London Radio Supply Company,

II

Internal

F.

We SPECIALISE in the supply
of all Good Quality Radio Sets,
Components and Accessories on
Easy Terms. We will give you

II

important objection.

'PHONE :
Museum 8329

-EASY TERMS

I

winding is used, but' it may still be an

small to upset appreciably the conditions
obtaining before the instrument was con

tal, 12 in. high; for
mounting on Speaker's
Platform. In Pulpit, on
top of Camera Stand:..
or for suspension from
ceiling. As illus- 25/.
traitor].
This Elf /crop/wile is rendered Directional by ciltoc/,
icy the Sound Collector supplied free.

M

will not be so serious when the low -resistance

a resistance so high that the current it

sound collector and 9 ft
connecting cord; awl
fixed by rubber -cord
suspension in nickel plated frame, on pedes-

GARRATT LANE,

introduced into the circuit. This objection

tuit-

ion of I.T. Acemnula

953,

than it was before the milliammeter was

tor, through. MicrophoneTransformer. Current consumption one tenth Ampere. Provided with detachable

ates from 2 volt

efficient service.

dicated in milliamps will be materially less

" Has it ever been ascertained what

number of receiving aerials can be energised

by a transmitter Y And is it possible for
so many receivers to be tuned to a transmitter so that complete absorption of all the
available energy occurs Y "
It haS never been ascertained, so far as I
am aware, how many -receiving aerials can
be energised by a transmitter and it would,
in any case, be impossible to arrive -at such a
figure withdui defining what is the minimum
(Continued on next page

Combined Wave Trap and Selectivity
a selectivity unit, it provides razor edge
tuning throughout the entire range.
Its
performance is amazing -yet it costs only
10;6! Your dealer will tell you all about it.
BROWNIE WIRELESS CO. (G.B.)

Ltd., Nelson St. Works, London N.W.i.
WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solve all B.T. Troubles.

SELF -CHARGING,

SILENT,

iCONOMICALI.,

JARS (waxed), Si' RA" sq. 1/3 doz.
ZINCS, new type 10d. doz. Sacs 1/ 2 doz.
Sample doz. (Ii volts), complete with
bands and elettrolyte. 4/1, post 9d.
Sample unit. ed. Illus. booklet free.

Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS, 30/,

a -VALVE SET, All

P. TAYLOR, 57. Studley Road,
STOCKWELL, LONDON

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE
MOST NEWS

-SUNDAY GRAPHICPWWWWW9PNIPTPWWW1

THE
TRANSATLANTIC
FLIGHT
Wing -Commander King
ford Smith's operator, Mr
Stannage found that the
only satisfactory connection
to a screen grid valve was
the Belling - Lee Anode
Connector.
This was fitted to preven'
rink of loose connection and blowing
of valves

[Wing the -famous Transatlantic Flight.

BELLING
-LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION
ks,

laaaiadaaialakkaidikAlidi
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

"POPULAR WIRELESS " says :

energy to be received by each receiving
aerial. The only thing you can say is that
the total energy received by the various
aerials in the aggregate cannot exceed the
energy radiated by the transmitter.

"There is 'everything in
favour of buying a complete kit of parts and
nothing against it. You
get all the little items,
such as screws, etc., and

your panel is neatly
drilled for you. Moreover,
you are certain that every
component is suitable for

Shielding.

the set-that is, if you
purchase an approved kit
such as is sold by Ready

You have to remember that the electromagnetic energy passing in the " field " of
the transmitter (which field includes all the

Radio."-

various receiving aerials) is being dissipated
or absorbed by every conductor in the field,

........

......

.. .

has the slightest electrical conductivity.
Many amateurs are rather apt to suppose
that the electro-magnetic energy goes
around, so to speak, picking out receiving

KITS OF PARTS

AND LOUDSPEAKERS

aerials and carefully avoiding any object
which is not ostensibly an aerial. This is

1930 MAGIC FOUR
1930 MAGIC THREE
CELESTION

very far from the case, and there is no

difference (so far as the electro-magnetic

LOUDSPEAKERS

energy running itself to ground is concerned)

Cash or Easy Terms.

the latter is infinitely more effective as a
" sink " of radio energy than any receiving
aerial; and that is why reception is usually

between a receiving aerial and the steel

ETC., ETC

Lists on applications.

girder work of a modern building ; indeed,
,C

interior of a steel girder building. This,

Build the Lotus

Question of Selectivity.

S.G.P. Battery Set

comparatively poor at any point within the
indeed, is the principle of " shielding."

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET.

The question as to how many receiving
aerials can be adequately energised by a
given station is practically the same as the

Telephone : HOP 5555 (Private Exchange).

question as to the maximum distance from a

LONDON BRIDGE, LONDON, S.E.1

FAMOUS CRAFTSMANSHIP
For YOUR SET or RADIO GRAM.

Built like a piano, the fine tone

and Style, brings a thrill

no

carrying out repairs where necessary for
small and reasonable fees, or for nothing

THE DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper

"RED
DIAMOND
TUE RECOGNISED DETECT° it

N°.

RDBy Insured

O R Y ST A L RECTIFICATION.

40

- Post 2/3. or
2/9 with shield

be mounted
onCanbrackets
or
through panel.

10

set
kO'N.
always ready, NotOnee
affected
by vibration.
Each one Is tested on broadcast before despatch, and
to perfect.

"RED DIAMOND"
Pull & Push SWITCHES.
Robust Construction. Definite "on" and
"off"positions. No shaking. By
Perfect contacts.
Large Insured
terminals. for easy fitting. Post.

1/3

(2 Terminals)
RD39 Change -Over 2/(4 Terminals)
RD37 Three Point 1/6
(3 TerminalID

1/6

213

1/9

Ebonite Bushes for all purposes kept in stock.
TRADE

MARK

Of all high-class

Radio Dealers or Sole Makers :

JEWEL PEN CO., Ltd.
(Radio Dept. 46), 21-22, Great

BEER

ceiver in question.

Photographs FREEI
PICKETTS RadiorurnitUreMakers,
(F.W.)Albion Road,13exleybeath,
Famed tor excellence.
Kent.

Make

...

depends upon the sensitivity of the re-

IF I CONTROLLED THE B.B.C.

Cash or EASY PAYMENTS,

RD39 Battery

transmitter at which a receiver may pick
up the signals. The answer is that it

words can convey.
(Over 3,000 delighted alone)
(Radio Press-leading Experts)
DIRECT from makers. APPROVAL
days FREE, De Lnxe, £5 to £15.

FOR ALL ciacurrs USING

is assured !

whether it be a receiving aerial or a steel
girder building or any other object which

..........

.. ....

Success

Sutton Si, LONDON, E.C.1.

(Continued front page 523.)

hardship
where
impossible.

rendered

payment

" Fantastic ! " you say ? Perhaps, but
what else is there to suggest ? Very little.

The success of a set depends on
the efficiency of each individual
component. The Lotus S.G.P.

Battery Kit

uses the famous

Lotus Components, each one of
which works in complete harmony
with its neighbours. This remarkably efficient 3 -valve set is simple
to build : all the main corn-

ponents are already mounted in

position to save you time and
to ensure success.

The B.B.C. knows what it is about. Mistakes
here and there are naturally made ; an
institution that never made mistakes would

Full diagrammatic details sup-

Few countries have so

cabinet and batteries), or 14/9

be inhuman. Besides, it is admitted on
every hand that British broadcasting is the
best in the world.

And I agree.

regular a service, or such a comprehensive
one. Many have to put up with advertisements for Somebody's Soap being inserted
here and there others cannot even get a
programme at all.
No, gentlemen of the B.B.C., on second

thoughts I would not accept the post of
Lady High Controller even if you offered it
to me. I should probably make a mess of

things, and you seem to be quite all right
as you are. Eight years of broadcasting has
taught you many things of which I remain
ignorant.
So carry on with the good work. The way

in which new and different programmes
appear night after night, and the way in
which fresh talent is always being discovered

is a source of perpetual amazement to me.
The B.B.C. supplies entertainment, educa-

tion, uplift and enjoyment all rolled into
one. Could anyone do better? I think
not. Anyhow, I don't intend to try

plied with each Kit.
(excluding valves,
Price :

down and

it

similar monthly

instalments.

Full details on request.

Emus

3 -VALVE SET KIT
Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.
(Dept. P.W. 11.)
Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.
Ca a StO
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"PHILEMON" GOES ABROAD.
(Continued from page 511.)

and " verboten " to boot ! Still the finger,:

I broke into an understanding
smile : " But certainly ! " I said, and
pointed.

glACINEERSI
Catit we get together

sir

switched on. As luck would have it, it was
dance music from somewhere. Their faces

Their hearts melted. They
embraced each other. They fox-trotted up
and down the corridor. They smiled with
black moustaches and white teeth ! They
softened.

saluted and left me in peace.
Radio Toulouse.
You want superb
reproduction - that
means the Wales
And
Star Unit.
here is your chance
to obtain.this wonderful unit.
Peon, a mere whis-

NOW 3,0t.
FORMERLY 3t3

-

per In roll -roans hd

vohime the wares Star :a amazingly real and true-every
note r ,Salt,
Take advantage of this Mier now, pill enjoy the sup.T1ative reproduction of this remarkably fine unit.
!

111111111MIII.MMIN

I had heard of Toulouse. What I had
heard, indeed, made me shy of turning
Belinda southward to face the music. The
train was now roaring through the night.
It was getting late. " Toulouse or not
Toulouse ? " I debated with myself. In
a weak moment I wished to hear Toulouse.
I began to search the Universe for Toulouse.

I came slowly down the dial from Vienna
to Oslo and Langenburg ; all faint, because
Belinda was giving them the cold shoulder.
Then, suddenly, a blast !

WZ.TES

Belinda fell on her side.

Toulouse !

A panel of the

compartment was blown out. The toupee of
the virago was blown through. It fell on
Belinda. I seized it and ran with it into the
next; compartment. The virago was attired
for a bad night. ".Madam has lost_ her
knitting, perhaps ?."' I said, and retreated.

Double
Cone
Chassi

Belinda " Let's the Cat Out."

You know what a morning is like after
a night in the train. I felt like that. At
12" and 14"
model.

THE MUSIC LOVERS' CHOICE
The Chassis supreme. Two
wonderful cones giving

tonal purity, volume and
realise, that makes the
old-last:m:1.0 smut.. eon.
type obsolete, They fit

all popular units.

warningI

To

ensurd
insist upon

satisfat-tion
the genuine Rates Double
Cone Chssis.
Patent

Prices:

12 in. Chassis with 11 in
support mg
g
.1 u
14 in. Chassis with 12/6

supporting leg
20 in. Chassis, supporting
1

leg

not

lit led

...17/6

,20,t1111.wCalt,,,,xsisstacpt,hide

in Oak
Cabinet.

: 10 : 0
.aogany.i.4 : 15 : 0

No. 309.214.
Above are complete trill, Universal bract.et Unirernal
bracket and silk -lined fret supplied separately.
OBTAINABLE FROM ALL RADIO DEALERS.
Write for leaflets about these tiro famous lines.

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO. (Dept. P.W.1,

184-188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.O.
VIM Al 13 MI

10.15 a.m. the " Daily.Service " would have
been a relief. I was trying to get into touch

the officers appeared. Belinda looked just
like a suitcase. I felt she would pass in the
crowd.

Had I anything to declare ? I waved
my hands over the suitcases and Belinda,
and said I thought not. Then, horrors,
Belinda began -to talk ! I hadn't switched

She was speaking an awful
language, but she was distinctly speakher off !
ing.

I was debating in my mind whether

The first firm

to supply Wireless Parts or. easy
Popular
Five years advertiser in
Thousands of satisfied customers.
Wireless."
Send us a list of the parts you reunite, and the
payments that will snit your emtvenienve, and we
will send you a definite quotation.Anything w I, less

payments.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Gt. Portland St., W.1
'Phone; Muaeum1414.
Ampin=01111-

Use a Baker's Speaker for
P E RF E CT reproduction
SEND TO -DAY FOR FREE 36 -PAGE
BOOKLET-FULL OF INFORMATION.

BAKER'S SELHURST RADIO
89, Selhurat Rd., S. Norviood, S.E.25.
Works: 42, Cherry Orchard Rd., E. Croydon.
Offices :

ALL APPLICATIONS for ADVERIISIM;

SPACE in 'POPULAR WIRELESS " must

be made to the Sole Advertising
,O IN H. 1,11-E, LTD.,

4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON,

Agents,

E.C.4.

is

the

you can earn £300,
£400, £500 per year
or more. Other men
are doing it, and you

WRITE FOR THIS
BOOK TO -DAY

ITS FREE

the same.

can do

We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation
waiting to help you whether you be novice or
expert. If you *sigh for something more than 6

bread and butter " job you owe it

to yourself, to

investigate our Service.

Our handbook,' Engineering Opportunities," has
pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of
your fellows.

A.M.I.E.E.,

It contains details of A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.

Struct.E., London Metric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,

Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches

of-Electriml, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless

Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of
-

NO PASS-NO FEES

In o brilliant foreword Vol. A M
clearly the chances you are missing

Low

:bras

Engineering Opportunities " and our advice are
quite FREE. Don t neglect this offer-give vent to
that " upward urge " and send a postcard NOW,
stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.

Technology,
161 Shakespeare House, 20-31 Oxford Street,W.1

TAWNYMAIMS

Customs Officers. I had been warned that I
might have trouble there with Belinda. 1

had just time to put her mackintosh on,
and place her among the suitcases, when

we ask

chance to prove that

with Englind, when I heard down the
corridor the sounds of the approaching

MAKE --

YOUR
RADIO
. more SELECTIVE
. .

. . .
. . .

CHEAPER in upkeep

" trouble free '

No matter what kind of set, work it
from the mains.

I should say she was a pet canary, or an Tanuoy Products, 1-7 Balton St.

-unborn child, when I caught the smile on
I
the official face. " Now I'm in for
!

EASY PAYMENTS-i

All

thought.

The smile became a beam.

" Ah ! "

said the officer, " that is Huizen. You
have a fine set, signor. May I see ? " I
uncovered Belinda. She shone radiantly.
The officer looked at her, opened her, shut
her,

looked again, listened to Huizen.

smiled more and more broadly.' " I am,"
he said in broken English, " how do you
say ?-a fan !" And he shook my hand.
"I like your 'English programmes," he said;
" I like your-Jack Payne ! " And we

shook hands again, and he saluted and
went away smiling seraphically !

I kissed

Belinda !

Here at Last !
So here we are on the shore of the lake.
I shall soon be across, with Belinda, in the
wilds on' the other side. There is if, blue
sky. It is piping hot. Addio !

PLEASE be sure to mention

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
when communicating with
Advertisers.

THANKS!

DRY CELLS THAT SATISFY.
SPECIAL BATTERY OFFER.
120 volt H.T. Batteries 12/- each
100 volt H.T. Batteries 101- each
60 volt H.T. Batteries 6/6 each
The Best and Cheapest yet offered. Also send
'id. stamp for the "Leyton" Booklet to :THE LEYTON BATTERY CO..
305, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, E. 10.
THE

STANDARD
PLUGIN COIL
Sold everywhere from 1/ DX COILS LTD., LONDON, E.11

POPULAR WIRELESS

Juty 19th, 1030.
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OFF FOR YOUR HOLIDAYS?
If

so, why not take a small radio set with you?

You'll find it excellent company at any time when
music or broadcast entertainment is required.

The ideal set for this purpose is

THE "PACK AWAY" TWO
One of the smallest, neatest and most efficient
little receivers ever designed.

Fully described in the AUGUST

LESS

'CTOR

C

E4.

The "PACK AWAY" can be built into a cigar boxso

it takes up practically no space, and can be

"packed -away" in your suitcase with the greatest
of ease.
Also in this number of the "Constructor"-

THE "VEDAKAY" THREE
Another Victor King Success

DON'T FORGET
YOUR "CONSTRUCTOR" THIS
Now On Sale

MONTH®

Price 6d.

POPULAR WIRELESS

tsr

July 19th, 1930.

Better
Sound
and
GreaterVolume
for Mains and Batte
Operated Receivers
Hypermu and

Hypermite Transformers and the
latest L.F. Choke,

111111111,1,1111111i
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the Hypercore, each give

additional efficiency to
modern circuits and

HYPER
CORE
The first commercial L.F. Choke with

modern valves. They

occupy an absolutely minimum space with minimum

a core of new nickel iron. Less than
half the size and weight of chokes
built with silicon iron cores, yet has an
inductance of 30 henries. Enormously
improves quality of reception and sets
new standard for L.F. Choke efficiency
in smoothing equipment
and filter output circuits.

weight and give tremen-

dously improved reception.
You'll be more than
satisfied with your set if you
fit either or all of the three.
Write for descriptive, illustrated leaflets.

Weight 18 ozs.
2 x 21 a 21 ins.

Size,

EAD WHAT THE
WIRELESS PRESS
SAYS ABOUT

HYPERM ITE

A transformer with core of new nickel

alloy of enormous permeability yet
sold at a price within the reach of
all. Its amazingly high inductance
(over 50 henries), with a retention of
high and low frequencies, ensures
perfect performance, eminently better
than that of many

bulky, higher priced

Weight 7 ozs. 12 6

models.
x 1.; x 21 ins.
Size

HYPERM U

The world's best transformer for
modern circuits-a statement which
has been tested and proved by experts
and amateurs all over the world.
The latest N.P.L. Curves prove amazing superiority of performance under
ordinary working conditions. Weight 14 ozs.
Size, 3 x 11 x 3 ins.

HYPERCORE
The "Hypercore" gave
perfect

satisfaction,

and

point of

view

was just as good from the
smoothing

as a large standard choke
of 20 henries weighing
THREE TIMES as much

As an output
choke the "Hypercore" can
be used in any normal

receiver with complete satisthe R.I.
faction
"Hypercore" points the

way to the extensive use of
this type of component in
mains units and for similar
purposes.

The NICKEL -ALLOY CORES are the secret of the
success of these three components. No other Metal
is so efficient.
R.I. LTD., " MADRIGAL " WORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON.
Minted and published every Thursday by the Proprietors, The Ainalgainate.i Press. Ltd., The Fleet way House, Parini:00n Street, London, E.C.4. Advertisement
Messrs. John IL Lile, 1.11.. Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4,c1'elephone City 7261). Registered as a newspaper for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
Subscription Rates: Inland and Canada, 17/4 per annum; 8/8 for six months. Abroad (except Canada), 19/6 per annum : 9/9 for six months._ Sole Agents for
Australia and New Zealand: Messrs. Gordon d; Gotch, Ltd.; and for South Africa: Central News Agency. Saturday, July 19th, 19:to.
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"X' COIL
LEWCOS " X " and Centre Tapped Coils are
specially constructed to deal with the problem
of selectivity and are famous amingst experts

and amateurs alike for their capacity to separate
music from adverse atmospheric conditions.

A fully descriptive leaflet, Ref. R.34, will be
sent on request.
THE LEWCOS " X " AND CENTRE

The

TAPPED COILS AND H.F. CHOKE ARE

LEWCOS

SPECIFIED FOR THE "EUROPEAN
THREE" RECEIVER DESCRIBED IN

" X " COIL

THIS ISSUE.

The fine materials and high-class workmanship used in the manufacture of the Lewcos
H.F. Choke makes it supreme. The ter-

The
LEWCOS
H.F.
CHOKE

minals arc placed one at the top and the other

at the base of the coil to eliminate the risk
of additional self -capacity 19, the wiring of
the receiver.

"Its design places it in the front rank of
high-class components " writes Industrial
Progress (International) Ltd., of Bristol.

A fully descriptive leaflet, Ref. R.33, giving tested values will he sent on request.

GLAZITE

is

6d.

Per 10 ft. Coil, and is

Not Genuine Unless
Made by LEWCOS
Stocks held at the
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED,
CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.IO.

following Branches
BELFAST
BIR,MINGHANI
CARDIFF
DUBLIN
GLASGOW
LEEDS
LIVERPOOL
LONDON
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE
NOT FINGHAM

A,
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HARKING BACKMASS PRODUCTION-

FOR THE BLIND-

THE LONELIEST JOB ? -

"BELINDA "-

RADIO NOTES & NEWS

Now !

NOW is the time when the keen " fan "
thinks that the " earth " is much too
dry. Now is the time when visiting
Americans. sweet pea fanciers and most

ordinary folk agree with him. Now the

owners of portables boast like blazes. that
sole compensation for their
perspiration. Now is the time when the

being the

B.B.C. Talks Department has to fall bail:

thanks, brother ! You want standardised
aluminium cabinets ! But, imagine standardised furniture ! And s. dinners ! Or
s. clothes ! Oh, my frieffd, shall we not
leave a little scope. even in cabinet design.
for the quaint, the beautiful and the new
You leave the " mass producer " to
standardise ! Go now, on the instant, and
make a cabinet crawling with knobs, gargoyles anti little cherubs : devise a secret

WIRELESS WARNINGS" P.W." IN PALESTINE -

SIT UP FOR THIS.
A Royal Portable.

GH, no doubt, the portable is

ALTHOU
a goodly thing, it has always aroused
in 'me a faint sense of the comic
which some day I'll have to explain at
length. Just now, however, I see that
such japing would be out of place. for I
read that H.M. the King has just bought

one of MeMichael's models, which is mighty
fine business. Whether they sell 'em or
have 'ens stolen, Me.M's keep their stock of

upon faith in its destiny ; nobody loves the drawer anti a trick handle. which when
blamed outfit except the printer-and turned letteth loose a cuckoo or a snake.
portables well on the move, and either
what is the love of a printer 1 Now loud - Flee front the yardstick as front the wrath method is a compliment to the makers !
speakers blare on
Broadcasting
lawns, and suburban
Feeling.
PRESS DELEGATES TALK TO THE "ELETTRA"
wives find in the
designs new material
I UNDERSTAND
that the B.B.C. at
for competition with
Savoy.
Hill are
" next door." Now
going to try the effect
-no, not just now,
post broadcasters of
please !
Pass me
a I lowin, them to dress
another block of ice,
in their stave clothes.
and heaven send the
The reason 'for this is
weather change not
that artists have on
to cold and rain ere
many occasions com-

this note gets itself

plained that the stiff

printed.
Harking Back to

fr,rmality of standing

before the microphone.
td
store
!.., Iles
and boiled

Winter.

d

QUITE providen-

tially, at this
very

drives away
inspiration. takes the
sparkle front the pershirts

moment

who should walk in
ses) but Horace
the Demon Tipster,
engaged at the pre-

formance. etc..
th

savouring

destined to fail
brilliantly in the
City in years to
He produces

a letter, which. (ses

of the

"tent per amen t."

which is a favourite
pose of entertainers.
Visiting the Dorchester Beam Station, these delegates to the Empire Press Conference cal:c.,
up the "Elettra " at Genoa and had a few minutes' talk with Marquis Marconi.

'e) has been found

archived by mischance between the radiator
and Mr. Bird's life-saving outfit, which he

keeps handy because at any moment may
come the cry, " Mr. Rogers has fallen down
the vacuum again, sir ! " This letter bears
a January date ! Positively refrigerating to
contemplate the Arctic relic, soy- dear boy.
Help yourself to a nib !
Mass Production.
M.

I iikr1

he same I consider
it a feeble confession,

sent time in being
our office boy, but
come.

I

it word for it, but

C. J. is the target of my apologies

and this frivolous persiflage. His

was the lost letter which now turns

up like Rip van Winkle-very old and
whiskery, but perfectly good inside. Many

of Olympus ! Standardisation is halfway
to petrifaction ! Well, cheerio !
Wireless [or

the

Blind.

TR E Radio Manufacturers' Association
began their campaign seven months

ago and the result so far has been
magnificent. Contracts fur thousands of

sets have been placed, but it is computed
that there are still between 15.000 and
20,000 blind persons in Great Britain without receivers. Anyone who would like to

help should send money or equipment to

the Secretary, Wireless for the Blind Fund,
224, Gt. Portland Street, London, W.I.

artists, poets. and

such.
If a comedian
has sufficient strengths

of mind he can say his piece well, whether
his nose be reddened or not.
The New Gardening.
BY the Great Hoe ! this is what I must

try on my asters, which have this

year entered into a conspiracy against

me.

A German scientist named Hilde-

brandt is said to have zipped up the growth

of various plants so that only half the
usual time was required for them to mature.

His tomatoes ripened in three months ;
radishes matured in two weeks, and so
forth.

All this was the result of subjecting
(Conlin red -en veal page.)
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(Continued front previous page.)

the seeds to very short radio waves (1 -50th

of an inch) for periods of fifteen minutes:
Number of such periods not reported.
Very interesting !

else's elementary book-keeping ! What engages my attention is the fact, if it be such,
that the concerts made a lmge loss. Why do
thc , and why should they ? Didn't they

get " full houses " or are the costs overloaded or the prices too low ?

Data from Java.
H. (Leamington Spa) is good enough

How much did the

radishes finally cost, I wonder !

to send us a letter received by him
from Bandoeng, Java, addressed to
him by the Manager of the International
H.

The Loneliest Job ?
WITH the exception of -lighthouse-

keepers, I should think that radio
operators must have to take some
of the loneliest jobs on earth. What about
1Villis Island, for an example ? A strip of
sand 250 miles east of Cooktown. Australia.

On the edge of the Coral Sea and the
breeding place of cyclones !

There three

people stay for six months at a time,
advising the mainland by radio of the
approach of storms.

No ships, except the

relief boat, ever come near, and most of
the inhabitants of the islands are turtles.
Quite suitable for rejected lovers, penniless
persons; and students of turtles !

Telephone Office. The following data may

be of use. The most important transmitters
at Bandoeng are P L E (15.9 metres),
P M B (14.55 metres), P L F (16-81 metres),
and P L R (27.8 metres). Every Tuesday
from 13.40 to 15.40, G.M.T., P L E broadcasts music.
" P.W." in Palestine.
AN enthusiastic reader in Palestine
gives his results with Brookmans

on 261 metres, using a " straight "

three-valver (Det. and 2 L.F.). The signals
supplied three pairs of 'phones at strength

controversy about accumulators, a
Hornsey reader is good enough -to

transcribe an extract from a text book
describing the effect of impure zinc in
setting up " local action " in a battery,
whereby zinc sulphate is fofmed and hydrogen generated. This, however, probably
refers to the Leclanche type, a primary cell,

not an accumulator. The elements in a
storage battery of the commonest kind are
lead compounds and the " sulphate " is
that of lead.

" Belinda."

IALWAYS thought that Philemon was a
all.

nice lad, but I don't like the way in
which he writes of his " Belinda " at
I wouldn't give away all the little

personal secrets of my Grammy I And he

" Meet Belinda " and then hustles
her off to Italy the very next day. After
his unkind remarks about Bel's conversasays,

tional (one-sided ?) abilities, he will be well
served if

she shuts tight up and sulks

throughout the trip. These " femmels,"

as an old farmer friend calls them, are like
that. Now, my Gramelia is
(Snuffed
out !-ED. " P. W." )
Wireless Warnings.

UNLESS one saw it in the annual report
of the. Admiralty surveys one would
hot realise that during 1929 no less

than 668 radio warnings or notices to

mariners were sent out by the Admiralty.

By the way, I noticed that the survey people

found 67 new rocks last year, the highest
number for any year since the war. I

wonder how one finds a rock without striking it But doesn't this sort of report make
one wonder how on earth we ever managed
in pre -radio days ? Life had its compen!

sations, I suppose, for in any age it is an

adaptation to environment, and therefore a
balanced affair.

SHORT WAVES.

WHAT'S this we hear about a possibility of the B.B.C. presenting Sir
Thomas Beecham with a " chit " for

£5,000 in respect of his share .of the loss
on last year's symphony concerts ? Tar be
it from me -to stick my foot into someone

had strung corks on his aerial, a
Rotherham reader suggests, apparently

seriously. that the intention probably was
the protection of young game birds belong-

ing to the lord of the manor. " If his

aerial killed one young partridge, down
comes the aerial ! " Does that sort of
thing really happen ?

Feudalism must be

sat on severely, and if an actual instance
were found I should think that " P.W."
would be glad to have the fullest possible
particulars.

The Latest Columbus.

HAS anybody picked up signals from
the frail barque of the Frenchman
who recently sailed from Morocco for
New York in a boat less than 20 feet long ?
It is understood that this adventurer's
call -sign is X C N P, and that he transmits
on 41.5 metres round about 9.30 p.m. and

on 36.5 metres an hour later. There's a
fine chance for discriminating short -wavers.

F.:

E

F.

E

A musician says that for wireless trans= mission the most soothing instruments are the =
= violin 'cello and flute. The intervals that =
F.:
occur when a battery runs down are also very
restful.-" Humorist."
*
*
" The average American's vocabulary is =
=

-

much more extensive to -day than it was a few
years ago," we read.

It is unfair, however, to say that the con-

struction of wireless sets is greatly to blame.

AN UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL.
" Although I have no wireless outfit myself,
I have a brace of lavishly -equipped meighbonrs

whose enthusiasm and batteries are so strong
that I have heard almost every word emitted
by

2 L 0 since March, 1925."-" London

Opinion."

" There had been oscillation for over two
hours, so in a fit of mad temper I went and

chopped down the aerial," said a police -court
defendent recently.
This method of cutting out oscillation is not
included in those recommended by our Queries
Department.

" Oh, but for a little music
That makes the highbrow wilt,
To place the 'phones upon my head
And hear a cheery lilt :
For only one short hour
To hear what we used to hear.

Before recitals and bulletins came
With talk that lasts the whole year."
-" Daily Record and Mail."
IN THAT WIRELESS AGE.

" What's wrong with the
youngster-teething ? "
Mr.

Robot :

Mrs. Robot : " No : only a howling valve."
---" Wireless Weekly."
UPLIFT.

A wireless expert remarks that " a good

earth is essential." The B.B.C. thinks so, toohence the Sunday programmes.

R.8, and were very free from fading. Very
difficult to get a good " earth " there owing

to the dryness of the soil, and he has to
rely on a well. Seems funny, -when you

think over history, to hear from a Britisher
about " Det. and 2 L.F. " in the Holy City,
the goal of the Crusaders.

MR. BOB CONINGSBY, Van Ness
Avenue. Maribquong (W3), Melbourne,

Australia, would like to correspond
with " P.W." readers interested in shortwave reception. Mr. A. W. Mason finds
him to be an interesting and helpful corT
responent.

The contemporary from whom I
derived this information does not state
yet ?

Correspondents Wanted.

A B.B.C. Beecham's Bill ?

conscientious Cotswold cottager who

Has Alf of Middlesbro' got this in his log

" Sulphating."

THINKING that it might help in the

Corks on the Aerial.

IN reference to my comment on the

whether the transmissions are telephonic
or morse, but I expect the latter.
Sit Up For This Item
WHEN in reply to criticisms of the
programmes Sir John Reith saidand with reason on his side-that
one cannot play trumps every round,

" Punch " set the seal of its approval
upon the mot by adding : " Nevertheless, it
is understood that arrangements for broad-

casting the Last Trump are already well
in hand." Yes, and the B.B.C. will offer
to give £100 to a charity for the right to
broadcast it !

The Campaign Against Noise.

THIS steadily increases in intensity.
Council follows council, with short
intervals, in prohibiting loud speaker -

and gramophone -playing in the street or
at doors and windows in such a manner as

to annoy or disturb people. Mr. Abraham
Finklestein, of Islington, was recently stung
for £1 plus £1 costs for playing a gramophone
in his shop. One complainant alleged that
he was annoyed in his house 40 yards away.

The manager of the shop said that he was
using a soft -playing gramophone. Another

witness said that he was inside the shop
at the time and heard no gramophone at
all. The quickest way out was to extract
£1 from Mr. Finklestein !

What Is One to Do ?
INSTANCES like that render me extremely nervous about using my own
grammy. I feel that I ought to ask my
nearest neighbour before I pass a pensive
needle over a bit of Beethoven. " Is the

baby asleep ? - Has your wife a headache ?
Do I disturb or annoy your bees, cockatoo,
tortoise or grandmother ? " But, gentlemen, there are other noises ! Trains blow.
off steam nearby till one is deafened. Why

can't they do it half a mile up the line ?

Music lessons ,00ze out of the school over
the way an infernal tam tutu. Milk floats
and trucks rattle like anything, and ne-w-

fangh:d parents allow babies to yell for
hours at a stretch, instead of plugging them

with " comforters.'

ARIEL.
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THE B B.C. MOM
BY Mt_ EDITOR

THE most important and significant
event in B.B.C. history in the past

twelve months was the resignation of
Captain Peter Eckersley from the position
of Chief Engineer, which he had held since
the beginning of broadcasting in this country. Captain Eckersley stood for enter.
prise, adventure, unremitting activity ; he
was very much more than Chief Engineer ;
he was twit,' princeps energiser and st imulator.

Last Year's Big Loss.

He had divided with Sir John Reith the

outstanding personal contributions to broadcasting ; he was, if anything, more devoted

to broadcasting than even Sir John. The
withdrawing of his personality from the
counsels at Savoy Hill was a serious blow,
the results of which are only now becoming
apparent.

This does not involve any reflection on
Mr. Noel Ashbriiii,e, the new Chief EnOn engineering matters Mr. Ash bridge is pre-eminently sound and able, but
it was not to Peter Eckersley. engineer. that
the B.B.C. was beholden ; it was to Peter
gineer.

*

in Eckersley had become
t ion of CI
effect lye, a new series of " Paints of View "
was considered and launched.
This time the policy was strikingly
different. Instead of goint, for the original
resi

" P.W." again investigates the
organisation and policies of the
B.B.C. In this first article of a

1

short series the main tendencies
and changes are discussed and

authentic information of an exclusive nature is given.

Eckersley, iconoclast and restless rebel
against mediocrity and dullness.

From the time Captain Eckersley ceased
to attend B.B.C. Control Board meetings_
and Programme Committee meetings, all
those tendencies against which he valiantly
and successfully struggled till then began to
appear. There was decreasing attention
paid to " peaks " ; novelties diminished ;
experiments declined ; showmanship waned ;

and the dead -level came into its own at
last.

When I last reviewed the affairs of the
B.B.C. I expressed the hope that the Corporation would bring Captain Eckersley

back at all costs, and before the end of

and challenging thinkers of the younger
generation (which probably would have
been Miss Matheson's line if unhampered),
the B.B.C. got a group of solid respectable pillars of established society who, with the
exception of Sir Oliver Lodge. had ne
message comparable with those of the first
series.
Too Many Cooks ?

The policy

of

the second series was

obvimsly different. \\'hat of the procedure 'e 1 believe I am right in saying that
practically the whole of the arrangements

were taken out of the hands of the Talks

Director and put into Committee including
Governors, Director General, Director of
Programmes, and Assistant Director of
Programmes.
These being translated
were : Lord Clarendon, Lord Gainsford, Dr.
(('oii/i» ao/ on /1 ex( me.)

I 929. But my hope has been frustrated, to the

considerable disadvantage of broadcasting.

In the past year I daresay the B.B.C.

has become more efficient ; there have been
fewer and fewer mistakes and lapses. The

announcers approximate more and mor e to
the common anonymous standard ; music is better balanced and controlled : plays run
more smoothly ; noise effects are more
uniformly realistic, and so on.
The Points of View.
But the old time spirit of high adventure is
sadly lacking. Seine say it is because the

B.B.C. is getting mole like a Government
Department and less like it was in the days
of the Company. There is possibly something in this explanation, but. I believe the

main cause has been the departure of Captain
Eckersley.
Let us consider the tendency as applied to

some other parts of the work. Take the
talks, for instance. Miss Matheson, the
Talks Director, had a firm friend and supporter in Captain Eckersley.
A year ago now was being planned the
first Point of View series, including Wells
and Bernard Shaw. This was excellently
Captain P P. Eckersley-" Iconoclast and restless
rebel against mediocrity and dullness."

contrived, full of interest, and of real " peak "
material. Late in the autumn, after the

" Evan Sir John Reith consults
more

his board

than he shou'd.

a:
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THE B.B.C. TODAY.
(Continued from previous page.)

+

*

*
f

.there is no sign of -adequate replacement.
On the other hand the really bright spot is

+

music.

*

improvement-.

Bendall, Mrs. Philip Snowden. Sir Cordon
Nairne. Sir John Reith, Mr. R. H. Eckersley, and MIz. Cecil Graves.
It was a foregone conclusion that the cern-

bined efforts of all these excellent people
would err on the side of caution and
" safety." And so the event proved. The
Points of Vic w have now degenerated into
the ordinary talks rut : the glamour of the

Here, anyway, effv:ieney has made for

The coming to broadcasting
of Adrian Boult is of first-class importance.

He has already clone a good deal and the
next few months will see much more. The
National Orchestra is at last nearing completion.

With Adrian Boult behind it, this new
aggregation will seriously rival the New
York Symphony conducted by the great

THE WORLD'S BEST

first series has been eclipsed.
If one s^ries of " Points of View " were
the only thing affected by the new tendency.
it would not he so had. But the infection

Quick and bold decisions based on persOnal

very much better than it

is. Hence the
frank commentary on what 1 regard as the
faults that have come to light in the past
year or so. How long will it be. I wonder,
Captain O'Donnell, whose B.B.C. Military Banl
is " the best in the world."

Toscannini himself. There is also less of
the deciduous modern music, so distasteful

ability in the common cause ?

..... *
SOME HELPFUL HINTS.

and away the best in the world. In Stanford

Robinson the B.B.C. have a pre-eminent
choral -master. And so this bright side of
the picture unfolds itself.
But I am not done grousing yet. The
past year has seen an alarming and dangerous growth of the movement for centralisation. Of course a considerable demobilischeme.

The Whittling Process.

Yet the firm maintenance of programme building centres at Birmingham, Manchester,
Edinburgh, Belfast and Cardiff was always

*

*

One of the great advantages of a loud -speaker

filter -output circuit is the fact that it confines
the H.T. voltage to the set itself, and thus any
long loud -speaker leads to other rooms are not

at high voltage, and there is no chance of
shock or leakage.

If your 'phones are left permanently connected to your set they should be kept in a
perfectly dry place free from dampness which is
certain to affect them adversely.
*

*

*

represented to be part and parcel of the

If you use high-tension of 150 volts or more
an on -off switch in your H.T. lead may prove
to be a good investment.

proved very ineffective at Savoy Hill.

When a set is switched off the by-pass con-

regional plan.
But the whittling process seems to have

Once the host of relay stations were safely
out of the way, the temptation to cut down
the regional centres was irresistible. First
it was Scotland ; the orchestra at Glasgow
and all the staff in Scotland except a bare
nucleus. Then it was the turn of the Birmingham orchestra, than which no other

feature in recent years has done more to
add to licence revenue.
But there was such a row about the Bir-

his B.B.O. Dance Orchestra.

before Sir John Roith and Mrs. Philip

Snowden combine their great talents and

to the hulk of listeners.
Walton O'Donnell's military band is far

sation and retrenchment in the Provinces
was inevitable as a result of the regional

Jack Payne has achieved a notable mem with

acceptable to public opinion and consistent

service in the world ; but I want to see it

but I am not sure.
Meanwhile there is no move to brighten
Sundays by providing the alternative pro-

A RADIO FAVOURITE

licence -increase statistics. The only course

Room for Improvement.
It is still easily the best broadcasting

this a symptom of the creeping paralysis of
state bureaucracy 1 I sincerely hope not,

lost the genius of Peter Eckersley and so far

It is not. safe to go on with the parrot -cry

of the -box-office argument, translated in

of life.

Even Sir John Reith consults
Iris Board far more than ho should. Is
hierarchy.

I have said the B.B.C. is paradoxically
more efficient and less satisfactory. It has

Strengthen the Provinces.

on 99 per cent of radiating time, dissolve
committees ; do these simple, reasonable
things and the B.B.C. will take a new lease

Matheson, appears to be caught in the
machine. And so it runs right up the

were.

accordingly.

a synchronising control.
Halt centralisation, get back to the Peter.
Eckersley spirit of high endeavour, reforin
Sunday programmes, and give alternatives

Not that Mr. Graves is deficient in
qualities of decision or judgment, His
hands likewise are tied. He, like Miss

which are certainly no brighter than they

realise the dangers, and then revise policy

working from different centres, with only

Music the Bright Spot.

longer and more frequent religious services,

man, himself a Provincial in origin.
Let Mr, Whitley, Mrs. Snowden, and Sir
John Reith go round the Provinces together
and get to grips with the situation ; let them

natives can be given only by different minds

knowledge and true instinct are no longer
the order of the day.

of views, more insistence on orthodoxy,

There should be
a readjustment of perspective: Here is a
chance for the fresh mind of the new chairpolicy needs overhauling.

with pledges and policy is to sustain and
strengthen the regional Centres, orchestras
and all.
If there is a scarcity of money, then let
the Broadcasting Palace in Portland Place
stiffer or wait. What matters is what gets
into the homes of the million. Real alter-

has spread both in policy -and procedure.

grammes during religious transmissions,
which the whole country has been waiting
for years. On the contrary, the impression
I get is that there is a stiffening of attitude
on religious subjects ; there is less toleration

time about it. This whole centralisation

mingham cut that the B.B.C. is marking
time in connection with the abolition of
the Northern Wireless Orchestra at Manchester. I hope they do more than mark

*

densers, etc.,

*

*

are not subjected to the

full

pressure of the H.T.B. if the H.T. negative lead
is fitted with a break switch.
*

*

*

In an emergency a good substitute for a drill

is a bradawl of the same size, but pressure
must be exercised carefully.

When two circuits are connected together by

capacity coupling the smaller the capacity in
question the looser will be the coupling.

When the aerial is not in use it should be

connected direct to earth outside the house by
means of an earthing switch,
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KAMA:AL
ECULIAPMES
)(

_ ------. A practical and interesting article
for the constructor.
By Dr. J. H. T. Roberts, F.Inst.P.
20 square feet ; that is
(assuming the frame

to be square), a side
dimension of from

1

foot to about 4 or 5
feet.

The dimensions are

purely a question of
convenience.

THE current produced in a frame aerial
depends on the difference between the

effect of the wave upon one vertical
side- of the frame and that upon the other

vertical side of the frame at the same
moment. It will be clear from this that

if the frame is placed " broadside on " to
the waves, the effect on the two vertical
sides of the frame at any instant will be

the same, that is, the difference will be zero,
and therefore there will not be any electro-

In the

case where the frame
aerial is enclosed within the cabinet or lid
of a portable set, it is usually of very small
size, not snore than 12 to 18 in. sides.
In Fig. 1 the horizontal lines represent
magnetic lines of force due to the waves

which are travelling in the direction of
the arrow or parallel to the line AB. You
will see that in the position AB the number

of magnetic lines linking with the frame
is at a maximum, that is, when the frame

Directional Effects.

is edge -on to the direction of the waves.
If the frame is rotated through 90 degrees
to the position CD, no magnetic .fines are

On the other hand, if the frame is " edge
on " to the direction of travel of the waves,

into the frame.
If we measure the signal -strength pro-

motive force induced in the frame.

the time -interval between the striking of

one vertical side and the striking of the

opposite vertical side will be at maximum!

and the current induced in the aerial by

the wireless waves will be at maximum.
This explains the simple and well-known

fact that reception on a frame aerial is at

a minimum (never actually zero) when the

The frame aerial may conveniently consist of a few turns of double -cotton -covered

wire, say number 22 or 24, and if it is to

be placed within the cabinet of the receiver
it is a convenient plan to wind it first of all

upon four pegs screwed in at the corners

of a piece of three-ply board or at the

corners of a diagonal frame. The pegs may
consist of ordinary wood -screws carrying

ebonite sleeves, and holding these firmly
against the wood so that they will not rotate
Advantages of the Frame.

A series of sawcuts may be made in the
ebonite, spaced at about one -eighth of an

inch apart, the successive turns of wire
being laid in the sawcuts. Some constructors put the pegs into the cabinet itself
and then wind the turns of the frame aerial
in that position, but I think it is much

snore convenient to wind on a separate
frame which can be inserted into or removed

duced in the frame when it is in various

from the cabinet.
The frame
great advantage
that no outside aerial is required, nor is an
earth connection necessary. Moreover, a
receiver with a frame aerial is much more

Fig. 2, in which the signal strength is

CRITICAL POSITIONS

linked and no electro-motive force is induced

positions we can plot the diagram shown in
proportional to the length of the line drawn

(parallel to the frame) from the centre or
" origin " and cutting the curve. An
important point emerges from this diagram.
You will notice that if you shift the frame

through a small angle from the position

DIRECTIONAL EFFECT

CD, the length of the chord rapidly increases.

If, however, you start from the position

AB, and shift through a similar angle, the
length of the chord varies very little.
This means that slight shift of the frame
aerial when in the region of the maximum
signal strength produces very little difference, that is. the exact maximum position
is not well defined.
Minimum Position Well Defined.

On the other hand, a very slight shift

from the minimum position causes a pronounced increase in signal strength, and
therefore the minimum position is much
more sharply defined than the maximum
position. For this reason, when the frame
aerial is being used for direction -finding
purposes, it is customary to take readings
of the position of minimum signal -strength.
The horizontal lines represent the radio energy.

frame is broadside -on to the direction of

the waves and at a maximum when the

frame is edge -on to the waves.
The frame aerial consists, as you know,
of a few turns of wire wound upon a frame

having an area which may be anything
from, say, one square foot to perhaps

As a matter of fact, in practice the

sharpness of the minimum position is also
interfered with owing to certain accidental
causes.

One of these causes is the fact

that the frame aerial, even in the minimum
position, acts also to a slight extent as an
ordinary line -aerial, and still picks up
signals, although very weakly. Also if the

windings are not correctly balanced the

minimum strength will be raised.

/7,804T

FiG.2

Shifting the frame from the C-D position has
a more rapid effect than from A-B.

portable than one which has connections
to an outside aerial and to earth: At the
same time, against these advantages Must.

be set the fact that the frame aerial has

only a small fraction of the sensitivity of 67
good outside aerial with an earth system,

By rotating the receiver as a whole

(including' the frame), the best positiw for,
the reception of any particular station can
be found, and this is 4 distinct aid to
cutting out unwanted stations.
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was one of Chevalier's greatest friends, and

engineers have been making some tests

4
LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.
4

who, it will be remembered, has already
given several recitals of a similar nature

I

from the Birmingham studio.

Friday, July 25th.

-4-

EISTEDDFOD
BROADCASTS

#

:
4

NATIONAL

1

ORCHESTRA

IWALES --GROUP LISTENING IN
+ SCOTLAND-HERE AND THERE

4 -LANCS.

YORKS.
MANCHESTER.

0

0

V.

+

beginning on July 29th.

AT

*

IT goes almost without saying that several
relays from the Royal National Eisteddfod, which opens at Llanelly on Monday,
August 4th, are to be included in the broad met programmes.
Perhaps the most important is the speech
by the Rt. Hon. David Lloyd George, M.P.,
which will be followed by a commentary on

the ceremony of the Chairing of the Bard.
These relays will be heard by National as

It is an open secret that the programmes
Diversions," arranged at Savoy Hill,
of
did not come up to expectations, with the
result that the authorities decided to drop
them, at any rate for the time being.
Undeterred by the set -back to their
London colleagues, the Studio officials at

Birmingham are determined to try their

luck even if they fail to provide more than
one show. Naturally, details are being kept
secret, but it is understood that the Midland

AN OLD-TIMER

On Tuesday evening, August 5th, Mr.
Caradog Pritchard, the Crown Bard, is to
give a talk on "The Eisteddfod, Past and

This year's Festival will be memorable in
the annals of broadcasting inasmuch as the
National Orchestra of Wales has been engaged to play during the week. Listeners,
both in the West and to the National transmitters,_ will hear them on Wednesday
evening, August 6th, in a concert, during

*

It is hoped tliat the broadcast will go out
from all stations.
*

Voice Choir will give a programme of

examples of the music of England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales, which has been

Group Listening in Scotland.

measured about twenty inches square-the size of
a modern portable !

It

strung together under the title of the

" Royal Standard." This part of the
Northern programme will also constitute
the programme for National listeners.

FOR THE LISTENER.
A Specially -contributed Criticism of Current Broadcasting Events.
" PHILEMON "
By
This week our popular contributor, who is holiday -making on
the Continent, tells how British broadcasting is received there.

4

frieshire and Lanark, which have been

The sonts will be sung by Edgar Lane, who

*

Millions of listeners will look forward to
hearing a broadcast of Miss Amy Johnson's
arrival at Croydon on Tuesday, August .5th.

Subsequently the Northern Wireless

Eiffel Tower broadcasts and time signal.

Songs "-mainly those of the late Albert
Chevalier, King of Cockney comedians.

*

Orchestra and the Clitheroe Wesley Male

This interesting photograph shows the back view
of an old crystal set made originally to receive the

The August Bank Holiday programme

*

chester studio between George Cartwright
and Levi Shaw, the title of their discussion
being " Ashes of Roses:"

Mr. Edgar Thomas.

for National listeners will include the next
adition of Gordon McConnel's " Suitable

*

National listeners will have to wait until
Thursday, August 7th, for a relay from the
seaside, when the Coldstream Guards will
be heard playing at Brighton.

Later the same day there is to be a

Francis Russell (tenor), Arthur Fear (baritone), and the Eisteddfod Choir of nearly
six hundred voices. Part of the orchestral
programme will consist of Sir Hubert
Parry's cantata, " The Pied Piper of
Hamelin," which will be conducted by

Here and There.

broadcasting.

humorous debate on cricket in the Man-

which items will also be contributed by

Enthusiasts for broadcast education are
confident that the experiment will lead to
the formation of numerous groups, so that
within a short time those responsible for
this side of broadcast work in England will
have to look to their laurels.

Savoy Hill, has prepared many plays for

is one of the days devoted to the County:
Cricket Match between Lancashire and
Yorkshire at Old Trafford, Manchester,
and several eye -witness accounts of the
game will be given by Mr. A. E. Lawton,
the former captain of Derbyshire.

National Orchestra of Wales.

in-

Glasby called " Obsession. Miss Glasby,
who for many years has been on the staff at

Provided the weather is fine, listeners

listeners for his readings from his own

terested in adult education under the
chairmanship of Professor Rait of the
Glasgow University.

the announcement that the London and
National programmes on Thursday and
Friday, July 31st and August 1st respectively, will contain a play by Dulcima

throughout the North on August Bank
Holiday afternoon will have no grouse
against the programme to be provided. It

works.

formed by representatives of bodies

*

Lanes. v. Yorks. at Manchester.

Present." Mr. Pritchard is well-known to

selected because they are representative of
town, industrial and rural life.
The organising committee has been

*

More than usual interest is contained in

*

well as West Regional listeners.

An important experiment, financed by a
grant of £300 from the Carnegie -Trust, to
discover what scope exists for the extension
of group listening in Scotland on the lines
developed in England will take place
between September and the end of 1931.
The money will be used for the purchase
of receiving sets, which will be loaned to
listening groups in the counties of Dum-

The date chosen for the programme is
*

at the
Frank Westfield's
Prince of Wales' Playhouse, Lewisham,
which has not been heard for more than a
year because of the talkie boom, is to be
heard regularly on Tuesday afternoons,
Orchestra,

OF 4

with an aeroplane.

4

*
her polished wood gleaming. and all her

A Sensation.

WELL, here we are, Belinda and

I

at the farm. Belinda's reception was

It

immense.
is

not being reported in the local

papers, partly for fear that Mussolini might

be jealous, partly because there are no

On previous occasions 1
local papers.
myself have been the centre of attraction ;
but from the moment I said, " This is my
Radio. PleaSe meet Belinda ! " she has
been the centre of attraction.
Nobody in these parts has seen anything
like her before. The farm -boy who carried
my luggage into the cottage stood staring

at her, open-mouthed. I took off her
mackintosh-her travelling cloak, I should
say. She stood on the table before him,

little gadgets pricking him with eye -bulging
curiosity.
E bella ! " he cried, smiling with his
white teeth. " Bellissima ! "
The Aerial.

The farm emptied itself around her. The

farmer left his reaping -hook, the farmhand came off the midden, tire farm-

wife abandoned her washtub, even Lulu,

a. fat liVer-coloured mongrel, left her bone,
and they all came around. 1 took advan-

tage of this enthusiasm to get the aerial
put up.
Belinda, of course, carries hot aerial
.!: extra
(Continued on page 552.)

inside her, but I thought that

.
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CPT ECKERSLEYte--\

UERYORNER
A SHOCK FROM A CHARGER - THE
NORTH REGIONAL-TROUBLE WITH AN
S.G. STAGE-ADJUSTING DETECTOR BIAS.

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E., late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, comments upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain
Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.
A Shock from a Charger.
" CHARGER " (Seven

Kings).-" When
charging an accumulator from D.C. mains
with the positive main earthed, is it possible
to obtain a shock from the accumulator by

merely touching the negative terminal ?
The above is assuming that I am standing on

an earthed object."
Yes, rather ! and you bet ! and I have
done it and it's not pleasant ! You see if
a conductor is either positive or negative
!

compared to earth. and if a person is earthed,
and if he touches that positively or negatively
charged thing, current is bound to flow from

that thing through him to earth, thereby

giving him an electric shock.
It doesn't matter if the current flows one
way or the other, it's a shock just the same.
*

*

*

The North Regional.

(4. B. A. (Huddersfield).-" I am situated

within a few miles of the new Northern

regional station, and
am thinking of constructing
another

Is it safe

receiver.
'

wire, etc.) used with an ordinary neutral.
ised H.F. valve would give me a higher
degree of selectivity and an amplification
comparable to an S.C.1 valve, the latter
employing a small primary ? "

No. The S.G. valve properly treated
ought to give both better selectivity and
sensitivity than an ordinary H.F. valve.

But the screened -grid valve has a very much
greater sensitivity as selectivity is sacrificed
because sensitivity and selectivity are

actually inversely proportional and an increase of sensitivity

decrease in selectivity.

gives an apparent

But on balance, and designing things
properly, both sensitivity and selectivity
can be increased in the case of the S.G.
valve provided proper precautions are taken.

Thus do not force sensitivity beyond the
limits dictated by selectivity. Make your
inductances of low resistance and make them

to have high impedance.

Adjusting Detector Bias.

B. H. (Southgate).-" I have constructed a
four -valve receiver incorporating indirectly -

heated A.C. valves and am experiencing
some difficulty in arriving at a value of
grid bias for the detector, which, while

allowing me to obtain good quality of reproduction from Brookmans Park, also enables

me to bring in distant stations.

" A positive bias of LI to 3 volts allows me

to fully tune in the local station, but I

have to reduce the bias to zero in order to
obtain maximum signal strength from other
stations. A negative. bias (anode bend

rectification) appears to be useless, since
it reduces volume considerably from all
radio sources.

" I should be grateful for some sugges-

tions. Incidentally, an S.G. A.C. valve

precedes the detector."
I do not know the characteristics of the
valve you are using. You have two things

TWO MAINS UNITS

proportional.

to assume that conditions within ten
miles of this station
will be

If you get on the
straight paKt of the
characteristic you
have the nearer

similar to

conditions within a

approach to distor-

similar distance from
Brookmans Park ? "
Yes,
practically

tionless rectification :

if, however, you ans
on other parts of
the
characteristic

speaking.
*

*

you may get better

*

volume but

Trouble with an S.G.

quality.

Stage.

^

you

you get good quality
and good volume,
why worry 1 If the

tremely dissatisfied

with my screened
H.F.

worse

-

Frankly it is for
to decide. If

J. M. (Mils well
Hill).-" I am exgrid

to consider-quality
and quantity. They
are not necessarily

valve.

The H.F. amplifier

volume is good but

gives me good amplification but no selectivity, and if I reduce

one adjustment, but

the quality poor with
vice

versa

with

the number of turns

another you muct

my H.F. transformer
(which is interchangable), the selectivity

tions are normally

decide what
want yourself.

on the primary of

Since distant sta-

is improved but a

loss of amplification
results.
" Do you consider
an efficient H.F.
transformer
(Litz

you

pretty poor quality,

The complete " innards " of a small commercial D.C. Mains Unit
___..----"---4 are shown in
the circle. To the same scale are illustrated the parts of the smallest
D.C. " Sale power " Unit described by " P.W." The cost of constructing this latter may not be much more than the
price of the commercial unit, nevertheless, it is obvious that the constructor must score heavily in, at least,
this particular case.

you want to get
volume, but in the
local station you
volume is there, sc

get the best quality.
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provided that your mains unit is designed
to stand an output of that order.
If it is not, a resistance of about 10,000

-4-0-40.16-4-0.6-4-4.-4.40-4.-0-4-4-4.-4. 4. 4.
4

SHORT-WAVE NOTES.

or 20,000 ohms across that tapping will
often put things right. A large condenser
across the resistance will also help.

News about short-wave stations and short-wave recention, including some
very useful advice on working short -wavers from H.T. mains eliminators.
By W. L. S.

And now I must leave it for readers to

4
4

2.-4- 4 -0

Editor has asked me to say a few
THE Editor
words on the subject of mains units

and short wavers, as apparently a

number of readers seem to be having all
sorts of troubles with them.
I have at several times made scrappy
remarks on this somewhat wide subject,
chiefly consisting of practical tips gleaned.
from my own experience. I must therefore ask those who know all about the

subject and are liable to become bored
either to forgive me or to pass on quickly.
I have no hesitation in saying that the
source of nearly all the troubles that crop
up when a mains unit is used with a short waver is the detector. It is child's play
to make the " note -snags." work from the
cheapest eliminator, but when we get to
the detector we generally run right into a

4. -4-1-4-46-4-4-0 4.

*

make their own particular problems known
to me, since I can think of no other troubles

that the average man is likely to meet.
A Welsh reader has been kind enough

afraid of using 8 mfd. It is cheaper than
buying high-tension batteries anyway !

to forward me a schedule from Radio

Need for a Good Earth.

day with P M B on 14.55 metres from
1140-1600 G.M.T. Also one or both of
the two stations, P L F on 16.8 metres

I honestly fail to sec how anyone can be
troubled with hum now, providing he has
a moderately good earth on; the set. That,
too,

is a point missed' by a number of

Bandoeng, P L E, which runs as follows :
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Satur-

or P Lit on 28.2 metres.
On Tuesday and Friday there is one or

people who have found that they can work
a short -waver quite well off batteries
without an earth.

more of the above and P L E on 16:95
metres. The weekly concert is given by
P L E every Tuesday from 1340 to 1540

the set will continually be slithering in and
out of oscillation (at least, we hope it

Telephony Working.

The next trouble that may arise is that

slithers-some of them will go in and out
with ear -shattering explosions.)
of

This is,

course, due to slight but persistent

G.M.T.

The Transatlantic 'phone is often the

only inmate of the entire 20 -metre band
these days. Very seldom are distant

amateur signals heard tit all
in the evenings, and the
other short-wave 'broadcasting stations in this
region are particularly weak.
This record spell of poor
reception extends from the

INSULATING THE AERIAL MAST.

nest of troubles.
The Source of the Trouble.

Unfortunate though it may seem, the

trouble generally comes from the detector
and not the mains unit. lf,the H.F. choke
is doubtful, if the by-pass condenser is not

above reproach, and particularly if no
trouble has been taken at all to provide a
really efficient by-pass for H.F. before it

gets too far round the detector anode
circuit, then it stands to reason that the
slightest modulation in the H.T. supply,

end of March !
Amateur telephony seems

To avoid losses
in

the

metal

masts of high transpower
mitting stations

to be going strong on 40
metres these days. I have

it is often neces-

sary to insulate

heard some really excellent

in the manner

London,

font " from round about

them in sections

in
illustrated
this photograph'

tant and as far North as

whether ripple from D.C. mains or 50 -cycle
stuff from imperfectly -smoothed A.C. mains,
will cause plenty of trouble.
Therefore see that your by-passing scheme
is efficient. This means not only that its
physical position on the baseboard is correct.

Aberdeen.

I have hopes that the

band, now reopened for amateur work,
will prove of use for tele80 -metre

phony work at week -ends.

Remember. above all things, that in the

At all events it should be

region of 20 metres one good long loop in
the wiring may have half the inductance

more useful for " local "
work up to about 100 miles
than either the 150 -metre or

of the tuning coil !
Thus, if you are using an ordinary series -

t he 40 -metre waves.

fed circuit you should be able to trace
the following short, direct wires ; from
detector anode to one side of the reaction
coil : from the other side to an H.F. choke
and also to one side of the reaction con-

:POINTS ABOUT
AERIALS.

denser (the other side of which goes to
L.T.-) ; from the other side of the choke
to one end of the transformer primal?,

Indoor aerials are not very

from the other end of the primary straight

good from the pick-up point of
view, but the coming of better

down through a 2 mfd. condenser to

and also through 10,000 or 20,000 ohm

H.F. valves and the higher -

resistance to H.T. positive.

powered stations is resulting

in a considerable increase in

Using Extra Smoothing.

their use.

If you can find all this there should not

lge much wrong with the " set " part of
the business. Now for the eliminator.
If it is a really good mains unit it should

variations in the mains voltage, and

H.T. terminal mentioned above. If it
is of the cheap kind without enough

much annoyance, but, luckily, there is a
simple remedy. Simply connect a neon
lamp across the detector positive and

work straight away with one of the appropriate H.T. tappings taken to the detector
smoothing, take the detector H.T. lead out
through an externally -connected 20 or 30
henry choke, and connect the " set " side
of this choke straight down to earth through
a 2 mfd. or 4 mfd. condenser.
If there is still a trace of hum, don't be

particularly

but

from stations further dis-

is,

unfortunately, common to a great number
of supplies, including mine.
This phenomenon is capable of causing

negative H.T.

The ordinary 200 -volt night -light that
can be bought at any electrician's is suitable.

It takes 5 watts (which means about

20 or 25 m.a.) and is very efficacious,

is

From a high -frequency point of view an aerial
not insulated properly unless it is spaced

well away from all adjacent conductors.
*

*

*

If you run an Insulated aerial wire close to
a metal gutter pipe you are forming a small
condenser with the insulation of the wire acting

as the dielectric, and your signals are likely
to " leak " to earth via this.
*

*

*

A big aerial often causes more trouble by
its lack of selectivity than is gained from its
large energy pick-up.

C'Zi`ifitrir.,52:;;WN,`?"
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RADIO ECONOMIES
by

VICTOR KING
Sound advice on set selection
and assembly by one of
radio's most outstanding
personalities.

ITHINK I must have received more

letters about one of my recent articles
than any other that I have ever written.
The article was entitled " How Much Does

Radio Cost You ? " and many of my
correspondents appear to consider that
did not fulfil the promise of that title.
But really, you know, the complete
economics of radio is too big a subject to be
coverabie by one page of " P.W." However,
the editor has kindly given me this oppor-

tunity of going further into the question.
It has been pointed out that many of the
sets described in "P.W." and "MAY." cost
some pounds to construct if the recommended components and parts are used,
whereas satisfactory versions are possible
at. fractions of the outlays. I did think
that I had adequately covered at
least that point, and shown you

loud -speaker

is taeked on which is quite

incapable of dealing with them ?
But look at the other side of the picture.

What is the advantage in having a firstclass loud -speaker that has the power to
reproduce quite respectable low frequencies
with a quite decent percentage of the upper

register, if you never have a set that can
deliver a respectable output.
Rather Unfortunate Word.

It seems to me that the constructor too
often fails to remember that a radio set is

one complete entity and that its accessories,
that is, batteries, loud -speaker, etc. are
far from beinc, unimportant incidentals.
Maybe the word accessory is unfortunate

in thel it might tend to indicate that these

If a loud -speaker outfit cannot give better
results with more H.T. t han that, then t here

surely must be something wrong with it.
It is a false economy indeed to cut down
your battery power to such absurd limits.
That is, if you have a decent set and a
moderately decent loud -speaker to take its
out pat.
You see, all these things are so inter-

dependent; drop the level of the one and

the level of the whole outfit correspondingly

The practical value of a £100 outfit
can be entirely invalidated by the presence
of one cheap and nasty little component.
falls.

Expensive Components.

As you are all by now no doubt aware, 1
am no lover of the expensive component or
accessory for its mere expensive-

ness. but I would not attempt to

that it is possible to narrow things
down in many instances by an in-

drive a fifteen guinea moving -coil
loud speaker (if I had one) with a

telligent selection of parts, but it

fifteen shilling set..

appears that there are many enthusiasts who go to surprising limits.

Unfortunately for constructors

in general, I have to admit that
there is no justification for the high

Dangerous Extremes.

Txices

" I have been able to build a
so-and-so two -valuer for l5s." is
the kind of thing that is said.
Now that sort of business is all

s

a few of the compon-

But gradually prices are

oming down, and the discriminating constructor has no difficulty
whatever in getting real value

very well, but extremes have their

I think I can go right
to the heart. of that matter by
dangers.

f c.r money.

There is very keen competition

repeating a very clever sub -title
that I spotted in a recent " P.W."
This ran : " the set is no better

in the radio trade.
Although there may

not

much stuff sold these days that is
as hopelessly had as some of those

than its loud speaker," or words to
that effect
The average small loud -speaker
is the greatest stumbling block in
the progress of home -constructor
radio. It is an undeniable fact that
all sets are reduced to a very low
level of overall efficiency when they
are used with mediocre loudspeakers.
And
unfortunately
there are all too few loud -speakers

of

and accessories of first-class

earlier components and accessories,

here is an extremely wide gap

between the component or loudspeaker with a passable perfor-

mance, and the one that is labelled
by the expert as first-class.
Victor King (left) describes one of his own set designs for the benefit of
some interested friends.

that rise above the very mediocre.

If you are for ever going to confine your

attentions to a nasty little loud -speaker
having no bass, and capable of handling
nothing above a thousand in the way of
high notes, then you need look no further
than the cheapest of everything in the way
of component parts.
Another Viewpoint.

What is the use of building a receiver
capable of getting frequencies of 75 or 5,000

' to its output terminals in fair measure, if a

vital items play " second fiddle " to the set
itself.
But you should always think of the whole
outfit, batteries, valves, loud -speaker,

aerial-everything, every component part,
every accessory as playing important roles
in an important whole.

I have mentioned batteries, and what

vital things these are ! You can get results

from your set whatever it is with an H.T.
probably as low as 60 volts. But that is

not a matter for congratulation ; it is not an
achievement.

Sound Advice.
And it depends upon your
selection of parts for your set

and the selection of its accessories, whether
the results of the whole outfit are going to
be at the one end or other of the E.elle.

Real skill is needed to steer a middle

course. knowing that your financial resources

will not permit you to strike the highest
levels.

I should advise you to spend all you can

on those radio parts having definite frequency or amplitude characteristics, particularly loud speakers, L.F. chokes and
transformers, valves (and H.T.), if you
want really high quality results.
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THE CRITICS OF THE B.B.C.

*
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The only difference being that hard wordd
break no bones, while hard bricks do bleak

the B.B.C., especially in view of
Readers will enjoy this article about criticisms ofarticles
which begin in this issue.
the new series of well informed and constructive
By N. F. E.

administrative policy.
The programme critics seem reasonably
unanimous about the need for more cheer-

is sometimes amusing, though seldom

instructive, to go through a pile of

windows.

But there it is. It takes all sorts to make
a world and perhaps the B.B.C. and the
average listener would miss the fulminations and the desperate campaigns of those

who regard the B.B.C. as a sort of permanent Aunt Sally.

The only danger is this : some people
find this sort of froth convincing because of
its very superficiality.
What Really Counts.

informed.

the truth of the old adage that what is one
man's meat is another's poison, and incidentally lends force to the argument that

and unless a miracle happens and all things

you can't please everybody.

But the man who likes a tankard of beer
knows, by experience, that the froth at the
top, although effective in appearance,
doesn't count for much. So then, we hope
listeners will not be gulled by the froth of
the " out-and-outers ' who can find no
sign of grace in the activity of Savoy
Hill, but will blow them aside and pay heed
to the unprejudiced critics who know their

fection, we shall have many a word of
similar criticism to make in the future.

The Out-and-Outers.

there may he much which is (relatively)

.

newspaper cuttingS.and- note the space
devoted to criticisms of the B.B.C.

ful Sunday programmes, but like their

Where the criticism is not definitely destrdetive it is usually carping, and Where,

in rare cases, it is not carping, it is mis-

Now we have had many a word of. adverse criticism to make against the. B.B.C.,

suddenly attain to a state of blissful per-

But, we hope, with some definite constructive basis.
Criticism which consists in the main of
fault-finding is similar in effect to a nagging,
grumbling wife : it becomes a habit to be
disregarded by the object of the criticism.
And there is nothing quite so valueless, so
sterile, and so abysmally futile, as criticism
which is contemptuously disregarded.
.

brethren, the dramatic critics of the theatre,

they seldom agree when criticising indi-

vidual programmes. Which shows, of course,

The critics of policy are equally divided.

uplift " policy
some maintain there should be a basis of
entertainment in everything broadcastespecially in connection with the " educa-

Some are against the

subject, and who realise that although
bad about the B.B.C., so there is much that
is. (relatively) good.

After all, who wants a perfect B.B.C. ?

Nothing is perfect on

were
Broadcasting
perfect we should

A RADIO PERSONALITY

have realised something absolute.
And that would be

almost supernatural.
Certainly it would be
and
super -human :

A dramatic critic who inspires theatre
managers to say " Oh, it doesn't matter a
tinker's cuss what so-and-so says about a

super -human

something else.

in something super -

Oscar Wilde once said that it was loner
to be attacked than to he ignored-but like
most of the so-called swat t sayings of that
King of Poseurs. th,le was only a super-

Mechanical.

But there's no fear

of

forward, is understood

and appreciated-not

so much for what it is
intrinsically worth, but
for the motives which

-as it often is-as the object, for all the

cut of season, the B.B.C. need not worry.
As a .matter of fact they don't. They

used to-very much. We remember days
when one little piece of adverse criticism
would set .Savoy Hill in an uproar. We
ourselves, have had some' experience of the
fluttering in the B.B.C. dove -cote caused by
editorials in this journal.
Two Classes of Critics.

But those days, happily, are passed. The
B.B.C. is now well able to face criticism,
because it realises that intelligent and constructive comment on its affairs is definitely
valuable.

'

This is Miss Beatrice Harrison feeding the birds in her beautiful Surrey
to listeners
garden after a successful American tour. She is well knownbroadcasts.
for her 'cello recitals and in connection with the nightingale

tional" activities of the B.B.C. (With this
view we agree.) And there are the out-and-

ff RADIO WRINKLES
*

price" gang-the critics who simply cannot
find an ounce of good in the B.B.C.-from

programmes to administrative policy. These
of course, can be ignored. They arc of no
value.
The Brick -Heavers.

that Savoy Hill does not find it unwelcome.
As, Sir John Reith would say, " By taking

writing stuff and nonsense,- and we all

Critics of the B.B.C. may be split into
two classes-those who criticise the programmes, and those who criticise the

... *

.-

f

known as middlebrows.
And lastly, the " can't -be -pleased -at -any -

They contribute nothing to the progress
of broadcasting, and they merely weary
the listener who is interested in B.B.C.
crititism, by the monotony of their dia-

ground."

.--

underlie it.

out highbrows, and the out-and-out lowbrows: and then a vague body generally

Criticisms levelled against the B.B.C.
may not always be regarded at Savoy Hill
as pearls of wisdom. The advice offeredgratuitously, of course !-may not always
be accepted; but there can be no doubt

heed of differences of opinion, we gain

as

hacked by goodwill
and a desire to help

obviously destructive and hiassedis harmful to those who attack. The attacked
needn't worry-much.
And so, when the B.B.C. is picked upon

some relief in castigating the B.B.C. in and

that so long

intelligent criticism,

is

ink-slingers who suffer from indigestion,
liver, and what -not, and who seem to find

in the

sense
broadcasting
would probably result

play," should throw up his job and try

Constant attack-especially when it

this earth-and

probably never will he. And if we could
honestly say British

Those Constant Attacks.

ficial truth in his ton in of

:

tribes and the malice of their rhetoric.
Still, they probably get some fun out of

know that, at times, there is a smug satisfaction to be had in " breaking things."
Your jaundiced critic gets the same feel,
ing as a small boy does when he heaves a
brick through a window and runs away.

4. -4. 4. 4-4.- 4. 4-

-4.-

.N.*

When soldering, both the iron itself and the
working surfaces must be kept perfectly clean.
The old-fashioned idea of a small loud
speaker necessarily giving small volume and
a large loud speaker giving large volume is
still occasionally cropping up, although it has
been disproved long ago.
*

*

*

An ordinary on -off switch fitted across the
terminals of one loud speaker wired in series
with another will enable it to be switched into
circuit without affecting the other speaker.
*

*

*

For "family" use one of the permanent types

of crystal detector is generally more satisfactory than the " cat's -whisker " which easily
gets out of adjustment.
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which wires must be soldered, and you will
/ - observe, on reference to the wiring diagram,
that the tout middle connection points

-..--.---.---.--...-..--..-..---*-4.--.---*

1

THE
" EUROPEAN - THREE.

are to be joined together in- pairs with.

two short pieces of wire, as a preliminary -

(Cvntinued from previous page.)

to the attachment of the various other

*-------------------*

The remainder of the connections
you will find quite easy to follow out from
leads.

you need not make a particularly neat job

the wiring diagram, just taking care to

of it, for the reason that the front plate

identify them correctly by their positions.

of the switch covers up any irregularities
in your cut. An easy way of doing it is

Making Certain !

Now we will suppose that you have
got the last wire soldered into position,

to drill a series of small holes on the outline

of the required slot, break out the pieee
of ebonite so isolated, and then finish

and you feel that the set is finished. Before

you put it on test, let us give you a hint
which we ourselves find saves lots of
trouble later on in some cases. It is this :

off the edges with a suitable file. A better
method still, of course, is to drill four small

holes at the corners of the piece to be
removed, and then join them up with a

various soldered joints and give them a sharp pull, so making sure that you have no
dry joints anywhere, but, on the contrary,
that every joint is a really good, sound one.
Now, ..assuming that the set is really

finished, and 'that- you are satisfied that
every constructional point has been given
the attention it .deserves, let 'us see about
getting the receiver into Working -Adjustment. First of all you want a valve of the

The grid bias will be l or 3 volts negative
on the G.B.-1 plug, arid somewhere,about.

6 to 9 on C.B. -2, if you are using an

ordmary power valve. A super -power typo

will. naturally require a good deal snore

of pliers, to make sure they are really
tight. Then turn your attention to the

(Continued Oil page 552.)

and give them an extra twist with a pair

You will find that this particular type
of switch has eight connection paints to

grid bias, and you should decide this from
the maker's data slip.

0

DOUBLE DUTY
LOUDSPEAKERS
A novel plan for connecting
extension leads to a set.

By L. C. MUNN.
THE advantages of an output choke are well

It is impossible to give

the value of this resist-

known to readers and
there is no need to repeat

It depends on too
many factors. If you have
ance.

them here.

HOW A GOOD LAY -OUT IMPROVES THE WIRING
/

WIRING DIAGRAM,.

IIII41

One of the advantages is
that it is easy with a choke output to take

unless several pairs of 'phones are wired in

the return going to the nearest earthed

given later.
The fixed condenser can have any value

series.

object such as a water- or gas -pipe.

from about 0.1 mfd. upwardi for 'phone
work, but a 1-mfd. condenser is better,
since it passes more of the low notes than

high -voltage

wires

running round the place, and quite a small -

gauge wire will suffice without elaborate
precautions as to insulation.

0/PP REACT CONDENSER
000/ MFO..

Simple and Cheap.

0005,WPD

Many sets have not an output choke or
transformer, consequently often when a

'phone or speaker extension to another room

0

0

FLEA'

TAP

would be useful, one is not inclined to go
to the trouble of putting it up.
Such an extension requires double stranded flex (which looks untidy), careful
insulation, and produces a general complication of the output wiring, besides tending
to upset the working of the set.
There is, however, a very simple, neat,
and cheap way of running a 'phone exten-

L,

sion to another room or several rooms from

SIMPLE CONNECTIONS

0
H.F.G.

Particulars of this resistance are

an extension to any room of the house (or to
the garden). A single wire can be employed.

We thus have no

0

543

H.F. type for the detector, one- of the
L.F. type _ in the 1. socket, and a power
or super -power type in the V3 socket,

go over all your screwed -down connections

fret -saw.
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a smaller condenser.
There is no need whatever to use heavy -

gauge insulated wire. Just take a 4 lb.
reel of No. 26 or No. 28 D.C.C. wire, soak
it in some melted paraffin wax (a candle
can be used), and you have a neat, cheap,
efficient extension wire that will serve your
purpose.
The fixing of this wire is easy. A length
of rubber -covered flex is taken from the set

To it you join one end of your waxed

D.C.C. wire.

Then this wire is carried via the top

edge of the wooden skirting-board-or under

the carpet-to the door.
It can be held in place with an ordinary

staples or special insulating pins, which are
not necessary in this case. It is easier. and
neater. It does not damage the woodwork,
and you would not notice the extension wire
unless it was pointed out.

3
0003/14P0

PLATE

/

Pi"

The Extension Leads.

Continue on to the room where the lead

NTH

2

is to end by following any convenient wood-

work on the way, along the side of the
One fixed condenser and a home-made resistance

a

3

cv.6.45

are all you want to put the plan into practice.

SL/DER

2me-q.

even with a mains unit.

The windings of the loudspeaker are represented in the conventional manner as

necessary.

loudspeaker as a choke.

C,

It is also quite safe

Fig. 1 will make the general scheme plain.

POT METER

4 MFO

400 orows

00/ MFO.

G8-2

a low -frequency choke, and the single -wire

extension is taken to a fixed condenser C
via a resistance R.
The other side of the condenser is wired
to the anode of the last valve. Alternatively,

L.T

LT-

11

L.S.-

L.S.*

H.774-2

H.T*/

HT-

The design of this re:eiver has been worked out zo carefully that the wiring is as easy to do as that of an ordinary non-wave -change zet.

stairs, or up the sides of door frames.

Finish off at the other end with a short
length of flex, anchored as before, to take
the strain of any movement of the 'phone
leads, or use a wall 'phone plug.

an ordinary direct -output set by using the

GB -/L,
e -/-

EASILY -MADE RESISTANCE

drawing pin every few feet, the wire being

TR,4NSP R.

25.000

Cut out a strip of the notepaper (which

should have a rough surface) 4 in. long and
in. wide, and another of the same length
2 in. wide. The latter is for wrapping.
Cover one side of the 14 in. strip evenly
with the " blackhead " finely scraped from
the " soft " lead pencil (B.B.). This is your
resistance.

wooden skirting -board and anchored there
with a small staple.

This is a much better plan than using

TRANsx;q

pencil.

to the nearest convenient point on the

given one turn round each pin as it is pushed

CR,C,

a variable resistance by
you, you can try it.
If not, you can easily make a resistance
(see Fig. 2) with the following simple
materials : Some notepaper and tin foil,
several wire paper clips, and a soft lead

of course, it may be taken to that terminal
on the loudspeaker which is connected to
the anode.
The resistance R will probably be needed

The " return " lead is also of D.C.C. wire,
and no precautions regarding insulation are

It is taken to the nearest or

most convenient "earth," such as a gas- or
water -pipe, and good contact is made with
a clip or spot of solder. Solder is best for
a permanent job.
As already mentioned, it will probably
be found necessary to cut down the 'phone
strength with a series resistance when

using a 1-mfd. bypass condenser and a

normal loudspeaker.

PAPER CL
Here are the details of the

/4,740

resistance.

Connection at one end is made with the
bared end of the D.C.C. wire bent over a
slip of tin foil (from a cigarette packet). A
wire paper clip holds it in place.
For the other end a similar slip of tin foil
is provided, and is moved along the black leaded strip towards the other tin foil until,
by audible means, you have found the right
resistance.
You should determine this at the 'phone

encl where the speaker will not interfere

with your judgment ; but, having found the
correct adjustment, the resistance is finished
off and wired -in at the set end.
Finishing off.

You finish it off by clipping the second
foil connection in place with another clip,
but before doing so, put the 2 in. paper under
the 14 in. strip, leaving a in. margin each
side of the conducting strip.

The one clip and wire is on the right and
the other on the left of the strip. It is then
rolled up lengthwise, a little sealing -wax

put on each end, and a strip of warm,
waxed paper wrapped round it.
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you ever seen a receiver of the
detector anti L.F. type with wave HA"

change switching arranged with
plug-in coils ? Can you remember how
many coils there were ? Somewhere about
five or six, wasn't it ? That is what

generally happens when an attempt is made
to arrange a set including switching for
going over from the ordinary band to long
waves, and yet retaining the advantages of
standard plug-in coils.
Efficient Switching.

The complication and waste of space which
results in the case of a set assembled on these

lines has been sufficient to cause designers
to avoid this otherwise satisfactory method
of wave changing. It really is an attractive
method, of course, remembering that
plug-in coils are not expensive and that a
very large number of constructors already

to dispense altogether with any
sort of wave -change switching
in the reaction circuit. Instead,

the famous " Magic" Three
receiver, which was originally
of the interchangeable coil
type, in order that it might be
used successfully on the short

We have now devised

thereon and upon the baseboard, and

think our readers will agree
fills the bill admirably. A
glance at the photographs

Coil Economy.

we do not think that any special instructions
need

of the receiver we are present-

How this is done is really
very simple, for it is only a
matter of suitably placing the

* this week will show tali

You will appreciate this point better

when we tell you that the circuit used for
this receiver is fundamentally the same as
that in the famous " Magic " Three, and
that the present set

FORWARD CIRCUIT

Briefly the scheme
is this. The reaction coil is
another.

is really only slight and does not entail

SIMPLIFIED SWITCHING AND A STRAIGHT-

when on test came
well up to the very
high standard set by

its predecessor.
Those who have had
experience o f the

of the usual type for long -

This remarkable set gives you the convenience of wave -change switching in combination with all the
efficiency of a single -range instrument, with amazing power and sensitivity.

Designed and Described by the " P.W." RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.
bility of dead end or other losses.

instead of the more customary four which
are required when a separate aerial primary
winding is employed on each wave band.

At

this point you will begin to see where

the simplicity of our scheme comes in. By
using " X " coils in this way we have been
able to achieve our end with only two units

The second great simplification results

from the fact that we have found it possible

READY TO RANGE THE CONTINENT

to introduce wave -change s.,vitching into

out this adjustment
when we have finished
constructional
thc

side of the set, and

then you will see how
easy it is.
The reaction circuit

the " Magic " Three,
and which is now so

power and sensitivity
of the " Magic " and
handles just as
pleasantly.

which it confers and

well-known for the
special sensitivity

its very valuable property of absence of

Selective.

Here you can see how the open nature otithe

and.the care with whi

was planned, combine

to givskparticularly simple. wiring.

of

change -over from the

HERE ARE THE

1 Panel, 18 x 7 ins. (Paxolin or

1

Radio, Dubilier, Ormond, etc.).

1

1

for long waves and

Igranie, J.B., Lotus, etc.).
1 -0001, 110013, or .00015-mfd.
differential react ion condenser
(Ready Radio or Lotus, Lissen,
Ormond, Dubilier, Formo, Bulgin,

what is in effect a com-

Wearite, Polar. etc.).
I Lever type double -pole change-

you will observe that
the switch gives you

plete change -over

frorrr one band to the
oilier, with no Fossi-

(Lissen or .Lotus, J. B., Ready

I Vernier dial if condenser not of
slow - melon type (Lissen or

over switch (Wearite, etc.).

1111111!HillIfil

swito

(Lewcos or R.I.,
Ready Radii, Lissen, Varley,
Dubilier, Lotus, WatmeL-Wearite,

ed Diamond or 1 H.F. choke

Magnum, Bulgin, Ormond, etc.).
rs (Red Diamond 2 Low ratio L.V. transformers
coil h
(Varley and Lotus, or Listen, R.I.,
,Agranic, Ready
or Lotus, Li
Igranie, Ferranti, Telsen, Lewcos,
Radio, Wearite, fete.).
Mullard, etc.).
.001-mfid. (max.) compression type
adjustable condenser (Form type 1 25,000 or 30,000 -ohm resistance
and
holder (Ready Radio, or FerG or R.I., Lissen, Lewcos, etc.).
ranti, Lissen, etc.).
-0003-anfd. fixed condenser (Lissen
or T.C.C., Dubilier;, Ediswan, 1 400 or 200 -ohm potentiometer
(Lissen or Igranic, Wearite, etc.).
Igranic, Ferranti, Mullard, etc.).
4-mfd. condenser (T.C.G. or Lissen, 3 Sprung valve holders (W.B.,
Lotus, etc.).
Hydra, Dubilier, Mullard, etc.).
2-meg. grid leak and holder 10 Terminals (Eelex or Igranie, Belling & Lee, etc.).
(Dubilier or Igranic, Lissen,
1 Terminal strip, 18 x 2 ins.
Ediswan, Mullard, etc.).
Junit, OrmoSingle

3

L, to the coil L..
These are both "
coils and serve for
both aerial coupling
and tuning purposes.
Coil L, is the shortwave one; while L

COMPON

THAT YOU WILL NEED.

Benjamin, Lotus, Igranie, Limn,
Bulgin, Wearite, Ready Radio,

Lissen, Trolite, Goltone, etc.).
1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 9 or
10 ins. deep. (Cameo or Osborne,

Pickett, Kay, etc.).
1 .0005 - mfd. variable condenser

coil

in the original set. you will just have to
be a little careful in working out your

the very last ounce from your detector
valve when working on distant stations
is the potentiometer which controls the
grid voltage, another point with which

connections

1
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to

suit

The

connection

points of the other makes of switches are
usually placed somewhat differently, so

just look out for this point when you

we will deal more in detail when we come
to the operating instructions.

leach it.

Ensuring Stability.

slot to be cut in the front of the panel.

which do so much te
give it its tremendous

volume and range. In

select iVity.

Note how few are the controls.

any effect upon the tuning adjustment.

now familiar extra -powerful two L.F. stages,

enables you to obtain

you will see that it
gives you a complete

simplified.

The remainder of the set consists of the

able type, which

Now take. look at
the switch 52, and

The panel lay -out indicates how remarkably the deSgn of the set has been

A further device which helps- you to get

denser of the adjust-

higher degrees

set.

which we Used in

notice that the aerial can be connected
to either of two different terminals, one
connecting it straight through to the tappings on the tuning coil via the switch,
and the other bringing in a series con-

the set particularly easy to construct.
The wide spacing of terminals makes
both for easy wiring and safe battery
and other external connections.

The Switch Wiring.

you solder the corresponding wire into your

The only constructional point we think
effects on the ordinary wave band would be
far too violent, so the low -wave "X " coil we need go into with any detail concerns
is put out at something of an angle, the the wave -change switch. There are several
distance being adjusted by test in a matter suitable types upon the market, but if you
of a few moments until satisfactory results use one of those other than the one shown
are obtained. We will
tell, you how to early JUST TWO CONDENSERS & TWO SWITCHES

possesses to the full
extraordinary
the

features of the set, because the switching
arrangement is so simple that it is quite
easy to follow in this form. First, you will

The open and well -spaced lay -out make

coil.

differential type

An examination of
the circuit diagram will show you the main

POWER AND PURITY

everything is

followed, since

to cross out each connection thereon as

this remarkable

wave -change receiver

all started because certain readers wanted

be

nicely spaced out and the various connections are quite easy to get at. We would
only just give you the usual hint that it is
a good scheme to keep the wiring diagram
in front of you while you do the wiring and

is of the improved

is high praise indeed :

!

will be needed here. No special order

wave work, in other words, a
No. 100 or 150, and it is
placed quiff close to the long -wave " X "

If it were also close to the low wave " X" coil naturally the reaction

"Magic" Three will
understand that this

Have you ever ..eon such a simple wave -change &cal r.r this ?
Remember that it uses p!ug-in coils and absolutely standard parts.

wiring -up are carried out just as usual, as

three coils in relation to one

that it contains only Are(
plug-in coils, and calls for

any loss of efficiency.

reduce the total number of coils required
WA so effect the necessary simplification.

bands, this coil being the one

Now let us take a look at the con-

marked

form of wave -change circuit
with plug-in coils which we

the switch itself is a good one, the effieiency
obtainable from any scheme giving a com-

a view to seeing whether we could not

that many of the mains units now in use
structional work. The general details of
drilling the panel, layout of the components

single

serves our purpose on both
the medium and long wave

possess them, and further, that provided

number of separate coils could lie removed,
we sloe Id have then a very excellent
method of wave changing. We have I eon
led recently to look into this question, with

thought desirable when it was remembered

are a little prone to produce motor -boating
troubles with really powerful receivers.

that a

a.

ing prevented, and so a 4-mfd. unit was

reaction coil

we have so arranged matters

nothing more complicated
than an ordinary double -pole change -over
switch. What a contrast it presents to
many designs using this type of coil ! The
actual extra complication as compared
with an ordinary non -wave -change receiver

plete change -over from one set of coils to
another is usually quite high.
Evidently if the one drawback of
complicat ion introduced by so large a

545
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The original switch was of the lever controlled type, and this requires a small
This is much easier than it sounds, because
(Continued on seat page.)

SELECTIVE AND SENSITIVE

the detector stage you
will see the customary
anti - motor - boating
filter consisting of the
25,000 ohm resistance

and the 4-mfd.

denser marked C,.

conBy

the way, a 2-mfd. unit
will also serve the pur-

pose here quite well,

but in view of the everincreasing use of mains
H.T. units we have

thought it advisable to
increase the capacity
somewhat as a further
precaution.
The larger this condenser the more completely is motor -boat-

Note the placing of the three coil sockets
The :react'on coil goes in the m. (Idle one.
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you ever seen a receiver of the
detector anti L.F. type with wave HA"

change switching arranged with
plug-in coils ? Can you remember how
many coils there were ? Somewhere about
five or six, wasn't it ? That is what

generally happens when an attempt is made
to arrange a set including switching for
going over from the ordinary band to long
waves, and yet retaining the advantages of
standard plug-in coils.
Efficient Switching.

The complication and waste of space which
results in the case of a set assembled on these

lines has been sufficient to cause designers
to avoid this otherwise satisfactory method
of wave changing. It really is an attractive
method, of course, remembering that
plug-in coils are not expensive and that a
very large number of constructors already

to dispense altogether with any
sort of wave -change switching
in the reaction circuit. Instead,

the famous " Magic" Three
receiver, which was originally
of the interchangeable coil
type, in order that it might be
used successfully on the short

We have now devised

thereon and upon the baseboard, and

think our readers will agree
fills the bill admirably. A
glance at the photographs

Coil Economy.

we do not think that any special instructions
need

of the receiver we are present-

How this is done is really
very simple, for it is only a
matter of suitably placing the

* this week will show tali

You will appreciate this point better

when we tell you that the circuit used for
this receiver is fundamentally the same as
that in the famous " Magic " Three, and
that the present set

FORWARD CIRCUIT

Briefly the scheme
is this. The reaction coil is
another.

is really only slight and does not entail

SIMPLIFIED SWITCHING AND A STRAIGHT-

when on test came
well up to the very
high standard set by

its predecessor.
Those who have had
experience o f the

of the usual type for long -

This remarkable set gives you the convenience of wave -change switching in combination with all the
efficiency of a single -range instrument, with amazing power and sensitivity.

Designed and Described by the " P.W." RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.
bility of dead end or other losses.

instead of the more customary four which
are required when a separate aerial primary
winding is employed on each wave band.

At

this point you will begin to see where

the simplicity of our scheme comes in. By
using " X " coils in this way we have been
able to achieve our end with only two units

The second great simplification results

from the fact that we have found it possible

READY TO RANGE THE CONTINENT

to introduce wave -change s.,vitching into

out this adjustment
when we have finished
constructional
thc

side of the set, and

then you will see how
easy it is.
The reaction circuit

the " Magic " Three,
and which is now so

power and sensitivity
of the " Magic " and
handles just as
pleasantly.

which it confers and

well-known for the
special sensitivity

its very valuable property of absence of

Selective.

Here you can see how the open nature otithe

and.the care with whi

was planned, combine

to givskparticularly simple. wiring.

of

change -over from the

HERE ARE THE

1 Panel, 18 x 7 ins. (Paxolin or

1

Radio, Dubilier, Ormond, etc.).

1

1

for long waves and

Igranie, J.B., Lotus, etc.).
1 -0001, 110013, or .00015-mfd.
differential react ion condenser
(Ready Radio or Lotus, Lissen,
Ormond, Dubilier, Formo, Bulgin,

what is in effect a com-

Wearite, Polar. etc.).
I Lever type double -pole change-

you will observe that
the switch gives you

plete change -over

frorrr one band to the
oilier, with no Fossi-

(Lissen or .Lotus, J. B., Ready

I Vernier dial if condenser not of
slow - melon type (Lissen or

over switch (Wearite, etc.).

1111111!HillIfil

swito

(Lewcos or R.I.,
Ready Radii, Lissen, Varley,
Dubilier, Lotus, WatmeL-Wearite,

ed Diamond or 1 H.F. choke

Magnum, Bulgin, Ormond, etc.).
rs (Red Diamond 2 Low ratio L.V. transformers
coil h
(Varley and Lotus, or Listen, R.I.,
,Agranic, Ready
or Lotus, Li
Igranie, Ferranti, Telsen, Lewcos,
Radio, Wearite, fete.).
Mullard, etc.).
.001-mfid. (max.) compression type
adjustable condenser (Form type 1 25,000 or 30,000 -ohm resistance
and
holder (Ready Radio, or FerG or R.I., Lissen, Lewcos, etc.).
ranti, Lissen, etc.).
-0003-anfd. fixed condenser (Lissen
or T.C.C., Dubilier;, Ediswan, 1 400 or 200 -ohm potentiometer
(Lissen or Igranic, Wearite, etc.).
Igranic, Ferranti, Mullard, etc.).
4-mfd. condenser (T.C.G. or Lissen, 3 Sprung valve holders (W.B.,
Lotus, etc.).
Hydra, Dubilier, Mullard, etc.).
2-meg. grid leak and holder 10 Terminals (Eelex or Igranie, Belling & Lee, etc.).
(Dubilier or Igranic, Lissen,
1 Terminal strip, 18 x 2 ins.
Ediswan, Mullard, etc.).
Junit, OrmoSingle

3

L, to the coil L..
These are both "
coils and serve for
both aerial coupling
and tuning purposes.
Coil L, is the shortwave one; while L

COMPON

THAT YOU WILL NEED.

Benjamin, Lotus, Igranie, Limn,
Bulgin, Wearite, Ready Radio,

Lissen, Trolite, Goltone, etc.).
1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 9 or
10 ins. deep. (Cameo or Osborne,

Pickett, Kay, etc.).
1 .0005 - mfd. variable condenser

coil

in the original set. you will just have to
be a little careful in working out your

the very last ounce from your detector
valve when working on distant stations
is the potentiometer which controls the
grid voltage, another point with which

connections

1
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to

suit

The

connection

points of the other makes of switches are
usually placed somewhat differently, so

just look out for this point when you

we will deal more in detail when we come
to the operating instructions.

leach it.

Ensuring Stability.

slot to be cut in the front of the panel.

which do so much te
give it its tremendous

volume and range. In

select iVity.

Note how few are the controls.

any effect upon the tuning adjustment.

now familiar extra -powerful two L.F. stages,

enables you to obtain

you will see that it
gives you a complete

simplified.

The remainder of the set consists of the

able type, which

Now take. look at
the switch 52, and

The panel lay -out indicates how remarkably the deSgn of the set has been

A further device which helps- you to get

denser of the adjust-

higher degrees

set.

which we Used in

notice that the aerial can be connected
to either of two different terminals, one
connecting it straight through to the tappings on the tuning coil via the switch,
and the other bringing in a series con-

the set particularly easy to construct.
The wide spacing of terminals makes
both for easy wiring and safe battery
and other external connections.

The Switch Wiring.

you solder the corresponding wire into your

The only constructional point we think
effects on the ordinary wave band would be
far too violent, so the low -wave "X " coil we need go into with any detail concerns
is put out at something of an angle, the the wave -change switch. There are several
distance being adjusted by test in a matter suitable types upon the market, but if you
of a few moments until satisfactory results use one of those other than the one shown
are obtained. We will
tell, you how to early JUST TWO CONDENSERS & TWO SWITCHES

possesses to the full
extraordinary
the

features of the set, because the switching
arrangement is so simple that it is quite
easy to follow in this form. First, you will

The open and well -spaced lay -out make

coil.

differential type

An examination of
the circuit diagram will show you the main

POWER AND PURITY

everything is

followed, since

to cross out each connection thereon as

this remarkable

wave -change receiver

all started because certain readers wanted

be

nicely spaced out and the various connections are quite easy to get at. We would
only just give you the usual hint that it is
a good scheme to keep the wiring diagram
in front of you while you do the wiring and

is of the improved

is high praise indeed :

!

will be needed here. No special order

wave work, in other words, a
No. 100 or 150, and it is
placed quiff close to the long -wave " X "

If it were also close to the low wave " X" coil naturally the reaction

"Magic" Three will
understand that this

Have you ever ..eon such a simple wave -change &cal r.r this ?
Remember that it uses p!ug-in coils and absolutely standard parts.

wiring -up are carried out just as usual, as

three coils in relation to one

that it contains only Are(
plug-in coils, and calls for

any loss of efficiency.

reduce the total number of coils required
WA so effect the necessary simplification.

bands, this coil being the one

Now let us take a look at the con-

marked

form of wave -change circuit
with plug-in coils which we

the switch itself is a good one, the effieiency
obtainable from any scheme giving a com-

a view to seeing whether we could not

that many of the mains units now in use
structional work. The general details of
drilling the panel, layout of the components

single

serves our purpose on both
the medium and long wave

possess them, and further, that provided

number of separate coils could lie removed,
we sloe Id have then a very excellent
method of wave changing. We have I eon
led recently to look into this question, with

thought desirable when it was remembered

are a little prone to produce motor -boating
troubles with really powerful receivers.

that a

a.

ing prevented, and so a 4-mfd. unit was

reaction coil

we have so arranged matters

nothing more complicated
than an ordinary double -pole change -over
switch. What a contrast it presents to
many designs using this type of coil ! The
actual extra complication as compared
with an ordinary non -wave -change receiver

plete change -over from one set of coils to
another is usually quite high.
Evidently if the one drawback of
complicat ion introduced by so large a

545
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The original switch was of the lever controlled type, and this requires a small
This is much easier than it sounds, because
(Continued on seat page.)

SELECTIVE AND SENSITIVE

the detector stage you
will see the customary
anti - motor - boating
filter consisting of the
25,000 ohm resistance

and the 4-mfd.

denser marked C,.

conBy

the way, a 2-mfd. unit
will also serve the pur-

pose here quite well,

but in view of the everincreasing use of mains
H.T. units we have

thought it advisable to
increase the capacity
somewhat as a further
precaution.
The larger this condenser the more completely is motor -boat-

Note the placing of the three coil sockets
The :react'on coil goes in the m. (Idle one.
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which wires must be soldered, and you will
/ - observe, on reference to the wiring diagram,
that the tout middle connection points

-..--.---.---.--...-..--..-..---*-4.--.---*

1

THE
" EUROPEAN - THREE.

are to be joined together in- pairs with.

two short pieces of wire, as a preliminary -

(Cvntinued from previous page.)

to the attachment of the various other

*-------------------*

The remainder of the connections
you will find quite easy to follow out from
leads.

you need not make a particularly neat job

the wiring diagram, just taking care to

of it, for the reason that the front plate

identify them correctly by their positions.

of the switch covers up any irregularities
in your cut. An easy way of doing it is

Making Certain !

Now we will suppose that you have
got the last wire soldered into position,

to drill a series of small holes on the outline

of the required slot, break out the pieee
of ebonite so isolated, and then finish

and you feel that the set is finished. Before

you put it on test, let us give you a hint
which we ourselves find saves lots of
trouble later on in some cases. It is this :

off the edges with a suitable file. A better
method still, of course, is to drill four small

holes at the corners of the piece to be
removed, and then join them up with a

various soldered joints and give them a sharp pull, so making sure that you have no
dry joints anywhere, but, on the contrary,
that every joint is a really good, sound one.
Now, ..assuming that the set is really

finished, and 'that- you are satisfied that
every constructional point has been given
the attention it .deserves, let 'us see about
getting the receiver into Working -Adjustment. First of all you want a valve of the

The grid bias will be l or 3 volts negative
on the G.B.-1 plug, arid somewhere,about.

6 to 9 on C.B. -2, if you are using an

ordmary power valve. A super -power typo

will. naturally require a good deal snore

of pliers, to make sure they are really
tight. Then turn your attention to the

(Continued Oil page 552.)

and give them an extra twist with a pair

You will find that this particular type
of switch has eight connection paints to

grid bias, and you should decide this from
the maker's data slip.

0

DOUBLE DUTY
LOUDSPEAKERS
A novel plan for connecting
extension leads to a set.

By L. C. MUNN.
THE advantages of an output choke are well

It is impossible to give

the value of this resist-

known to readers and
there is no need to repeat

It depends on too
many factors. If you have
ance.

them here.

HOW A GOOD LAY -OUT IMPROVES THE WIRING
/

WIRING DIAGRAM,.

IIII41

One of the advantages is
that it is easy with a choke output to take

unless several pairs of 'phones are wired in

the return going to the nearest earthed

given later.
The fixed condenser can have any value

series.

object such as a water- or gas -pipe.

from about 0.1 mfd. upwardi for 'phone
work, but a 1-mfd. condenser is better,
since it passes more of the low notes than

high -voltage

wires

running round the place, and quite a small -

gauge wire will suffice without elaborate
precautions as to insulation.

0/PP REACT CONDENSER
000/ MFO..

Simple and Cheap.

0005,WPD

Many sets have not an output choke or
transformer, consequently often when a

'phone or speaker extension to another room

0

0

FLEA'

TAP

would be useful, one is not inclined to go
to the trouble of putting it up.
Such an extension requires double stranded flex (which looks untidy), careful
insulation, and produces a general complication of the output wiring, besides tending
to upset the working of the set.
There is, however, a very simple, neat,
and cheap way of running a 'phone exten-

L,

sion to another room or several rooms from

SIMPLE CONNECTIONS

0
H.F.G.

Particulars of this resistance are

an extension to any room of the house (or to
the garden). A single wire can be employed.

We thus have no

0

543

H.F. type for the detector, one- of the
L.F. type _ in the 1. socket, and a power
or super -power type in the V3 socket,

go over all your screwed -down connections

fret -saw.
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a smaller condenser.
There is no need whatever to use heavy -

gauge insulated wire. Just take a 4 lb.
reel of No. 26 or No. 28 D.C.C. wire, soak
it in some melted paraffin wax (a candle
can be used), and you have a neat, cheap,
efficient extension wire that will serve your
purpose.
The fixing of this wire is easy. A length
of rubber -covered flex is taken from the set

To it you join one end of your waxed

D.C.C. wire.

Then this wire is carried via the top

edge of the wooden skirting-board-or under

the carpet-to the door.
It can be held in place with an ordinary

staples or special insulating pins, which are
not necessary in this case. It is easier. and
neater. It does not damage the woodwork,
and you would not notice the extension wire
unless it was pointed out.

3
0003/14P0

PLATE

/

Pi"

The Extension Leads.

Continue on to the room where the lead

NTH

2

is to end by following any convenient wood-

work on the way, along the side of the
One fixed condenser and a home-made resistance

a

3

cv.6.45

are all you want to put the plan into practice.

SL/DER

2me-q.

even with a mains unit.

The windings of the loudspeaker are represented in the conventional manner as

necessary.

loudspeaker as a choke.

C,

It is also quite safe

Fig. 1 will make the general scheme plain.

POT METER

4 MFO

400 orows

00/ MFO.

G8-2

a low -frequency choke, and the single -wire

extension is taken to a fixed condenser C
via a resistance R.
The other side of the condenser is wired
to the anode of the last valve. Alternatively,

L.T

LT-

11

L.S.-

L.S.*

H.774-2

H.T*/

HT-

The design of this re:eiver has been worked out zo carefully that the wiring is as easy to do as that of an ordinary non-wave -change zet.

stairs, or up the sides of door frames.

Finish off at the other end with a short
length of flex, anchored as before, to take
the strain of any movement of the 'phone
leads, or use a wall 'phone plug.

an ordinary direct -output set by using the

GB -/L,
e -/-

EASILY -MADE RESISTANCE

drawing pin every few feet, the wire being

TR,4NSP R.

25.000

Cut out a strip of the notepaper (which

should have a rough surface) 4 in. long and
in. wide, and another of the same length
2 in. wide. The latter is for wrapping.
Cover one side of the 14 in. strip evenly
with the " blackhead " finely scraped from
the " soft " lead pencil (B.B.). This is your
resistance.

wooden skirting -board and anchored there
with a small staple.

This is a much better plan than using

TRANsx;q

pencil.

to the nearest convenient point on the

given one turn round each pin as it is pushed

CR,C,

a variable resistance by
you, you can try it.
If not, you can easily make a resistance
(see Fig. 2) with the following simple
materials : Some notepaper and tin foil,
several wire paper clips, and a soft lead

of course, it may be taken to that terminal
on the loudspeaker which is connected to
the anode.
The resistance R will probably be needed

The " return " lead is also of D.C.C. wire,
and no precautions regarding insulation are

It is taken to the nearest or

most convenient "earth," such as a gas- or
water -pipe, and good contact is made with
a clip or spot of solder. Solder is best for
a permanent job.
As already mentioned, it will probably
be found necessary to cut down the 'phone
strength with a series resistance when

using a 1-mfd. bypass condenser and a

normal loudspeaker.

PAPER CL
Here are the details of the

/4,740

resistance.

Connection at one end is made with the
bared end of the D.C.C. wire bent over a
slip of tin foil (from a cigarette packet). A
wire paper clip holds it in place.
For the other end a similar slip of tin foil
is provided, and is moved along the black leaded strip towards the other tin foil until,
by audible means, you have found the right
resistance.
You should determine this at the 'phone

encl where the speaker will not interfere

with your judgment ; but, having found the
correct adjustment, the resistance is finished
off and wired -in at the set end.
Finishing off.

You finish it off by clipping the second
foil connection in place with another clip,
but before doing so, put the 2 in. paper under
the 14 in. strip, leaving a in. margin each
side of the conducting strip.

The one clip and wire is on the right and
the other on the left of the strip. It is then
rolled up lengthwise, a little sealing -wax

put on each end, and a strip of warm,
waxed paper wrapped round it.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

Tested and
Found--

must be a matter of some importance.

These two units arc known as Blue Spot
66P and (i6R, and we have received test
samples mounted on their respective chassis.

The GGR is the larger, and will Appeal to
those constructors who deal in outsizes in
the way of volume. Large magnets figure
in these new units, and they are provided
with scientifically designed laminated pole
pieces.

The movements are first-class in every
respect, and the results given are just as

cent better than anything to

be found in the two -volt line

El111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.1-:

a year ago.

WHEN YOU ARE BUYING-

But this P.2 valve, which is
one of the latest additions to
the Marconi range, takes only

(24) AERIAL EQUIPMENT.

An aerial insulator needs to have
mechanical strength as well as good

2 amperes at two volts. It is,
therefore, a particularly economical valve. Indeed, in view
of

such

filament

economy

FERRANTI LITERATURE.

one cannot but marvel at the characteris-

NEW leaflets published by the Ferranti
people deal with their Radio Meters.
Fixed Condensers and Valve Tester,
while there are two constructional charts
giving details of H.T. units. Any of the
lists or charts are available free to " P.W."

cellent valve, and its performance is absolutely in line with what one would expect

readers on application.

tics achieved.

In actual operation I find it a most ex-

on the insulator between the wire and
the securing halyard or rope.
Halyards need to be of pliable, reliable material, and ordinary rope is
seldom satisfactory. Special cord ma-

from it. Those who are forced to economise
in the way of L.T. need no longer look with
such longing eyes at the six -volt range.

terials are freely available.

The actual wire must be strong, and
phosphor -bronze stranded wire is to be
recommended. An aerial wire does not
have to be insulated throughout its

LIGHTNING PROTECTION.

WATMEL H.F. CHOKE.

Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd., have placed

The Melbourne Radio Supply of High
Street, Walthamstow, recently sent us a

market, the D X 2, which retails at 4s., and
the D X 3, Which retails at; Os. The first is

sample of -their combined lightning arrester,
earth switch and lead-in tube. This device
retails at 3s. Gd.

two new types of H.F. chokes on the

designed as a reaction choice, while the
D X 3 has a higher efficiency and can be
used for H.F. choke -coupling.

Both types ale_ similar in general con-

struetion

rid appear -

nee. They
are wound
in binocular

form and

each in tides two

e -e tian.11 ised

f o r-

ine/ s. Both
-types cover

the normal

r o a dcast-

ing band
The Watmel D X 2 H.F.Thoke.-

electrical properties in order to stand up
against the pull of the wire.
It should be made of a very smooth,
weather -resisting material such as
glazed porcelain or high -quality glass.
There should be a fairly long surface

efficiently,

andI regard
them as meritorious productions.
A WONDERFUL TWO-VOLTER.

Some years ago most of us held the

opinion that two-volters would always be
some long way behind the six -volt valve
in efficiency.

It was a fairly general impression, but
there has been so much intensive research
accompanied by successful results in the

development of the two-volter that ,to -day
it is miles in front of the six-volter of two
or three years ago.
Of course, the six-volter still leads, but
you_can do practically everything you want
to, in the way of ordinary reception, with
two-volters up to and including the:operation of moving -coil loud speakers with
satisfactory results. There is now even a
super -power two-yolter, having the extia; Ordinary. characteristic of 2,300 ohms. im-

pedance and an amplification factor of
6-5. These you see, give you a mutual
conductance of 2.8, which is about 500 -per

It consists of an insulating tube, through

which runs the rod actuating the switch.
The, arrester, switch and terminals are
grouped beneath a protective cowl.

The aerial connection is via the switch
rod from which it can be taken away
by a soldering tag.

It is, of course, very nice to earth the

aerial outside the house, but I am not quite
sure of the weather -resisting properties of

this particular article, and I am going to
carry out some rather extended tests. I

hope readers will not get tired awaiting the
results of them ! How -ever, in the mean-

time, I must point out that I consider the
price .very reasonable, even should the
device need to be renewed every two or

length, though an insulating covering
-3.

will not prevent it working.
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good as would be expected. There is all that
brightness long associated with Blue Spot
loud -speaker devices together with a really
commendable bass free from boomness.
ATLAS MAINS UNIT.

Messrs. H. Clarke & Co. inform us that
the Milliard people are recommending the
use of their A.C. 38 Atlas Battery Eliminator for use with the Milliard Orgola Senior
Receiver. That is a compliment which we
are sure Messrs. Clarke appreciate and
which will be accompanied by material
benefit of a definite character.

three years.
NEW IGRANIC LITERATURE.

Recently published leaflets received from

Igranic, Ltd., deal with the A.C. Filament
Transformer and the Igranic Response
Corrector.
ELECTRIC TESTING SIMPLIFIED.

This is the title of a book by Harold H.
Cross, published at 5s. by Crosby Lockwood

& Sons, Ltd.

It is copiously illustrated,

and describes in simple-language how to use

electrical measuring apparatus, more particularly in the diagnosing of troubles
concerned with

domestic electrical ap-

pliances, motor -car electrical equipment.
and various other things.
BLUE SPOT LOUD -SPEAKER UNITS.

The merits of the Blue Spot loud -speaker
unit will be far too wen-knoWn to'need more
-than but.a brief reference on this occasion..

There Must be a Million or more speakers
embodying Blue Spot Units in satisfactory
service.

In these circumstances, the introduction
of two new Blue Spot loud -speaker units

One of the new Blue Spot loud -speaker units
complete with its chassis.
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when it touches. and instead of the whispering

breathing sound there is a distinct rushing noise in
the 'phones.
It is not easy to put into words the exact difference,
but a little patience at a time when no broadcasting
is en will teach the intelligent listener the difference
between reaction properly applied, and reaction
applied beyond the oscillation point. In the first
ease-that of the clicks and the very gentle whispering breathing noise-the set 13 sensitive, good for
long-distance reception.- aunt not interfering with
neighbours. In the second case, when double clicks
arc limited on touching the condenser vanes, when the

m.mentle breathihg sounds give place to definite rushing

noises (and when turning the condenser dial results
iu squeals or squeak,). the set is no good for longdistance reception and is: ezun:ing interference with
your neighbours.

JOINING 'PHONES " IN SERIES."
R. A. (Sheffield ). -`' The in ru et ions say
' A second pair of 'phones can be .;oined in

Editorial

All

to

communications

be

ad dressed

to

the

Editor,

POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.
The Editor wilt be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining toto
wireless
return
for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken
work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility
and addressed envelope must. be sent with every article. All
MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped
Life,
Ltd..
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John U.
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
research
from lime. to time in this journal are the outcome of
The constructional articles. which appearview
to improving the technique of wireless reception. As much of
and e.rperinicptut, work carried out with a
developments in the radio world.
°iota in'the columns or this paper concerns the most recent Letters
inhirhtion
inform
Patent, and the amateur
be the. subject of
some of the arrangements and specialities described. mapof
.the, patentees to use the patents before doing
and the -trader- would be well advised to obtain penniSsion

A great deal of helpful advice will be found in the
B.B.C.'s book on " Oscillation." which is supplied
free uponapplication at Savoy Hill, W.C.2, or to any
broadcasting station. No new listener should be
without this book if he wants to get maximum results
from his set and not.' interfere with his neighbours.
You will never get much enjoyment from your set
so, it is worth going to the
if it. is allowed

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

I

11

.

HILVERSUM'S WAVE -LENGTH.
T. (Sheringham, Norfolk).-" During

trouble at finding out lust how to avoid this. To

Is this the rule of the

turn the reaction so as to increase it slowly, from
minimum to maximum. You will notice that as you
leave the mininnun position and get towards the
maximum (provided you do this slowly enough),
the little "breathing" noises which at first are
hardly audible become louder as the maximum
reaction point is neared. The set gets more and

the week I often get Hilversum on about 300
metres,- but.never on Sundays except on his
long wave -length.

station, or have I been unlucky when searching for him on 300 metres on Sundays ? "
-

Hilversum works only on 1,071 metres on Sundays,

but during the week and before 5.40 pin. the transmissions are made on a wave -length of 295 metres.

All the evening transmissions from 5.40 p.m. onwards
are on 1.071 metres.

i.ilinr,nir.:anninuonnumminninnumminnolium,unt

CAN WE HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SET ?

E

E

E
El

tinuous and definite. and if you have been listening

This sound is not very loud, but it is quite eon-

to the noises which are caused by the

Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,

carefully

one of the batteries seems to run down much =
faster than formerly 1.-Or you want a Blue E

condition when it is nearly oscillating and when it has
actually passed into oscillation.

E Print ?

Whatever your radio problem may be, F
= remember that the Technical Query Depart- If
ment is thoroughly equipped to assist our E.
Li

E.

more sensitive as more and more reaction is applied
but at. some position on the reaction dial (possibly
halfway round. possibly three-quarters, or even right
at the top), you will hear a soft " plop " and a kind
of hissing or rushing sound, which indicates that the
set is oscillating.
How to Know.

= and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or
F.

recognise oscillation. choose a time when there is no
broadcasting on, such as early Sunday morning, and
carefully listen -in, not to other stations, but to your
own set.
Set the tuning dial about halfway round and then

readers, and offers an unrivalled service.

E Full details, including scale of charges, can 77
be obtained direct from the Technical Query E
"' Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway =
E House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
On receipt of this, an
E- A postcard will do.
Application Form will be sent to you free
and post free immediately. This application E.
will place you under no obligation whatever,
E but having the form, you will know exactly
E what information we require to have before =
E us in order to solve your problems.
-..11

LONDON READERS PLEASE NOTE:
inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or =
- in person. at Fleetway House or Tanis House. E

gradual increasing of reaction up to this point, you
will soon recognise the difference between the set's

Here is another tip. Wet the end of your finger
and. opening the set, tap gently first of all on the

moVing, and then on the fixed, vanes of the tuning
condenser. The reaction condenser should. for this
test. be set at zero, and you will probably rind that
the clicks which you hear in the 'phones as a result
of tapping your finger are louder on one set of vanes
than on the other. The probability is that when you
tali the moving vanes you will hardly hear anything,
but when you tap the fixed vanes you get quite an
distinct click every time you tourh them.

Test by the Double Clicks.

If the finger is allowed to rest on the plates the
noises disappear, but they appear again when the
finger is removed. Increase reaction still a little
further, and the effect is still more marked.
Increase the reaction a little further still, until
you hear the 'soft plop which indicates that the

set is oscillating, and then tap the finger on the fixed
plates again. As the finger makes contact the click
is a very loud one, and all noises cease immediately
until the finger is removed, when there is an equally
loud click, and the rushing sound denoting oscillation.

4 Different sets show oscillation in rather different
ways. We will describe some of the effects, from
which you will be able to tell whether you are oscillating.

If so, you are oscillating I

TIONS."

F.' R. (Grimsby).-" 1 was going to use all
old components and I mounted them for Det.
and 2 L.F. (transformers), and first wired up
with bits of 24 D.C.C,, just to test results on
that aerial and earth.' Reception was firstclass, really good in strength and tone, so I
left all mounted as before, and changed the
thin wires for good stuff.. well soldered or
screwed -down.

" Naturally, I expected results as gomf, if

not better, for only the wire itself was different.

Yet now I get a hum. with the same connections, components and batteries. What
can be the cause ? "

We think that

-

breathing sound.
When the set is actually oscillating, the finger clicks
are louder still, there Is a definite doable click as loud

when the finger is removed from the condenser as

re -wiring you must have

H.T. BATTERY LIFE.

L. S. 8. (Manchester).-"Since getting a

good outdoor aerial my set has been more than
satisfactory. In fact,- it is now. so. good that

I am adding tlic extra valve I have always
wanted to use, bringing it up to four valves

for real loud -speaker reproduction.
" I suppose I shall need a large -size battery

in this case ? Is there anything I can do to
(Continued on pays 550.)

-
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TECHNICAL
TWISTERS
No. 20.

CARE OF THE L.T. BATTERY.
CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING
LETTERS?
The liquidg in an accumuleastopreciisalliiyabilne

to lossy

Its level should always be kept just
the top of the plates.
It is not necessary to replenish with
E
,water should be
= . . . . but
poured in.
The " strength " of the acid (or
=
1 should be checked from
time to time by means of a

Notice that when the set is merely being made

more sensitive by reaction and It is not oscillating.
the finger clicks are fairly loud, and the intervals
between are filled with a very gentle whispering

in

reversed the two leads to one of the L.F. primaries,
or to one of the secondaries. Try changing over
and we expect you will get your good results again.

followed by quite a loud click as your finger touches
the plates.

interference, and I don't want that to happen.
How can I tell if it is oscillating "

squeals in theirs ?

" A HUM WITH THE SAME CONNEC-

The further you increase reaction
the louder become the clicks. but before reaction
has been increased far. listen carefully to thetype,of
click which you get. Supposing it is the fixed vanes
of the tuning condenser which you have tapped,
vote will probably find that when the set has enough
reaction to be really sensitive you hear before the
finger touches the plates the little breathing sounds,

stand that even a one -valve set can cause

they find that when you tune your -set it sets up

Place one of these free tags on one of the set's
other terminal. leaving the two which were joined
together dangling free. The 'phones are then connected " iii seller."
" telephone " terminals, and the other free tag on the

more marked.

IS THE SET OSCILLATING ?
B. S. S. (Ipswich).-" I am given to under-

,when you are out in the evenings their programmes
are clear, but when you get home and switch on, their
programmes become muffled and distorted ? Do

other.

If you increase reaction slightly, this effect becomes

11-11111111111111111.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i

First of all, what do the neighbours say ? Do
they complain that when you switch on your set
their reproduction is spoilt? Do they notice that

mean ?
series.' What does ` in EC!
There are two ways of connecting two pairs of
'Phones together. viz.. " in parallel " or " in series."
To join them in series undo both pairs and connect
one of the 'phone tags of the first pair of 'phones to
one of the tags of the second pair. That leaves you
with two free tags, one on one pair and one on the

--:=

Last week's missing words (in order)

were : Earthed ; Under (or Below) ;
E Short ; Cover ; Weather.
rf
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WHEN BUYING VALVES

REMEMBER
That

ne

old

0

London
landmark.
. .

the Law Courts,

has been

standing

since 1882 -for 48
years! It has stood

the test of time and is
likely to go on standing it for a long, long
time. T.C.C. Con.

densers too, have
stood the test of time

-and come through
with flying colours.
If you want your Set
to be a success-you
cannot disregard the
condenser chosen by
experts with such as-

Marconi Valves are used by Imperial

Ask for T.C.C.-" the

Airways -The B.B.C.-Metropolitan

tonishing consistency.

condenser i nthe green
case." The condenser with a guarantee !

Police-Trinity House Lightships and
Beacon

Stations-Croydon

Tower, etc., etc.

Control

They are chosen

For unfailing dependability.

Perfect quality demands the best L.F. Valves, and remem-

ber-the first L.F. stage is as important as the output

Marconi Valves possess all the qualities needed
For first L.F. stage efficiency-good magnification factor
stage.

-low impedance-large grid base capable of handling
a generous grid swing, so giving a magnificent undistorted

These are the famous
Marconi Valves which will improve first L.F.
output to the last valve.

stage performance-- L.210 (2 Volt); L410
(4 Volt); L.610 (6 Volt); M.L.4, A.C. mains
(indirectly heated).
The condenser illustrated is 800
volt D.C. test.
8/6
.
400 D.C. working .

ADVERT. OF THE TELEGRAPH

CONDENSER Cu. Ltd. N. ACTON W.3 V
5311

C o /1 II

V LINES
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 548.)

improve the life of the battery, as to me the
constant H.T. renewal is the one bugbear of
(I use an output filter) "
wireless
When buying the new battery he sure that you get
one of adequate size to supply the current required
for the four -valve set. If you get too small a battery
it is always being overrun, and consequently its life
is invariably much shorter than it should be.

You can ascertain from the maker how many milli -

amps the battery will usefully give, and your valve
curves will tell you exactly how much anode current
is required, if you have no milliammeter in the negat ire lead to measure the current. The use of a filter

output, and adequate capacity of the battery, are
the main safeguards, but apart from these, important
points to watch are to keep the battery cool, dust free. and, of course, protected from metal, wires, etc.,
which can be carelessly laid upon it. Correct grid
bias is vital to long H.T.B life.

EARTH EFFICIENCY.
G. N. (Colindale, London, N.W.).-"After experimenting with several different kinds I have

come to the conclusion that the best earth in
my house is not outside, but is a water pipe.
" One thing I have proved, and this is that

the earth connection makes an enormous
difference to the strength of reception on a

crystal set, and I want to make a really good

connection and maintain it as perfectly as
possible for a long time. Do you think it
would be a good plan if, after I have done all

I could in the way of tightening -up, etc., I

were to cover the whole joint with petroleum
jelly to protect it from the air "
If you make a thoroughly good, clean job of the
with petroleum jelly to protect it from the atmoelectrical connections and smear the whole of the joint

Usually some form of acid rejuvenator is relied
upon, and unfortunately such materials have to be
bought, and as they are not always easily obtainable
the methods have never found universal popularity.
Generally the falling -off of the H.T. battery is accompanied by a tendency to instability, followed by
pronounced distortion and a general lack of life and
clarity in the set, and in this condition practically
everybody -discards batteries and gets new ones as
the simplest way out of the difficulty

WHICH H.T. BATTERY ?
H. A. M. (Stratford -on -Avon).-" Knowing
nothing about wireless I was quite content with
the information that I should require a 100 -

volt battery for H.T.' To my surprise, when
I inquired at the shop for one I was told there

,oinetimes thought that an outside earth is better
I han a water pipe, but very often the water -pipe is
far more satisfactory.)

6c1C.
25Oe

CNAVYGE

Y/299

-

D X. (Stepney).-" Why is it that a crystal
set which normally can only receive signals
from one station is sometimes
able to receive a foreign station
situated hundreds of miles
away ? And why is it that

H.T.

-s.
o o 0+2

Lr

./.o+

L .TSpirrcw

Here are all the necessary " components" for a two -valve set
(Det. and L.F.) with a " Titan " tuner for wave -change. The '0001
reaction condenser has a .001 fixed condenser in series with it,
to prevent shorting, and the circuit is otherwise perfectly straightCould you wire it up ?
(Look out for the answering diagram next week.)

forward.

will appear, for most of us hate throwing batteries
away).

A six -turn coil will go down to about 25 or 28

POSITION OF CONDENSER OF L.S. FILTER

The energy from a broadcasting

of the transmitter, and get weaker
and weaker as the distance increases, becoming attenuated and
too weak for crystal reception at
distances of perhaps twenty miles
from a main station.
These direct waves are very reli-

able. and are not much affected

by atmospheric and external conditions, so they are used by the B.B.C.

as the basis of their service areas.

In addition to the direct rays,
stations also send out indirect

waves which are not "earth bound."
These do not travel along the surface of the ground, but they travel

off into space. After they have
reached a height of sixty miles or

so aboVe the earth surface they are,
owing to a peculiarity of the rarefied
atmosphere, reflected or " bent

t hey, originated.

times they appear to be concentrated at certain
points, so .that reception is really loud and good
whilst conditions are favourable.

But mysterious alterations in the reflecting properties of the upper layer of air may at any moment
affect them, and then their wonderful long-distance
properties are gone. Such indirect radiation is
sufficient to affect a good crystal set only occasionally, but on a single-valver the -skilful use of reaction
will generally enable the set to pick up at least half a
dozen different European stations at,any time after
sunset.

for tuning.)

stations "

It is thin " indirect " radiation that is the cause of
the extraordinarily long-distance results you hear
about from tune to time. The remarkable thing about
it is that not only are the waves bent back, but some-

A good many " P.W." readers have in various way:
tackled this problem, and some very interesting letters
on the subject have appeared it) our correspondence
columns (and no doubt many more of the same kind

course, depend upon the size of the condenser used

identify your approiimate range when the set is in

M. F. (Pendleton; Manchester).-" Is there
any way of gingering up ' old H.T. batteries ?
I always hate to throw them away because it

method of renewing their voltage ? '!

causing some of the turns to be short-circuited.

:111111111111111I1111111111111111111i1111111111111111111119111111111111111111i7

valve and everything else as
before there are not so many

back" to earth again, but they

Is it worth while trying to evolve some

Last week's trouble (experienced by a Yeovil

metres. and an eight- or nine -turn coil will begin at
about 30 or 32 metres.
There is one little group of broadcast stations in the
region of 32 metres, and another roundabout 25 or 26

some nights plenty of stations
can be received, whilst on
other nights with just the same

come to earth at a tremendous distance from where

they have become useless on the set.

out for the solution to the above next week.)

sometimes on a valve set on

RENEWING OLD H.T. BATTERIES.

seems to be able to find a use for them after

WHAT WAS WRONG ?

reader) was traced to the output choke, the
insulation of which had become defective,

0-

seems such a Waste of 'money, and yet nobody

connections, valves, etc., looked all right.
Could you have told

FOREIGN STATION RESULTS.

.111111-

SbvorcH

H.T. plug gave no click, though the
accumulator was O.K. and all other

very rapidly indeed.

In the first place there are direct

50

One day all the volume disappeared
suddenly, the set sounded " dead," and
tapping the grids of the valves gave no
corresponding click. Even shifting the

N.B.-There is no prize for answering this,
but from time to time we shall give a radio
problem (followed the next week by the
answer) in the hope that readers will find
them both interesting and instructive. (Look

station is radiated in different ways.

wave

a year with no

" double capacity " or " power " battery, for these
are capable of supplying very much more than the
small battery. (For very large sets triple capacityor more-is required.) The point worth remembering
is that if the battery is called upon to give more
current than it is designed to give, it will deteriorate

ground, are strongest In the vicinity
21e

speaker results for
trouble.

measured by a milliammeter in the H.T.- lead or by
reference to the valve makers' curves, is more than
5 milliamps, you require something more than the
ordinary small H.T. battery ; and it will be cheaper
to buy a larger -capacity model, sometimes called a

waves which. travelling along the

.7/74"/

valver which had given good loud-

If the total anode current of your receiver as

0005

COa_
UNIT

Loss of volume was the trouble of a
Stafford reader, the set being a three-

type or of the super -power or pentode type.

0HT

a

WHAT DO YOU THINK
ABOUT THIS ?

called upon to supply the current. for three valves,
especially if the other valve is of the screened -grid

6

Fle
000,

-L111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111r_

power valve about 3 or 4 milliamps, so that two valves
can be supplied from such a battery.
It is, however, generally being over -worked when

000s
E RNI

As a rule, with a four -tom coil you can go down to

about 18 or 20 metres, with a six -turn for the reaction. (The upper limits you will reach will, of

detector valve is taking say, one milliamp, and the

0+1HT

HFC

of fitting short-wave coils, but have not much
idea of the wave -lengths they cover. What
are the usual sizes ? "

size. Which do I need ?
Whilst a small battery 'is O.K. for small sets. the
larger sets require the larger type of battery, owing
to the extra current consumed by the greater number
of valves.
The ordinary small H.T. battery is capable of
supplying about 5 milliamps. If you look at the valve
makers' figures for the plate current required by the
valves you are using in the set you will find that the

00I

/01/
0002

WAVE COILS.

R. A. A. (Peterborough).-" I am thinking

than others and apparently being larger in

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No.15
o

WAVE -LENGTHS COVERED BY SHORT-

are several different sizes, some costing more

,phere, you can be sure that the water -pipe connection

mill continue to give you an excellent earth. (It is

A two -valve set, of course, is better still ; whilst
three valves. if properly handled, can bring in quite
a number of stations with regularity.

so

that these

figures will

help

you to

use.

CIRCUIT.

M. J. (Yarmouth).-" Will the output Utter
circuit shown on the accompanying sketch
completely take away the high tension from
the loud -speaker lead which goes to the next
room ? "
When using a choke and single condenser in this
way the position of the condenser is important. if
the space is limited inside the set and an external
filter is to be fitted, the filter -condenser must be
placed close to the set's output terminals.
You will note that only one side of the condenser
is connected to the loud speaker, the other side of
the condenser being joined in circuit by a lead to the
plate of the valve and L.F. choice (in practice this
goes to the output terminal which is connected
internally to these points).
For the filter circuit to be efficient you must place
the condenser close to the set, as the lead between
these points is " alive." The other side of the condenser and the remaining loud -speaker wiring can
then he as long as necessary, no H.T. voltage being
present there.

PHYSICAL JERKS BY RADIO.
" Boy SCOUT " (London, S.E.7.).-" As you
will see by my nom de plume I am interested

in other things besides radio, and one of
my specialities is physical jerks. I understand that some of the Continental stations
broadcast exercises in the early mornings,
and I should like to listen to one of these if
you can tell me which one, out of the list of

stations I enclose. all of which I am able to get
at good strength,"
Your list shows Langenburg to be the best station,

and you will find that such a course is given from
there on most n.ornings (except Sundays) at 7.45 a.m.
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COMBINED MAINS UNITS (FlIwith ILICharger)
A.C. MODEL-The First
This is the Model which has given such satisfaction
in Portables of practically every make and every type.
MODEL NV.5. Incorporates Westinghouse Metal

Rectifiers on both H.T. and L.T. Sides.
SIZE : 9" 5" X 11". OUTPUT : 120 Volts at 15 m 'a.
TAPPINGS: H.T. 2 continuously variable (1.S.G)
and I Power. L.T. Trickle Charger for 2-, 4- or
6 -volt Accumulators.

Price £5 : 17 : 6
Model W.6. 11.T. only, £4 : 5 : 0.
Either of the above models is available for 25 cycles at
an increase in cost of to,..

Fit INSIDE
all Portables
EQUALLY SUITABLE FOR
ALL POPULAR

D.C. MODEL-The Only
SIZE: 9" ;< 5" x 31".

INPUT VOLTAGE: 200.

250 volts.

H.T. OUTPUT: 130 volts at 20 m!a.

H.T. TAPPINGS: 2 continuously
(1 S.G.) and 1 Power.

variable

L.T.: TRICKLE CHARGER for 2-, 4- or 6 -volt

accumulators. without any alteration whatever to
existing miring.

Price 24 : 5 : C

2, 3 & 4 VALVE RECEIVERS

H.T. only, 12 :

15 : 0

HAVE you read

the opinions of leading
Set Manufacturers and

Radio Authorities in
the REGENTONE NEW

FREE BOOKLET ?t r supplied

Potent
Pending

.55

X fen Point

1 ao,p Milder 011111

4 1;1.

oi4

from your dealer or
direct from us.

Parents Pending
Desojn Iteg,teeed

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO. .2/, Bartlett* Biclgs, Holborn Circus, London.E.C.4

kephon;.GnuoI8745/7

When buying

Your A.G. Mains Receiver, Battery Eliminator or Charger

see that it incorporates

A

For those who prefer to make up their

own sets, our book " The All -Metal Way,
1930," will be invaluable. It contains
32 Cages of circuits and instructions

covering all types of A.C. Mains Units.
Send a 2d. stamp with your name and
address to :-

The Westinghouse Brake & Saxby
Signal Co. Ltd.,
82, York Rd., King's Cross, London, N.I

WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIER

which is one of the most important components in up-to-date radio equipment.
There is nothing to wear out in this rectifier-no filaments, no chemicals nor
moving parts. It is used in the majority of modern receivers and eliminators,
designed and marketed by experts who are satisfied as to its reliability, and
whose aim has been to provide TROUBLE -FREE RADIO EQUIPMENT.
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"POPULAR WIRELESS"

F.i

ADVERTISEMENT RATES

Whole Page £40

Quarter Page £10

Half Page £20

Eighth Page £5

Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 30' Minimum Space accepted
SERIES DISCOUNTS. ALL
ADVERTISEMENT COPY SUBJECT TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL
NO

-

-

-

half inch 15

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN

RAND 11 DAYS BEFORE DATF,
OF ISSUE TO ENSURE PROOFS

ALL eon/ ttttt nieations respecting ADVERTISING must

be made to:-

JOHN H. LILE, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.CA
um, NOT to Editorial or Publishing Offices.
uffitilifillinfiluHunimatimuunutunum00001001000101010100Muumum01101001,.

Superb Cabinets
In Oak 35/In Mahogany 39/

CARRINGTON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,

24, Hatton Garden, Holborn, E.C.1.

Telephone: Holborn 8202. Factors,: Cameo Works, Croydon.
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THE " EUROPEAN - THREE.

FOR THE LISTENER.

(Continued, from page 546.)

(Continued from page 538.)

By the way, you will find space for a
grid -bias battery at the end of the baseboard, between the grid leak and H.T. and H.T. + terminals.
The H.T. voltages will be just the usual
ones-namely, about 60 volts on H.T. 4- 1

and somewhere about 100 or 120 volts on
H.T. + 2. A little adjustment on the
11.T. + 1 terminal may be desirable later

on to enable you to get the very best

results and the smoothest reaction control,
but these voltages will suit most valves.

To begin with, you should place the

potentiometer slider somewhere near the
middle of its travel. Later on, after ycu

have made various other adjustments,
you can return to this and try moving it
towards either the positive or negative
end until you find the point which gives

you the best combination of good volume
and really smooth reaction control. This
adjustment is best made on a rather weak
signal, such as that of a distant station.
Coil Adjustments.

Now we come to the important question
of the choice of coil sizes, and the adjust-

ment of their positions so as to obtain
the desired satisfactory reaction effects
on both wave -bands. Coils L1 and L2
are both of the " X " type, L, being a

No. 60 and L2 a No. 250. To the tapping

30 feet added to the length of her delicate
little ears would help her. The farmer
climbed the roof of the farm and fastened

TECHNICAL
NOTES.
By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F . Inst.P

the guy -rope round his chimney.

The farm-hand, who has only one eye,

but it is a good one, tethered the other
end to an upstairs balcony outside the

cottage. The women and children watched.
from below the mysterious line being slung
from roof to roof.

The Pentode.

THE fact that the screen -grid valve as
well as the pentode have established
themselves firmly in popularity in
America is shown by the large number of sets

exhibited at the recent Radio Exhibition at
Atlantic City having screen -grid on the H.F

Belinda Talks Italian.

I shouted to them that they might hang
their washing on it, if they could reach:

whereat they laughed excitedly, a little
bit timidly, I thought, as if they were
not quite sure what was going to happen.
It was time I showed Belinda off. It
was 6.30 p.m.
Continental stations
do not wake up much before then. I put
Belinda on a table in the open window,

earthed her, plugged the outside aerial
in, and in a jiffy she was talking Italian.
She spoke it perfectly, though I prefer
her English. At the sound of her voice,
my neighbours came stealthily across from

the farm and stood among the bushes,
listening. I think they were surprised to
hear her talking Italian.
They probably imagined that, since she

came from England, she would talk English.
" Italiano !
I heard them saying to

each other.
asked them if they could
points on these coils you should attach understand. I" Yes,
yes ! " they cried,
" A meraviglia ! " which, I suping that you can obtain an adjustment laughing,
meant " splendidly ! "
of selectivity by the use of one or other pose,
So Belinda made her debut.

side and a pentode on the output side.

A particularly popular set employing these
two types of valve is the three -valve set.
Battery Sets Still Sell.
Another interesting

feature of this
exhibition is the large number of battery operated sets which are on view, showing
that the all -mains receiver has not completely displaced the battery -operated set,

even in cases where electric supply is
available, and further, that there is a
large market still to be found amongst homes
where there is no electric supply.
Filters.

Talking about all -mains sets, particular
attention is given in the exhibition referred
to above to special filters incorporated in
these sets for the purpose of cutting down
landline interferences and noises produce(?'
by the switching of electric lights or elec-

The reaction coil L3 will normally be a
No. 100, but in some cases you may find

Barrage.

trical machinery, or local electrical disturbances such as those from electric
railways, advertising signs, an& so on. I
mention this because it is a matter which
was discussed in these Notes some little

No. 150. Start off, however, with a No. 100,

The reception from Rome, southward,
proved so clear that, on the next night.

Tone Control

I determined to try my luck on the long wave. That would be northward towards
Paris and Hilversum. I was doomed to

the flex leads from the switch S2, remember-

of the two tappings on each coil.

that better effects are obtained with a
and note that all you have to do is to finds

such positions for the three coils that
satisfactory reaction is obtainable on both
wave -bands.

In the constructional work it is advisable

to fix the L2 and L3 coil sockets at the
slight angle shown, and leave the fixing
down of L, until later: Temporarily, you
should make the connections to L, with
short pieces of flex, leaving the holder

loose upon the baseboard so that you can
move it about. Start off with the coils
roughly as shown in the photographs,
and see whether you get suitable reaction
on both wave -bands.
Getting The Reaction Right.

Possibly you will find that you are
obtaining rather more reaction on the
long waves than on the medium wave-

band, in which case you should move L,
a little nearer to L3, and then try varying
its angle a little. A little experimenting
in this way will soon show you exactly
where this coil should be placed, whereupon it can be screwed down and its flex
leads replaced with proper stiff ones.

A very few minutes' testing will settle

these points,

and thereafter you will

have no further adjustments to make.

All that you will need to do is to operate
the switch S2 to go over from one waveband to the other, and tuning and reaction
will be carried out in just the usual way.

The switch positions, by the way, are
these : knob downwards for low waves,
upwards for high waves.

disappointment.
14 Belinda sputtered and crackled and roared.
She was like a thousand fishwives explain-

time back.

Naturally, these devices, since they were
to be applied to an ordinary gramophone,
were mechanical in their operation. When
we come to electrical reproduction, either of
gramophone or radio music, we have

available to us electrical methods of tone

ing a black eye. I thought she would
burst. Nothing could live in that row
except a fe* Morse signals which, like

control and very soon you will hear of some
ingenious methods for regulating. the

There was only one word for it-Donner.

the reproduction. Not only this, but actually
the qualify will also be to some extent under
the control of the operator.

microbes, seem to be able to live anywhere.
blit zen !

Jack Payne Again.

The storm brewed for two days. Northward I was cut off. It broke on Friday
night.
The cauldron boiled over into a deluge.
Saturday was clear. 'I guessed that there
wouldn't be a single atmospheric left, and

waited until night. Then I began to feel
northward again, searching the ether for
England.

I got a lot of Morse-a very annoying

feller, Morse !

Then I heard a voice chatter-

ing, and music behind it. It was about
ten o'clock. The voice

was

speaking

French, so I tried to cut it out and get
English.

After infinite twiddlings of patience-

for I really do not know very much about
Belinda's innards-I succeeded fairly well.

It was Jack Payne and his Band.

So

will you please pre -sent Belinda's compliments to Jack Payne, and tell him that he
" was the first that ever burst " from England into this lovely wilderness on the shores
of Maggiore ! Addio

relative values of high and low notes in

Should Control be Used ?
It is always a question

whether the

listener should be put in a position to adjust

the quality of the reproduction-at any

rate, the relative intensities of, say, high
and low notes. It comes back almost to the

same question as to whether a piece of
music should be played exactly as the com-

poser intended, or whether modifications

by the performer should be permitted.
At any rate, apart from questions of this

kind, there is a large section of radio ex-

perimenters and listeners who will certainly
welcome a simple device whereby they can

modify the reproduction of their radio or
gramophones to suit their own taste-and,
after all, that is what really matters.
Getting Quality.
Low -frequency amplification often in-

volves loss of quality, and this may be
due to several causes. In the case of a
transformer -coupled amplifier, the inter-

ference with the quality may be due to
(Continued on page 554.)
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FOR Outdoor or Indoor use, the new
Benjamin ball - bearing turntable
is invaluable to the. Portable Set
user. Used outdoors, the legs are opened

out, the capacity of the set to earth
being thus considerably reduced. For
indoor use the legs are folded, and being
fitted underneath with rubber butlers, all
damage to furniture is prevented.
The smooth -running ball bearings make

" direction finding " easy.

Price 76 complete.
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SCREENED

iee llynaplus Screened 3.
It will
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_ramifies from all Europe
;!.arly, with manic purity,
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Build the "VEENICAY" THREE
A three -valve wave -change broadcast receiver that employs
ordinary plug-in coils. It employs screened -grid, detector,

and power stages, and is fully described in the August
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WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
MSG

in
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"Constructor"

is

«

full
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of

The " PACK AWAY " TWO
A really portable receiver capable of

.t

A

wonderful performance.

DON'T MISS YOUR "WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR."
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Cant we get together?

HIGHLY SENSITIVE

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued front rage 552.)

any one of a number of defects in the
coupling transformer as well as to other
causes which are not directly connected
with the transformer itself.

SUPER -MICROPHONES
New, made on the latest principle, a vast improvement oim all other types ; will take up whispered

words from a distance of several yards, also
strongly

I mention this matter because I have had
several inquiries arising out of my remarks
on low -frequency transformer- ratio which

s'

7

and

All we ask
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is

chance to prove that

you can earn £300,

£400, £500 per year
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BOOK TO -DAY a

or more.

Other men

are doing it and you

ITS

can

the same.

fWES!

do

We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation
waiting to help 'you whether you be novice ,11

If you wish for something more than
"bread and butter" job you owe it to yourself to
expert.

a

investigate our Service.
Our handbook, - Engineering

Opportunities,"

has

pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of
your fellows. It contains details of A.M.I.Mech E.,
A.M.I.
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E.,

Struct.E., London Metric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,
Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches

Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless

of

Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

NO PASS-NO FEES

In a brilliant foreword Prof. A. Al. Low shoo
clearly the chances you are missing.
Engineering Opportunities" and our advice are
quite FREE. Don't neglect this offer-give vent to

upward urge " and send a postcard NOW,
stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.

that

British Institute of Engineering Technology.
101

Shakespeare House, 29'31, Oxford Street, W.1

....,HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4, -Transformers 5,t-,

Loudspeakers 4; -.All Repairs

Tested, guaranteed and ready
for delivery in 24 hours.

i o -magnetised free.

flair. rl, 0'1 9,159
for Trade.
Discount
MASON. 44. East Road. City Road. N.1.
T1

-EASY TERMS We SPECIALISE in the supply
of all Good Quality Radio Sets,
Components and Accessories on
Easy Terms. We will give you
efficient service.
of

Send us your list

requirements and a quotation
will be sent by return.

London Radio Supply Company,
II OAT LANE, NOBLE STREET,LONDON,E.C.2
/N. Iiimv4L

making Detectaphone,

250 to 2,000 metres.
Thousands of these tuners are in use, and we
can strongly recommend them. No further
coils arc required. Send P.C. for particulars
and circuits-PREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Place, Coventry,

205
2DP

SPADES and PINS
HOOKS and EYES
6 Colours .. 2d. each.
Write for List T.104
J. J. EASTICK & SONS,

2D1

118 Bunhill Row,
London, E.C.1.

PHONE,

Everybody knows that the effective im-

pedance increases with the frequency of the
alternating current fed into the transformer,

but perhaps you may not have realised
how rapidly the impedance rises with the

frequency.
For instance, in a particular case, whereas

the impedance at 100 cycles may be, say,
40,000 ohms, at 500 cycles, it may be

350,000 ohms-that is, nearly nine times
as much.
Question of Frequency.

This brings us to a very important point
in the design and use of L.F. transformers.
It is obvious from the figures just given

that almost any transformer will have a
high impedance at a high frequency, but
the frequencies with which we commonly
deal in the case of speech, and also in the
case of many kinds of musical instruments,

are not much higher. and frequently arc
actually lower, than 500 cycles.

Consequently, you must have a transformer which has a sufficiently high impedance, even at comparatively low frequencies ; if it has not, then it cannot be

relied upon to amplify these comparatively
low frequencies without distortion.
Matching Impedances.

Another point which often arises in

matching of the impedance of the transformer
with the impedance of the valve with which

it is used. According to some opinions, the
best ,results are obtained when the impe-

dance of the valve and the impedance of
the transformer are equal.
But a note of warning is necessary here,

for this theory is based upon the assumption that we want the best conditions for

so much concerned with power as with
voltage.

Now, it has been laid down as a general

rule that, so far as quality is concerned, it is
best to have the highest possible transformer
impedance in each transformer -coupled
(Continued on next page.)

ANNOUNCE-

MENTS THROUGH
LOUDSPEAKER

(with

or without Valve Amplifier), Electric Sound De-

tector, BABY ALARM
from Bedroom through distant Loudspeaker, Experiments, etc. NO OTHER MICROPHONE OF
EQUAL SENSITIVENESS KNOWN; each instru-

ment finely black enamelled and fitted with a

piece

constant quality of a transformer, but must
be defined for each particular frequency.

LOUD -

SPEAKING TELE-

insufficient.

the transference of power, whilst obviously
in the case of intervalve coupling we are not
12 DH

D E A F -A I D,

3 -ft.

The impedance, as you know, is not a

over

Splendid Instruments for

gas

One of the most important properties of
an efficient L.F. transformer for radio work
is a high impedance, and the poor reproduction given by niany cheaper transformers
is due to stinting materials (the iron of the
core and the copper wire of the windings) .
with the result that the impedance is

queries from readers is the question of the

1977

EXACT TUNERS

(

Effect of Proper Impedance.

music

distance through Loadspeaker or Headphones.

'

I made in these Notes a few weeks back.
Transformer coupling is still very greatly
used by amateurs and constructors, and it
is no exaggeration to say that the better

types of present-day L.F. transformers have
been improved out of all recognition as compared with those of four or five years ago.

amplify and

transmit speecha

--

silk connecting cord.

post -

-

-

By return of 8/6
-

SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER for

connecting Super - Microphone to Radio Headphones, Loudspeaker, Valve Set or Valve AiAmplifier

-

-

SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIECE

for use with Super -Microphone as a HIGHLY

EFFICIENT DEAF AID, or Detectaphone, etc. ;
thin 3 -ft. silk connecting cord fitted, EarFine Black Enamelled Full Directions for use of Super -Microphone for
many purposes and Diagrams of connections free.

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,

27, Fitzroy Street, London. W.1
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" POPULAR WIRELESS " says :
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stage, quite irrespective of whether the

'' There is "everything in
favour of buying a complete kit of parts and
nothing against it. You

impedance of the transformer matches that
of the valve.

get all the little items,

Ratio and Amplification.

your panel is neatly
drilled for you. Moreovei,

The remaining point, and the one which
I really intended to mention more par-

such as screws, etc., and

you are certain that every
component is suitable for

the set-that

OVE
UNEQUALLED
SUPERIORITY'
over all other types of

to the possibility of getting a higher am-

Radlo.'t

..... ......

0

ticularly, is the question of the transformer
ratio, as several 'cadets have again referred

is, if you

purchase an approved kit
such as is sold by Ready

plification by using higher -ratio transformers. With the ratios of between 3 to 1
and 5 to 1 it. has been found that the best

........

all-round results are obtained without incurring unduly high losses at high frequencies.
As a matter of fact, this question of
transformer ratio is often exaggerated, and

KITS OF PARTS
AND LOUDSPEAKERS

H.T.
Don't buy another dry Battery.

you will find that in many cases you will
get much better results by using a comparatively low -ratio transformer, say, even
3 to I, than you will with a higher ratio,
say, 5 to 1. When it comes to still higher

1930 MAGIC FOUR
1930 MAGIC THREE
THE " EUROPEAN "

THREE

PERMANENT 144,T;',
SUPPLY RECHARGES
ITSELF OVERNIGHT

ratios, such as 7 or 8 to I, these may only be
used in special circumstances, and for

ETC., ETC.

This remarkable regenerative
Battery has proved, to the
\satisfaction of thousands
of

general purposes it is much better to stick
to the lower ratios of 3 to 1 or 4 to 1.

Cash or Easy Terms.
Lists on applications.

skilled
set users, that no other
type

of battery provides this

smooth. unfluctuating current
that
banishes the nuisance of
" background " and improves

Primary Inductance.

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,

LONDON BRIDGE, LONDON, S.E.1

of the air gap in the transformer is one
upon which opinions still differ, but it is
generally conceded that a very small air

Telephone : HOP 5555 (Private Exchange).

gap is better for the amplification of low
frequencies.

So far as the amplification of high frequencies is concerned, this is influenced by

In the August

"LONDON" Read-

the design of the windings of the transformer, so that self -capacity and eddy
current losses may be kept to a minimum.
It is a common practice to connect a

Have We

condenser across the primary of the transformer, but in my opinion it is preferable

Lived Before ?

that, this condenser should be included in the
transformer itself by the manufacturers, as

by SHAW
DESMOND
Most of us have asked ourselves this
question at one time or another. But few
of us can answer it. Mr. Shaw Desmond
claims most emphatically that we have
lived before. As proof he alleges that he
remembers some of his previous incarnations. You must read this interesting
..rticle in the August issue of the LONDON

.\1.,gazine together with other fine features

RITA WEIMAN
W. J. LOCKE
DENIS MACKAIL
SELWYN JEPSON
and others

LONDON
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Buy t;;c JUG,'
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then there is no danger of an unsuitable
capacity of condenser being used.
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The Perfect Curve.

As you know, the perfect transformer
should have uniform amplification ratio
throughout the whole of the range of
frequencies with which it is intended to be
used. Actually, of eourse, no transformer
reaches this ideal, although the best. types
of transformer made to -day will give
remarkably uniform amplification ov.r
considerable portion of the desired
frequency range.
Most of the second-rate transformers fail
a

by

quality and volume of reception
out of all recognition.
Standard Battery cells are self
regenerative
give trouble.
free service and
throughout their
twelve or more months' use.

So far as getting good amplification at
low frequencies is concerned, this depends
largely on having plenty of magnetic
material in the core of the transformer, a
high value of primary inductance and a comparatively low step-up ratio. The question

in the lower frequencies. They generally
give a fair performance at frequencies
between, say, I,000 and 3,000 vibrations
per second, but then fall very far short of
the ideal at frequencies much below 500
this is almost invariably due to the transformer impedance being insuffieient,
the reasons I mentioned above.
In the Future.
During the past few days there has been
:

fu

a good deal of newspaper talk about the
possibility of television (accompanied by
sound broadcast) becoming a serious rival
(Conlin ced on nc.ct pauc.)

ter ms it

d.

Write fur full particulars to:

P.41.

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO. (Dept. S.W.),

184 188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
MB

Don't Argue!
Make Sure of
Your Facts
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THIS and
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SIX -SIXTY

to talking pictures in the cinematograph

VALVE ADAPTORS

This is largely based upon the fact that
some experiments have been made in
America, over a short distance, about a

theatres.

INTO EXISTING
SOCKETS -

STEEL
MASTS
NO HOLES TO DIG
on

mile, in which. television pictures have been
received and projected upon a screen some

" definition " of these pictures or as to the
amount of subject -matter which is comprised within the picture.
As you know. I have always been averse
to exaggerated and extravagant statements
being made with regard to television and
its " possibilities." No one, and least of

34 Feet high. In

4 sections of
11 in. Steel tube

Just plug in SIX - SIXTY 5-4 Pin

Valve Adaptors into existing sockets,

connect up the attached leads to the
4 -volt A.C. of your Mains Drive and
your set is converted from D.C. to
A.C. Or use our 4-5 pin Adaptor
and convert from A.C. to D.C.
Modernise your present set this easy
USE SIX -SIXTY VALVE
way.
ADAPTORS.
each.

Price 1,'6 &

irlf

-511

$11

VALVE ADAPTORS
Made ha the makers of the famous Six -Sixty Vair

Six -Sixty Radio Co. Ltd., Sia-Sixty House, 17 18
Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, W.I.
dephone : Museum .6116/7.
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of the technical difficulties
involved in television.

knowledge

Ark I Ft S
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/. post free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
" Repairs" Dept..

GARRATT LANE,

TOOTING,

the

cinematograph show. As a
matter of fact. I personally am of the

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker

953,

is

immediate publication of what I can only
regard as wild -cat suggestions that within
a comparatively short time we are going to
see on the cinematograph screen televised
pictures, comparable in any sense with an
ordinary

91°."'c"sTnat.4P.C.4:

S.W.17.

THE

STANDARD
PLUM COIL
Sold everywhere from 1/..
DX COILS LTD., LONDON, EA

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

to l I in. in 9 ft. sections
complete in every
detail. Cast iron bed
plate, steel ground

in the majority of cases, have little or no

almost as much so as the development of
radio telephony, and I have no doubt that
improvements will continue to be made.

opinion that television will serer be able
to give us anything comparable with the
cinematograph, but that is only my own

private opinion.
I am convinced that television will not in
any practical sense rival the cinematograph

during the lifetime of anyone at present
living. One is getting a little weary of

hearing everlasting predictions (by people

with no technical knowledge whatever)

about " sitting in an armchair at one's
own fireside and seeing a Test Match
played in Australia." It would be very

nice if the non -technical prophets could

think of something new.
Incidentally, I think exaggerated newspaper talk does more harm than good to the
cause of television, by leading the public to
expect too much.

dampaeasyre

7rAS

down to the fact that the authors of the same,

What I object to, however,

4-lic,61hLACR

M;erect,ma

rot proof. Made ofo
sturdy British steel tubing tapering from x in.

without foundation, and the excited newspaper accounts that one reads must be set

I do not want to he misunderstood in any
I think that the achievements which
have already been made in television,
particularly those of the General Electric
Company in America, are very remarkable,

29'6

tube tapering

Midlands, 3:6; elsewhere,
416. Weight 46 lbs.
No bother. These
tand
st
PARS

in any way, for clearness and detail, the
ordinary cinematograph pictures, is quite

way.

teeofsheavy

to s in. A real bargain.
Carriage, London, 2/6

full-size cinema screen a picture approaching

Remarkable Achievements.

sec Inhigh,

tiiionins.

accomplished by scientific research, but at
the same time one should be equally careful
not to go to the opposite Extreme.
In my opinion, any suggestion that television will ever be able to give us upon a

opinion, in a totally different category from
BEAku-FiFut any of these. and it will not do to argue by
analogy that because remarkable achieveART FINISHES ments have been made in one sphere they
must necessarily be expected in another.

2116

London, 21-; Midlands, 3/-;
elsewhere, 4i-. Weight 34 lb.
The "SUPER " MAST.

upon what may be

It is easy to bring up the old story that,
twenty years ago, nobody ever thought the
Atlantic would be flown by an aeroplane,
that thirty years ago no one thought we
would have cinematograph entertainments
or talking pictures. Television is, in my

3

tapering to 1 in. Carriage,

all a scientific man, wishes to place any
YOUR SET CONVERtED FOR A.C.VALVES

>Ii I-

;thselsewhere,

1a\ndigsht

6 ft. square. Nothing is stated as to the

unreasonable limit

/

Feet high. In
3 sections of

II in. Steel tube
tapering to x in.
Carriage, London, 1/6;

pegS, stay rings and
galvanized wire stays
cut to length, pulley,

bolts, washers, etc.No Further Outlay.
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all sorts of fascinating and useful gear, at
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.. ELECTRICAL
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GENERATORS
MOTORS

Just send a stamped envelope.
ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218. Upper Thames Street. E.C.4.
c,

0191.

Electradix. Cent. Land,

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF-CHARCINC,

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL

JARS (waxed), 21 X 11" sq. 1/3 doz.
ZINCS, new type 10d doz. Sacs 1/2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4/1, post ea.
Sample unit. ad. Illus. booklet free.
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TWO FINE BOOKS for the
HOME CONSTRUCTOR
Sets for Every Purpose and Every Pocket
"BESTWAY " BOOK No. 367
Contains complete constructional details

of the
following inexpensive and easy -to -build receivers.

All have passed the most exacting tests before
being published.

A ONE-VALVER
end

riin=itfuction, urine a home-made rabini/t
criiis. Covers cirdeiery end !oli.,; way

A TWO -VALVE ALL -W IVE-LENGTH SET

(Det. and L.F.)
Capable of loud -speaker results nnil r vend ronditions

on both short and long waves.
and plug-in coils. Easy to cperate.

s

tandard parts

THREE -VALVE RADIOGRAM RECEIVER
Circuit is net. and 2 L.F. Very eeland give;
high quality reproduction eitIcir of r.iilio
phone records.

FOUR -VALVE "POUND -PER -STAGE" SE f
Costing about [-1.

Uses home-in:1,1c.

einployed being ILE, Let., earl

a

L.P.

Circuit
Highly

2L44a`,Az :kv\

"BESTWAY" BOOK No. 368
These Super sets are for MODERN CONDITIONS
and will enable constructors to take full advantage
of the dual programmes under the Regional Scheme.

A SUPER -SELECTIVE ONE -VALVE SET
For ordinary and
and very simple

long waves.

operation.

Easy wave -change

Includes the fatuous

" Brookmans Rejector " to cut out interference.

A TWO-VALVER (Det. and L.F.)
For all waves including short.
switch enables wave -range to
changing coils.

Special
be

wave -change

altered

without

An UP-TO-DATE THREE-VALVER
Using S.G., Det. and Pentode. Highly selective ; employs
plug-in coils and has -volume control and switch for the
reproduction of radio or gramophone records.

An " ALL -FROM -THE -MAINS " FOUR
A powerful set for A.C. mains; which comprise
Det.,
and 2 L.F. stages with the special new A.G. valves.

Covers long and ordinary waves and is very easy to
operate;

6

D. each (rout all .:Vf'zosa;ents and Booksellers.
everywhere, or 7d. post free (Home or
Abroad), from " Best Way, 291a, Oxford
Street, London, W.I.
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